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May I have
SENATOR HENRY P. McNAMARA {Co-Chairman):
I would
Good morning.
Thank you.
your at tent ion, please?
1 ike to welcome you to the second joint hearing of the Senate
Environment Committee and the Assembly Environment Committee on
Perhaps no
the Clean Air Act and its effect on the State.
other Federal environmental statute in the State given an
either/or choice that once made might have a greater impact on
the life-styles of its residents over the next decade and
beyond.
The subject of the hearing today concerns whether we,
as a State, choose to follow the Federal car standard or the
California car standard.
I don't want to interrupt you folks in the back, but
if there is going to be continued conversation, I will have to
Gentlemen, we are going to have a
ask you to leave the room.
lot of people testifying today, and I am not going to put up
with any interruptions.
We are at tempting to determine what this choice will
We know that the Clean Air Act
mean to our residents.
amendments will have significant impacts, but what we have yet
to learn is whether the vehicle standard we choose will magnify
that impact.
Additionally, we need to learn whether this choice, if
I am concerned
it does magnify the impact, is worth the cost.
is
clean air
spend for
and money we
effort
the
that
If there is little
commensurate with the benefits we derive.
cost differential between the California standard and the
Federal standard, including the ripple in the economy that the
choice will cause, and the impact on air quality is substantial
But if the cost is
and measurable, then the choice is clear.
high and the results are not clear, then neither is the choice.
the
representatives of
We will be hearing from
Department,

the

car

manufacturers

l

and

dealers,

the

oil

I look forward to a frank exchange of
industry, and others.
ideas, and believe these two Committees are up to the challenge.
Assemblywoman Ogden?
Thank you
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAUREEN OGDEN (Co-Chairman):
I would 1 ike to thank everyone who is here
very much, Hank.
this morning and this afternoon, because this is obviously one
of the key issues for the State of New Jersey; one of the most
important issues that both of our Committees will be addressing
this year.
We are going to begin, as Senator McNamara said, with
making
Protection
its
Environmental
of
Department
the
Then we have set
presentation on the California car standard.
We have allotted, for
particular time slots for everyone.
instance, a half-an-hour for DEPE; 45 minutes for the auto
So, what
manufacturers; 30 minutes for the Petroleum Council.
we are attempting to do in the time constraints we have within
this entire day-- We are hoping to take a short break in the
middle of the day, and finish up somewhere between 3:30 and
Hopefully, we will have received the information we need
4:00.
to either persuade us to support the DEPE, to come up with a
resolution supporting it, or other types of legislation making
modifications, whichever way the members of the Committee
decide to go.
I would like, just in dealing with ways in which we
are holding this hearing, to suggest to Committee members -- to
actually encourage Committee members during the present at ions,
because this is really an extremely complex issue, to ask
questions of those who are testifying, or else jot them down
We want to make sure-and save them until the end.
Obviously, the purpose of these hearings is to make sure that
the
understand
totally
Committee
the
of
members
the
·presentations and the implications of what is being proposed,
or what is being objected to.
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request witnesses who are
I would also like to
speaking without written statements to send them in to the
We will keep the public record open, probably, for,
Committee.
I would say, two weeks, which is probably a suitable amount of
time, for those who are here who do not have written testimony,
or are not part of those who are scheduled for making
to send the Committee their written
presentations today,
statements.
I don't want to take up any
myself, because the purpose today is
Therefore,
who are in the audience.
to call the representatives from

more time making comments
to hear from those of you
at this time, I would like
the DEPE to make their

presentation.
Good morning, Assemblywoman
W I T T E N B E R G:
N A N C Y
My name is
Ogden, Senator McNamara, members of the Committee.
I am the Director of the Department of
Nancy Wittenberg.
Environmental Protection's Office of Energy.
Before I begin this morning, I want to introduce a fe'"'
other people from the Department who are here with me, who will
Dave West, who is the
also be available to answer questions:
Chief of the Bureau of Transportation Control; John Elston, who
is the Assistant Director of Air Quality Planning, and Rick
Sinding, who is the Assistant Commissioner of Policy and
Planning.
Commissioner Weiner walked us through sort
of the analysis that the Department has been doing for
Where I want to
compliance with the Clean Air Act in general.
start this morning is by sort of briefly reminding you of that
analysis, because it opens up the discussion of how New Jersey
As
got to even looking at the Low Emissions Vehicle Program.
Senator McNamara said, the Clean Air Act, in recognition of air
Last week,

quality problems in many of the states in the country, has
given states an option when it comes to motor vehicle emission
There is something called the "Federal car," which
controls.
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I am going to try
you have also heard called the "Tier I car."
to keep the language as simple as possible, but this is very
complex.
The other choice the states have is to opt into what
is called the "California Program," or the "Low Emission
California has been generating their own
Vehicle Program."
motor vehicle emissions standards for many years, and the Clean
So the Clean Air Act
Air Act has allowed them to do that.
To determine if the California
initially gives us a choice.
cars made sense for New Jersey, we did the analysis which
As a reminder, the
Commissioner Weiner presented last week.
charts are back, so you can see that again, when we looked at
the minimum requirements of the Clean Air Act and figured out
the ton reduction we would get, we fell short of what we needed
Then there were the options that we could use to close
to do.
We looked at low emission vehicles as one of those
that gap.
options that made the most sense for New Jersey.
We felt it made the most sense for New Jersey fer a
number of reasons, which I am hoping I will be able to convince
The Low Emissions Vehicle Program is a
today.
you of
It is also a
cost-effective approach to air quality control.
way that wi 11 help to preserve the economic health of the
State, which is so crucially important now.
Finally, and equally important, the Low Emissions
Vehicle Program is a way that is least obtrusive to the
When you look at
1 ife-styles of the residents of New Jersey.
the other options for closing the gap, low emission vehicles is
a good choice.
Some of the other options we went through last week
restricted use of
that I know stuck in people's minds were:
the
the controlling of barbecues;
recreational equipment;
controlling of lawn mowers; prohibiting student driving. These
are the draconian measures that nobody really likes to talk
about; controls on small sources, such as bakeries and dry
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cleaners.
The impacts of those kinds of programs are very
broad and can be felt throughout the economics of the State.
The other important reason why we get to LEV has to do
with the Northeast region of this country.
All the Governors
and all the air quality directors of the Northeast states, from
Virginia up to Maine, have agreed that the Low Emissions
Vehicle Program makes sense for these states.
It makes sense
for us to go into this program as a region; it makes sense for
us for air quality programs.
So it is not just New Jersey
which has come to this decision.
Every state in the Northeast
region has now reached the same cone lus ion; that low emission
vehicles make sense.
Now, why do we talk about mobile source emissions? I
know last week there were some questions about what the
inventory is, and I know there are always complaints from the
audience that we only have one set of charts.
The State budget
restricts having multiples, but they are in your handouts.
This is the one with all the circles on it.
I also understand
there was a shortage of handouts. There are more on the way.
This is a summary of what New Jersey's total emissions
inventory looks like.
This is very important.
The first
circle you see here is called "Natural & Controllable," because
as we mentioned last week, a portion of New Jersey's inventory
comes from nature.
It comes from trees.
It
is called
biogenic.
We cannot control it.
It is not something we would
put a strategy in place to control.
So when you start looking
at the controllable inventory, we take that piece out, because
we just don't think that is something we can control.
When you are looking at the controllable inventory-Again, we have broken it out into volatile organic compounds
and nitrogen oxide, because those are the precursors that make
ozone, and ozone is the attainment problem that we are really
talking about when we talk about low emission vehicles.
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(pointing to
You can see the ton numbers here.
chart) This is a 1990 estimated inventory, because we haven't
It is based on our 1988 inventory, which was
completed it yet.
Mobile sources, this spot, in
completed a number of years ago.
both volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxide compounds,
encompasses close to half of the total controllable inventory.
That is a big piece.
Off highway sources, that's 20 percent, 25 percent,
and the rest is made up of both stationary and area sources.
Area sources, again, include things like the small facilities
They include consumer
regulated.
that currently are not
So this encompasses stationary sources
products that are used.
and these big pieces here are mobile
and area sources,
So you see that for us to have significant emission
sources.
reductions in the volatile organic compounds and the nitrogen
oxides, we must look at the mobile sources.
Now, where do mobile source emissions come from on a
The important thing to
car, and how do we control those?
realize is that the Low Emissions Vehicle Program is one piece
of a multiple strategy that we are looking at to control mobile
Emissions from
It is not the only piece.
source emissions.
There are emissions when
cars come from a number of places.
The Clean Air Act requires what is called
you refuel your car.
"Stage I I vapor recovery. " As you know, New Jersey has already
done that.
Another way to control emissions from refueling is
through a good inspection/maintenance program, because often
All of these
They won't have a gas cap.
people will tamper.
things help to control emissions when you refuel.
There is something called "evaporative" emissions.
You are going to hear a lot about evaporative emissions today,
But the bottom line
and it is going to get very complicated.
is -- and a lot of you will know this -- if you drive your car
and you park it in a hot parking lot, there are em iss ions
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coming off your car.
Fuel is evaporating and coming up in the
air.
While you are driving, there is fuel evaporating from
your car.
It is not just from the tail pipe.
Our estimates show that the evaporative emissions are
about 36 percent of the total emissions from a car.
How do you
control
evaporative
emissions?
Well
again,
inspection/maintenance to make sure a car is running properly;
to make sure that you are doing good maintenance on your car.
An evaporative canister, something that has gotten a lot of
press lately when the President decided not to go ahead with an
improved evaporative canister for a car-- Then there are tail
pipe emissions, which our data show are about 60 percent of the
total emissions from a car.
That is what the low emission
vehicle standards are a lot about, controlling tail pipe
emissions. Those are the emissions standards.
Another way to control tail pipe emissions, as well as
evaporative emissions,
is by changing the fuel.
That is
something New Jersey has in the works for compliance ·..;':. :h t:--,e
Clean Air Act.

That would be the reformulated gasoline that we
talked about last week -- Federal reformulated gasoline.
It is
a mandate for New Jersey that we do that, and that wi 11 be
coming in in 1995.
Inspection//maintenance again.
Inspection/maintenance
is important for all aspects of controlling mobile source
emissions.
New
Jersey
needs
a
good
enhanced
inspection/maintenance program.
Last week it was one of our
mandated measures that we were going ahead to implement.
So,
all

of

these

control

strategies

together

are

crucial

for

controlling emissions from mobile sources.
It is not just tail
pipe control.
That is one part of a multifaceted mobile source
control strategy.
And overriding all of this, you must remember that the
other way to control emissions from cars is to drive less.
The
Clean Air Act includes some mandates that we talked about less
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for controlling what is called "vehicle miles traveled." Those
So we're looking at tightening
programs will also be in place.
up the emissions from cars, improving inspect ion/maintenan ce,
of those together
A~ l
improving the fuel, . and driving less.
make the comprehensive mobile source strategy that is crucial
for New Jersey to meet the Clean Air Act requirements.
Now, let's talk about what a Low Emissions Vehicle
It
Low emission vehicles are not really one car.
Program is.
As the
is a family of cars; actually, there are five cars.
families change, the emissions controls get more and more
The first car allowed in a Low Emissions Vehicle
stringent.
It is the Federal car; the Tier
Program is a standard vehicle.
They will
There are still allowed.
I car I mentioned before.
still be able to be sold in New Jersey.
Then, there is something called the "TLEV." These are
the cars you have heard called the LEVS or the LEV brothers.
Commissioner Weiner called them the "Northeast LEVS." They are
They are called a lot of things.
called ''California cars."
There is a transitional low emission vehicle; then the lc .,
em iss ion vehicle; the ultra low emission vehicle; and finally,
All of these cars are low emission
the zero emission vehicle.
vehicles. All of these cars would be California cars.
Now, in your handouts you will see a chart called "Low
it lists by
What it does is,
Emission Vehicle Program."
category each of these cars and what the emission requirement
We put the current car on just for
for that car is.
You can see that even the difference
comparative purposes.
between the current car and the Federal Tier I car is very big,
and you will hear that today; that the car proposed by the
Federal government is a much cleaner car than the car we have
now.
Then as you go down from the TLEV and the LEV and the
ULEV, and ultimately, the ZEV, these emission reduct ions are
pipe
tail
stringent
They are more
and bigger.
bigger
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So that people don't get totally confused, you will
see a heading up there called "Non-Methane Organic Compounds."
For the purposes of this conversation, that is fundamentally
chemistry
some
are
There
compounds.
organic
volatile
For
differences that really do not impact any of our analyses.
controls.

called
is
it
program,
California
the
of
purposes
"Non-Methane Organic Compounds." So, those are the volatiles.
You can see that NOx numbers get more and more
So the Low Emission Vehicle
stringent as you go down, as well.
Well, how do you become one of
Program defines these cars.
these cars? What makes it an approved car? There is a process

the

in place.

There

is

a

in

process

place

where

vehicle

motor

certify their cars to these standards.
They
That certification is done by the State of California.
They submit a stack
They test the car.
have to go to a lab.
of paperwork that the manufacturers tell me is about this big

manufacturers

have

to

California approves it, accepts it, and that
car is then certified to meet these standards -- the ':'LEV, tr,e
That is how it becomes a California
LEV, the ULEV, or the ZEV.
(demonstrates).

car.
Other
standards,

cars,

cars

that

but are certified to

are

not

certified

the Federal

to

standards,

these
go

to

So it
They get an EPA certification.
EPA and get certified.
It is just that for this one, the
is a very similar process.
certification is done by California, and for the other cars it
is done by the Environmental Protection Agency.
They are certified to these
So we have these cars.
different standards -- either certified by California for these
The
standards -- and then the program goes one step further.
You
program says, "These are the cars we want you to make."
have to note that all that standard does is set up the
It
emissions allowable, the tail pipe emissions allowable.
It does not say, "Motor vehicle
say how to do it.
It just
manufacturer, we want you to do it by 'X' technology."
does

not
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sets the standard, and then they make the car that meets that
standard.
Now, the second thing that the Low Emission Vehicle
Now what
Program does is, it sets a fleet average standard.
this does, it says, "Okay, motor vehicle manufactu rers, you can
You can make them in any
make TLEVS, LEVS, ULEVS, ZEVS.
combinatio n you want, so long as the fleet you sell in this
State meets this average standard." So it gives them a lot of
On this bottom chart is one scenario of how they
flexibilit y.
So you can see, for 1997,
can meet a fleet average standard.
they could have 25 percent LEVS, 2 percent ULEVS, and 73
they could do another
Or,
cars.
Federal
still
percent
But it
They could have some TLEVS and LEVS.
arrangemen t:
gives great (lexibilit y to the motor vehicle manufactu rers on
how they meet this standard.
So there are really two pieces here, and this is
It defines the emissions from the car, and then it
important.
So there is flexibilit y in both parts
defines a fleet average.
of the program; both in how they meet the emissions and in how
they meet the overall fleet average.
Now, there are a lot of things built into the program
The California
that don't just have to do with these numbers.
Every
program includes in it what I call "technolog y reviews."
two years, California is going to sit down with the motor
vehicle manufactu rers and other interested parties, and review
these
in terms of progressin g to meet
where they are
If
It is sort of a fail-safe mechanism, a bailout.
standards.
California finds that for some reason the motor vehicle
manu£ acturers can· t meet the standards, they might build a
They may change some of the dates.
delay into the program.
This is part of the California program, and it comes up every
Since we would be adopting the California program,
two years.
that two-year review would impact New Jersey, as well.
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SENATOR McNAMARA:
Nancy, on that particular point,
wouldn't it also be possible that if the California problem -which is much worse than anything in any other state -- if it
were not meeting the criteria, when they reviewed it they would
make it more stringent?
MS . WITTENBERG :
I don't think that is the intent of
the review,
I mean, the review specifically intended to see
where they are technologically.
For California to go with an
entirely new set of standards, they would have to go to a
rule-making process as they did when they changed their
standards this time.
This is about, due to concerns from the
motor vehicle manufacturers, sitting down to see if, in fact,
this technology-forcing program had forced too hard, because
that was a concern raised by the motor vehicle manufacturers.
It is not about changing the standards, which they would do
through a formal rule-making process.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
If they did change the standards,
because of New Jersey adopting their regulations by reference,
does that lock in New Jersey to what they are doing because we
have adopted their regs?
MS. WITTENBERG:

It locks us in as far as if we were

to stay in the program, we would have to do what they do.
In
our rule proposal, we have allowed for whenever they make a
significant change, we would go through a public hearing
process here, and we would have the opt ion of getting out.
Now, if we get out, we're out. We would have to go back to the
Federal program.

Every time they change, we would go through

sort of an adopt ion kind of process in New Jersey, subject to
public hearing as with all
out.

rule proposals,

and we could get

You can get out.
SENATOR McNAMARA: You can get out?
Yes.
Once you are
MS. WITTENBERG:

out.
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in,

you can get

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Of course, all the other states
around us could be doing a similar thing.
You know, if they
all got out, that could have a really adverse impact on what we
are trying to do.
MS. WITTENBERG:
That is why working with the Ozone
Transport
Commission
and working
regionally has been so
important.
That is something we are going to continue to do.
New Jersey would not make a decision alone.
In the bas is and
background document for the rule proposal, that comes up very
often, where we say, in fact, certain sect ions we have not
proposed at this time.
We want to work with the region to make
sure that we are consistent.
The Ozone Transport Commission
has committed to taking that approach, because, frankly and
obviously, this is not the kind of program that one state can
do.
It is a regional strategy, and one where we need the
support of other states
neighboring states, bordering states
-- to make it work; to make it work both for air quality and to
make it ·..,ark economically for New Jersey and for the mo:::;r
vehicle manufacturers and the dealers.
So it will req~ire
regional strategy, which I realize is something that has not
been done a lot in the past.
But the Ozone Transport
Commission was created by Congress.
It has authority to
implement strategies which are binding.
We believe that is the
way for this particular strategy -- to ensure that it works.
There would have to be procedures in place for the region to
review changes to the program, so that as a region we would
decide, as we decided to try to adopt it in the first place,
where we would make changes in the road.
SENATOR McNAMARA: When, in fact,

if all of the--

How

many states out create a problem for New Jersey?
MS. WITTENBERG:
Well, that is something we were
hoping through the public hearings that are coming up in this
process of going through this program that we could discuss
with the motor vehicle manufacturers, because that is really an
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Later, I am going to show you a map
important issue for them.
and we will talk about percentages of the national fleet that
New Jersey represents; that the Northeast represents; that
Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey represent, and where
the cutoff is.
fleet,
the
besides
but
Well,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
if
severely affected
quality be more
air
the
wouldn't
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia did not participate-MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
--and we participated?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes, but-SENATOR McNAMARA: We would get the updraft, so-MS. WITTENBERG: Yes, we would, right.
--our air quality would still
SENATOR McNAMARA:

be

bad, and we would be at a competitive disadvantage.
The 25-ton number that we talked
MS. WITTENBERG:
and I will go through the benefit in a
about last week
We didn't assume ar.y
That is New Jersey alone.
minute-benefit in other states; we didn't assume transport for that.
If New Jersey did LEV, that is the
That is a minimum benefit.
But, yes, we would get an
benefit that New Jersey would get.
improved benefit with the other states in.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: Senator?
SENATOR RICE: Mr. Chairman? Oh, I'm sorry.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Yes?
It has been brought to the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
attention of our legislative office that Pontiac is intending
to do an across-the-board, you know, manufacturing change to
adhere to the California standards, so that they don't run into
difficulties. Has anyone checked this out?
will
be
manufacturers
The
McNAMARA:
SENATOR
testifying next, right after the Department.
They will be testifying, very
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
good.

Thank you.
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SENATOR

RICE:

Mr.

Chairman,

even

if

they

went

across-the-board,
let me
just remind this Committee that
California is not New Jersey.
When we plan it out, we have to
put some variables in, such as weather conditions, geographies,
and
a
lot
of
other
things.
You
mentioned
the
term
"stringent."
I happened to have done, over the last 10 or 11
years, a lot of networking with California legislators both at
the state and local levels.
I worked with their environmental
groups nationally.
My wife happens to be from California,
Berkeley at that.
Let me just say, I can assure you that with
the proposition of Initiative and Referendum in place, the
environmentalists and the Berkeley types out there, if, in
fact, during the review process they are not satisfied, it is
going to cost a whole lot of headaches and money, because the
danger in the proposition out there and the danger in the
environmentalists' lobbying group, and the dollars to distort
some of the real issues, is going to put a burden-So, if we are caught up in the situation that you
indicated, based on what is done out there, the impact back
here, I have real serious problems with that.
I am not so
sure, given the three options that were mentioned, that we will
still look, in New Jersey, at all there is to look to.
I don't
1 ike the idea that the region and other Governors, with their
own problems which are similar to ours, are going to now
majority dictate in our direction.
I am not so sure if cities
across this country agree with state government in the first
place.
I can say that because I wear both hats.
I am very
protective of local government,
from the Feds.

just as with State government

I

just wanted to remind you that New Jersey, with the
except ion of maybe some of the shore community areas, is not
high-rise, public housing types, urban cities California.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
California.
to--

They

(laughter)

gave

us

Ron,

I have the same concerns about
That is why I have
Jerry Brown.

Will you please continue?
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MS. WITTENBERG:
I am not commenting on Jerry Brown.
SENATOR RICE:
It's closer to Arkansas.
(laughter)
MS. WITTENBERG:
Okay.
Let me talk briefly about how
this program would be implemented in New Jersey.
Now,
the California Air Resources Board has the
laboratories in place; the analysis in place.
They do the
certification.
We would not duplicate that.
That would be
duplicative expense in government and duplicative expense for
the motor vehicle manufacturers that have to submit.
We would
accept that certification. So we do not have to duplicate that.
In terms of enforcement, our car registration system,
which is already in effect-- When you go in to register a new
car, the vehicle identification number, the VIN number, for
California cars will have California written on it, or there
will be some way that that is how it will show.
You will go in
to register your new car and on ·the California VIN number it
will be acceptable.
So this will not
changes to State government to implement.

require

significant

The other point I want to talk about briefly before we

move on to the benefits and the cost,

is how these standards
will be met.
You will hear a lot about this today.
What will
the technology be? Now, you have to remember we are proposing
because we want this to come into place in New Jersey in model
year '96, and then the program gets phased in, as I told you
before, with the more technology-forcing issues later on in the

decade

so

According

there
to

is

some time for

California,

for

the

this technology to develop.
transitional

low

emission

vehicle and the low emission vehicle, there will have to be
some engine modifications, a lot of things that have to do with
I am not a mechanic and I
the air fuel ratio in your engine.
am not a car expert, but I have read more about this than any
human being should have to, and I actually understand it.
it is about engine modifications.

If you have a cleaner,

efficiently burning engine, it has less emissions.
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But
more

out towards those ultra low
further
As you get
emission vehicles, it is looking like one of the technologies
an
called
something
is
standard
that
meet
could
that
That is something
"electrically heated catalytic converter."
you will hear about today, because that is where we get into
some concerns about price and some differences in what this car
But this heated catalytic
will cost, which is very important.
converter is just-- When you start your car, that is called
And if your catalytic converter heats
"cold start" emissions.
That is what that
up more quickly, there are less of those.
technology is about.
But the point of this is, we are not talking about a
We are not talking about a different kind of
different car.
engine. We are talking about the cars that we are all used to,
some
or
engine,
the
to
modifications
minor
some
with
modifications to the emission control systems we currently
It is going to be
Cars are not going to look different.
have.
the car that we are all used to.
Now, I want to talk a little bit about the emission
benefits of the Low Emission Vehicle Program, the numbers that
You will hear very different numbers
we presented last week.
The difference between the LEV
from different people today.
program and what I call the Federal Tier I program-- We have
graphed out to show you how this changes with time, and how it
We recognize that
important to us in the later years.
because of the phased-in approach and the f lexibi 1 i ty in the
early years, where there is still allowed to be a large number
we won't see a big
'98
'97,
'96,
of Federal cars
As the fleet turns over and more new cars come in,
difference.
and more low emission vehicles and ultra lows come in, the
You must remember, the Clean
benefits get greater and greater.
is

Air Act requires us to make 3 percent annual reductions in our
volatile organic compound emissions in '97, '98, '99, 2000,
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2001,

2, 3,

4, and 5; every year 3 percent. As you get further
and further out, those emissions get harder and harder to find.
This shows you the emission benefits from the low
emission vehicle. -- both volatile organic compounds and the
nitrogen oxide compounds, because there is a benefit from
both.
We started in the year 2000.
The top line is the
Federal car.
(witness using charts to demonstrate)
It would be nice if somebody asked me the question I
really like to hear:
"Why does this line go up?"
Well, the
reason this line goes up is because the Federal car sets an
emission standard.
Boom, this is the standard.
You meet it.
Well, we keep driving more and more and more in this State, and
at some point that emission standard just isn't enough to keep
us coming down any more, and emissions will start to go up.
California emission
standards
get
more
and more
stringent, so we don't have that problem.
So the difference
gets
issue,

greater.

It

gets

greater

because

of

that

offsetting

as well

as the fact that the cars are getting clea:1e::.and cleaner because we are phasing in those ultra low emission
vehicles.
Now, the numbers that we talked about last week were
2005

numbers.

That

is

the

25 tons of volatile
compounds.
That's the difference.
SENATOR MeN~:
Is that comparison based

organic
on

the

fact of the California car using the Federal fuel?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes. What we did was, and I am going
to try to-I would really 1 ike you to, you
SENATOR McNAMARA:
know, explain it, for the simple reason-- The California car,
is that completed as far as their standards as to what the
emissions are?
I mean, is that-- Is it in existence today -something that the Department has reviewed?
MS. WITTENBERG:

The car?
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Their method of reaching their
SENATOR McNAMARA:
emission level-MS. WITTENBERG: Yes?
--with their vehicle, with their
SENATOR McNAMARA:
newly reformulated fuel, because we are not going to be using-MS. WITTENBERG: No, we're not.
SENATOR McNAMARA: --the California fuel?
Let me explain to you how we did
MS. WITTENBERG:
It is called
This is done based on an EPA model.
this.
What we did was, we
You wi 11 hear about it.
"Mobile 4. 1."
We
took the two programs and we modeled everything identical.
We assumed enhanced
assumed federally reformulated gasoline.
We assumed typical temperatures for
inspection/ma intenance.
New Jersey; typical car speeds for New Jersey; everything the
Everything the way it will be in response to the Clean
same.
Air Act.
For this one, the only difference was we assumed an
emission factor that is defined for the Federal car, whic:;,
reflects the emission standards for that car. For this one, we
put in the LEV standards, the ones I showed you before -- those
Everything
emission standards, what that emission factor is.
The only difference was
else in the two models was the same.
the emission standard for the car.
What year does that
Okay.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
standard change on your top chart where the Federal
down to a point, and then your California car decreases
The Federal car comes in
MS. WITTENBERG:
Then
That is when the Federal standard comes out.

emission
car goes
further?
in

1996.

this

is

Is it this point you are asking
(demonstrates )
around 2005.
Then our model shows it is
(no response)
me about, Senator?
going to start to increase.
Now you have to-So the number you have, or you're
SENATOR McNAMARA:
using-- You are assuming the use of the Phase 2 gasoline?
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Yes -- the Federal Phase 2.
MS. WITTENBERG:
SENATOR McNAMARA: The Federal Phase 2.
For both, yes; yes.
MS. WITTENBERG:
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay.
graphic
the
are
these
So
WITTENBERG:
MS.
The
last week.
representatio ns of what we talked about
emission benefits from the low emission vehicle.
And this factors in the new fuel
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
standard for the Federal gas that starts in 2000?
It factors in all controlled
Yes.
MS. WITTENBERG:
strategies related to cars, that we are going to have to do for
The only
the Clean Air Act; held identical for the two runs.
thing we changed was the difference in tail pipe emissions
based on the Federal car or the LEV lead average.
Are you using an oxygenated fuel
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
here?
MS. WITTENBERG:

Oxygenated fuel has to do with carbon

monoxide emissions.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK: Right.
It does not impact these emissions.
MS. WITTENBERG:
It does not ..
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
formulated
we're
assume
we
So
WITTENBERG:
MS.
gasoline, which is a control mechanism for ozone.
the
me
to
explain
Just
KRONICK:
ASSEMBLYMAN
difference between reformulated and oxygenated.
Oxygenated fuels will be a
Okay.
MS. WITTENBERG:
wintertime fuel in New Jersey, as required by the Clean Air
It is about adding oxygenate to the fuel so that there is
Act.
Actually, that would
less carbon monoxide out the tail pipe.
be an ozone problem to complicate things even further.
In the summer, it wi 11 be reformulated gasoline to
help with the ozone problem.
What does that encompass? When
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
you say "reformulated ," what would we be doing to the gasoline?
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You probably would be better sui ted
MS. WITTENBERG:
talking in detail to the petroleum industry on that, but what
It says it has to be 15 percent
the Clean Air Act does-And then
They have to make a cleaner burning fuel.
cleaner.
But
there was a negotiat ion as to how that fuel would be made.
that is a Clean Air Act basic requirem ent for reformul ated
even more
gets
2000
the year
in
which then
gasoline ,
It changes again, as required by the Act.
stringen t.
So that reformul ated gas will be
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
used across the country?
in
used
only be
will
No,
it
WITTENBERG:
MS.
If you don· t have an ozone
nonattain rnent areas in the country.
problem, you don't have to use it.
And it has no impact on the
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
car.

So,

from one
operates ?

if you are driving across country, you can switch
to the other and have no bearing on how the car

WITTENBERG: No impact on the car; no.
Is the
Is that true?
Mr. Chairman ?
SENATOR RICE:
data that mature that you can make that statemen t with
confiden ce? You know, a year, two years, three years, is not
enough time to measure out anything , whether it is boot camp,
cars, or what have you. You have to give it a chance to work.
a
not
is
New Jersey
You said "nonatta inment."
~s.

There are areas in New Jersey that are
nonattain ment State.
Are you
nonattain ment in terms of heavy concent rations.
telling me that there are parts of New Jersey that would go -that wouldn't necessa rily have to have the reformul ated stuff,
and other parts would have to have it, and some people are
If they are going to
fortunat e enough not to have that impact?
Every car I have had has been recalled
modify some pieces-That is
for differen t things, and we haven't changed anything .
a hardship .
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So, where are you getting the data from to tell us
You know, the
that, "There aren't going to be any problems.
cars, the way they are going to make them--" They haven't eve"
Is
Where is this data coming from?
made all these cars yet.
this California data?
Fir::..
of all, we are talking about
MS. WITTENBERG:
federally reformulated gasoline, so the data comes from the
United States Environmental Protection Agency-SENATOR RICE: Okay.
--and the petroleum industry.
MS. WITTENBERG:
SENATOR RICE:

Right.

I just want to clarify one thing,
WITTENBERG:
Senator: All of New Jersey is nonattainment for ozone.
SENATOR RICE: Well, for ozone, but-And that is what we are talking
MS. WITTENBERG:
Eighteen of the 21 counties are in severe nonattainment .
about.
MS.

That is what you are talking
For now.
SENATOR RICE:
about now, and then you will come back with the carbon side a~d
you are going to say we have to modify that in a different ·way,
too, even though they both come from similar sources sometimes.
My point is, how new is this data?
MS. WITTENBERG: The data about reformulated gasoline?
How has it been measured out?
Yes.
SENATOR RICE:
What areas has it been measured out in, in terms of-- I mean,
is that in documents, or are you just going by what the Feds
tell you

what the EPA tells you?
I don't
MS. WITTENBERG:

want

to

put

this

quest ion

would be better suited to ask the
petroleum industry, which is going to come up to speak after
along with the
is my understanding that they,
It
me.
Environmental Protection Agency, are very comfortable with the
off,

but

I

think

you

But I think you could probably get better
reforumlated fuel.
data -- specific data -- from them.
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SENATOR RICE:
They are comfortable with the fuel, but
somebody is going to have to tell us the impact on these "new
modified vehicles," because that is the question I am raising.
You said if we go to this end of the State-SENATOR McNAMARA:
Senator, that might be better to
ask the automobile manufacturers, and they are coming on
afterward, too. So I think that-SENATOR RICE:
I have no problem asking them, Mr.
Chairman, but let me say this:
If the State is going to come
in and make representation on behalf of the administration as
to what direction they want to go, and they want our approval,
they better damned well check this stuff out.
The petroleum
industry and other industries out there-Those are not
nonprofit businesses.
As long as the bottom line works, it's
good. See, that is my concern.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Senator, that is why we are having
these hearings.
The State has not taken the attitude that they
hav·_· to ask our approval.
They have taken the attitude that
they don't need our approval.
SENATOR RICE: Well, that's my point.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
We' re here so that maybe we can
change the attitude.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: That's right.
So, Nancy,
will you continue,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
please?
MS. WITTENBERG:
There are some other differences
between the two programs that I just wanted to make you all
aware of.
The Low Emission Vehicle Program has a better
warranty.
They are more concerned with in-use compliance, how
the car runs for 50,000 miles, for 100,000 miles.
There is a
more comprehensive defect reporting and recall provision, and
there is something called "on-board diagnostics," which is
literally a computer in the engine of the car that tells you
when your emission system fails.
On the low emission vehicles,
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that is a more comprehensive computer than the one on the
Federal car.
So there is a little bit more to the program than
just the tai 1 pipe standards, and those parameters have to do
with warranty and recall.
I want to talk briefly about the cost of the car, and
I am going to talk more about it later.
You are going to hear
very different cost estimates today.
California's estimate has
been $170.
In today's dollars, they recently put out a new
estimate which was about $270, which they think will come down
as the technology develops.
You will hear $1000 a car, and I
am going to talk a little bit about that later.
I am going to
try to move through this quickly, because we did lose some time
to questions.
How was the program developed? I just want to make it
clear that New Jersey didn It just decide on its own without
talking to anybody that this was the right thing to do.
The
California Air Resources Board studied this for three years.
They have years of experience in doing emissions standar-ds.
There is a company called· "Pechan" which did an analysis
specific to the Northeast on the benefits of this program,
which was made available to you last week.
We did our own
analysis, which we discussed today and last week.
We also had
numerous meetings with interested parties, mostly motor vehicle
manufacturers, the American Petroleum Institute, the New Jersey
Petroleum Council,
the petroleum
refiners,
and
the
car
dealers.
We met with them on many occasions, as a State
through DEPE workshops
and
meetings,
through
the Ozone
Transport Commission,
through a Northeast
air directors I
organization called "N.E.S.C.A.U.M.," and through the Coalition
of Northeast Governors I Energy Working Group, so we are very
aware of their concerns. We have studied them closely.
What I am going to do is walk you through their
concerns, because you are going to hear them today.
I want you
to understand that we heard them, and in many cases we listened
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Commission er Weiner said last week that he has been
to them.
asking to have our opponents come to the table with us to talk
Well, what I just showed
about how to make this program work.
you was, we have been at the table with them, but really the
argument has been whether to do the program or not; not how to
So we offered to sit down and
do a program that wi 11 work.
discuss making this more acceptable if they still have problems
with its stance.
fuel uncertaint y;
Now, the issues of contention :
New Jersey is not proposing
California reformulat ed gasoline.
It is not in our
California reformulat ed gasoline -- period.
We have never said it; we have never implied
rule proposal.
We have opted into the Federal reformulat ed program to the
it.
This is a program
Environme ntal Protection Agency in writing.
We are not
It is not about the fuel.
for us about the car.
going to propose California reformulat ed gasoline -- period.
You are going to hear that New Jersey doesn't need the
You are going to hear, and you
Low Emission Vehicle Program.
have already heard today, that New Jersey is not California .
Well, New Jersey is not California , but that does not make our
It does not mean we are
air quality problem any less severe.
But in this
going to do everything that California does.
Congress recognized that
particular instance, it makes sense.
This is why
this was going to make sense for other states.
they have given us the option here to do this.
not
is
Jersey
New
that
hear
also
will
You
Well, I, too, lived
California -- Their climate is different.
My favorite
in California , and their climate is very diverse.
trip in California used to be to ride from L.A. by the beach
where it was sunny and warm up through the mountains where
there was snow, and down into the desert. Well, that is a very
diverse climate, as we also have in the Northeast.
So, yes, New Jersey is not California , but that does
not mean we don't need to take actions to control our emissions
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It is not a
ih this State, and this is a good strategy.
It is not
California strategy; it is a car control strategy.
about doing something to the cars that will make them work
It is just about making a cleaner
better in California.
burning car that wi 11 work in California; it wi 11 work in Ne•,;
It won't work anywhere.
Jersey.
that may not
Chairman,
Mr.
But,
SENATOR RICE:
That is all
necessarily be done using the California model.
We agree, you know, that we have to do something,
I'm saying.
The people in New
but I am not certain that is the best way.
Jersey, their mentality, whether you like to believe it or not,
is a little bit different than the mentality in California. We
are all lovely people, but they are different for different
reasons.

(laughter)
I married one.
Enough
SENATOR McNAMARA:

said,

Senator

Rice.

Let

Nancy continue.
MS. WITTENBERG: You may hear today that the Clean Air
We don't need low emission vehicles.
Act mandates are enough.
I think we made a very convincing argument to you last •,;eek
We do have to look for other options.
that it is not enough.
You are going to hear that we should look at other opt ions -We put
We have.
scrappage, enhanced inspection/maintenance.
them on the table. We think they are options we should do, but
even with those options, we sti 11 believe we need more ton
reduction, and low emission vehicles is a good place to get it.
You will most likely hear that there will be a limited
Commissioner Weiner
low emission vehicles.
from
benefit
I sat with motor
referred to it as a shell game last week.
I have gone through this presentation
vehicle manufacturers.
They will show you that we will get less than a l
with them.
But what I will
percent control of volatile organic emissions.
remind you to keep in mind, is that we are talking about a
If you hear a number that is
requirement of tons per day.
given in a percent, ask that it be converted into tons per
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If you are shown a graph where they are showing you
day.
changes in grams per mile, ask to see it in tons per day.
We have to show ton-per-day
can be deceiving.
Numbers
It has to come down to tons per day.
reductions, not percents.
Nancy, with all due respect, and I
SENATOR McNAMARA:
hear what you're saying, I think the Committee is astute enough
I'm sure if we had the vehicle
to pick up on that.
manufacturers on first, they would have been saying how to look

at your charts, too.
I just wanted to remind
Absolutely.
MS. WITTENBERG:
The numbers at the
you of where the differences come from.
bottom line will all be the same, or close to the same -- 2 5
tons per day at 2005.
Perhaps the

crucial issue is the cost impact
issue.
We provided you with a copy of a report that had been
It is
It is a DRI/McGraw-H ill report.
made available to us.
It shows that if New Jersey goes ahead
an economic analysis.
a
and
job loss
there will be a significant
·,;ith LEV,
most

This is a cos::
significant financial impact on the State.
All it looks at is
This is not a cost benefit study.
study.
I would just like to point out a few things from that
cost.
report that we feel do not accurately reflect the program,
because we do not believe low emission vehicles in New Jersey
will mean that sort of a disastrous picture that was painted.
The DRI/McGraw-H ill report does not incorporate any of
Please remember, this
the benefits of low emission vehicles.
You heard Bernie
is about health; this is about health.
Health
Goldstein last week talking about ozone and health.
When we have healthier
impacts are very costly to the State.
air, there will be cost benefits -- significant cost benefits.
The DRI/McGraw-Hi 11 report assumes a higher car cost than we
All of
It assumes a higher fuel cost than we assume.
assume.
these things will make the numbers significantly different.
does not incorporate--
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It

SENATOR McNAMARA:
Nancy, while you are mentioning
that, I read somewhere that in Connecticut the Governor had a
study done by the state on the quest ion of the cost benefit,
and deferred the. implementation of the California program until
1998 to see if, in fact, the improvement in the air quality
with other things they could do would be more cost-e£ f ic ient.
Do you have a copy of that report?
MS. WITTENBERG:
I have a copy of the California
position and a copy of-SENATOR McNAMARA: Of the Connecticut study?
MS. WITTENBERG:
Oh, of Connecticut, I'm sorry.
I
have never seen a report they did.
documentation.
SENATOR McNAMARA:

Well,

I have seen some internal
I

would suggest,

if we are

going to be fair and equitable in the way we are going through
the process, that it would be mandatory that DEP would acquire
a copy of the-MS. WITTENBERG:
Connecticut report.

I

I

am not

sure there

actually

is

a

know they did an internal staff review

when originally Governor Weicker said, "No," to LEV. Then they
said, "Yes," in '98.
Connecticut was the only state on the
Ozone Transport Commission which originally said no, or didn't
say yes, depending on how you look at it.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
I would suggest that there is going
to be this magnanimous cooperation from all the Governors of
the Northeast region.
One might start it off by asking for
copies of their internal staff memos.
MS. WITTENBERG:
But we have
Connecticut.

I

am very

familiar

with

met
the

at

length

internal

with

a!'.alysis

that they looked at, at the time-SENATOR McNAMARA:
Well, does that fly in the fact of
the report you are referring to, or is it-MS. WITTENBERG:
It is the report I
When they originally said no,

am referring to.

they had gotten that report and
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Since then, they have done some
had great concerns about it.
Now they
more analysis on it and have come a little closer.
have said, in fact, that they are going to sign on with the
I
Ozone Transport Comr:nission states for '98 implementatio n.
I
don't know that they have done their own independent study.
will most certainly check.
Would you, please, because our
SENATOR McNAMARA:
staff indicates that they may have?
MS. WITTENBERG: Okay.
The economic study we are talking about does not
incorporate the economic impact of Federal sanctions should ~e
It does not
not meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
incorporate the economic impact of the other strategy that we
would have to use in place of low emission vehicles, which will
There are no free strategies.
obviously also have a cost.
If you are going to estimate the cost
Everything has a cost.
of one, you have to assume that if you don't do it, there will
be the cost of another, which we believe will be higher.
It makes some technical assumptions that we do r.ot
believe are true, assuming that we are going to go with an even
more stringent car in the year 2003, and that we are going to
use California reformulated gasoline in 2007.
But the most important thing about that report, is
It
It is not a cost benefit study.
that it is a cost study.
just tells you what it is going to cost, and then projects
I think it is misleadisng and frightening.
straight out.
We
You will hear about technological uncertainties .
It is a technology-fo rcing
bit.
I think that is a good thing to do.
program; I admit to that.
It is what New Jersey and other states have been doing to
We have been forcing them to be
stationary sources for years.
We are now turning and looking at the
cleaner and cleaner.

discussed

them

a

little

source of 50 percent of our inventory, and saying,
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"All right,

we are going to force you to be cleaner now, too."
It is
consistent. Nobody ever likes it.
You will
hear
that
California doesn' t
have EPA
approval for their program yet.
They don't, but it is not
because they have been denied; '- is because they just did
their hearing for their approval for this program in February,
and EPA is not the quickest moving agency.
You may hear that New Jersey could need a $20 million
bureaucracy to implement this program, because that is what
California's bureaucracy is.
As I mentioned before, we do not
plan to duplicate their bureaucracy.
We plan to use it, so we
will not have to have a California -- a resource for it in New
Jersey.
We are not going to New Jersey certify cars; we are
going to accept California's certification.
The bottom line of what you are going to hear is that
we should wait; we should delay.
There are a number of reasons
why I don't think that makes sense right now.
First, as
Conunissioner Weiner said last week, we want to open up the
discussion; we want to move ahead.
We want to be a leader in
the region to try to help get all the other states on board, as
a
regional
strategy.
The LEV program has the two-year
technology reviews built into it as a sort of fail-safe.
You will see in your handouts where we calculated the
emission benefit loss if we wait two years.
That is the chart
that says, "Impact of LEV Delay."
You will see that the top
line is the Federal car; the bottom line is the proposal to
implement, starting in 1996; and the middle line, as if we
waited two years and implemented in '98.
If you look out
towards around the year 2002, 2003, you will see the difference
there. we are talking about five tons, six tons.
Now, that probably doesn't sound 1 ike a big number,
but a typical oil refinery in New Jersey emits about three tons
a day.
So five tons a day is a big number to make up. We need
to get that 3 percent reduct ion every year.
I know these
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numbers sound small, but they are really not.
A big refinery
emits about three tons a day, and we are talking about a
five-ton loss.
So there is an e:ni ss ion benefit loss due to
waiting.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
If we were to get more than the
3 percent a year, would we be given credit the next year, or
would we be told-I mean, if we were to -- you know, an
unlikely case -- but if we were to go to 5 percent, would we be
told the next year that we would still have to go 3 percent
again, as opposed to being given credit for 2 percent over?
MS. WITTENBERG:
I am not l 00 percent sure this 1 s
right, but we have to do 3 percent per year.
If we did 5
percent in one year and only took credit for the 3, I think we
could carry : .. e other 2 over.
But it would sort of be 1 ike a
math game in terms of the credit, which is based on modeling.
It is based on what we show as a reduction.
What you have to
remember is that we have to model all of this as we have done
here to shmv the emission reductions, but the bottom line is,
in order to prove we met the standard, we have to test the ai~,
and we have to do air quality planning.
So, showing we are
meeting the numbers is one thing.
We have to actually show air
quality improvement.
The last thing I want to leave you with is just that,
our analysis has shown that this is a cost-ef feet i ve way to
achieve a significant air quality benefit.
We believe the
program is flexible.
It has mechanisms built into it to be
good for industry-- the fleet average, the different cars.
We
went
through an open process
to date of having these
discussions with impacted parties.
We are going to continue
that open process with the two hearings coming up. We continue
to look forward to more imput about how to make this program
work.
We are very concerned about the region and, as I said
earlier, we are working closely with the other states to make
this a regional strategy, not a New Jersey strategy.
Thank you.
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The fact that you are not going to
SENATOR McNAMARA:
use the California fuel-MS. WITTENBERG: Right.
Do we have the legal authority to
SENATOR McNAMARA:
adopt the emission standards and not the California fuel
program?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Do we have an Attorney General's
opinion on that?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes, we do.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Would you please submit that to the
Chairman?
MS. WITTENBERG: Sure.
We have the flexibility, not using
SENATOR McNAMARA:
How do you get
the fuel, giving the choice to the consumer.
the fleet average to attain what you want, if the choice is to
the consumer? I think that was one of the proposed rules; that
you are going to leave it as consumer choice so it is less
impact on the residents of the State.
Actually less impact on the motor
MS. WITTENBERG:
So it needs to be
vehicle manufacturers and dealers, as well.
very flexible.
SENATOR McNAMARA: But let me tell you something: The
consumer is the one that tells them what they manufacture. The
manufacturer may want to manufacture all the smallest, least
If the buyers won't buy them-emission vehicles going.
According to our program they can wait and buy a used one with
That is a
It doesn't count as a new car.
7500 miles on it.
standard vehicle, and that is going to throw the hell out of
your program, too.
It might, but .there are some things
MS . WITTENBERG:
As we said last week,
that are going to help the program.
there is another Clean Air Act requirement called the "Clean
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Fleet vehicles have to meet these
Fuel Fleet" requirement.
standards. They are going to buy the cars. That will help.
As more and more cars come into the population,
This is a phased-in
hopefully they wi 11 be more accepted.
That is why we like the long sort of phase-in time
strategy.
-- another reason why we don't want to delay-- to slowly bring
these cars into the marketplace so that they can be accepted.
They are just going
These cars are not going to be different.
It is sort of like people have the choice for
to be cleaner.
the high efficiency cars or the low efficiency cars, not with
(indiscernible) standards.
Yes, but in California they are
SENATOR McNAMARA:
mandating that if the manufacturer decides to build vehicles
that wi 11 only use propane gas, that the state wi 11 see to it
that there is an infrastructure in place to deliver that
In
product to the people so they can use it as an automobile.
New Jersey, we are not going to do that.
MS. WITTENBERG: No.
So, you know, I guess I have a
SENATOR McNAMARA:
problem reconciling the mandate and the freedom at the same
time, and actually having goals that are met, you know, because
there has to be some terrific hypotheticals built into this
program.
Well, there is also in the basis and
MS. WITTENBERG:
background document and the other issue we wanted to get some
I
public input on, incentives; incentives to buy the car.
mean, we believe that will help to start to push people toward
With an incentive program in place and the
a cleaner car.
fleets starting to come in, and if the cars are on the showroom
floor and people see that they are not different cars, they are
I mean, it may be naive, but I
just cleaner burning cars-I think there is some
think people will buy the cars.
percentage-SENATOR McNAMARA:

Depending on the incentive.
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And there is some percentage of just
MS. WITTENBERG:
That
environmentally conscious people who wi 11 buy the cars.
is a naive personal opinion, but I believe there are some of
those, as well.
I believe there are a number, but I
SENATOR McNAMARA:
am not so sure it is enough to get us down 3 percent a year
If
through the year 2007, because there are not that many-you went out in the parking lot right now, you would be amazed
at the amount of gas burners you have out there.
You're
And the incentives-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
saying that you are looking to the public and the automobile
manufacturers to make the recommendations, and the Legislature?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Senator Rice?
You mentioned that the economics
SENATOR RICE:
that it was really a cost study, not a cost benefits analysis
Do you all intend to do the cost benefits analysis
study.
aspect, because, see, without the social variables and those
other variables plugged in-- You know, sometimes cheap isn't
Do you know what I mean?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes, we are going to do that.
SENATOR RICE: And that is before anything will happen
with this LEV concept?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
Would you make sure that., through the
SENATOR RICE:
less.

Chair, the Committee gets a copy of that?
MS . WI.TTENBERG : Yes .
Would you also give us information on
SENATOR RICE:
the model you use to come up with that cost benefits analysis,
all the data that went into it and all the thinking, so we can
make sure you are not eliminating anything?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
That we may academically be aware of
SENATOR RICE:
what we can remind you of?
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MS. WITTENBERG: Sure.·
SENATOR RICE: Very good.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Jeff?
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK: Thank you, Madam Chairman.
You mentioned that one of your-I sort of-I apologize, Jeff.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
(two Assemblyme n trying to speak at once)
You mentioned that you would try
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
I was wondering how you
to encourage people to drive less.
That sort of relates to, in this State,
would go about that.
the dire need for a good mass transit, nonpolluti ng system,
How are we going to get people to
vis-a-vis light rail, etc.
drive less in a State where the people are married to their
cars?
Well, it is a country where people
WITTENBERG:
are married to their cars.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK: Yes, country.
It is a significan t problem, which is
MS. WITTENBERG:
When you
why these other control strategies become so crucial.
think about reducing driving, it is one of the most difficult
things I can conceive of doing. We always try to compare it to
recycling, where we were so successful in New Jersey, but this
I know when I talk to people about, "Would
is very different.
you carpool to work?" the list of reasons why nobody wants to
MS.

carpool to work is incredible .
And the long-term
But you are 100 percent right.
solution, which is improving mass transit and getting more
But we can't do that
public transporta tion in place, is ideal.
to meet the Clean Air Act goals in 2003 and 2005. Most of New
Jersey is just developed in such a sprawled fashion that there
is no ideal public transporta tion solution.
If we had the will,
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
It could be done in five to ten years.
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we could.

Does this address trucking,
another question:
also?
You are not
You are talking passengers in cars.
incorporating trucks, which probably contribute more than cars
do, and the transportation system, vis-a-vis buses?
and I am
Diesel trucks and buses
MS. WITTENBERG:
glad you asked that-- When you see the big black smoke coming
It has almost no
out of the stack, that is another problem.
That's particulate; that's diesel. And, yes,
impact on ozone.
There will be
the Clean Air Act addresses those separately.
New diesel vehicles will be cleaner. But
cleaner diesel fuel.
that is a whole separate problem.
Going on simultaneously, but on
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
But,

a different timetable?
Yes, and a Federal program.
MS. WITTENBERG:
It is a Federal program.
Jersey does nothing.
I see. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
SENATOR McNAMARA: Now, Jeff?
Jeff, and he will be the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

New

las:

one.
Air
Project:
Clean
lists
WARSH:
ASSEMBLYMAN
and in your
priority,
first
inspection/maintenance as a
testimony you indicated that you are attempting to embark on a
you
Can
program.
inspection/maintenance
stringent
more
indicate to the Committee what specific steps you are taking?
an
The Clean Air Act mandates
WITTENBERG:
MS.
enhanced inspection/maintenance program, which they still have
But we have been working very closely
not clearly defined.
with the Environmental Protection Agency and Motor Vehicle
Services to design a more -- an enhanced inspection/maintenance
program, with a better emissions test; one that reflects
driving conditions more accurately; one that will sort of take
the car through different paces to show how your emissions go
That is
when you are speeding up, when you are slowing down.
the kind of test we are trying to design and put into place.
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ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH :
What is the time frame on that,
because, see, we have heard about this for years?
My research
shows that New Jersey was one of the first states in the nation
to institute inspect ion/maintenance, and then we just kind of
basically dropped the ball on it.
What is the time frame on
instituting that more high-tech testing procedure?
MS. WITTENBERG:
This November we have to tell EPA
when we are going to do it.
As soon as we either get final
guidance from EPA or get them to accept our proposal, which
wi 11 come after this November, then there wi 11 be a contract
bid to get the changes made.
I would assume, hopefully, within
a year's time frame from there, that that would come into
place.
Enhanced inspection/maintena nce is a very important
strategy for the State for mobile sources.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
I just have one last question:
One of the serious concerns I have about the California
emissions program deals with Section 177.
Is it true that if
•~<~e
adopt the California standards, that new regulations that
California passes, New Jersey will automatically have to adopt?
MS. WITTENBERG:

As I said before, if we want to stay
in the program, if they make a change to the program, to the
Low Emission Vehicle Program, and we want to continue being in
that program, yes, we have to accept that change.
But we don't
have to stay in.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
So, in other words, California,
and their free-for-all system out there-- The populace of the
State of California can, through Initiative and Referendum,
pass enhancements to their program, and we would have to adopt
them in the State of New Jersey?
MS. WITTENBERG:
I am not sure that Initiative and
Referendum tells the California Air Resources Board what to
do.
I would have to check that.
I think they are an
independent--
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ASSEMBLYMAN
WARSH:
Let's
say
it
is
just
the
California state legislature,
or the California executive
branch.
They would promulgate regulations, they would be
adopted, and they. would become law in the State of New Jersey
also?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH: Frightening.
MS. WITTENBERG: We would go through a hearing process
and decide if we wanted to do that.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
Well, for what it is worth, that
is the most frightening thing I have heard in my tenure.
MS. WITTENBERG:
This only has to do with emissions
from cars.
If they change the emission standard, it would
change for all the states that are in that program.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
Do you think it is a good idea for
us to cede control over New Jersey State laws to another state?
MS. WITTENBERG:
I think it is a good idea for us to
go into a program that has been developed by people with
technical expertise, who have been developing emission standard
programs for 30 years.
I think that what they have done over
the years-- None of it has ever been odd; none of it has ever
been nutty, as people often say about California.
They are
requiring a car that will burn cleaner. They are not requiring
a car that is going to have a different kind of an engine.
They are just requiring a cleaner burning car, and I don't have
a problem with that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Just one other question along
You said we are only dealing with emission
that line:
standards in terms of being committed to what California -- the
changes California makes.
MS. WITTENBERG: Right.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
If California were to decide, in
the year 2003, that it is not enough to have zero emissions
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10 percent -- but they wanted to go to 20 percent, say, in
whatever time period, then we are committed to that?
MS. WITTENBERG: Yes.
If we want to stay in the program.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
If we want to stay in the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
program.
We would go through our own process
MS. WITTENBERG:
If we decided no, then
to decide if we wanted to do that, yes.
we would get out.
If we got out of the program,
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
where would that leave us?
MS. WITTENBERG:
In the year 2005, if we got out of
the program because California-And all the other states around
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
us.
Well, as I said before, we would do
MS. WITTENBERG:
You know, if California did something bizarre,
it as a region.
1 ike, say, we had to have a car with one wheel, that way it
wouldn't move at all and we would have no emissions, then the
We would be out, and we
region could decide not to go on.
would go back to Federal cars.
If
then-also
you
But
McNAMARA:
SENATOR
and Maryland decided to opt out,
Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
You know,
without the region going along, you could opt out.
New York is in,
again, you look at the way the wind blows.
Massachusetts is in, and what other one is in?
MS. WITTENBERG: Those are the only two that are in
that have adopted.
Okay, all right. We have the ones
SENATOR McNAMARA:
that are going to have the most impact on our air quality not
in.
Pennsylvania is not in yet.
Right.
MS. WITTENBERG:
All the states in the Northeast are moving ahead.
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SENATOR McNAMARA: So the rules you are proposing, if,
in fact, they don't opt it, are you going to put a time limit,
so that if they don't opt in by '94, that our '96 date will not
be valid, and push it back to '98?
What Maryland has done, and what we
MS. WITTENBERG:
is to work with the automobile
are considering doing,
manufacturers to find out at what point, as a region, it
What Maryland has done, and
doesn't work for us or for them.
what we are looking to do, is to build that into the commitment
-- to build that into our rule proposal; that if such a
percentage of the State-- If the bordering states do not come
in for whatever reason, because they can't ge: the legislation,
then we wouldn't, because, frankly, it just wouldn't make
sense. So, yes. That is what M~ryland has proceeded to do.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay.
Since you brought up the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
automobile manufacturers, I think it is probably time to give
them their say. You are going to be staying all day, are you
not?
MS. WITTENBERG: I will be here, yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: In case we have questions to ask.
MS. WITTENBERG: Thank you very much.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Thank you very much, Nancy.
have
will
we
Next
OGDEN:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
representatives of General Motors, Ford, the importers, and the
UAW, speaking as a group.
V I K E: (speaking off mike) Madam Chair, Mr.
R 0 B E R T
Chairman, my name is Bob Vike. Good morning. I represent the
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the United States.
We have as members all of the domestic manufacturers of cars.
We have with us today a representative of the importers, a
a
mentioned,
you
companies
two
the
of
representative
representative of the MVMA.
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SENATOR McNAMARA: Will you please use the mike?
MR. VIKE: Oh, I beg your pardon. I am just going to
introduce them, and then get out of here. And the United Auto
Workers, as well.
It was interesting that last week, and today, you were
told what we were going to say.
I just want to tell you how
much I appreciate your allowing us to say what we want to say
on this issue. So I will give it over to Greg Dana, from the
inporters' association, to start the presentation.
We hope
there will be no redundancies.
G R E G 0 R Y
D AN A: Thank you very much. Good morning.
As Bob said, my name is Greg Dana.
I am representing the
Association of
International Automobile Manufacturers.
I
represent the European and Asian carmakers who import and sell
in this country. With me, again, are representatives from Ford
and GM, representing MVMA. Together we represent virtually all
of the manufacturers and importers of motor vehicles sold in
this ountry.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments to
this
joint
legislative Committee on the
Department
of
Environmental Protection and Energy's proposed rule to adopt
the California low emission vehicle standards.
First, it is crucial to recognize at the outset that
New Jersey's ozone problem is not as severe as California's.
Much of southern California is classified as an "extreme"
nonattainment area -- the only one in the country. While the
bulk of New Jersey's counties are severe ozone nonattainment
areas, it does not have California's climate, geography, or mix
of particular precursor emissions.
As Nancy Wittenberg has
said, "New Jersey is not California."
What is done in
California may not be the best solution for New Jersey.
This attainment situation bears strongly on whether
there is a need for a California-type control program for this
State.
For the six southern counties, which are rated as
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Severe I ozone nonattainment areas, attainment must be achieved
by 2005.
The 12 northern counties, which are Severe I I, must
achieve attainment by 2007.
The impact of any California motor
vehicle emissions control program will do very little to assist
in meeting this attainment need.
This is due to the long time
needed to turn over the fleet and the fact that this program
only addresses new light-duty motor vehicles, a very small part
of the mobile source emissions problem.
This fact is borne out by the report done by E.H.
Pechan & Associates for the Northeast States for Coordinated
Air Use Management, or N.E.S.C.A.U.M.
This report estimates a
wide range of pass ible benefits from adopt ion of Cal if orni a
standards depending on the assumptions made, but little benefit
by the time attainment must be achieved.
The benefits the report does claim for the years after
2000 are questionable, given a major fault in the report of
assuming that the Tier II Federal standards will not take
effect. The Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 specify:
The Administrator of tha EPA shall rule whether there
is need for the reductions; whether the technology for meeting
these reductions and stringent standards is available; and
whether
obtaining
further
reductions
will
be needed and
cost-effective.
Given the past intransigence of ozone, and the fact
that EPA's decision will be based on air quality data from the
mid-

to

late-1990s,
nonattainment remains

it
a

is

almost

problem,

then

assured
the

that

first

if

ozone

trigger

for
adoption of Tier II standards will be met.
The technology
forcing California LEV standards and manufacturer response to
them will probably provide EPA with the basis for objectively
assessing technological feasibility.
The Tier
II standards, while allowing marginally
higher
hydrocarbon
emissions
than
California,
match
the
California ultra low emission vehicle standards -- the ULEV
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and
monoxide
nitrogen
oxides.
carbon
for
standards
should
standards
Federal
reduce
these
Imposition
of
considerably the already small benefits shown in the Feehan
Assuming the more
analysis in the year 2005 and later.
realistic deterioration scenario suggested by EPA, which is
Alternative B in the Feehan analysis, and even accepting at
face value the other assumptions in the Feehan analysis, for
in
if any,
states adopting these standards, the benefit,
controlling ozone will be small and will not occur until after
the attainment deadline has passed.
In addition, the Feehan analysis does not consider
fuel effects and evaporative emissions, which represent the
largest source of current motor vehicle hydrocarbon emissions.
This will be discussed later in our presentation.
The states must also consider that EPA's decision on
that's State Implementation
the magnitude of SIP credits
that will be granted for adopting the
Plan credits
California program will not likely be based on CARB' s view of
deterioration, but rather ·EPA's, regardless of what the Pe,;han
report suggests. Comments by EPA indicate that these would be
EPA has stated that it expects a 30 percent reduction
small.
in emissions for enhanced I/M, 15 percent for reformulated
gasoline, and only 1 percent to 2 percent for California
standards.
be
will
program
this
of
cost
the
Moreover,
significant. Again referring to the Feehan analysis, the cost
estimate provided by CAMET, the manufacturer of the heated
catalysts that will be needed to meet the LEV standards, is up
to $295 per vehicle at the start of the program. However, this
is the cost anticipated by the catalyst supplier, and does not
represent the final retail cost of the entire system needed to
from the
report
A recent
comply with these standards.
Automotive Consulting Group claims a final retail cost to the
consumer of up to $1010 for meeting California LEV standards.
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We will discuss these costs in our presentation; however, it is
clear that the cost of this program to residents of New Jersey
will be significant.
A fundamental problem with adopting the California
program is that it is not yet complete and is subject to
further change.
At its November Board meeting, CARB considered
the adoption of reactivity adjustment factors for alternative
fuels.
Reactivity adjustment factors reflect the ozone-forming
potential of different fuels and, in essence, set a higher or
lower standard based on the fuel chosen.
For this reason,
these factors are critical in a manufacturer's decision process
on the fuel of choice.
The reactivity factors adopted by
California are incomplete, representing only one of at least
four possible fuels
methanol
and only for the TLEV
level. No reactivity factors have yet been adopted for the LEV
or ELEV levels.
The still incomplete nature of the ARB program
precludes New Jersey from legally adopting the California
standards until California has determined what they may be.
Also, New Jersey must be prepared to regulate the fuel
infrastructure and have its citizens accept the consequent
significant costs, if it intends to require California cars.
The lack of discussion in this proposal and Commissioner
Weiner's adamant statement last week, make it clear that the
DEPE has no intention to provide adequate supplies of fuel that
may be needed in a timely manner.
New Jersey must also be concerned about the effect on
the automobile dealers in the State.
While the administrative
branches of the Ozone Transport Commission states have stated
they plan to adopt these standards, legislative initiatives in
Delaware, Virginia, and Maryland have failed this year, and
Pennsylvania has yet to act.
Therefore, dealers in most
sections of the State bordering other jurisdictions will be
faced with higher priced vehicles
against
cross
border
competition.
This will require higher vehicle stocks to
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service both the California and non-California vehicle buyers.
If New Jersey persists in its efforts to adopt these standards
and other states in the region lag behind or do not adopt
standards,
the
vehicle
distribution
problem will
become
serious, presenting economic problems for the State's auto
dealers.
Finally, the Legislature must weigh what benefit will
be achieved and at significant cost to the citizens of New
Jersey if this program is to be adopted.
There is ample time
to delay adoption of
these standards until California's
standards are finalized and more is known about the actual
benefits of implementing these standards in the State.
I would like to now turn it over to Mike Schwarz, from
Ford, to do a more detailed analysis of the issue.
M I C H A E L
S C H W A R Z: We will be projecting overhead
transparencies. We have brought copies which may be helpful to
you in note taking.
I am glad to pass them on to you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
For the purpose of recording
this public hearing fully, would you give -- before you start
-- your name and your affiliation? Thank you.
MR. SCHWARZ:
My name is Mike Schwarz.
I am the
Manager of Emission Control Analysis and Planning for the Ford
Motor Company.
I am presenting information based on our trade
association, the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
Before starting, I would like to clarify that the
motor vehicle manufacturers recognize that we are a significant
portion of the ozone problem, and we are determined to be a
significant portion of the solution.
I think you will see that
that is inevitable; that whether or not New Jersey goes to the
Low Emission Vehicle Program, we are going to play a major role
in helping the State to achieve its standards.
The first thing to remember-- This is our statement
on one slide.
If ever pressed to that amount of time, we can
spit it out quickly.
First, the nature and magnitude of the
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ozone problems in New Jersey do not compare to Los Angeles, and
we
will
have
more
information
on
that
point.
Major
uncertainties about the benefits of the program make adoption
at this time premature.
We heard a lot of promises about how quickly the State
can bail out of the California program.
It can just as quickly
get
into the California
program
at
a
point
when
the
uncertainties are less.
Despite the uncertainties, it is
apparent that benefits over the Federal program are extremely
small and generally would be expected to occur well after the
ozone attainment deadlines set forth in the Federal statute.
The program will be very costly to consumers, and New Jersey
will forgo no significant benefit by delaying consideration for
a few years while those uncertainties are reduced.
This is a graphic representation of the size of the
problem in southern California versus New Jersey.
This is a
listing of the number of exceedance days in the May to October
period in 1988, the worst ozone season in recent history. This
is a ratio of roughly 10/1, meaning that approximately 10 times
as often does southern California have an hour in its day when
it is over the standard as what happens in New Jersey.
The
levels, which are not shown on that slide -- the worst levels
in California are about 50 percent higher than the worst levels
in New Jersey.
New Jersey levels are about 60 percent of
California's, depending on which direction you are going.
This tabulation takes a look at whether there is any
significant impact of not having 1988 in consideration.
The
year 1988 really influenced the classification of areas in the
Federal
statute
that
was
adopted
in
1990.
Those
classifications were made based on the period of 19'87, '88,
The key one for your consideration is that New York, at
'89.
that time, had a design value of .201 against the standard of
.12.
In recent data-- The most recent three-year runout says
it is down to .175.
Is Philadelphia on there?
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MR. DANA: Yeah, Philadelphia.
Philadelphia is the third one on the
MR. SCHWARZ:
So there is some
list.
It has come down from .187 to .151.
Certain of these have made about
good news in recent data.
half of the trip that they need to from their Clean Air Act
design level to where they need to be.
They had a
California regulations are not complete.
very aggressive timetable when they first adopted a portion of
the regs in 1990, and they have not been able to keep up with
that timetable; not due to any lack of effort, it was just an
impossible task for the technical staff at the Air Resources
Board.
The most
These question marks represent open issues.
in the area of reactivity adjustment
significant one is
(asking associate for next
May I have the next one?
factors.
slide)
For the first time, fuels are brought seriously into
the motor vehicle certification and compliance process; that
and an
is, reactivity factors are associated with fuels,
emission test is run, a level is measured, and it is multiplied
by a factor to take into account how reactive those emissions
will be in the air.
This is a matrix of the reactivity adjustment factors
that the California Air Resources Board must provide to our
industry so that we have a fuel neutral program where we can
select among Phase II gasoline, methanol, compressed natural
We have
This is our choice.
gas, or liquified petroleum gas.
so far only one of these numbers, the number for methanol, and
we really need to know these at this point in order to identify
So we have big problems with
systems for the 1997 model year.
the California program as a result of their adopting an
incomplete program and having an unrealistic timetable for
That information was
being able to f i 11 in that information.
all supposed to be done in September of '91.
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I would like to address the costs and benefits of the
The annual budget for the California Air Resources
program.
is split between regulatory
That
Board is $23 million.
which
and enforcement,
mill ion,
$7
development of .about
We have heard
includes cert if icat ion, of about $16 mi 11 ion.
assurances from the DEPE that it won't do anything, but it is
If we take out the
going to require some level of staffing.
regulatory development on the assumption that the California
Air Resources Board will be developing all standards, and that
a state need only enforce, then you are still left with quite a
burden on the taxpayers.
Probably the most controversial issue in the whole
debate is the cost of an electrically heated catalyst system.
The California Air Resources Board, as you heard earlier,
It upped that to $270, but
started with an estimate of $170.
has projected that it will come down with experience.
one
for
you
interrupt
I
May
SENATOR McNAMARA:
chart that you had up there-last
That
minute?
enforcement, I note underneath it, includes certification
New Jersey does not intend to
the $16.5 million figure.
They intend to do car inspections, but they already
certify.
have in place a car inspection system.
The way I would read their proposed
MR. SCHWARZ:
There is a
regulations, there is certainly a certification.
process of us sending them information, and them giving a head
nod; being involved in the judgment-That would be contrary to the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
testimony that Nancy gave just before, I believe.
It might be just
Perhaps not contrary.
MR. SCHWARZ:
a matter of semantics; I·mean-All right.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
that we definitely ought to have our
Thank you.
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Well,

that

staff take

is
a

an area
look

at.

W E A V E R S T A D: The intention of that slide was not
AL
to infer that they would have to spend the entire $16 million,
but that somewhere between $0 and $16 million would be the cost.
Well, I mean, it is like going out
SENATOR McNAMARA:
for lunch and knowing it is going to be between $2 and $280.
You know, you-ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK: That is for the entire State of
California , right?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is what the State of California
The State of New Jersey could do
spends on enforcemen t.
something less than that, and they would really be best able to
answer that.
Mr. Chairman, may I ask a
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
question, if it is appropriat e right now?
SENATOR McNAMARA: Yes, you may.
This cost factor you have of
ASSEMBLY 1AN KRONICK:
$1000, where we heard it is $170 to $270-- Is this based on a
start-up producing "X" number, or is this projecting out ·.vhen
we've got "X" mi 11 ion cars out there, and obviously the cost
comes down? What is the number of vehicles you are basing this
on?
The consultan t did this based on a
MR. SCHWARZ:
California volume.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK: A California volume?
In other words, approxima tely 7 percent
MR. SCHWARZ:
to 10 percent of the nation's volume being this kind of vehicle.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: A point to make there, though, is, if
you increase the volume, the early costs will actually increase
because it takes more capital equipment to make the additional
Ultimately , increased volume does result in a
component ry.
lower piece price, but it will require a higher investment .
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: For the record, would you please
identify yourself?
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My name is Al Weaverstad.
I am with
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
I am Manager of Exhaust
the General Motors Corporation.
Emission Compliance.
I
I guess maybe another question:
SENATOR McNAMARA:
I think the
have seen another chart where that $170 figure is.
reason is that it is missing several of the components that you
have listed in that chart; based on the assumption that a
remote starter would not be needed, you know, batteries are
more than adequate as they are presently produced to meet the
It is hard to filter out where I read it in the last
criteria.
I haven't reached the expert
I feel 1 ike Nancy.
seven days.
(laughter)
level yet, but I am fed up with reading about it.
I
But I do remember that the chart did not have-don't think it had the air pump, the battery, the wiring
cables, the remote starter, and I don't know what else, to get
How necessary are all of these
you back down to $170.
components?
Let me try to answer that question:
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
First of all, what we did was assume what the State of
California told us was the necessary system to meet the
standards. We have not met the standards yet. We had to start
least
and we figured that was probably the
somewhere,
So we went to our people and said, "How would
controversial.
Let me give you an idea of what we are
you make this work?"
trying to do.
The catalytic converter underneath the car is expected
to go from whatever the ambient temperature is -- on a cold
to 600 degrees Fahrenheit in
maybe 20 degrees
day,
Now, if you can imagine the amount
approximately 20 seconds.
of energy needed to be downloaded into a catalytic converter to
heat it up to 600 degrees, you know it is going to take a
considerable energy source and additional battery, and some
fairly sophisticated controls equipment and wiring to get that
to it.

That is what the costs involve.
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They also involve storage of that extra battery,
It
because we can't make one battery big enough to do that.
will require the alternator to keep that battery charged,
because you will totally drain the battery to make this much
energy, and then you will need to build that back up while the
person drives the car.
We at General Motors, in particular, had a great deal
of negative background when we went to diesel cars and people
had to wait 30 seconds, or a minute, when the diesel plugs were
People absolutely
We had numerous complaints.
warming up.
We learned our lesson and we said, "We are not
hated that.
We'll give the guy a remote
going to make that mistake again.
So he pushes a button when he walks out the door,
starter."
and by the time he gets to the car, the 20 seconds have gone
But
That is a significant portion of the cost -- $152.
away.
that is where these costs come from and why the difference is
really there.
By the way, Assemblywoman Heck
SENATOR McNAMARA:
She heard that Pontiac was going to
raised a question before.
build all their cars to the California standard.
Pontiac
I can answer that question:
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
is a Division of General Motors, and all of its engines come
So, the
from our General Motors power train organization.
power train organization will be the people assigned the job of
If that were the case, it
making these low emission vehicles.
would be across the entire General Motors line, not just
But I will point out to you that it is not our
Pontiac.
We don't
intention to make Pontiacs all low emission vehicles.
Our intention is to meet the
know how to do it right now.
standards in California with the mix that California requires.
But, Pontiac on its own-- It is not the plan of General Motors
that Pontiac will be a lead division with all low emission
vehicles.
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Don't you feel a little bit leery
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
making a statement like that with the Asian and European
markets listening to you? (laughter)
I'm sorry?
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
You don't know how to build a low
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
I was joking.
emission vehicle, is what I'm saying.
Quite honestly, I think you could ask
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
and they would answer similarly.
The point
I think you have to understand.
make here is, every manufacturer in a very
-- and that means all the importers, as well
because of California's requirement, will do
We
their best to achieve what California has set out for us.
all want to compete in the marketplace and sell cars.
any
anybody
of
know
don't
I
now,
Right

them the question,
MR. DANA:
we are trying to
competitive market
as GM and Ford --

who knows how to reach
manufacturer, foreign or domestic
I think we
the low levels that California wants us to meet.
could all say that the TLEV levels are something that a:e
I am not saying that there
achievable at this point in time.
five
won't be some technological breakthrough three years,
We don't know
That may happen.
years, seven years from now.
What we know about technology right at this
that right now.
point in time, in the time frame that CARB has set up for us-We don't know how to get there.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is not to say that we won't.
That goes without
I know that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
saying.

--

and
SENATOR RICE: Based on these costs, my concern
I want to get into the whole cost benefits analysis stuff
The costs, just the things that are listed here,
later-okay? Where are we presently making all of these? Are these
It seems to me that every
some of your import items right now?
time we put a car together, whether it is American or what have
you,

we are starting to bring
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in these overseas

costs.

The

more demands the Federal government and the rest of us place on
you, the more you all have to see how to get them.
When you
find out how to get them, you wind up going overseas with it,
and our U.S. citizens wind up unemployed.
Are

these costs

right

now

locked

into

the

American

market?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: Not necessarily; they will be a mix.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Continue.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
I have one more quest ion:
Was
there any thought-You're using the California standard in
this scenario.
Was there ever any thinking about a compromise
between, I'll call it the "dramatic changeover" to something,
you know, with Jersey on the other spectrum to somewhere in
between? Was there that kind of thinking in this process?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
You're not allowed a third car,
Assemblyman.
(laughter)
The Federal law allows either the
California car, because of their peculiar problems, and/or the
Federal

car.

They

could not come up with a third car that
would be good for the Northeast.
Federal law does not allow
it.
California legislators were much more effective than those
from the Northeast.
ASSEMBLYMAN KRONICK:
I guess so.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
I might point out that the 1990 Clean
Air Act reduced the tail pipe emission standard from .41 grams
per mile to .25 grams per mile.
That is the Federal program.
It is being reduced at some considerable cost to all of the
manufacturers.
The intention of the 1990 Clean Air Act was to
bring states like New Jersey into compliance. The intention of
that reduction was to bring New Jersey and other states into
compliance.
So that compromise really was the Clean Air Act of
1990.
MR.
SCHWARZ:
Implicit
with
the
use
of
the
electrically heated catalyst, also is a fuel economy penalty.
That energy that Al talked about is only made-The only
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source you have on the vehicle for energy is in the fuel tank.
You have to use the engine to run the alternator to produce the
energy to heat the catalyst.
That energy, plus the extra
weight added by the system, will penalize fuel economy.
That
same contractor
automotive consulting group
which
generated the cost estimate of $1000, estimated that the fuel
impact, when you also considered the cost of California fuel,
was about $1500 over the lifetime of the vehicle.
So, the
purchaser of this vehicle has one penalty when he buys it and
another as he operates it.
So,
what
impact might this have on sales?
The
consultant took a look at that, cons ide red the added cost and
the potential for the customer rejecting the technology because
he couldn't patiently wait for the start, and estimated that
there might be a 10 percent to 15 percent decline in new
vehicle sales as a result.
When new car sales decline, there are a couple of
impacts. Of course, less vehicles being produced has an impac:
on employment.
But it also has an important environmental
impact, because old vehicles emit more than new vehicles.
Dealerships will be gravely affected by an adoption of
the program, particularly if adjacent states do not adopt it.
One solution that someone not familiar with the dealership end
of the business might say, is, "Well, let that dealer order
from the factory either a California car or a Federal car." A
simple solution.
The problem with that is, very few vehicles
are sold that way.
That is what this exhibit shows.
On the
order of 90 percent to 95 percent of vehicle sales occur from
lot inventory.
Only a very small portion are sold by special
order. You would know this better than I, I suppose.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
That is one of the reasons why I
got out of the business.
(laughter)
Let me finish the point:
If
MR. SCHWARZ:
Well, yes.
you have to keep two inventories on the lot, your inventory
cost goes out of control.
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We have taken a look at the situation with the
inventory, and we don't have big differences at the starting
point with the Department.
We find that on the order of 26
percent of the 1988 inventory, based on information in the
regional ozident model -- EPA's model -- that about 26 percent
comes from nature, and about 74 percent man-made.
Then when we
break down that man-made portion, about 36 percent is from
highway mobile vehicles, and 38 percent from off highway and
stationary.
When you take the nature out of it, that means
about 50 percent of the man-made emissions are coming from
highway vehicles. This is for volatile organic compounds.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
It's nice to see one point of
agreement.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Sure, sure.
Now, it is important to
recognize that -- to look further and see where those emissions
come from.
They come from evaporation, as Nancy described
earlier, and from vehicle exhaust.
This is roughly the split:
about 26 percent from evap; 9.5 percent from exhaust.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Are you going to go further into
that, because that is hard to believe?
MR. SCHWARZ:
I am not sure we do go into that further.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
If you would get some supporting
data, and submit that through the Chair-MR. SCHWARZ: Okay.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
--because that is a hard number to
swallow, with our own limited experiences with automobiles.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Yes.
The Federal EPA would have found
it a very hard number to swallow five years ago, but all kinds
o£ new discoveries were made in this area.
We realized that
vehicles operate at higher temperatures than the Federal test
procedure was set up to represent, and that the Federal test
procedure only required you to control evaporative emissions
through one warm day, where it goes from, say, 60 degrees to 84
degrees.
They found that a significant number of vehicles sit
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at rest for several days.
In a family, often two cars get used
all week, and then on the weekend husbands and wives do things
together, and one of the cars sits in the garage making
evaporative emissions.
Vehicles at airports while you are on a
business trip make evaporative emissions.
So, it is being addressed, now that the problem has
been identified.
The Federal government and California have
parallel programs which will correct the evaporative emissions
problem.
It will be great for the environment.
It is the
single most effective measure we can take on new motor vehicles.
This is the results of a (indiscernible) made rerun of
the contractor analysis
the Pechan analysis.
We changed
very little in it.
It compares vehicle em iss ions from 1988
base year to the year 2010.
We find that the Federal program,
with enhanced inspection/maintena nce, will reduce emissions
from the average motor vehicle by 88.5 percent, and that adding
the increment from the California emissions will take that
number up to 90.1 percent.
If you look at the bars in 2010 under the two
scenarios,
notice
you
that
the
portion
attributed
to
evaporative emissions, shown in red, is identical under the two
programs,
whereas
there
is
a difference in the exhaust
emissions.
Under the California program it is lower.
But I
have to point out here that this analysis assumed California
fuels in New Jersey.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
I might point-SENATOR McNAMARA:
If you go back-Your chart
showing 26
percent
is
evaporated emissions really would
represent 75 percent of the car emissions.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is correct.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
DEP's chart shows the total of car
emissions being 36 percent, and I assume with the Federal
formulated fuel.

Nancy, is that correct?
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Yes,
audience )
from
(speakin g
WITTENBERG:
Federal- - (remaind er indiscer nible; no micropho ne)
SENATOR McNAMARA: Now, so we can try to get one apple
looking somethin g similar to the other apple, and we are apart
Using the Federal formulat ed
by some 40 percent already- MS.

fuel, what does that do to your percenti le?
our
anything to
do
doesn't
It
WEAVERSTAD:
MR.
percenta ge.
Because you used the Californ ia
SENATOR McNAMARA:
fuel in this?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: The number we are
1988 inventor y's, prior to the reformul ated
SENATOR McNAMARA: Oh, okay.
Now,
All right.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
you a slide further on where you will be in

showing here is the
fuel.

we are going to show
2010, where it will
come from EPA modeling

Our numbers actually
be reduced.
techniqu es. They mention -SENATOR McNAMARA: Well, so do-we
They use Mobile 4.1; so do we.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
also use a modified version of Mobile 4.1, which we expect to
One of the
be similar to Mobile 5. o for our 2010 estimate s.
things we would be happy to do is, we would be happy to bring
our modeler down to go through all of the details of what
numbers we chose, and why we chose them, or we could send them
to you in writing, if you would prefer.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Does DEP have that already, Nancy?
Do we
(speakin g from audience )
WITTENBERG:
MS.
I'm sorry.
just
informat ion that he
The
SENATOR McNAMARA:
discusse d from their modeling program?
MS. WITTENBERG: No.
Would you please submit it through
SENATOR McNAMARA:
the Chair so we can then give it to the DEP?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: We would be happy to.

have--
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SENATOR McNAMARA: Thank you.
The report by the consultant, E.H.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Pechan, contracted by N.E.S.C.A.U.M., and on which the DEPE
We commented on an
proposal depends'· was very controversial.
Major revisions were made to it. The draft still
early draft.
A fellow named Tom Austin, who is the Senior
had problems.
Executive of Sierra Research, Inc. in California, the former
Executive Officer of the California Air Resources Board, did an
earlier analysis for the Northeast states, and in response to a
provided
letter from the administrator of N.E.S.C.A.U.M.,
As you can see from the material you
feedback on the program.
were given, he expressed great concern about any state relying
on this report in order to make a decision whether to implement
the program.
I don't believe, Mr. Chairman, we have
SENATOR RICE:
that particular document.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: No, we haven't.
That particular letter t~at you
SENATOR McNAMARA:
That is not part of your packet.
We wi 11 supply it to you.
I'm sorry.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Would you like it on the screen longer? Or, would you like me
to read it to you?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: No.
SENATOR RICE: We '11 read it.
This is what the output of the
Okay.
MR. SCHWARZ:
That is a
models we have all been talking about looks like.
just--

Mobile 4.1 model, or EPA's updated version that will come out
It gives you an average gram per
this summer of Mobile 5. 0.
We
mile number for the motor vehicle fleet by calendar year.
exercised the model with the updates that EPA is working on to
EPA deterioration
make it 5.0, and we ran two scenarios:
The reason this is
rates; California deterioration rates.
important
scenarios:

is

because

the

contractor

Pechan

ran

two

with optimistic deterioration rates, that is saying
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that emissions continue to stay low over the life of the
vehicle;
and pessimistic deterioration rates.
Well.
those
pessimistic deterioration rates are right in line with what the
Environmental Prote~tion Agency projects for this kind of
technology. and they have said that in response to direct
questions at EPA/industry meetings.
EPA ultimately is in the judgment seat on this.
The
State must submit its State Implementation Plan to EPA for
approval, and if it has benefits that EPA does not accept. then
it won't bless the report.
It will require a revision to the
report.
This shows that there is very little difference
between the green line
the Clean Air Act
and the
California program, even with the optimistic deterioration
scenario.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Is there a way of us not talking
about apples and oranges?
We're talking about grams per mile
and the DEPE is talking about tons per day.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
presentation.

We

have

that

at

the

end

of

t~e

MR. SCHWARZ :
Looking forward to the· year 201 o and
doing a projection on these inventories, we would expect that
motor vehicles-SENATOR McNAMARA:
one of our members.
SENATOR

ADLER:

Excuse me.
Can

we

Assemblywoman asked a question.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
Okay.

have

There is a request from
an

answer

now?

The

The tons per day is nine tons

per day under our calculation.
MR. SCHWARZ:
In 2010.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
In the year 2010.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Compared to what?
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
The Low Emission Vehicle Program, in
the year 2010, in the State of New Jersey, wi 11 provide a
benefit of nine tons per day.
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We' 11 do some comparisons in a few
MR. SCHWARZ:
moments, since you said, "Compared to what?"
SENATOR McNAMARA: As opposed to the Federal car, or-As opposed to the Federal car.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
MR. SCHWARZ: Yes.
But what about opposed to the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
California car which is being proposed by the DEP?
That is what the nine tons per day
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
The Low Emission Vehicle Program would provide
improvement is.
nine tons per day benefit to the State of New Jersey over the
Federal program.
SENATOR
program. Okay.

Oh,

McNAMARA:

okay,

over

the

Federal

MR. WEAVERSTAD: Those two lines in 2010 where you saw
the largest difference is equivalent to nine tons per day.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay.
We have an exhibit that shows vehicle
MR. SCHWARZ:
emissions between 1988 and 2010 coming down approximately 3 0
As a result of that, in the
percent under either scenario.
year 2010, evaporative and highway exhaust emissions constitute
18 percent of the inventory.
It is important to recognize that a
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
and that
is evaporative emissions,
that
big portion of
evaporative emissions are not something that are on the table
The program being proposed does not take different
here.
action on evap than the Federal program.
So we are affecting only that 5 percent
MR. SCHWARZ:
wedge. When we take out of that consideration of vehicles that
have prematurely broken or been tampered with, and when we take
out the fuel effect, even from the federally reformulated
gasoline program, we are left with a sliver of the inventory of
about

2

percent

that

can

be

affected

Vehicle Program.
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by

the

Low

Emission

We have busily gone about the business of trying to
analyze the information that was presented a week ago by the
On the top of the slide is a look at DOC inventory
Department.
We have 1990 on the
projected for New Jersey in the year 2005.
We have merely accepted, for the
left side; 2005 on the right.
purposes of this analysis, the DEP' s assessment of the total
We inserted a
inventory in 1990 from man-made sources.
biogenic number that is very close to what we saw the
Department present today.
In the year 2005, we show a difference in the man-made
Slide it upward, and the lower
emissions of 85 tons per day.
We have
port ion of this slide shows where that comes from.
found in discussion at staff level of the Department that in
analyzing Tier I -- that is the name for Federal Clean Air Act
changes to the motor vehicle program -- the impact of on board
diagnostics was overlooked, which is an impact of about 10 tons
per day, and that nothing was booked for evaporative emissions,
·.vtere the most progress is going to be made on motor vehicle
That estimate, based on EPA's model, is about 74
emissions.
tons per day.
and
gasoline
reformulated
of
terms
In
inspect ion/maintenance, we did not reanalyze the Department's
In the upper portion of this page, we use the 58 and the
data.
We believe there is a likely
74 numbers the Department used.
benefit from Federal Tier II, a slight one, in the year 2005.
On inspection/maintena nce, we would point out that
EPA has
this, we understand, is a Level III I/M program.
outlined options and there is one option that could net greater
reductions than the 74 tons per day.
Before you turn the page, I lost you
SENATOR ADLER:
in the very first pair of numbers. What are import diagnostics?
It's "on board" vehicle diagnostics.
MR. SCHWARZ:
They are a system that will be installed on all Federal
Okay?
and California vehicles on a phase-in basis -- 1994, '95, '96
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model year -- that require that the electronic system on the
vehicle identify when a component has gone bad, or when a
light on the
light a
and will
calibration has drifted,
dashboard in the vehicle so that the customer can get quick
repair.
I may point out, some of you may have
cars now which have little "check engine" lights on the dash.
This is a lot more sophisticated system we are talking about
than that current "check engine" light.
What is it going to do, shut off
SENATOR McNAMARA:
I· 11 te 11 you
the car after it drives another 100 miles?
I have gotten into cars where I have seen that check -what:
MR.

DANA:

If

not my own, but where other people were driving and I said,
"Gee, aren't you concerned? Your red light is on." They said,
(laughter)
"No, it's always on."
It is just important to
We understand.
MR. DANA:
There is a
understand that the difference here is significant.
lot of very, very sophisticated technology being developed t::J
like misfire and other problems with vehicles.
are going to build systems in new cars to do that in the

look at things
We

future.
Hold it for a minute, because I
McNAMARA:
don't think the Senator is finished with his question.
Your assumptions are also taking in the Federal Tier
SENATOR

II car?
MR. SCHWARZ: That's right.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Which we are not assuming-It's the smallest benefit on the
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
The furthest right column shows what we would include
chart.
We believe the State of New Jersey shows no
for Tier II.
benefit for that.
MR. SCHWARZ:

It doesn't have a big impact here, but
The
we would argue that Tier I I belongs in the baseline.
reason for that is, the way the Federal statute is written it
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If EPA does not take some action, then
is the default outcome.
the Federal Tier II happens.
for
the baseline
in
belongs
it
reason
Another
consideration of this, is that you can depend on it because EPA
If it is going to decide
must make its final decision in 1999.
that, "No, the nation does not need this second tier of Federal
vehicles," then clearly a state at that point could plug that
hole -- that emission reduction that they were depending on
by adopting the California Low Emission Vehicle Program. So it
is there, in any event.
Recognize, too, Senator, that the small
MR. DANA:
portion here is partly due to the fact that this is the year
The Federal Tier II standard, as a default,
2005 analysis.
would go into effect in 200-In 2007, I think, isn't it?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
So that represents only a small
In 2003.
MR. DANA:
It wi 11 get larger over
port ion of the turnover of the fleet.

time.
SENATOR

McNAK~:

Senator

Adler,

did

you

want

to

proceed with questions?
I am going to ask somebody to explain
SENATOR ADLER:
I don't want to hold up the rest of the
it in more detai 1.
Committee.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay.
May I have some clarification on
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
a point?
SENATOR McNAMARA: Yes .
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: On the VOC inventory in urban New
highway
off
and
stationary
a
about
talked
you

Jersey
evaporative emissions of 38.0 percent. Am I correct?
MR. SCHWARZ: Okay.
I'm sure that is what you were
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
Then on this particular piece, you mentioned
talking about.
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that you see solutions coming more quickly in the evaporative
emissions area. Am I correct? Did I hear that correctly?
MR. SCHWARZ: That is correct.
What are you doing, or what kind
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
of a time frame are we looking at for solutions to that
particular problem?
That particular problem-- The new test
MR. SCHWARZ:
procedures and standards that will bring about the major
reduction in evaporative emissions will be phased in in model
years 1995 through 1998.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: Nothing sooner than that?
Neither in California nor federally.
MR. SCHWARZ:
That is the same timetable at both places.
You
But you have recognized it.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
have pinpointed it, but you don't have anything that you could
put into action more quickly?
That is kind of the way the
No.
MR. SCHWARZ:
business works; when you discover something major, it is not
~e Nill
That is why the lead time is necessary.
easy to fix.
have to do things like insulating the fuel tanks to keep them
a much more
have to have
We will
from getting hot.
sophisticated system on the vehicle for pulling the stored
vapors from the evaporative canister into the engine.
A quick explanation of how this system works is,
vapors are driven off the fuel tank, either by the temperature
change during the day or by operation of the vehicle on a hot
They are routed to an evaporative canister, a fairly
day.
small one today; a very large one when we get into these
Then, you can't indefinitely keep storing vapors
regulations.
They will just spill out when they reach a
in a canister.
You route the
So you use the engine as a vacuum pump.
point.
vapors from that to the engine so that it pulls them in and
burns them.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
Do you have a guesstimate as to
how you will impact on that solution? I mean, will it be a 50
percent reduction in evaporative emissions?
What are· you
looking for as a goal -- a reasonable goal in reduction?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: We can show you a rough estimate with
one of our charts.
I would point out that those things that
are easily done will be done. For example, our purge rate -the rate at which we empty the canisters -- is being improved.
Things that we have learned. When we went to test the vehicles
in actual use, we found problems. Certain designs of canisters
have been found to be better than others. We are implementing
those sooner.
The point is, in order to do the entire implementation
and meet this more severe test does take us some evaluation
time, to make sure it works.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: I also have-MR. SCHWARZ: You've got your answer.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
--one other question:
Is the
industry looking towards educating the consumer in reducing
emissions? In other words, are you giving data when you sell a
new car that emissions will be lessened if you do such and
such; if you have your car serviced; and such and such a
checklist examined? Are you doing that now?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: Yes. It is in the owner's manual.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
A good salesman will do it to try
to sell his car over the competitor's product.
The canisters you are referring to are not the ones
that the Bush administration just said-MR. SCHWARZ:
No.
A good quest ion.
We need the
opportunity to clarify that.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay. I just wanted to make sure.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: These are canisters that are already
on your car. What we have found is that certain designs work
better than other designs. That is what we are talking about.
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The bar
This is the difference you are talking about.
that is in red-- That is where we were in '88. The bar in red
So that is a
under 2010 is where we plan to be in 2010.
dramatic reduction.
The answer is somewhere between 98
MR. SCHWARZ:
So the
The 2.6 drops to .19.
percent and 99 percent.
evaporative emissions are really going to be reduced.
Thank you, Mr.
Significantly.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
Chairman.
Understand, too, Assemblywoman, that CARB
DANA:
EPA is in the process of
has already adopted their procedure.
just now finalizing its regulations that we would have to
So it is very
operate from to control evaporative emissions.
Again, it would go into
close to being in the final stage.
MR.

effect in '95, or as soon as we could possibly do that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK: Thank you very much.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Okay, Ron.
Hey, you know, that is why I get paid;
SENATOR RICE:
I'll stay here until 12:00
to comment on your last question.
Is import diagnostic the strange thing that is going
at night.
to give us the thing that is going to stay red all the time?
Import because it is going to be imported?
MR. SCHWARZ: No, it is "on board." That is the word,
"on board diagnostic."
All right, with the on-board piece,
SENATOR RICE:
these electronic things usually aren't done as well or as
Is that another one of those i terns that may
"cheaply" here.
very well generate jobs in an overseas market? Or because the
Asian community is doing a good job of pretty much owning
California, so economically it is going to be produced there,
would you know? Where do you get your diagnostic-The
a combination.
is
it
Again,
SCHWARZ:
MR.
electronic control module on Ford vehicles is designed · and
In
produced by the Electronics Division within the company.
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fact, we sell them to Mazda, to a Japanese manufacturer.
But
there are a number of sensors required in that system, and the
decisions of where to source them have to be made on the basis
of the capability of the various vendors and the cost of the
component.
So, again, it will be a combination of imported and
OEM designed parts.
SENATOR RICE:
Mr. Chairman, before we go any further,
I would just like to let the Chair know -- the Co-Chair people
-- that I apologize for the type of questions I asked, and so
many, but that is just the way I am by nature.
We have
different interests in this sometimes; sometimes common ones.
I don't come to rush myself home on a Senate day.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Senator Rice, I have served with
you long enough to let you know that I can vouch to every
Committee person-SENATOR RICE: You've been good.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Don't worry about your rushing.
SENATOR RICE:
Sure.
I didn't want you to dec ide to
feel uncomfortable with the things I said.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
No.
I told them to calm down.
(laughter) Please continue.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Okay.
Taking that information that we
had on the differences in the Federal program, particularly on
evaporative emissions and on board diagnostics, we find that
the DEPE analysis, which would indicate that all of the Federal
measures and the list of proposed options that they went
through last week, which included the Low Emission Vehicle
Program, leave you short of your required reduction in the year
2005.

Now, making the corrections that we have, on the right
side of the page is the redo of the analysis.
We see that the
mandatory port-ions net you 467 tons per day, or a delta of 85
additional tons over what was in the DEPE analysis.
On the
proposed options, we did not do a reanalysis, except on the Low
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Emission Vehicle Program, where we would estimate that in 2005
it has a benefit of nine tons per day, rather than the 25 that
Part of that comes from moving the
the Department said.
We, of course, have found reductions in the Federal
baseline.
So when you are
program that they had not recognized.
the differential
comparing it to the California program,
shrinks.
The point of all this is, we think it is wrong to say
that every reasonable proposed option can be adopted and you
We think there are a lot
would still fall short of objective.
of good reasons why the Low Emission Vehicle Program should not
be adopted right now, and we think it doesn't look like
Never doing it makes it
indefinite postponement of that.
impossible to meet the 2005 objective.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Senator Adler?
Can
You lost me again on this chart.
SENATOR ADLER:
you explain to me again how, assuming all the same federally
mandated changes are made, you get another-MR. SCHWARZ: Eighty-five.
is
Eighty-five,
ADLER:
SENATOR

it

mostly

evaporative-Yes, it's from the first page. There is
MR. SCHWARZ:
a 74 difference on evap.
And 10 from the on board, not in board
SENATOR ADLER:
necessarily-MR. SCHWARZ: Right.
SENATOR ADLER: --diagnostics.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: And one from Tier II.
MR. SCHWARZ: One from Tier II adding up to 85.
Are there any more questions on this?
Is it just those two i terns
Yes .
SENATOR McNAMARA:
that you discussed that would be different than what DEPE
included, as to what you are including to get to that? I mean,
that is a substantial difference.
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MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is correct.
okay,
MR. SCHWARZ:
On a motor vehicle program,
because we did not dig into the stationary source things. That
are
there
So we don't know if
is not our expert·i se.
differences in what you can attribute to reasonably available
control technologies, or trip reduction.
But we are only talking about the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
car.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is correct.
MR. SCHWARZ: Right.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Can you add to that?
And we did not take a look at what
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
additional benefits you could get from inspection/maintena nce
We didn't have time to do
if you went to an I/M 240 type test.
We got the baseline information and began working on it
that.
on Tuesday, so that is all our computer could click out in that
We did not analyze any of the stationary
period of time.
We only analyzed the mobile source port ion, and of
source.
that, we did not look at reformulated gasoline, and we did not
We assumed that-- We just looked at a couple of
look at I/M.
There may be others in
oversights that we saw immediately.
I can't say.
I hope you will be cooperative with
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Nancy from DEPE, giving her some of this information.
We want
You know, we want to do that.
MR. SCHWARZ:
to have people at the level of the analysts who generate these
numbers between the industry and the Department to work
together. Where we have had difficulty in the dialogue is that
there.

they tend to not want to hear our thoughts on the merits of the
Don't try to
program. They say, "That decision has been made.
talk to us about that."
I would say
Well, let's say this:
SENATOR McNAMARA:
that both sides most probably come together with the assumption
I would hope that through
that it is an adversarial position.
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this process we are going through, that we can eliminate that
and try to work towards what is going to be best for New Jersey
in the most cost-effective way for the citizens of New Jersey.
MR. WEAVERSTAD: We agree.
MR. SCHWARZ: That's what we're for.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
So,
you know,
get beyond the
personalities.
I am convinced that, you know, DEPE will
listen.
It is a matter of just getting that first foot in the
door. Assume now that you have the foot and the shoulder in.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
We are available and ready at any
time.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I would just like to review
again,
just to make it totally clear
to everyone,
the
difference in the 85 tons per day, because that is really
significant.
That is based on the greater control of the
evaporative emissions. And there was a second thing?
MR. SCHWARZ: On board diagnostics.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Okay, those two things.
MR. SCHWARZ: That is, the benefit of that.
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF COMMITTEE:
Go to the previous
chart. That breaks it out.
SENATOR ADLER:
Could we have back the information
about the evaporative emissions?
MR. SCHWARZ: Sure.
SENATOR ADLER:
I think we all want that assumption to
be true.
I think we would love to have-MR. WEAVERSTAD: Yes, it is in all our interests.
SENATOR ADLER:
I think that is what we really need;
that 74 tons per day.
That is such a huge-I mean, the 10
extra, the on board diagnostic-- Again, I apologize for saying
"inport," which set my colleague off, quite appropriately, I
think.
SENATOR RICE:
I want to ask the same question.
MR. SCHWARZ: Yes, sir, it is still a valid question.
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Those two, the 74 and the
All right.
SENATOR ADLER:
I mean, the extra one is significant also; every ton
10-But those two are such big factors that we want them
matters.
We need your information so we can be comfortable
to be true.
knowing it is true.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:

Okay, no problem.
The pie charts that we showed you-- We
MR. SCHWARZ:
understand them, and can explain them step by step, but in
it could lead to
in such a short time,
it
describing
You might wonder, how did we go from 36 percent of
confusion.
the inventory in · 88 down to only 1. 8 percent being effective
in 2010 by the Low Emission Vehicle Program? The biggest part
of that is the retirement of older cars. By 2010, a lot of the
high-emitting vehicles that are on the road today will not be
There is an opportunity in speeding up the retirement
around.
Based on registration data, we found in
of those vehicles.
1990 that 30 percent of the cars were responsible for 61
percent of the hydrocarbon and CO emissions; 45 pervent of t~e
This is a problem, and it is a problem that is
NOx emissions.
getting worse.
Looking at how the fleet has aged in the State of New
1990 -- this is not on a graphic; I'm
From 1970 to
Jersey:
sorry -- the vehicle population in New Jersey has grown by 59
percent during that 20-year period, but it has not been uniform
The eight-year and newer segment of the vehicle
growth.
population has grown 23 percent, whereas the nine years and
So the aging of the
older segment has grown by 106 percent.
vehicle fleet is an environmental problem.
How would you suggest we speed
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
up taking those cars off the road?
Well, scrappage programs, as outlined by
MR. SCHWARZ:
Having a tough policy on waivers in the
EPA, are one way.
States generally have had a level of
inspection program:
expense after which the customer doesn't have to clean up his
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vehicle.
That tends to give him a break and let him keep
driving the dirty vehicle, whereas if he really had to pay what
it would take to bring it into line, it might push up his
decision to buy, . not necessarily a new car, but a newer car,
you know, which would be lower emitting.
ASSEMBLYWOMP~ OGDEN:
But probably most of the people
who have these older cars can't afford to buy the newer ones.
MR.
SCHWARZ:
Well,
that
is why I
said,
"not
necessarily a new car," because the benefit you get through
this is a trickle through the system of the person with a
20-year old car buying a 10-year old car, and that 10-year old
car person buying a five, etc.
Certainly the person who has a
real high emitter that is 15 years old generally -- except for
my dad; that's the way he does it-- But generally that person
wouldn't be able to then buy a brand-new car.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
See, how you gave one of the best
arguments I have heard for forcing manufacturers to improve the
air quality of the vehicle, because we would not be in this
mess if they started 15 years ago.
I'll just throw that on the
table.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Well, you know, today's cars, before any
of this, before the Federal action or the proposed New Jersey
action, are 96 percent cleaner than the older ones. So you get
a very big benefit by replacing an old car with a new car, and
you get a very small benefit by fore ing that new car to be
somewhat cleaner yet.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Maybe
in
the states
in the
Northeast you could offer a $2500 rebate for any car that is
nine years old.
MR. SCHWARZ: Yeah. That would help for as long as we
(laughter)
You know, of course, that is
stayed in business.
essentially how the industry has been operating for a few
years, so--
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I didn't think it was anything
SENATOR McNAMARA:
innovative before I got-It was almost hard to find a car that
MR. SCHWARZ:
didn't have $1000 taped to the dashboard in the form of a
but we haven't been real profitable going about
rebate,
business that way.
I know, unfortunately. Go on.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
MR. SCHWARZ: Okay. We are not alone in our view that
a dec is ion to go to the California standards has a lot of
Back in November,
uncertainty about it and may be premature.
EPA's Assistant Administrator for Air Issues, Bill Rosenberg,
from
opportunity
great
a
is
there
how
of
spoke
little
relatively
and
enhancement
inspection/maintena nce
opportunity from bringing in exotic, somewhat cleaner vehicles
under the California program.
We
This is a point that was addressed by the DEPE.
are glad to see it, because we have not had success in getting
timing of
the
issue of
this
at
look
ot:,er states to
When you adopt the California program, you
implementation.
If 1998 is the first model
join it in progress, if you will.
year in which you are going to join in, then you have to be at
It does not restart itself.
California's level for 1998.
Now, when you couple this information with the fact
that the program starts up fairly modestly; it starts off
affecting 10 percent, 15 percent, and 20 percent of the new
vehicle population, you realize that there is no urgency to the
implementation. You get the vast majority of the benefit, such
as the benefit is, by adopting the program and implementing on
This analysis just shows that when
the order of the year 2000.
you run EPA's emissions model, the 1 ines come out on top of
each other, whether you implement in 1995 or 1997.
We want to see
we want to share the Department' s-the Department's analysis that estimated, I believe, five tons
per day as the difference between a two-year implementation
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difference.
That does not seem pass ible to
like to understand it.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Well, Nancy is a
the Department.
I would like to see that
with the manufacturers, because that is
question.

us,

and we would

representative of
information shared
a very important

SENATOR RICE: Mr. Chairman-SENATOR McNAMARA:
Apparently Connecticut came to a
different conclusion.
I don't know what they were looking at,
but they came to the conclusion that if they didn't go in until
'98, the difference would be so slight that it wouldn't make a
difference.
So, you know, I would 1 ike to find out what the
nuances are.
MR. SCHWARZ:
Our point in bringing that up was not
that implementing it for
98-- That is not a problem to us.
The point is, consistent with what we have said earlier, there
is tremendous uncertainty.
EPA has not officially ruled on
what kind of benefits it is going to give.
So, it warrants
waiting.
If you lose a model year or two while you are waiting
to make your decision based on better information, as shown on
the previous slide, it has essentially no impact.
SENATOR RICE:
Mr. Chairman, through the Chair-Could we request, through you, that all the information and
data and analytical stuff that administrations bring to us to
kind of more or less justify some of their views, be sent to
the interested parties? It seems to me that there is a spirit
on one side of wanting to cooperate locally and at the Federal
1 eve l, but you can t find out-- You know, you can t ba 1 ance
and analyze your stuff with someone else.
If not, can they
give it to us, and we can share it? It seems to me that it is
public information.
I mean-SENATOR McNAMARA:
Assuming from the testimony of the
Commissioner the other day and the testimony from Nancy in
I

I

I
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response to the question I asked her before, I don't think that
Is it, Nancy? That's not a problem?
is a problem.
It is not a
(speaking from audience)
MS. WITTENBERG:
problem.
I
SENATOR McNAMARA: You know, it may have been, Ron.
am not saying there wasn't a problem, but now it is not a
problem. If either group -- the auto manufactu rers or the DEPE
-- find out that it is a problem, you can address the Chairs,
and we will address the problems.
to
fair
is
it
think
don't
I
WEAVERSTAD:
MR.
We have talked back and
characteri ze it as a problem before.
forth, and I believe the working level people have a fairly
I think what the problem may be as to why
good relationsh ip.
the difference s are, is that the Departmen t had to develop
regulation s and work on what their calculatio ns were, and while
or were receptive to our input, they
they needed some of our
wanted to be able to do it without any bias that we might add
to it.

So, I don't think there is a problem, either.
Whether we call it a
All right.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
problem, not a problem, or a problem that is a problem, or it
I really don't care what you call it.
is a small problem-What we want is your working together and opening a dialogue,
and seeing to it that the critical informatio n passes from one
You certainly know there is interest in this
to the other.
administra tion, and that putting New Jersey at a competitiv e
Certainly the Legislatur e feels
disadvanta ge with anybody-that very strongly. That is why we are involved.
This exhibit is one that there will be
MR. SCHWARZ:
It is the timetable required in the
no controvers y over.
It
Federal statute for submitting an implement ation plan.
It must say "New Jersey." I
doesn't really say New York City.
But the informatio n is the same.
would not have done that.
"Ozone
The key thing is the last block on the exhibit:
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Standard Attainment Demonstration in Post-1996, Requirements
for Further Progress Plan." That aspect of the plan is due in
So it is not critical to make that decision
November 1994.
The Low Emission
about the Low Emission Vehicle Program.
Vehicle Program is a maintenance program, long term, and might
So it
have some small effect by the 2005 or 2007 deadline.
It is a
does not belong in the earlier portion of this plan.
November '94 kind of decision.
Just two points that I wanted to respond to. in
the
The two-year review
addition, from earlier testimony:
biennial technology review that California will undergo -- ~as
described as making the program fail-safe and providing a
Several Senators and Assemblymen seemed to pick up on
bailout.
the fact through Q&A that nonetheless it puts that decision in
We started off with the air quality
the hands of California.
It is important
data in southern California versus New Jersey.
for you to recognize that they are going to make their
decisions about what is a big enough risk to take based on that
context; that they have an intransigent ozone problem that just
I don't
about defies solution because of their geography.
think a State in the Northeast with a much less severe problem
necessarily wants them making a decision on what is fail-safe.
We also heard assurances that the vehicles that would
result from the program would have minor modifications to the
I don't know how
We don't know that.
cars we are all used to.
It is a fuel neutral program that
the Department knows that.
allows us to certify on any of those four fuels, or any other
If we find that we are going to
ones that would be identified.
have to put a compressed natural gas system on a vehicle in
order to comply, as awful as that is from a customer's
standpoint, we are going to do that. For the State not to have
a plan to then require that those fuels be available in the
marketplace, leaves the customer in a serious problem there,
because he has a compressed natural gas vehicle and very few
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it.
So, it is simply too soon to tell
to the car we are used to.
point on the modifications issue is, we
about the California ZEV requirement
and that is a significant issue.
Under California's regulations, starting in 1998, manufacturers
To
must make 2 percent of their fleet zero emission vehicles.
our knowledge right now the only vehicle that meets that
Okay? Now again, we don't
requirement is an electric vehicle.
know what technology is going to do in five years. We may find
But assessing what we
a magic battery some day down the road.
know now about batteries and electric vehicles, we find that a
places to find fuel for
the minor modifications
MR. DANA: One
have not talked at all
zero emission vehicle

significant problem in terms of marketing; trying to sell
someone a vehicle which, even as nice as the one where GM has
designed the impact, still has a very limited range, and would
have problems, particularly more so in a northeastern climate
When
where it is colder, than it would in southern California.
you add to that vehicle the need to defrost a windshield or
heat the car on a winter day, that directly affects the
vehicle's range and eats time off of that battery charge.
we do not
That is part of the California program.
Hopefully, we
know how to solve that marketability issue yet.
will, but if we don't that becomes part and parcel of what this
State picks up from California.
If the California program doesn't
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
change, we are only 10 years away from having to find a
customer for a pure electric vehicle for each nine that we can
That's hard for us to
sell a more conventional vehicle.
envision; one out of 10 customers buying the electric vehicle,
Then, as Greg pointed out, in the
limitations.
Northeast, the need to operate the defroster and the heater
will shorten the range of the vehicle by as much as 30 percent,
Then
and will bring a 100 mile range down to a 70 mile range.

with

its
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to find one customer for each nine that
conventional vehicle to.
You know, I think this is an
OGDEN:
Clearly, from
need to work together.
reading the articles in the "Smithsonian" and The New York
Times, etc. about what the team in General Motors is doing in
connection with an electric car, the impact is going to be,

it is that much harder
you want to sell a more
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
area in which we all

So we at the State
certainly initially, much more expensive.
level are going to have to explore incentives to encourage
people to buy those.
automobi:e
the
I
think
But on the other hand,
manufacturers are really making a mistake if they are saying,
in a way that they said, say, 10 years ago, that they can't
produce the air bags, that it would be too expensive, too
cumbersome, take up too much room, and now they are saying,
I think this
"Buy our cars because we have two air bags--"
also, in spite of the problems, represents a real opportunity
I am r e a 11 y p l e a s e C. : :J
f:Jr the American automobile industry.
see

that

General

Motors

is

moving

in

the

fash~on

aggressive

that they are with their impact car.
The
I agree with what you're saying.
MR. SCHWARZ:
problems are so basic on the electric vehicle -- that limited
range and very high replacement cost for the battery, the
limited life of the battery -- that present technology, in fact
that projected five-year technology around the time we are
going

to

introduce

this--

The batteries

only

last

about

30

But
months and they cost several thousand dollars to replace.
You may have read about the
we are attacking that problem.
U.S. Advance Battery Consortium which has been launched.
What is the offsetting benefit of
SENATOR McNAMARA:
not buying gas-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Nonmaintaining the car.
--and nonmaintaining the car?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
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MR. SCHWARZ:
Oh, I hadn't heard that the electric
vehicle would be maintenance free.
(laughter)
As far as
offsetting the costs of the gasoline, that is only a good trade
in Europe, 1 ike in Italy, where gaso 1 ine prices are very high.
It doesn't come anywhere close in the U.S. when you offset the
gasoline price.
But the Advance Battery Consortium-The
reason I mention it is because it is an example of us doing
things in a better way than your air bag example.
We have
lau~ched
the research by the big three,
along with the
Electrical Power Research Institute and the Department of
Energy.
There is $260 million devoted to the program by
December of '94, and we are attacking those basic problems
longer life, better performance, lower costs.
The program has
midterm and longer term goals.
We hope to have pilot plant
production of vehicles to the midterm goals.
The goals,
frankly, are confidential.
The information is only available
to the participants, but we would have pilot production of much
improved batteries, hopefully, in 1994.
So, we are really going after this program, because it
is staring us in the face.
It is only 10 years away.
Well,
the introduction is earlier than that,
but I mean that
situation of having to sell one for every nine is only 10 years
away.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
One question on warranties:
It is
Federal law, isn't it, that the manufacturer has to warranty
the emission system for five years, or 50,000 miles?
MR.
SCHWARZ:
Yes.
There
is
Federal
law
and
California law.
What happens, you know -- and I
SENATOR McNAMARA:
understand it -- if you design a car that is designed to use a
specific fuel, which would be the California car with the
California fuel, and you use
and we are not going to adopt a
fuel standard, so you will be using the Federal fuel-What
change does that-- Is that still going to be warrantied by the
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manufacturer, even though it is not designed, you know-- It is
designed to use one fuel; it is going to be using a different
How does that impact on a warranty?
fuel.
the
about
learn more
We have to
SCHWARZ:
MR.
We are going
long-term impact of operating on the two fuels.
to have to step up to that and find out what that is, so that
we know that when components tend to fail in the Northeast at a
different rate than they do in California, we can defend
ourselves and say, "That vehicle was not properly maintained
We do not owe you a remedial plan," or "We do not
and used.
Because if it comes down to that,
owe you warranty coverage."
It is simply not
we can determine that it is fuel related.
right, not fair, that we should have to warrant the failure of
those components.
But then how do you meet the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Don't they require a five-year, 50,000 mile, on
Federal law?
all emission warranties?
Both of t=:e:-n
Well, we would not-- No.
MR. SCHWARZ:
are exempted from proper maintenance and use, both Federal and
California.
Well, if the State is designating
SENATOR McNAMARA:
that the use is the Federal mandated fuel and we are using the
California car, I don't think you can tell the customer i f he
can only buy the Federal mandated fuel that he is misusing the
He is not going to be able to buy
car if he buys that fuel.
any other fuel.
MR. WEAVERSTAD:

What you're asking is really a legal
All I can tell you is that our
We're engineers.
question.
attorneys have indicated that it is very defensible to avoid a
performance warranty recall by saying that it was not used with
the fuel it was designed to operate on. We have past precedent
where that has actually happened on some evaporative emission
recalls. That is what we are talking about here.
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Warranty is even more complicated that just that,
though, because the California warranty involves different
than does the Federal
mileages
and different
components
So, when you, as a former dealer, would send your
warranty.
service write-up man-- As the car drives in, he would have to
check the license plate, the pedigree of the car, to determine
which components are warrantied and for how long they are
warrantied.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
After being a dealer and getting
caught with eating so many warranty and policies, we ran a
That is
pedigree on every car by using the serial number.
nothing new, just an added expense that any dealer who is in
business has to incur.
It's a complicated process, and it
MR. WEAVERSTAD:
will be much worse.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Oh, believe me it is.
As engineers, what is the impact on emissions? Since
California is going to check their car, or certify their car
with their particular fuel, and we are going to use the Federal
fuel in their car, what is the variable on the emissions?
The emissions, based on California's
MR. SCHWARZ:
goals for reduction with their fuel and the Federal goals for
In the early going, when New
reduction with their fuel-Jersey would be operating on the first round of Federal fuel,
the emissions would be about 30 percent higher from the
California car operated here than the California car operating
Later on, when the Federal government takes its
in California.
second step in improving the Federal fuel, that would reduce to
about 15 percent.
So, is that factored
SENATOR McNAMARA:
chart where the lines lay right over each other?
MR. WEAVERSTAD: Yes, it is.
just the
is
That
SENATOR McNAMARA:
emissions, right?
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into

your

tail

pipe

MR. WEAVERSTAD: That is correct.
MR. SCHWARZ: Yes.
All right, I think we wi 11
Okay.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
And we will
have to take a break for about a half-an-ho ur.
reconvene -MR. SCHWARZ: We have one more.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Oh, I'm sorry.
I'm only going to take about two
T E R I L L:
W I L L I A M
minutes, Mr. Chairman.
I· m sorry, I didn't-- We' 11 stay
SENATOR McNAMARA:
here even if you take 10 or 15. Be my guest.
I don't
I am not going to take long.
MR. TERILL:
We are
{laughter)
I am from the union.
have a slide show.
My name is
I am from the United Auto Workers.
here today-I am the New Jersey CAP Director, which is the
William Terill.
Community Action Program's Director for the State of New Jersey
I am also an Internatio nal
for the United Auto Workers.
I am t:he
I represent the Ford Motor Company.
Represent ative.
Service Rep there at the Ford Motor Company in Edison, New
This is where I
which is also my home plant.
Jersey,
originated from in the UAW.
I started in the UAW in the Ford Motor Company in
During that 32-year tenure, we
That's 32 years ago.
1960.
built a lot of California cars in the Ford Motor Company -- a
lot of years ago -- and shipped them to California ; not here in
New Jersey, they were not sold here in New Jersey.
You know, I was born and raised here in the State of
In my short period of time -- in my 54 years of
New Jersey.
being here -- I have seen a lot of plants close up that
the MAC trucks; the Cerbol
belonged to Region 9 of the UAW:
(phonetic spelling) cabs in New Brunswick; MAC trucks of
I don't know whether any of
Plainfield ; the Studebaker plant.
We had one here in New
you remember the Studebaker plant.
Jersey.

We just closed up a Nash.
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SENATOR McNAMARA: The Ford Delco plant.
just
the Delco plant
That's right,
MR. TERILL:
Pennsauken had a parts
closed; the Mahwah assembly plant.
Curtis Wright;
That's closed.
depot, down in Pennsauken.
Hyatt Roller Bearing-- This is just to name a few plants what
were in the UAW that we represented -- our workers -- which are
They are not here any longer.
You know, when I got hired in the Ford Motor Company
If
in 1960, we had a lot of people who carne into that plant.
they didn't like the job there, they could quit and go over to
I used
That can't happen today.
General Motors and get a job.
to walk around, when I was a Committeeman in the plant, with my
I would
briefcase full of applications for people to get jobs.
see some of my friends and they would say, "Can you get my son
A
or daughter a job?" and I would hand them an application.

now gone.

short while later they would give me the application back, and
You can't do that today. That doesn't
I would get them a job.
happen. These jobs are nonexistent.
My main purpose for being here today is my concern for
My Senator
employment, and to keep the jobs in New Jersey.
I live in
here -- Senator Sinagra -- is from my district.
That is our main concern in being here
Edison, by the way.
I am not here to fight against the EPA or fight with
today.
I am here because we
the Ford Motor Company or General Motors.
are concerned about keeping jobs here.
When Nancy made mention of modifications -- that there
are going to be some slight modification s-- Modifications cost
When these costs are put on to the automobile, the
money.
customer is going to look at that cost, and he is going to
think twice as to whether he is going to buy that car or not.
So if we can't sell the cars, it is going to result in the loss
Before we get into a study, or adopting a California
of jobs.
policy, I think this study should include what impact it is
going to have on the workers in the State of New Jersey.
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How many jobs are going to be lost? What is it going
to cost? How is that going to affect the direct labor in the
State of New Jersey? We have to stop the hemorrhaging of jobs
We can't be a service economy in Ne·.v
going out of this State.
Jersey. New Jersey was a manufacturing State. You know, right
over here you have a bridge that says, "What Trenton Makes, the
That means manufacturing
What does that mean?
World Takes."
Pretty soon they are going to take that sign down. That
jobs.
sign is going to be gone, because you won't have any jobs left
You are going to be a service
in the State of New Jersey.
State. That is what it is coming to.
If you just look back over the last 10 years at the
jobs that were lost in this State -- over the last 10 years -Once
We cannot continue in that fashion.
it's astronomical.
you lose your industrial base, what do you have left?
The UAW has always been in the
That is my concern.
We are environmentalists in the
forefront of the environment.
We have an Environmental Department headed by one of our
UAW.
That is what
That is her job.
V:ce-Presidents~ Odessa Colmer.
She travels the entire country
she does on a daily basis.
She testifies in
trying to solve environmental problems.
Washington before the Congress about environmental problems.
Right here in the
We have adopted many environmental problems.
we were in the forefront for the HELP
State of New Jersey
A lot of you who were in office at that time
legislation.
These
remember the HELP legislation; the Right to Know bill.
types of things the UAW has always been out in front for, and
I

we are going to continue to do that.
We know what happens when you have
We accept change.
Change -- sometimes it can be very painful. We know
change.
but we don't want you to take the meat ax approach in
that
this particular legislation and the California standards.
In closing, I would like to say that before we adopt
the plan, we should have a full study of the impact of what it
I

is going to do to labor in this State.
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Thank you.
SENATOR RICE: Mr. Chairman?
SENATOR McNAMARA: Yes, Ron?
SENATOR KRONI-CK:
(interjecting)
I would just like to
say one thing, Mr. Chairman.
I have a lot of faith and
confidence in the American genius and inventive spirit. When I
think back to the 1929 car -- or whenever the first one came
and what we have done, and what we have done in space, I
believe you wi 11 be able to 1 ick it, and probably exceed what
is set out here before us today.
I find it difficult that you
couldn't do it, if the will is there, and you make it a
priority and a goal, and have it priced right, so that we don't
have a loss of jobs, because Americans-- That is our genius;
that is our ability.
We have always had it through history.
That is why we are leaders in space.
So I want to end on a very positive note:
I think we
can do it, and we will do it.
I want to tell you, if we had the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
1929 car, you could drive from here to California.
It wouldn't
be too comfortable, but you could do it with a screwdriver and
a pliers in your glove box, and you wouldn · t need a mechanic.
You would be able to get cross wise.
So, there is an ups ide
and a downside.
Ron?
SENATOR RICE:
Through the Chair, I have asked the
DEPE people to do a cost benefits analysis.
They did a cost
study. That is what you are really talking about, to put those
other variables in.
That is what concerns me.
I would hope
that if the UAW is serious about this, they would also do a
cost benefits analysis from an unbiased perspective.
Don't
give me the union stuff, because they will do that sometimes.
I want the information-We'll
MR. TERILL:

give

Senator.
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you

the

straight

stuff,

SENATOR RICE:
And I would hope that the corporate
side, the big three, could also do an independent cost benefits
analysis as
related to your
industry and keeping people
working.
Hopefully, all three of those reports can come to us
from three different sources, so we can have some judgment.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
It is a quarter after one.
We are
running about an hour-and-a-half behind schedule, in a very
timely fashion.
We will reconvene at a quarter to two.
(RECESS)
AFTER RECESS:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

OGDEN:

We would 1 ike everyone in the
back of the room sit down, or go out, because we would like to
get started again.
In deference to the many individuals who
have come a fair distance today, we don't want to keep you any
longer than necessary.
The next group
Is

Council.
there?
JAMES

that

to

correct,

testify
for

will

those

be

the

of you who

Petroleum
are

seated

BENT 0 N:
Yes, that is correct.
E.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Jim Benton, New Jersey Petroleum
Counc i 1, Mobi 1 Refinery, Sun Research.
Have I left anything

out?
MR. BENTON: Yes, Assemblywoman.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Oh, you'll introduce the people
with you.
I

am

All right.
MR. BENTON:

the

Council.

Executive

Good afternoon.
Director

of

My name is Jim Benton.

the

New

With the permission of the Chairs,

a panel of representative interests
petroleum industry here in the State.
permissible,

through you,

Jersey

Petroleum

we have assembled

of the presence of the
We would like, if it is

to have the opportunity for each of
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them to address you briefly and respond to some of the
quest ions and the dialogue that has either preceded us or you
might like us to address specifical ly.
He is
He is with Exxon.
On my left is Mike Tydings.
On my immediate right is Dr.
their Environme ntal Coordinato r.
He carries the title, Manager of
Brian Davis. He is from Sun.
Brian was also
Regulatory , Legislativ e, and Technical Support.
a player for the petroleum industry at the Federal reg/neg
process, the now infamous process that EPA used to bring
together the various interests to put the regulatory structure
To his right is Dale
around the Federal reformulat ed fuel.
Choate, Manager of the Mobil Paulsboro Refinery, and Dale's
labor representa tive at the Paulsboro Refinery, Jim Campbell.
With that, with your permission , just very briefly
before we start, we do have a couple of handouts which I
thought would be helpful to the Committee in its debate -- its
We've got a current state-by-s tate
discuss ion of this issue.
their
in
stand
states
the various
of where
assessment
Like our
considerat ions of the California emissions program.
State -- New Jersey -- many states are wrest 1 ing with the
question of whether to commit to the California LEV program, or
whether they opt to remain with the Federal program and enact
other more cost-effec tive strategies .
I will dissemina te these for your informatio n, and I
would be happy to respond to questions. Let me, at this point,
turn it over to Mike Tydings. Mike?
Good
Thank you.
T Y D I N G S:
J.
M I C H A E L
afternoon. First of all, I am here on behalf of the New Jersey
The Petroleum
Petroleum Council and its member companies.
Council is a Division of the American Petroleum Institute.
Our industry is often asked, "Why do you care about
Doesn't Californi a's LEV program
Californi a's LEV program?
impact cars only?"

The answer to this question is, "No."
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One of the key uncertainties associated with the LEV
fuel
regarding the program's
program is the uncertainty
New Jersey's DEPE has stated again today that if
requirements.
New Jersey adopts California's LEV program, the only fuel
However,
gas.
reformulated
Federal
be
will
required
California's LEV program is accompanied by a mandate requiring
fuel providers to make available those fuels used to certify
car
California,
In
program.
LEV
the
under
vehicles
manufacturers, as stated before lunch, will be able to meet the
LEV standards through a combination of vehicle technology and
Auto manufacturers will be required to certify that
fuel type.
It is
the vehicle/fuel combination meets the LEV standards.
important to recognize that, at this time, vehicles meeting the
LEV standards have not been designed or tested, nor have the
Whatever fuels are selected, and these
fuels been selected.
fuels may be a California-type severely reformulated gasoline,
methanol, compressed natural gas, or whatever, these fuels are
Fede~a:
the
costly than
likely to be considerably more
Act
the Clean Air
under
required
gasoline
reformulated
Also, some of these fuels, for instance
amendments of 1990.
methanol, may not be compatible with existing supply and
distribution systems in New Jersey.
We simply do not see how we can, at this point, assu~e
that cars will meet their emission standard if they are
operated on a fuel different from the fuel on which they were
certified.
The
very real,
In
DEPE.
reference,
California

possibility of a California fuel requirement is
irrespective of statements to the contrary by the
the DEPE's proposed rule, they incorporate, by
the
"All amendments and supplements to those"
"regulations, specification documents, and test

To adopt California's LEV program,
procedures."
required, under the Clean Air Act, to adopt
program implemented in California.
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New Jersey is
the identical

One such specification, which the DEPE is adopting
from California, and which was indicated in the April 6
proposal, is that of using reactivity adjustment factors.
Such
factors
are designed for California conditions,
including
temperature,
meteorology,
and emissions levels,
but these
factors will be applied here in New Jersey also.
Such factors
could
allow,
for
example,
em iss ions
for
methano 1-fueled
vehicles to be almost twice the mass emissions from comparably
certified gasoline vehicles.
This may work toward reducing
ozone in California, but it is not tailored to do that in Ne 1.v
Jersey.
Even at this juncture,
it is uncertain what the
magnitude of all the reactivity adjustment factors for the
different fuels that could be used in the LEV program will be.
California has determined what the factor for methanol is, but
not for any of the other fuels.
In fact, California has not
received approval from the EPA to use the reactivity adjustment
factor approach, nor has California received approval from EPA
to
proceed
with
implementation
of
the
LEV
program
in
California.

This ties in with our concern over the uncertainty
of what program New Jersey will be adopting and the need to
assess the problem and develop a cost-effective solution
tailored to New Jersey's needs.
we
are
concerned
also
"adopt ion
the
about
by
reference" clause which was mentioned earlier, because it
effectively translates to having no representation for the
citizens of New Jersey on this important issue.
Do we really
want to have Sacramento,
California,
dictating what your
decisions will be here in the State of New Jersey?
we acknowledge the very difficult job the New Jersey
DEPE faces in developing strategies and programs to bring New
Jersey
with
air
into
quality standards.
attainment
we
strongly believe that an in-depth study of New Jersey's air
quality and the careful construction of the most cost-effective
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emissions control strategies are needed before any optional or
like
implemented
are
on emissions
discretionary controls
Our industry is willing to commit to
California's LEV program.
work with the DEPE and other interested parties, such as the
autos, to evaluate New Jersey's air quality problems and to
identify and implement the most cost-effectiv e program to bring
New Jersey into attainment with the air quality standards.
Thus, we strongly believe it is premature to adopt
California's LEV program at this time, without a thorough
assessment of New Jersey's air quality situation and prior to
resolving some of the many uncertainties associ a ted with the
LEV program's needs, benefits, and costs.
Commissioner Weiner provided an important service
when, at last week's hearing, he presented options the DEPE is
considering

for

complying

with

the

Federal

Clean

Air

Act

industry shares DEPE's and the
Our
amendments of 1990.
citizens of New Jersey's concerns about clean air and a healthy
We have supported, and will continue to supper:,
environment.
cost-effectiv e efforts to attain ambient air quality.
However, based on our preliminary assessment of the
bases for the DEPE's proposed plan, we do believe that the DEPE
has significantly underestimate d emissions reductions for some
of the steps mandated by the Federal Clean Air Act, as well as
For example, we estimate
some of the estimated costs per ton.
much higher emission reductions from cleaner cars that meet the
new, stricter Federal standards.
We would like to have further discussions with the
DEPE and share our analysis and compare numbers so that the end
product is the most cost-effectiv e plan to bring New Jersey
into compliance with the air quality standards.
We feel that the uncertainty regarding the differences
in our estimates and the DEPE' s estimates, combined with the
many uncertainties associated with California's LEV program,
support the need to pause and closely evaluate New Jersey's air
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quality situation prior to adopting a costly, optional program
such as the LEV program.
There is ample time to clarify the questions and
uncertain ties regarding the LEV program without New Jersey
Three
falling behind in its air quality improvemen t efforts.
control measures mandated by the Clean Air Act -- cleaner cars,
Federal reformulat ed gasoline, and stricter vehicle inspection s
will significan tly improve quality and help New Jersey
achieve the emissions reductions required by the Clean Air Act.
Moving slower to adopt the LEV program would not
hinder the progress New Jersey needs to make because the LEV
program results, if implemente d, for example, in 1994, are
almost identical to the Federal Clean Air Act's standards
Any delay in
during the first three years of the LEV program.
adopting the LEV program will have minimal impact in the years
The State can then carefully evaluate the need
beyond 2000.
for additional control measures and determine which options
best fit New Jersey's needs.
Let me restate just some of the many controls for
mobile or transporta tion-relat ed source emissions mandated by
This listing is by no means all inclusive,
the Clean Air Act.
but it will provide a feel for the magnitude of the activities
and effort required by the Clean Air Act, that are being, and
will continue to be, undertaken in New Jersey to reduce
emissions.
Some of the measures have already been mentioned, and
I will just highlight them:
The tighter Federal exhaust standards -- the Tier I;
later on the possibilit y of going to Tier II, with even tougher
standards.
The Act requires that all
In the fuels areas:
gasoline supplied to New Jersey be reformulat ed to help reduce
In addition, 10 other states, in the
ozone, beginning in 1995.
Northeast Ozone Transport Commission region, have elected to
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in"
The "opt
reformulated gasoline.
Federal
into"
As a result,
provision is part of the Federal Clean Air Act.
This
these states will also receive reformulated gasoline.
gasoline will be· required to be specially refined to reduce
"opt

emissions by 15 percent.
To combat carbon monoxide, the Act requires that New
Jersey, together with 38 other areas in this country, be
during the winter months.
fuel
supplied with oxygenated
Beginning this November, all gasoline sold in New Jersey will
have to be blended to contain at least 2.7 percent oxygen.
emissions
source
mobile
cost-effectiv e
most
The
reductions step is effective enhanced inspection/ma intenance of
This measure provides significant
and immediate emissions reductions by identifying vehicles in
The vehicle
repair.
and ensuring their
repair
need of
inspection program envisioned by the Clean Air Act will be much

vehicles

currently

in use.

stricter than New Jersey's current program.
The requirements of the Clean Air Act, some of which :
have already talked about, coupled with steps already taken by
New Jersey, plus the continuing turnover of the motor vehicle
fleet that will replace older, higher-emitti ng vehicles with
new, lower-emittin g vehicles will reduce vehicle emissions from
California's
today' s typical vehicle by 85 percent by 2010.
LEV

program

would

provide

additional reductions.
Based on the

only

reasons

1

stated

percent
above,

to
we

2

percent

believe

New

Jersey should:
Conduct an in-depth, broad-based, time-specific
1)
study of its air quality situation and develop a detailed
emissions control strategy that incorporates the effects of the
control measures mandated by the Clean Air Act.
If additional air quality improvement is needed,
2)
rank

additional

control

measures,
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such

as

California's

LEV

their contribu tion to air quality
of
in terms
improvem ent and costs.
Assess the benefits and costs of adopting optional
3)
control measures .
I apprecia te the opportun ity to make these comments .
MR. BENTON: Brian Davis.
C.
D A V I S: Chairmen and members of the
B R I A N
DR.
I apprecia te this opportun ity very much to be able
Committe e:
In the interest of
You have my statemen t.
to speak to you.
your time and avoiding redundan cy, I would much rather not
I will summariz e, and then allow you to ask question s,
read.

program,

if there is anything that is not clear to you.
First of all, let me undersco re the concern we have
It is certainl y not unreason able
that may seem strange to you.
to say, "If there are cleaner cars availabl e in the country,
There is nothing
why not provide them for New Jersey?"
However, the concern we have was at
illogica l about that.
least percepti vely intimate d by some of your question s of the
folks from the car companie s when you asked about warranti es.
the consider ations you run into very
quickly when you have warranty requirem ents for a fuel for
of
those kinds
that
-3signed
not
which a car was
consider ations may well be decided in a court, not with the
desires of the Departme nt or any of the other environm ental
We certainl y do not believe it
departme nts in the Northea st.
is their intentio n to have fuels, but they may be, in this
Realize

that

one

of

context, powerles s to prevent their inclusio n.
Sun's two refineri es that are on the Delaware River
now -- fortunat ely, perhaps, or unfortun ately, if you like,
either way -- happen to be on the Pennsylv ania side of. the
Neverth eless, the cost of converti ng those two
Delaware River.
refineri es for Federal Phase I fuel is on the order of $50
Now, that is not insignif icant, but
million to $100 million.
Californ ia
produce
to
refineri es
same
the
convert
to
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reformulated fuel would be a factor of possibly as much as 7;
an immense amount of money which would be required before the
time that in the reg/neg agreement would go to a Federal Phase
So there is a potential
II, which would only double the cost.
of having an immense amount of extra capital required in a
So, realize
shorter time frame even than the Federal program.
that that is one of the reasons that makes us very concerned
about the potential of bringing in California fuel.
Now let me say also, I think there is a set of other
that
benefits
in this
emissions
gaining
for
potentials
technology-forcing atmosphere we have are just now coming to
They would bear real analysis to see if they would
fruit ion.
not be more cost-effective than the California program in
giving the same kinds of benefits.
with
done
being
things
new
are
There
inspection/maintena nce which would make those programs, the
more efficient ones, more cost-effective.
You have to be a little
Now let me do something here.
The petroleum industry is possibly as unified as
careful.
So now I will take
State government and all other industries.
Just so we all understand.
off that hat and put on a Sun hat.
One of the things that is of specific interest to us is the use
of early movement to alternative or clean fuel penetration in
While that is required later on, at the end of
fleet vehicles.
this century, it certainly could be gone to with credits, and
Often these
the EPA is developing those credits right now.
if you have ever ridden in a cab in the Northeast,
are among the poorest maintained, with the worst driving
The
cycles, in the areas that have the toughest situation.
conversion of those vehicles to much cleaner vehicles might
have an immense effect on the emissions, exactly where they
We are fully prepared to work with the Department,
need to be.
and they have been forthright, certainly, in working with us,

vehicles,

We have some programs in place
in exploring this possibility.
right now to look aL all of the alternatives.
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We would 1 ike to recommend those kinds of procedures
cost-effectiveness before an
the
at
looking
complete
to
immediate move to enact the California vehicle program.
I would be more than happy to
I appreciate· your time.
handle any questions. Thank you very much.
Obviously you are in a posit ion to
SENATOR McNAMARA:
What about the
deliver fuels, at least the production of them.
distribution?
DR. DAVIS:

As it turns out, depending on which
specific alternative fuel is chosen, facilities can be put into
conventional service stations, not at no cost, but at a cost
that we believe, depending on the fuel in this area, may well
all
of
true
is not
That
be cost-effective right now.
alternative fuels, however, and the ones that may come to us
from California by way of gift may not be the ones that are
cost-effective.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Which ones are cost-effective?
For us in this area, certainly propar.e
DR. DAVIS:
for
cost
installation
lowest
the
has
be.
It
would
infrastructure, and currently sells at a rack price that is far
below gasoline.
MR. BENTON:

Dale?

Oh, I'm sorry.

SENATOR McNAMARA: Ron?
If
I meant to ask this earlier:
SENATOR RICE:
somebody is going to turn to fuels from a capital perspective,
you know, you formulating -- using one, does that mean that
when the season changes you are going to have to get in the
ground and clean the tanks out in order to put in another type,
or-- Maybe we would have to find room at some of the stations
to put in additional tanks. What does that mean?
Generally it is not a seasonal question,
DR. DAVIS:
but the addition of a new fuel almost inevitably means some new
piece of infrastructure -- tankage, dispenser.
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I'm not cutting you off, but someone
SENATOR RICE:
I think
testified this morning that when the weather is cold
you were raising the question -- you use this type of fuel-This is a modification of gasoline, rather
DR. DAVIS:
Again, let me emphasize that not every
than an alternative.
petroleum company is interested in alternative fuels, but the
surgical use of highly reformulated gasoline in vehicles
adapted for it, might well be another kind of alternative fuel
that would not demand that the entire fleet run on it.
So, there are a lot of possibilities that can be
explored here.
MR. BENTON: Dale Choate, the Mobil refinery manager.
I am
My name is Dale Choate .
C H 0 A T E:
E.
D A L E
Manager of the Mobil Oil Paulsboro/Glouceste r County, New
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on
Jersey, Refinery.
California Low Emission Vehicle Program and the DEPE's
proposal to adopt this program in New Jersey.
The Paulsboro Refinery is located on a 9 50-acre s i. te
on the east bank of the Delaware, in New Jersey rather t~an
The refinery processes
Pennsylvania, as has been mentioned.
about 110,000 barrels per day of crude oil into consumer
the

products of gasolines, heating oils, jet fuel, and lubricating
We employ more than 860 people at the Paulsboro
oils.
Refinery, plus we have averaged 500 contractor employees the
past three years to do primarily capital construction and
The Paulsboro Refinery annually spends $140
turnaround work.
million for payroll, maintenance materials and contracts, local
This $140 million annual spending is a
and supplies.
Furthermore, in
big injection into the South Jersey economy.
the past decade, Mobil has invested several hundred million
dollars in capital projects to try to make Paulsboro a viable
economic operation and to comply with the many Federal and
We are Mobil's smallest
regulations.
State environmental

taxes,
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domestic refinery, but we have a proud 75-year history of
contribution to New Jersey's economy and helping to supply the
area's energy and lubricating oil needs.
As I said, the Paulsboro Refinery has invested heavily
environmental
estimated
Our
protection.
in environmental
averaged more than $37
expenditures, capital and ongoing,
We are now
million per year over the last five years.
preparing to make substantial capital investments at Paulsboro
to comply with the new Clean Air Act requirements, both in our
production of clean-burning gasolines and in other initiatives
As
to meet additional refinery emission reduct ion mandates.
you know, our industry is heavily regulated both at the Federal
and State levels. Our refinery operates under the authority of
150 environmental permits -- DEP type -- and we are categorized
as a "major stationary source" of emissions.
I recognize that the purpose of this hearing today is
to gather information regarding the emissions from vehicles, or
not stationary
spelled with an "e"
"mobile sources"
I would like to ask you
sources like the Paulsboro Refinery.
to

broaden

that

focus

for

a

few minutes

while

I

address

an

issue surfaced by the DEPE when discussing the California LEV
There has been an implied threat of more rigorous
program.
control of stationary emission sources if New Jersey does not
hastily adopt California's mobile source control program.
That sounds like a real attempt to
SENATOR McNAMARA:
get you on board quick.
is
We think that
it.
You've got
CHOATE:
MR.
we believe that a careful analysis is needed to
inappropriate.
determine if there is, indeed, a potential consequence to
stationary sources.
The Federal Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 set new
and stricter 1 imi ts for both stationary and mobile sources of
These comprehensive new programs will be put
air pollution.
into place in the next few years to improve the nation's air
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On the mobile source side, there will be new vehicle
quality.
emission standards, enhanced vehicle inspection/maintena nce,
including
about,
heard
already
have
you
which
etc.,
reformulated and partially burned gasoline, which some people
call "oxygenated" fuels -- you are going to start paying for
the oxygen, rather than letting nature provide it for you
transportation control measures, and others.
be
will
more
a
there
sources,
stationary
For
more
stringent
offset
program,
permitting
restrictive
requirements for new or modified plants, additional controls on
emissions of hydrocarbon, oxides of nitrogen, and sulfur, vapor
The Clean Air Act requires that more
recovery systems, etc.
stringent control be applied to both mobile and stationary
sources in parallel, and not in any trade-off fashion, as
Only after analysis of the impact of the
implied by the DEPE.
new Clean Air Act controls over the next several years could
any additional controls, whether mobile or stationary, be
The
identified.
measured results,

decision
not

should

theoretical

be

made

only

or hypothetical,

if

ac~~a:

showed Ne'"'

Jersey to still be out of compliance.
The California LEV program is an optional step beyond
It is a program developed
the Clean Air Act requirements.
its extreme smog
address
to
California
specifically for
It
problem, which you have heard too much about already.
concerns me that New Jersey's DEPE is proposing to adopt this
discretionary California program before proceeding with the
mandatory Clean Air Act requirements and before an assessment
of New Jersey's air quality improvement needs is completed.
I will dispense with the reading of the remainder of
You have
my comments, other than for the final analysis.
already heard most of it.
We do urge that this Committee consider the potential
impact of the California LEV program on New Jersey residents
There is no need for DEPE to act
and New Jersey businesses.
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The DEPE has yet to
hastily to adopt California's program.
complete its air emissions inventory, which will establish the
baseline from which air quality improvements will be measured
The agency has yet to identify
by the Clean Air Act.
oxygenates
regulations for the partially burned fuels
1992. And, it
which we must make available by next November
has yet to determine the specific needs to each attainment of
The revision to the State implementatio n
the ozone standard.
plan which must include New Jersey's "attainment demonstration "
It
for air quality standards is not due until November 1994.
is premature to force the citizens of New Jersey to pay for an
expensive, optional step before we've done our homework and
answered the questions of need and cost-effectiv eness.
In closing, I wish to emphasize that Federal mobile
and cleaner
bring cleaner cars
source requirements will
gasoline to New Jersey much sooner and at a much lower cost
We believe that rushing to transplant a
than California cars.
customized California progam in New Jersey before the necessary
analyses are made is not in the best interest of New Jersey s
citizens.
would now like to introduce Jim Campbell, who is
President of the union that represents the Paulsboro Refinery.
I am Jim
Good afternoon.
C A M P B E L L:
J A M E S
I
Workers.
Independent Oil
the
of
President
Campbell,
We operate
represent the employees of the Paulsboro Refinery.
I have approximately 600 members.
and maintain the refinery.
I

I have been President since 1967.
Most of my members live in Gloucester, Salem, and
We have a lot of second and third generation
Camden Counties.
Their parents worked there; their grandparents worked
members.
As Dale said, it is the 75th anniversary of the
there.
Paulsboro Refinery.
We are concerned about the effects on jobs this
If it is adopted, it will
California LEV proposal will have.
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require huge investments in equipment, and improvements that
Being the smallest
will be very costly to the refinery.
refinery in the Mobil organization, _it wouldn't look good for
It would naturally make sense to
continued ope rat ion there.
shut the smallest down first when there is a decreased demand
for gasoline.
Not only do we represent 600 union members, but also
the contractors; vendors who employ hundreds of people to help
out the refinery, to sell products to the refinery. They would
So with the shutdown of the refinery,
also all be affected.
you are talking about thousands of jobs that would be affected
-- a lot of family members, who also vote and spend money and
pay taxes.
On behalf of my members and the other people at the
Paulsboro Refinery, I just ask that you look for different
solutions, more economical solutions, and carefully consider
the seriousness of the LEV program and its impact on the
refinery workers.
Thank you very much for the opportuni~y to testify.
DR. DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, Ms. Chairman, and members of
the Committee, may I make one other comment? We have been a
part of the New Jersey Clean Air Project both as a council and
individually, technically to look at specific clean air plans
in a single project content.
The Department has also been gracious about asking for
input on other programs on occasion, as in the case of
When this occurs, the result is always better when
oxygenates.
all of the information is brought to the table in an atmosphere
that tends to be less adversarial.
We would certainly recommend that if there is a way
interrelation ships could become more
that those kinds of
ongoing and less ad hoc, perhaps it would be useful for your
staffs to then monitor the information that comes into them.
the
long term of
lend to making an analysis
It might
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regulatio ns that are going to come and come and come, much more
So, if there is a way that that could be catalyze d,
fruitful .
we would certainl y recommen d it:
In closing- MR. BENTON:
Mr. Benton, excuse me for one
SENATOR McNAMARA:
This morning that was the problem; that was no
second.
We had
problem; that is a problem; that might be a problem.
I think you will find DEPE
that discussi on this morning.
cooperat ive, and hopefull y you will be as cooperat ive with
And hopefull y either party that is involved can contact
them.
either of the Chairper sons to help to move things along.
In sununary, recogniz ing the time afforded
MR. BENTON:
to us and the generos ity you have shown, the State of New
Jersey faces a number of difficul t decision s and challeng es on
The State of New
There is no question about that.
clean air.
that are recogniz ed
leadersh ip actions
taken
Jersey has
national ly, are second to none, and, in some instance s, even
that of Californ ia's Stage II vapor recovery at
s~:passing
service stat ions, which you are familiar with, vapor pressure
statewid e
the
even
now
and
gasoline ,
in
reductio ns
impleme ntation of marine vapor recovery , which came about as
the result of an inclusio n in our State Plan and then the
lawsuit, to just name a few.
We continue , on behalf of the petroleum industry , to
help the State do the right thing and work toward the goal,
We have a signific ant, and
meeting the air quality standard s.
obviousl y very high concern about the prematur e adoption of the
We do not think of it as a
optional Californ ia program.
no-cost decision , particul arly on top of the costs we are
facing with regard to the impleme ntation of the Clean Air Act.
Now, you heard from EPA regardin g the listing of the
12 things that New Jersey has to do to continue its track
We suggest
record of accompli shments under the Clean Air Act.
that we set about doing those; taking a good look at our
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emission inventory, which was scheduled, so that we have a
profile of where the State's air quality stands, and recognize
that, again, the ozygenated fuel program -- in November · 92,
this year -- will cost the State approxima tely three cents to
It is
five cents in terms of additional costs in petroleum.
It is coming into place
part of the Federal Clean Air Act.
right now here in New Jersey, beginning November 1992.
in the
will cost
The Federal reformulat ed fuel
neighborho od, right now, between five cents and nine cents.
These are costs to consumers for the Federal reformulat ed
Again, it is an element that we are working toward as an
fuel.
You have heard from Dale and Mike and Brian
industry.
Our estimates right now are five cents to nine
regarding that.
very
yet
but
testimony,
DEP's
accept
will
I
cents.
realistica lly between the automobile manufactu rers and others,
the prospect of the California severely reformulat ed fuel runs
in the neighborho od right now, according to estimates, of
between 17 cents and 24 cents per gallon, depending on the f~el
You can see very clearly that it is a very
selection.
significan t impact, which we why -- and Director Wittenberg
referenced the study -- we retained the economic consulting
firm of DRI/McGra w-Hill to prepare an analysis of what would
happen to the State of New Jersey should a program like that be
implemente d. Obviously it has very severe-- I will leave this
for your Committee staffs and for the members of the Committee
It has very
(referring to written materials)
to review.
severe economic impacts in terms of costs, in terms of loss of
personal income, in terms of jobs, and, ultimately , in terms of
tax revenue, also.
It is an
We have described that and debated that.
economic model which takes into account both the positive
Now, in
attributes of a program and the negative impacts.
fairness, it does not take into account the improved health
conditions , but it does take into effect, as economic models
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do, both the positive benefits of a particular program and the
negative. We offer it to you for your review. We suggest you
take a look at it.
Also, as Brian referenced, we participated in Project:
Clean Air. Project: Clean Air also came up with a very similar
analysis done by, in this case, Urbanomics, of Wayne, New
Jersey.
In there also, they talked about different strategy
options. Strategy Package No. 2, which included the California
car, what was referenced as "clean fuels" -- again, the Federal
reformulated fuel -- and the additional test, costs by 19 -this was an estimate by this firm -- in the area of $2.4
billion.
Again, not an insignificant study, but one that
should be added to the compilation. Unfortunately, this is the
only copy I have.
I understand that later you will be hearing
from Project: Clean Air.
I am certain they will be more than
willing to discuss their assessment of these figures with you.
In closing, we, again, want to help the State of New
Jersey reach the best dec is ion.
In that, I think our indust :::-y,
along with the automobile industry, has taken a major step
forward by committing to what we are calling the "Auto/Oil Air
Quality Improvement Research Program."
Much of this research
between the major oil companies and the automobile companies is
going on right here in New Jersey at Dale's Paulsboro Research
Center, in Paulsboro.
They are conducting an analysis of what
different fuel requirements will have -- what effect they will
have on existing vehicle fleets and also new vehicles.
That research is going on in Mobil's Technical Center
at Hopewell -- in Hopewell, New Jersey -- and Exxon's Research
Center in Florham Park.
Again, much of this research on the
oil side is going on right here in New Jersey. They have come
out with technical bulletins.
I just grabbed this one real
quick.
This is "Technical Bullet in No. 7." There is a No. 8
which is out. This one analyzed the emissions and air quality
modeling results from methanol gasoline blends in prototype
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We think this advances,
vehicles and variable fuel vehicles.
in very real, concrete terms, the effort toward cleaner air,
It is something we
which is something we all subcribe to.
think makes a very significant improvement.
Again, we want to share our expertise, which we think
is considerable right here in New Jersey, to help you fashion a
We caution you
New Jersey program specific for New Jersey.
that the California program is very real in terms of its
However, it remains untested, unproven, and not yet
costs.
In essence, we
even approved, as you heard ear 1 ier, by EPA.
want to debate solutions for New Jersey, rather than focusing
on our problem. We believe there is a problem. We continue to
commit to you to doing things that will help to make solutions.
We will be
Thank you very much for your attention.
happy to answer any questions you might have.
Yes,
Anybody have any questions?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Assemblyman?
I also ha·;e
I have a question.
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
serve on the Assembly Transportation
the opportunity to
Committee, and we have been briefed on the Federal Clean Air
We are constantly told that we either comply, or
amendments.
we will lose $400 million a year in Federal highway support.
Do we adopt the California
Now we have a choice:
standards, or do we adopt something different that the industry
Can you assure the Committee that if we were
is advocating?
not to adopt the DEP proposal and adopted something more in
1 ine with what you are proposing, that we would not put in
jeopardy the Federal highway funds?
Our suggestion, indeed our position -MR. BENTON:
and I will let the individual members comment to supplement -is that by following the Federal EPA programs, by following the
Clean Air Act, moving aggressively and smartly through the
strategies that are required by the Clean Air Act, New Jersey
a proven track
wi 11 continue to maintain a track record
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for successf ully impleme nting and improvin g our
record
Therefor e, we do believe it would be free from
environm ent.
the sanction s that are anticipa ted.
I remind you of the EPA testimon y, where indeed New
Jersey's DEP has not submitte d the requirem ents for a VOC
And indeed, the sanction s don't come down in an
control.
We would have 18 months to respond should
immediat e fashion.
However, again, we are recommen ding
we somehow fall behind.
Federal
the
to
specific ally
very
subscrib e
we
that
requirem ents, rather than going for this optional untested ,
unproven Californ ia program. Brian?
DEP,
But, Jim, one point here:
SENATOR McNAMARA:
They
this morning, testifie d that there is an absolute -testifie d that there is an absolute five-ton differen ce if the
Now, that was an issue that the auto
program was delayed.
Hopefull y we resolved , this morning
manufac turers brought up.
-- that between their scientis ts and the scientif ic body of
it is not a five-ton
But
that will be resolved .
DEP.
If everythi ng
differen ce that we can just choose to ignore.
that has been said by the auto manufac turers and by the
But
petroleum industry is true, we may not have a problem.
that is part and parcel of why we are having these hearings .
We have been assured that DEP is going to cooperat e
You know, you tell us whether they will or they won't.
fully.
I think the answer to this will come
DR. DAVIS:
What we are asking is not simple nonimple mentatio n, but
about.
to continue with the technolo gies that are now coming forth to
look for the most cost-eff ective set that will reach that
attainme nt.
You can't believe that DEP would
SENATOR McNAMARA:
They
sit on anything without moving forward with technolo gy.
usually establis h a standard before you have a scientif ic way
of reading what standard it is.
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DR. DAVIS:
I under-stand that.
One of the things we
ar-e asking for- is to tr-y and br-ing that a little bit mor-e into
per-spective, and r-ealize the specific pr-ogr-am we ar-e talking
about today is one that vir-tually everyone says has its
benefits after the year 2000.
That gives us a little bit of
time to explor-e alternative means, which may, in fact, have
better- cost-effectiveness in the meantime, without discounting
the fact that you must have a plan that does, in fact, lead to
attainment.
I am sure that will, in fact, be the case.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
That is another reason why we want
the Connecticut study, or notes, or work, or whatever was dor.e
on why they chose to defer the program to 1998.
They are not
talking the year 2000; they are talking 1998.
It is very
important for our considerations and deliberations if we can,
you know, have those documents to review.
MR.
BENTON:
We certainly can help you with the
Connecticut documents.
Again, I think it is also important to
recognize that there is a whole contribution outside :Jf t::e
specific California program that can be made, not only from t::e
Federal Clean Air Act, but from optional other strategies that
may

do a
mentioned

lot

to improve air quality.
Transportation was
earlier;
certainly road construction,
bottleneck
improvements.
Improvements have been identified in one of your
bills, Mr. Senator, with automatic identification of vehic 1 es
through tolls.
SENATOR McNAMARA:

I was

fascinated to read the cost
of that is $50,000 per ton.
I can't believe some of the
numbers that have been placed on the different tonnages.
MR. BENTON: Again, we are ready to provide additional
information that will help to clarify those numbers. Again, in
the inspection aspect, you have heard about the dynamometers in
the other I/M programs.
There is also infrared technology,
which can assess the amount of emissions from the tail pipe by
using an infrared sensor that allows for detection of a vehicle
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that is not operating in compliance, so that that vehicle can
That would be a more
be singled out for quick repair.
aggressive program.
There is a whole range of solutions and options which,
again, wi 11 work toward improving air quality here, without
conscripting us to an untested, unproven program.
Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to
MR. CHOATE:
add also that, contrary to what I have heard some people
We are still in the art
mention here, this is not a science.
stage. We do not fully understand how ozone is formed.
I am not so sure that it is the
SENATOR McNAMARA:
VOCs and not the NOx that has a greater impact.
But,
like
that's right.
sir,
Yes,
MR. CHOATE:
anything else, you have to measure it before you can control
I would think we would spend more effort on trying to
it.
measure what our ozone levels are and report that and keep
That is how business does
people aware of it and ratchet down.
things, and I think that is how any good economy would attempt
to do it; the ratchet down approach, rather than just going on
20 years into the future.
the
from
earlier
heard
We
WARSH:
ASSEMBLYMAN
representativ e from the Association of International Automobile
On page 4 of his testimony he indicated that
Manufacturers .
Commissioner Weiner's adamant statement last week makes it
clear that DEPE has no intention to provide adequate supplies
Could you
of fuel that may be needed, in a timely manner.
We
Do you know what he was referring to?
comment on that?
didn't have time; we broke for lunch.
Well, Commissioner Weiner, as you heard
MR. BENTON:
from him last week, did say, in fact -- and said so repeatedly
We are only going to
-- that there is no fuel implication.
require Federal fuel in pursuing the California LEV strategy.
I presume that is the statement the importers' representativ e
was referring to.
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Very candidly, we see it a bit differently. We accept
We also had asked for
Commissioner Weiner's representatio n.
We asked for the Attorney
the Attorney General's opinion.
General's opinion at our meeting back in October, and we '"'ere
We still have not seen
told that we would have it back then.
it to date, at this time.
We think there are some very real concerns that were
highlighted by the manufacturers , that were highlighted in our
testimony, regarding mandatory fuel use for the vehicle, both
The
in terms of warranty and in terms of meeting the standard.
vehicle will only take you, as referenced earlier, to a certai~
percentage of that standard. The proper fuel use will take you
Therefore, potentially you have a
to meeting that standard.
lot of vehicles that are not going to be operating in
We think to ignore
compliance with that California standard.
that is to ignore a big part of what we believe this problem to
be all about.
Brian?
I
Let me speak to that a little bit:
DR. DAVIS:
really believe it is not the intent of the DEPE or any other
departments in the Northeast to require California fuels with
cleaner
the
want
simply
They
program.
California
the
But as you read the Clean Air Act and you look at
vehicles.
the warranty concerns of the people who furnish the vehic~es,
and realize the California program -- that is what is being
opted into -- allows the vehicle manufacturers to bring vehicle
fuel combinations, and that in California fuel manufacturers
not necessarily sell, but to
will be required to furnish
the fuels that go with the vehicles that are
furnish
brought, whatever they are-- So our concern is not that the
Department will require them, and not that the Department is
simply taking a reduced credit because they don't have those
fuels,

but that they may be legally required externally -- by

courts, for instance.
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But, see, with this statement -- I
ASSEMBLYMAN WARSH:
This statement seems to indicate that
am still confused.
should these standards be adopted, we wi 11 have an inadequate
fuel supply; we will have an inadequate gasoline supply in the
State of New Jersey. Am I misunderst anding that?
This is difficult, because you are asking
DR. DAVIS:
I think the intent is that
us to speak for the Departmen t.
what is desired is to run the California vehicles on Federal
reformulat ed gasoline, which, in· fact, will be furnished in
this area. That is not a question of supply shortage.
Let's carry that a half a step further:
MR. BENTON:
again rememberin g that the vehicle manufactu rers
Suppose,
certify the vehicle on their fuel of choice in California -I
Let's presume that they certify it on a methanol, or a CNG.
think that is where you begin to run into concerns over supply,
The
given the heavy emphasis on Federal reformulat ed fuel.
California program requires that fuel suppliers make these
Let's suggest that there
fuels available in that marketplac e.
is a California fuel vehicle certified on compressed natural
How can we glibly say that that same fuel won't be
gas -- CNG.
The vehicle manufactu rers are
required here in New Jersey?
and it is being run on a
standing behind the vehicle,
It is a little like saying, "Don't
completely different fuel.
The car you bought is designed to run on premium" -worry.
Just let it run
right now, 93 octane -- saying, "Don't worry.
on 87 octane" -- that type of disparity.
SENATOR McNAMARA: It is going to peak.
then there are the warranty
Well,
BENTON:
MR.
considerat ions you heard about earlier from the manufactu rers,
Again, we are here to serve
and obviously from the consumers.
The types
our consumers and the residents here in the State.
of problems envisioned under this program all reflect back
toward us, by problems that we hear from your constituen ts,
which are ultimately our consumers.
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The year 1998 is going to be the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
year for the clean fuel fleets-DR. DAVIS: Right, fleets, exactly.
Where wi 11
--in the Northeast.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
they get the fuels, the liquid natural gas or the propane? Are
they all going to get it not through the usual commercial way,
but at the plants, for instance?
One of the things that will have to occur
DR. DAVIS:
to be able to fuel those fleets, is the building of some ne'""
Right now, there are not sufficient fueling
infrastructure.
So something that will
sites to handle all of those needs.
have to happen between now and then is, in fact, at least the
partial construction of new fueling opportunities, even though
They wi 11 also
they may occur at existing service stations.
occur in the yards of some of those fleets, depending on
whether the size will warrant it and whether they are willing
to take the responsibility for the tankage and so forth.
One of the things that may help catalyze go1~g to
those clean fleets, is the fact that the Federal government is
developing guidelines which will allow credits for doing that
So what you might see is the opportunity to begin to
earlier.
build some of that infrastructure before it is, in fact, fully
required in the marketplace, so all of those options can be
explored.
statistically have a
I don't have the
heavy dominance of fleets here in the State.
figures immediately at my disposal, but as a State, whether it
is the urban cabs, taxis that Dr. Davis mentioned earlier, or
corporate fleets and other types of municipal vehicles, there
are opportunities that we see coming creatively into the
MR.

BENTON:

New

Jersey

does

marketplace to offer incentives to alternate fuel vehicles.
What would you suggest the State
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
might do to offer incentives?
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MR. BENTON:
The State might, again, look at the
Alternate Fuel Program that is provided under the Clean Air
Act, and offer ear 1 ier incentives for the State to gain the
credits they need in this area.
There might be some tax
implications that need to be examined.
There might be some
other incentives that don't come immediately to my mind that
the State could examine.
DR. DAVIS:
I think that Project: Clean Air has
actually
identified
some
of
those
potential
kinds
of
incentives.
One of the things
that
occurs
in southern
California now, where there is a larger use of alternative
fuels, is to allow HOV -- high occupancy vehicle -- lanes to,
in fact, use alternate fuel vehicles even when there is only
one person in the vehicle, which makes it easier to do
business, because it is a faster way to get around.
That is
just one example, but there is a variety of things that can be
explored that I suspect the Department is looking at.
~R. BENTON:
But let me also say in closing, because I
know Dale would like to say the same thing-Let me also
suggest that the improvements that are going to be made in
Federal reformulated gasoline, which will be introduced here on
a statewide basis, will make a very significant and dramatic
impact on everyone's car here in the State.
We are the ones
who are committed to doing that.
We think the alternate fuel
issue fills niches in the marketplace, but as energy for the
public at large, we believe the Federal reformulation is going
to make a major and significant step here in improving air
quality.
MR. CHOATE:
I would just like to add, history -- and
I have been around for a long time -- has demonstrated that
managed government, managed societies, don't perform --Russia,
the Eastern Bloc, to go back to England.
I mean, there has to
be an incentive, but let's make it an incentive that people can
understand and will respond to, not government mandated.
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We have
The marketplace is beautiful, as you know.
the best system there is in the world, as long as we don· t
monkey around with it, as we have done a 1 ready with exporting
Keep the jobs in
car manufacturing to Japan, electronics, etc.
Manufacturing is
That is what Jim is saying.
this country.
the backbone, and we have to do something. We cannot let these
Where are the
That we should talk about.
jobs be exported.
oxygenates going to come from? They are going to be imported.
Mobil Paulsboro will not build an oxygenated
We will not-In fact, this coming winter,
We wi 11 import the stuff.
plant.
our stuff is going to come up from the Gulf Coast, and that is
going to reduce our ability to produce gasoline here in New
Jersey, without any thought being given to the overall societal
needs.
DR. DAVIS:
One of the things you had alluded to
Realize
earlier as a concern, is the business of transport.
that virtually all of the states in the Northeast have, in
fact, opted in to the Federal reformulated gaso 1 ine program,
even the ones where it isn't directly required because of the
So
as in the case of New Jersey.
severity of the problems
New Jersey will reap the benefit of some of that transport
reduction from the Federal fuel being basically implemented in
and our industry supports that, granted
all of the Northeast
the difficulty of the emission situation here in the Northeast.
Thank you very much for your
SENATOR McNAMARA:
I

I

I

testimony.
Are there any more questions
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
from anyone? (no response)
We will move on to the Environmental and Occupational
Health Sciences Institute -- Paul Lioy.
Will those having a conversation
SENATOR McNAMARA:
kindly move it to the hallway? Close the door please, so we
can proceed.

Thank you.
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Good afternoon, Chairman
L I 0 Y:
J.
P A U L
D R.
McNamara and Chairwoman Ogden, and members of both the Assembly
I am here today representing a number of
and the State Senate.
First of all, I am Director of the Human
different areas:
Exposure Division of the Environmental and Occupational Health
Sciences Institute, a joint program of the UMDNJ, Robert Wood
I am also the
Johnson Medical School, and Rutgers University.
Director of the Ozone Research Center, which is conducting both
air quality modeling and participating in health effects
That Center is supported by the New
studies in New Jersey.
I am also representing the
Jersey DEPE through a grant.
of
Board
the
on
am
I
Sciences.
of
Academy
National
Environmental Studies and Toxicology of the National Academy of
I have served on seven committees, and I have also
Sciences.
committee called Troposphere Ozone
recently served on a
So, I will be talking to you about a
Formation and Transport.
Finally, I have served since 1981
number of different issues.
as a member of the New Jersey Clean Air Counci 1, and I '"'as
Chairman of the Clean Air Council in 1983 and 1984.
I am
The first thing I would like to do is-submitting to the Chairperson and the Chairman eight copies of
the report, "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional
Obviously I don't want you all to read it.
Air Pollution."
We did a good job in trying
There is a good executive summary.
to make it palatable to just about anybody, and we have go~ten
response from our report in the
a tremendous amount of
"National Academy of Sciences," from industry, government, and
the citizenry. So, I think the executive summary is readable.
I am going
I will talk a little bit about that today.
to try to divide my talk into basically two sections, with a
First, I wi 11 try
comment sect ion at the end.
about the idea of why we are here; why ozone
Secondly, I wi 11 talk to you about some of the
National Academy report, and specifically, I
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to

remind you

problem.
details in the
is

a

think,

I

will

focus on what Chairman McNamara said at the end of his
conversation with the people from the oil industry -- the word
"NOx," which has not appeared at all in the discussion this
morning. That is a serious deficiency.
I was a 1 itt le bit amazed this morning at the fact
that we talked a lot about hydrocarbons, because hydrocarbons
has been the strategy we have been talking about for 20 years.
I
I have been dealing with the ozone problem for 20 years.
I st i 11 breathe dirty
have lived in New Jersey all my life.
I think it is about time
air in New Jersey, and so do you.
that we get on with the task of cleaning up the air in Ne'.v
Jersey.
I would also like to say that Assemblyman Kronick made
a very good comment this morning at the end of the discussion.
I think if we put our minds together, and put our energies
together, and do some real positive thinking, and 'not nitpick
It is an
ourselves to death, we do solve this problem.
intractable problem, but I do not think it is an unsolvable
problem.
For the last 10 years, I have been doing ozone studies
In fact, I
in New Jersey and in other areas of the country.
have done five studies on the health effects of ozone in New
Basically, there
Jersey, looking at the New Jersey population.
are about five, maybe four major points that came out of those
studies:
the pulmonary function of healthy children
participating in sununer camp activities is affected by ozone.
The accumulated dose during the day or a prior day is
associated with that decrement in function.
That means it is not just the peak concentration that
It is every ozone
was shown on the graph this morning.
molecule that you breathe over a very specific period of time;
One,

that

could

be

participating

six
in

to

eight

hours

urban/suburban
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a

Imagine a child
the
during
activities
day.

or even a person my age
or a young adult,
summertime,
participating between six and eight hours a day during the
summertime, with high ozone levels, which may not actually
exceed the standard . . The standard itself is bogus; it has no
It is the only national standard that I know
margin of safety.
less stringent than an occupational
of that actually is
In fact,
That is a subtle point, but a major point.
standard.
it is the only standard -- occupational standard -- that is
That is a major point:
violated outdoors during the summer.
the fact that there is no margin of safety for the current
So, we are talking about a real public health issue.
standard.
the
extended episodes,
After
second point:
The
individual can remain
an
of
baseline pulmonary function
That means that a transitory
depressed for at least a week.
response in a human being, in fact, can last for a few days.
In fact, you may have decreased function; you may not be able
to participate in the activities you normally do at the same
rate or the same high level of activity, because of the fact
pulmonary function has been decreased from an
that your
These extended per ios of ozone can
extended period of ozone.
We have
be from five to seven days.
Jersey. We do not have them every year
but over the last 10 years we have
That means that you have
instances.
days of ozone above the standard, or
every day for about five to seven days.

them frequently in New
because of meteorology,
had at least five such
five
at

to

seven

straight

least above 100 ppb

Respiratory symptoms have been
observed in active children at a camp during an extended
That means that not only are we looking at changes in
episode.
which most of you probably would not
pulmonary function
perceive unless you were an athlete or unless you were
participating in activities in one area that has low ozone and
The

third

point:

you come back to New Jersey and try to participate in the same
activity in high ozone and notice the fact that your activity
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The fact of the matter is, you will see
level is down-symptoms in children who are participating in normal camp
It could be a wheeze; it could be a cough; it
activities.
could be a number of different things.
Finally, just this past year we completed a study
which indicates, or at least suggests -- and this is going to
be published in the next couple of months in the "Journal of
Environmental Research" -- that approximately 8 percent -- and
this is only the first level of analysis we have done -- of
summertime visits by asthmatics to emergency rooms -- now, this
is not all asthmatic visits to local doctors, okay, or clinics;
this is just to emergency rooms -- in nine North/Central Jersey
hospitals are associated with photochemical smog episodes, at
We are continuing that
least for the period 1988 and 1989.
analysis from 1986 through 1991, and we will probably extend it
through 1994. We are trying to see if, in fact, things change
and how they change based upon the ozone levels.
So clearly, we are not de a 1 ing with a de minimis risk
~e
We are dealing with a real problem in New Jersey.
We are dealing with an
dealing with a real air pollutant.
pollution problem which has been protracted for 20 years,
If we ignore
We have to solve it.
we have to solve it.
If we do not provide the right set
it will just get worse.
we may worsen the
ozone,
controlling
for
strategies

problem.
are
air
and
it,
of

I think that frightens me, and I think that should
frighten each and every one of you, that we have to develop
I think the idea of doing
strategies that are logical.
cooperative types of analyses and having cooperation with the
But
various fractions of the problem is a very important tool.
At this
I think we have to have a mission statement also.
particular time, I think the mission statement I believe in is
problem.

LEV vehicle with the national, Federal reformulated fuel,
not the California fuel. And I will try to explain that to you
the
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in about five minutes when I discuss the nature of the NAS
report we worked on.
First, if you have any quest ions on that part, I can
answer them now, and then we can go on to the NAS report.
I
will be sending the Committee two papers. One I finished-SENATOR ADLER: May I interrupt you?
DR. LIOY: Yes, sir, Senator Adler.
SENATOR ADLER:
Please describe for me, if you can,
some of the longer term health effects.
You were speaking, I
think, specifically about acute problems of five to seven days
duration.
DR. LIOY: Right.
SENATOR ADLER:
Why don't you talk more about the
long-term effects, because I think-DR. LIOY:
I wish I knew.
SENATOR ADLER:
My kids get stuffed noses and are
wheezing for a few days -- in fact, they are right now -- and
then they get better.
I guess I am more concerned about the
longer term-SENATOR RICE: And so did your grandmother.
DR. LIOY:
I would not neglect the short-term effects,
because short-term effects have a tendency to accumulate and
cause long-term effects.
I mean, if you were insulting a lung
and you are changing the biochemistry of the lung, you are
doing something to the basic pulmonary system.
Therefore, you
have the opportunity for infect ion.
You have the opportunity
for repair, but in some cases you may, over time, not be able
to repair the system.
That is one of the-I guess that is
what the ideology of chronic obstructive lung disease is all
about.
We do not know, at this particular time, the effects
of ozone over a
long period of time.
There are some
suggestions -- and, of course, I hate to use the California
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example, because I know in this room there is a little bit of
apprehension about talking about California-True.
SENATOR RICE:
I know.
DR. LIOY:
Except, you know, we are actually a
SENATOR ADLER:
lot closer to California in terms of our nonattainment problem
than we are to places like North Dakota or Nebraska.
DR. LIOY: That's right.
So, realistically, when we are talking
SENATOR ADLER:
about where we stand in relation to other states, California is
a pretty good model of the problems we have with ozone, as
opposed to some of the rest of the country, especially the
Midwest.
DR. LIOY: That is a very-SENATOR ADLER: So I think-OR. LIOY: We're in the middle.
Don't be offset by the comments some
SENATOR ADLER:
We are muc~,
of us made about how we are not like California.
much more like California than we want to admit.
SENATOR RICE: Or, like the Chairman-SENATOR ADLER: We have much more of a problem-I would say we are more-DR. LIOY:
northern
our
in
--particularly
ADLER:
SENATOR
counties -- much more of a problem, like southern California,
I
than we have the beautiful bucolic air of a North Dakota.
You may feel free to
think all of us keep that in mind.
comment, but keep that perspective.
Well, with that in mind, there have
Okay.
DR. LIOY:
been one or two flawed epidemiologic studies so far that have
been done that have shown that over time people 1 i ving in the
polluted areas of southern California versus a pristine area in
a greater pulmonary
lifetime,
their
over
have,
Arizona,
So if I
function loss than those people who live in Arizona.
wanted to put us into a category, let's say New Jersey may be
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somewhere in-between if you take that flawed study and use it
There are two
But we are not doing that.
as an analysis.
major groups that are going to be putting out RFPs -- which are
Requests For Proposals -- for looking at what the long-term
But there is enough suggestion, both in rat
effects are.
That is
studies at concentration s that humans breathe-another thing that is real trouble to me, because we don't have
to worry about extrapolating dosing of rats at 10 times what we
normally find in the environment and seeing the effect. We can
dose the rats at the same thing that you and I are breathing,
That scares me a
and they will see the biochemical effects.
little bit about the inflammatory aspects of this particular
pollutant.
are
there
lifetime
a
over
that
shows
But
it
biochemical changes which can lead to chronic lung disease.
So, if I had to take the animal models, which we do with some
faith, and then start using them as an example for planning new
studies, I would say it is not inconsistent that we would
probably see longer term effects if, in fact, we do very good
studies.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Well, one-DR. LIOY: Yes, sir?
I don't mean to minimize what
SENATOR McNAMARA:
you're saying, but there are a lot of things that affect rats
that do not affect humans.
DR. LIOY: That's right.
A classic example is the time that
SENATOR McNAMARA:
they announced that saccarine, which they took off the market
because it caused cancer in rats, has no effect on humans.
DR. LIOY: Well, that-SENATOR McNAMARA: So, you know, I-Well, let me try to make a translation
DR. LIOY:
I was trying to state that I
there, and I agree with you.
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clearly did not want to use that as a good example, because I
know there is a lot of hesitancy- But you knew what was going to
SENATOR McNAMARA:
stick in everybody 's mind as you said it.
Let me see if I can give you a better
Yes.
DR. LIOY:
Clinical studies have been done where we exposed
example.
We saw
normal human beings to six to eight hours of ozone.
that those people responded the same way the rats do, using the
same type of exercise cycle, except the rats do it at night and
the humans do it during the day.
So, we are pretty sure that the nature of the
But
pollutant is consistent between species at this point.
again, we want to verify the long-term effects and do human
So we
studies; you know, conduct human epidemiolo gic studies.
are not relying on the data, but at least it says that with
ozone, it is such a rapid oxidating specie, and it causes
inflammati on in the lungs, and is an irritant to the lungs,
that we-Is there a much shorter life span
SENATOR McNAMARA:
in southern California ?
We cannot tell that, because obviously
DR. LIOY:
southern California has much more transience than we do.
Maybe you should get to some
SENATOR McNAMARA:
They might be able to give you some data
insurance companies.
on people who have lived there all their lives.
Well, those are the types of things we are
DR. LIOY:
We are looking at siblings who live in, let's say,
doing.
Hawaii, or somewhere else, with the other sibling living in
Clearly, we
California , especially for that type of a study.
What we are doing
do not know the answer on chronic effects.
right now here-SENATOR

McNAMARA:

I

because--
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didn't

mean

to

delay

you,

DR. LIOY: --is the acute effects, and they are real.
Let me go to the NAS document, trying to deal
Okay.
with an issue that I think was overlooked, for whatever reason,
this morning.
The committee I served on developed this document
called "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air
Pollution." That was not the original title, because we didn't
We thought we
really believe that we were going to rethink it.
But clearly, at the end of the
had all our ducks in line.
study, we began to realize a lot of things that we had been
doing in the past were not totally appropriate for trying to
control ozone.
the study was basically progress
Motivation for
Progress has not been as
towards meeting the NAAQS standard.
rapid as we might expect, and also, as I explained earlier, we
did find adverse effects. So, we felt that was very important.
I am
I am going to go over some major conclusions.
not going to read all the flaws; I am going to highlight the
In the
ones which I think are appropriate for this analysis.
Your staff
document itself, we go through all the analyses.
people can call me at any time, and we can discuss the nature
(indiscernible; witness showing slides
of these particular-and is speaking off microphone)
SENATOR McNAMARA: Please proceed.
In the past, ozone control
All right.
DR. LIOY:
strategies assumed that VOC controls were more effective than
that is what I heard this
Unfortunately,
NOx controls.
And, as
As I go on, please leave that in your mind.
morning.
I go on, we are going to try to poke a few holes in this
Recent studies have indicated that anthropogenic VOC
argument.
That was
emissions are greater than previously believed.
discussed logically and reasonably this morning; superemitting
We all believe it, and know
vehicles, evaporative emissions.
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We underpredicte d the VOCs, so therefore our models have
it.
been underpredicti ng the nature of the problem.
are
trees
from
emissions
VOC
areas,
many
In
Again, all of these
We· find that in New Jersey.
significant.
things are cons is tent with what we saw this morning, and this
strategy alone may have been
A VOC control
afternoon.
I will leave that alone, and
inappropriate in many areas.
Let's leave that, along with
discuss it in about five minutes.
this, as topics of discussion.
needed.
are
estimates
VOC
accurate
Finally,
Fortunately, DEPE now has a new technology which has just
recently become available, and they are going to begin to
measure the reactive hydrocarbons in the atmosphere, so we can
It has taken time
validate some of these remission reductions.
to develop the proper instrumentati on, but I think now we are
beginning to get the right act together.
It is a dirty word, but
Now, let's go to NOx control.
I don't think it was discussed too much this morning, and I am
NOx controls are probably needed
certainly surprised at that.
Air quality models show that NOx controls can
in many areas.
Again, not alone, and
effectively reduce ozone in most areas.
let me explain that, in a little bit.
In many urban and rural areas which have biogenic
We are not like
emissions, you can only use NOx control.
Remember this
like California.
not
is
Atlanta
Atlanta;
Atlanta has a
California is not like Atlanta.
example:
problem that is unique.
Finally, according to model results in the Northeast,
combined VOC and NOx controls would be a much more effective
strategy in reducing ozone than VOC alone.
So those are the modeling studies that have been done
Even with the flawed nature of these studies, because
to date.
the VOC emissions have been underestimate d, which makes it even
more important to have NOx controls-- The point is, we have to
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I
have both NOx and VOC controls to reduce the ozone problem.
am going to bring this point around to the LEV vehicles in a
couple of seconds.
I know there was a lot of discuss ion about the VOCs.
I thought about it for about five minutes at lunch, and I
This is
recognized that there was something that was missing.
the (using slides/graphs) Federal Tier I cars that people were
discussing this morning, and emissions from the 96 LEV VOCs.
Here is the NOx from the Tier I, and here is the NOx control
The point of the matter is, in an area like New
from LEV I.
We· ve got to control the NOx and
Jersey, we have to do both.
Since one of our major emitters
we've got to control the VOCs.
50 percent of our emissions -- is basically automobiles, it
is the NOx and the VOCs that have to be controlled; it is not
just the VOCs.
So some of the discussion this morning was absolutely
With the nature of the Tier I vehicles, with the
on target.
nature of putting better evaporative emission controls on, we
By the year 2010 we will probably do
will get the VOCs down.
very well, but right now, with the Tier I vehicles, we are not
The trouble is, they discussed
going to do very well for NOx.
the Tier II vehicle, but that is not to be introduced until way
So, what I am worried about is, if we focus on VOC
out here.
alone, we may not control the ozone, because we will still have
and, to me, that is a serious
the NOx generating facet,
It is a dual
consideration that we have to take into account.
I wish I could say,
It is not a simple problem.
nature.
"Let's go stick a cork on the cap for the thing that produces
It is not like
ozone," but it doesn't work that way.
With particulate matter, if we do the job
particulate matter.
right at the source and just cap it off and scrub it out, the
When we are dealing with ozone, we
particulate matter is gone.
A pollutant is formed
are dealing with a secondary pollutant.
VOCs, NOx, and sunlight, and the right
by three things:
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meteorologic -- four things, the right meteorologic conditions
with the sunlight. So, we have to look at this in total.
I think maybe part of the discussion has to be,
between the oil, the automobile, and the DEPE, how we factor in
these different components and ensure that we achieve what we
The discussion this morning
If we look at VOC alone-want.
didn't seem to be that difficult to comprehend, but when we are
talking about NOx, we have a whole other factor in the
equation, and that factor is truly logical in terms of the
discussion of ozone production.
SENATOR RICE: Mr. Chairman?
Yes?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
so
Just
RICE:
SENATOR

we

in
this
can
keep
perspective, on your last point, I think that has been the
We have to do more than one
implication of my argument.
It seems that the argument here has been to do the
thing.
I don't disagree with your information that
California model.
you ought to go back to the drawing board, and that we have to
But my point is, I am not
reduce the NOx as well as the VOC.
so convinced that we need the California model to do that,
The arguments here
along with something else we want to do.
I still say
seem to be a stickler for doing it this way.
They have much more sunshine, by
California is not New Jersey.
But by the same token, there is a
the way, in southern Cal.
difference between an urban center like Newark, just like there
is a difference between L.A. in California and maybe a Berkeley
or a Bay Area type of location.
DR. LIOY: Well, you see-So, I am talking about ozone, but I am
SENATOR RICE:
I am talking about the
also talking about what causes it.
junkyards that sit around in Newark, with abandoned cars and
things like that, that the sun beams down on, with all that
I am just saying-- I guess my point is, I
leaking stuff.
I
still not convinced that we have to do California.
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am
am

convinced that we have to do more than one thing to put all of
this into perspective, to reduce the NOx, as well as the VOCs.
I just wanted you to keep that in mind.
DR. LIOY: The only-Rather than dwell on that subject,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
because you-The only
May I just make a minor comment?
DR. LIOY:
problem I have is, all the other approaches, at this particular
point, at least as far as I can tell, are much less efficient
because you are dealing with smaller emissions per day from the
other sources; whereas the motor vehicle is basically, you
know, put in in total as an area source.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Asbestos roofing is 38 tons a day.
DR. LIOY: Pardon me?
Asbestos
SENATOR McNAMARA:
asbestos.
DR.

LIOY:

but there is no NOx.

Asphalt-See,

roofing is 38 tons

asphalt

for

a

day

volatile organics,

that is the problem.

If I were just

dealing with volatile organics, we would have a whole host of
things we could deal with, but with NOx, we are much more
It is not something
limited. And NOx is part of the equation.
we can ignore.
What is why I asked the question
SENATOR McNAMARA:
It seems to have been ignored, but I did ask the
this morning.
question because I thought it was a factor.
it was an excellent
thought
I
Well,
DR. LIOY:
question. As I said, it was an excellent point.
Paul, I would like you to move on,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
only for .the simple reason that the hour is getting late and we
have about seven more people to testify.
Okay?
I am just about finished.
Oh, yes.
DR. LIOY:
I didn't want to extend my time too much.
I think, from my vantage point at this time, because
of the total tonnage and the total volume of material that you
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can reduce, at least for NOx, we are much better off dealing
with something we can do on a -- you might say, a consistent
I mean, I don't
Combustion sources, like habachis-basis.
really want to go into someone's backyard and try to, you know,
It is a small
To me, that is illogical.
shut down a habachi.
It
combustion source. Hey, you know, we all like to use them.
We like to use our cars, but
is a nice part of American life.
If it is for
I think we have to pay some price for the car.
improvement of air quality, I think we have to deal with the
fact that we have to control both VOC and NOx.
I will just leave you with that message.
Thank you very much,
SENATOR McNAMARA:

Paul.

Thank

you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Is the spokesman for the Propane
from
response
(affirmative
here?

still
Association
Gas
audience)
I'm
I guess before you start-SENATOR McNAMARA:
sorry that the schedule was a little longer than we had
But in light of that, and in light of the fact
anticipated.
that hopefully we will be able to hear from all of the
witnesses today, I will ask each of the witnesses to move a
I want to
little bit more rapidly so everyone can be heard.
have enough Senate and Assembly members still here, so I would
It is 3:30, so that gives us
suggest that we target for 4:30.
So, go for it.
one hour to squeeze in an hour-and-a-h alf.
I would like to thank the
C U R C I 0:
P.
W I L L I A M
We are prepared to move
We are prepared to do that.
Chairs.
it along for you, so you can get other testimony in.
I am President of the
My name is Wi 11 iam P. Cure io.
With me is Mr. Brian
New Jersey Propane Gas Association.
We are
Clayton, who is Chairman of our Clean Air Committee.
here representing the Association.
I would like to answer one question that was raised
Our estimates from our sources indicate that you
previously.
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may have up to 500,000 vehicles in the corrunercial area with
So there is a
fleets to be able to handle alternative fuel.
vast market out there and it represents billions of dollars of
investment on the private sector.
We are here today to tell you that propane has been
It has been used; it
It is here today.
around for 60 years.
We are here to tell you that propane is
has been recognized.
cost-effective, and we are here to tell you that it is
environmentally acceptable.
What I mean when I say it has been around-- We have
been around for 60 years, and have been recognized as a clean
We were recognized in 1974 by the New Jersey
air fuel.
Legislature as a clean air fuel, and thus were presented with
various reductions in the fuel tax because we were a clean air
We have four million vehicles on the road today using
fuel.
There are 370,000 in the United States
propane, worldwide.
today, and there are approximately 1000 vehicles in the State
of New Jersey, utilizing propane, basically because of its
clean air content, and also because of its cost-effectiveness.
What I would like to do is to rapidly go through some
charts which are contained in the statement we gave out, which
Next to our cousins,
wi 11 show you our cost-effectiveness.
is our next best
which we feel
compressed natural gas,
alternative fuel, you can see that converting propane -- and we
are talking about a fleet of 20 vans-- If you take a look at
it, the cost of converting a propane van would be about $1400;
the cost of a CNG van would be about $2200.
When you get down to the cost of the 20 vans, you see
that there is an approximate $17,000 difference; $44,000 to
convert the CNG vans, and $27,000 to convert the propane.
When we get down to the all-important numbers, though,
when you take in fuel consumption for 100,000 miles, plus the
equipment to put in -- to pump the product in, you can see that
the

first-year

cost

for

a

propane
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fleet

of

20

vans

was

$43,000. That same cost on a CNG is $99,000 on that first-year
You can also see, given the tanks that are on the
cost.
vehicles, that could be placed on the vehicles -- and we wi 11
get more into that later -- that you will get a 267 mile range
on a propane vehicle, versus 95 miles on a compressed natural
We consider compressed natural gas as the next
gas vehicle.
best alternative to us in the alternative fuel fleet.
When we take a look at another business concern -dollar concern -- you can see that on a vehicle the relative
size of the container, the handle, the fuel -- the alternative
You can see that you have a payload on a
fuel used-compressed natural vehicle of about 588 pounds of tank,
When you are hauling
compared to 161 pounds for propane.
material and you are pulling that truck and you are looking at
in today's
significant
is
that weight
consumption,
fuel
So you can see that that is another cost factor on
vehicles.
the side of propane when you are talking about commercial fleet
vehicles.
The next one shows you the range based on the content
In an equal-sized tank, you can see the relative
of each fuel.
benefits of propane, where you would go 100 miles on propane;
ethanol you would go 82 miles; methanol 61 miles; and CNG 25
miles.
That scopes it out as far as being able to make your
rounds around the various towns in the State of new Jersey.
I want to quickly tell you why we are environmentally
If you take a look at the charts, you can see that
acceptable.
in hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxide-- We are
times cleaner in the hydrocarbon area; we are 14 times
cleaner in the carbon monoxide area; and in the important
we are 2.3 times cleaner than the
nitrogen oxide area,
that,
repeat
to
I want
standards used for gasoline
gasoline. These were tests that were done at the-Is that the reformulated gasoline?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
four
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That is gasoline presently used, okay?
MR. CURCIO:
These are tests that were done by the EPA at its Ann Arbor
testing facilities last year, using a 1991 Ford Crown Victoria
On those tests, we can supply information
during their tests.
There are numerous studies that
that goes beyond that.
indicate that propane is a viable fuel.
I think one of the major areas that we would 1 ike to
emphasize is the fact that the representative from Sun said he
felt propane was an alternative fuel that was here, that could
What we are asking the joint
be cons ide red by the Committee.
Committee to do -- because sometimes we are forgotten about; we
are sort of a silent fuel -- is to not forget propane in your
It is here now; it is used; it has been used.
considerations.
It is acceptable environmentally by the EPA, and it is also
cost-effective to the population that is out there.
Thank you very much for allowing us to present that
information.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Thank you very, very much.
Do you want to call the next witness?
Next we will have Blakeman
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Early, of the Sierra Club, and Rob Stuart, of New Jersey PIRG.
Gentlemen, before you start, I hope
SENATOR McNAMARA:
you heard my message before.
EARLY:
BLAKEMAN
A.

Iknow.

Ithasbeenalong

afternoon.
If you have written testimony-SENATOR McNAMARA:
MR. EARLY: Yes, I have it right here.
--you know, pass it around, but
SENATOR McNAMARA:
please, please summarize it so we can move the hearing along.
Thank you.
My name is
sTUART: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
R 0 B
I am with the New Jersey Public Interest Research
Rob Stuart.
New Jersey PIRG is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research
Group.
We are pleased to be here today to
and advocacy organization.
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support DEPE's proposal for adopting a low emission vehicle in
New Jersey.
We called for this measure when we first began
debating the implementation of the Clean Air Act, and we were
pleased to support Assemblywoman Ogden's
and Assemblyman
Martin's bill last year, that would have actually created the
program, if the DEPE had not acted.
So, we think DEPE is right on track with proposing
this legislation to deal with the serious problem of ozone
pollution in New Jersey.
I think there has been enough
testimony as to the effect air pollution has, though to put it
in context, it is deplorable that even if this program is
adopted, we are still dooming children, the elderly, those who
currently have,
and will
have respiratory ailments,
to
breathing dirty air well into the 21st century.
I want to turn it over to Blake to talk a little bit
more about the Act. Then we will come back and explain some of
the literature we just handed out as to the real costs to, and
the availability of, the technology that will lead us to these
cleaner cars.
I just think it is important to note that we are
a long way away from clean air, which was promised years ago.
MR. EARLY:
Good afternoon.
It is a pleasure to be
here.
For the record, I am A. Blakeman Early, Washington
Director of the Pollution and Taxies Program for the Sierra
Club.
I have been a Washington representative of the Sierra
Club for 13 years, and I have been working on clean air
legislation fot 15 years.
I was very much struck by the testimony given by the
auto industry this morning regarding the fact that New Jersey
does not really need the California tail pipe standards.
I am
here to vigorously disagree with the industry on that question.
I direct your attention, for a couple of minutes, to,
what is New Jersey going to need to do in order to comply with
the Clean Air Act? Briefly, let me run through some important
elements that you need to keep in mind:
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State implementation plans under the new Clean Air Act
amendments -- which are greatly expanded, as you will note, in
large part because of the huge public demand that something
better and more effective be done to solve the problem -- are
required to contain sufficient elements not only to attain the
in
Congress,
to maintain the standards.
but
standards,
emphasizing that, requires that once areas which have been in
States have to develop
nonattainment achieve attainment-plans to maintain attainment with the standard for 20 years.
So, when you are looking at putting
That is a long time.
elements of an implementation plan in place, it is important
not only to just get into attainment, but to stay in attainment.
One of the things I was struck with on the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association's -- one of their bar charts
-- was, by recalculating some of the studies, they showed how
New Jersey just edged over into attainment in the year 2005.
It didn't look to me 1 ike they were going to stay there very
long, but under their calculation they just kind of edged over.
Under the Commissioner's, we didn't
SENATOR McNAMARA:
make it, so, you know-- We got the message from both, and we
don't need a replay of the testimony we have heard for a couple
Get to, you know, what your objective is, and
of days on this.
move along -- please.
The Clean Air Act, as you may already
MR. EARLY:
If annual
know, also requires annual progress be made.
progress isn't made, new Federal requirements kick in.
You are very much aware of the fact that the Clean Air
One of the things I
Act creates a new ozone transport zone.
wanted to observe was, if you are looking at the question of
delaying the use of the California tail pipes in your plans as
a member of the Ozone Transport Region, obviously other states
are very anxious to receive New Jersey's cooperation in the
New Jersey's delay is
overall pollution reduction effort.
likely to result in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and the
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You need these states to
District of Columbia delaying also.
do what they can to reduce the pollutants that are being blown
into New Jersey.
That point was made very clearly
SENATOR. McNAMARA:
this morning.
Finally, I guess there has already been a
MR. EARLY:
discussion of the sanctions that can potentially apply for New
Jersey being found having an inadequate plan, failing to make
progress, or failing to ultimately meet the attainment date.
Certainly the Congress sends a very strong message when it
imposes a Federal $5000-a-ton penalty for excess emissions from
major sources in severe areas that do not meet the 2007
That is a very serious potential economic impact.
As the witness just before us mentioned, we are not
really providing much of a margin of safety in even attaining
I thought he made a very good presentation on
the standard.
the fact that in New Jersey, there are many more days where the

deadline.

pollution leve 1 s hover just below the standard for many hours
of the day than there are technical violations of the Clean ~ir
Act standard.
In light of this impressive array of requirements, I
basically strongly disagree with the auto industry's assertion
But I come here
that you don't need the tail pipe standards.
to also say, I have heard this before, and I urge you to ask
My
Why should you believe the auto companies?
the question:
experience in lobbying on the Clean Air Act and the history on
have shown that the auto companies
have routinely exaggerated the cost of compliance, and always
Here
understated the severity of their air pollution problem.
the Clean Air

Act debate,

are some illustrations:
In September 1970, Lee Iaccoca, then Vice-President of
Ford Motor Company, said, "Some of the changes in this bill
Even if
could prevent continued production of automobiles.
they don't stop product ion,

they could lead to huge increases
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They could have a tremendous impact
in the prices of cars.
all American industry, and could do irreparable damage to
This is the man who ended up being one of
economy."
It does
highest paid executives in America 20 years later.
appear that the assessment of the industry on the impact of
Clean Air Act requirements has been a very accurate one in

on
the
t'"''?
not
the
the

past, and my testimony goes into this in greater detail.
SENATOR McNAMARA: That's why Ford fired him.
I'm sorry?
MR. EARLY:
I said, that is why Ford fired him.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Let me review some of the problems I had
MR. EARLY:
What the auto
with the auto industry's testimony today.
was that the California
industry told you this morning,
solve California
be used to
to
ought
really
standards
What they didn't tell you is, they are challenging
problems.
the waiver process for California even going ahead with their
own standards in California.
What the auto industry told you this morning, was that
What they
the EPA wi 11 adopt a Tier I I Federal car standard.
They will
didn't tell you is that they oppose that standard.
The
fight that standard all the way to the Supreme Court.
likelihood of that standard going into effect, particularly on
time, is really quite low, in my opinion.
If you look at the numbers, assume for a moment you
get an EPA decision to go ahead with the Federal car in 1999 -The industry litigates the question for two
a Tier II car.
They are required by law-- They are
years; you are in 2002.
allowed a two-model year lead, so we are talking 2004. That is
You
when the first Tier I I car would be marketed -- 2004.
would have a 10-year turnover rate for the full introduction of
the car. We're talking 2014 before the full benefits of a Tier
I submit that
II Federal car will be available in New Jersey.
it is important to get on with the job, and get on with it as
quickly as possible.
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We have seen this kind of testimony from the industry
Unfortunately, I think we have seen it again
in the past.
I ask the simple question, given the history of
today.
Why
misrepresentation and exaggeration from the industry:
should you believe their testimony?
Thank you very much.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Thank you.
I just want to point out that one of the
MR. STUART:
things that we submitted for the record is a brochure and a
cover letter talking about the electronically heatec converter,
both the fact that it is in place, and it has shown -- and I
"The emissions
It says:
will read right from this letter-reductions achieved shows compliance with the California LEV
standard for the 100,000 mile test."
The industry says this is going to put the cost of
Obviously, there is concern within the
cars out of reach.
labor community that that cost would then therefore mean that
there would be less cars being sold, and we would have to close
I think the opposite is the case.
auto plants.
First, let me point out that within the industry's own
documentation, the EHC cost -- the whole system, not just the
It is probably less than
converter -- at a maximum is $'300.
what air-conditioning costs, and is not a significant addition
to automobiles.
The other thing is, if
you see that, number one, the
It is sort of a
inches long.
that is going to require a lot

you look through this brochure
converter itself is only four
small component, not something
In addition,
to be added in.
there are some sophisticated relay modules, logic modules,
power modules, all things that actually have to be constructed,
have to be built, have to be produced, have to be installed.
So I think this, especially given the fact that we are talking
is
the proposal,
on 1996 cars
requiring this
about
regulation at its best, in that it is giving enough lead time
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for technology like this to develop, to be tested, and to be
produced.
Again, from the front
from the cover letter · -"Over the last 18 months, significant advances have been made
in this technology, incuding extending converter and component
durability and reduction of power requirements for preignition
heating research and development jobs." So I would take issue
with the blanket assumption that if we require this, this would
be -- we would see a reduct ion in the amount of j cbs in New
Jersey.
In fact, I think we could be spurring a new industry
and, in fact, rescuing a dying industry, by allowing American
companies and New Jersey-based companies to produce these cars,
which ultimately are going to have to be produced,
and
ultimately are going to be sold here anyway.
I think it is important to recognize that you are
giving people enough time -- this technology is already on the
market; it is already working -- and we really should challenge
the horror stories and the dire predictions and move forward
with this program.
You did prove one
SENATOR McNAMARA:
We intend to.
thing:

You can't do it for $170.
MR. STUART: Well, the low cost-MR. EARLY: The $170 cost, which is one that continues
because I talked to a California Air Resources Board
official yesterday -- to be defended, is the cost once you have
a sufficient demand for the converter and its associated
equipment.
The cost obviously is lower as the total number of
the products-SENATOR McNAMARA:

Sure,

that was discussed earlier,

but there is an initial higher cost.
MR. EARLY: --and that is the difference.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
The decision is not going to be
made on the cost factor.
I thought it was going to add a
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little lightness, but at this point in the day it doesn't seem
(laughter)
anyone is light.
My
MR. EARLY: Well, I am stunned at how low that is.
I went in and
daughter lost the plastic hubcap off her car.
bought one -- 40 bucks.
Well, you don't honestly believe
SENATOR McNAMARA:
you are going to buy a replacement converter with an electric
It will most probably be closer to
heating blanket for $300?
The car that sells for $20,000, most probably with
$2800.
replacement parts over the counter, runs closer to $45, ooo,
$50,000, or better.
Which is one of the reasons why we
MR. STUART:
support the extended warranty and the provisions of this
proposal which will ensure that the pollution control equipment
will, in fact, last the life of the car, rather than, you know,
or worse, having those
having consumers bear that cost,
emissions at hazardous levels being emitted from those cars.
I wanted to also reinforce the testimc::.y
MR. EARLY:
If you don't take both the VOC and NOx
from the NAS witness.
out of the vehicle at every opportunity you can, you are going
to have to take it out of stationary sources. This is going to
Getting NOx out is going
be more expensive, particularly NOx.
to be much more of a problem from stationary sources than this,
what we see to be a very cost-effectiv e opportunity.
SENATOR RICE: Mr. Chairman?
SENATOR McNAMARA: Yes?
I ha~e to do this, but I know we are on
SENATOR RICE:
the record; we are being recorded, and I would like to keep my
record clear. With due respect to the auto industry, I do have
There was an
a problem with corporate America sometimes.
implication that the integrity of that information -- that it
may not be as valid as it necessarily should be, and we should
be cautious.
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Let me just go on record to say, I do not have a lot
of respect for the environmenta lists· special interest either.
I would take their inf ormat iori. with the same grain of salt as
In this State, I know that
they indicate about the others.
PIRG and others still have not come forward with the right
information on environmental issues that we raised last session
in Committee, etc.
am going to be
I
record reflects,
So,
the
as
objective, and thank God that I can read and write.
So that we don't get
Thank you.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
into a debate, let· s say that everybody came to the table 'N'i th
dirty hands.
MR. STUART: Certainly dirty air.
Is your testimony completed?
SENATOR McNAMARA:
MR. EARLY: We're finished.
Thank you very much, and thank you
SENATOR McNAMARA:
for your patience.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: We certainly thank you very m~c~.
Janet Lussenhop, Regional Plan Association?
I promise to be very
L U S S E N H 0 P:
D.
J A N E T
It is
My name Janet Lussenhop -- L-U-S-S-E-N-H -0-P.
short.
I am
different from how it is written on the program you have.
Director of the Regional Plan Association's New Jersey Office.
For those of you who do not know RPA, we have been around for
We work on planning issues for the New
as long as propane.
Jersey/New York/Connect icut region.
I am here today to support the adopt ion of the LEV
program in the State of New Jersey. We base our support on the
work of Project: Clean Air, which we have staffed for the past
three years, and which you heard mention of in the testimony of
the petroleum industry.
We were established several-- Or, Project: Clean Air
was established several years ago to try to build a consensus
on ways to reduce emissions from transportatio n strategies, in
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that would focus on
a Clean Air Act
anticipation of
transportation strategi~s more than it has in the past.
We published our recommendations last fall. You have
copies of our reports. They were part of the DEPE package you
I have a couple more copies here, if
received last week.
anyone didn't get them then.
I just want to tell you who was part of Project: Clean
Air, since this was a consensus-building group. The members of
the Steering Committee, which was the group that made the
Allied Signal; the League of Women Voters; the
policy, were:
New Jersey Petroleum Council; the Casino Association of Ne'"'
Jersey; the New Jersey Business and Industry Association; the
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission; the New Jersey
Automobile Club; New Jersey DOT; the New Jersey Association of
Railroad Passengers; the Natural Resources Defense Council; the
New Jersey Clean Air Council; the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association; AFL-CIO of New Jersey; New Jersey Office of State
Planning; Stockton State College and Princeton University; the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey; PSE&G; the American
Lung Association; the New Jersey Motor Truck Association;
Chemical Bank; and New Jersey DEPE.
That was just to give you a sense of the range of
We worked together for
participation we had in this group.
two-and-a-half years, and studied a range of transportation
We looked at hardware
strategies to improve air quality.
strategies, emissions and fuel changes, land use planning
changes, pricing strategies, and a variety of travel demand
transit,
public
in
improvements
including
strategies,
employer-based ride sharing, and HOV lanes, among others.
We did a research study of the emissions reduction
potential of all of these strategies, which is in this report
here; also, an economic analysis of each measure. The Steering
Committee was also advised by a technical group, which included
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Dr. Lioy, who you just heard from, Brian Davis from Sun Oil,
and Jim Benton, among others.
The Steering Committee had help from this technical
group, and also had presentations from the Petroleum Council
So they
and the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
really heard from everybody, I think, who they could hear
Based on these presentations and our analyses, the
from.
Steering Committee concluded that the LEV program should be one
of New Jersey's top five priorities in air quality planning.
they weighed the
conclusions,
reaching their
In
They understood that there were trade-offs in
trade-offs.
They weighed those
implementing some of the strategies.
trade-offs with the need for a variety of strong measures to
I should say that, while
meet the State's air quality problem.
we reached a consensus on this, it was not a unanimous vote, as
A
you will understand from who I said was on the Committee.
There was some
majority supported it as a top priority.
dissent, and there was a written dissent from the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers, which is published in our report.
Let me just explain quickly why the Committee reached
Our technical study showed that the
the conclusions it did:
from
come
would
reduction
emissions
on
impact
biggest
technological solutions, such as tighter emission standards,
alternative fuels, and more stringent inspection/maintena nce.
It also showed that travel-related measures would have a
In fact, the
significant impact on emissions in the long run.
top priority strategy was improvements in land use planning,
but the technical solutions provided emissions improvements
several times as large as the most effective travel-related
strategies. Also, the technological solutions obviously do not
require changes in travel behavior.
We also did a public opinion survey for the Project.
The Survey
It was done by the Eagleton Institute at Rutgers.
told us that three out of four New Jerseyans think that the
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quality of our air poses a threat to their health, or to the
health of a member of their household so they think it is a
It also found that making available alternative
problem.
cleaner burning fuels for cars and trucks was the solution of
choice for the New Jersey public, and establishing tougher
vehicle standards was also considered very acceptable.
The Survey also showed that New Jerseyans think that
cleaner cars would do more than any other strategy to improve
For obvious reasons, the Survey
air quality in the State.
seemed to tell us that the public is very supportive of
technological solutions, and less supportive of those solutions
which mean that they have to change their travel behavior, or
their life-style in 3ome other way.
The Survey also found a very high level of support for
In fact, more than half of
funding air quality improvements.
those surveyed said that cleaning the air is so important that
A
continuing improvements must be made, regardless of cost.
majority said they favor efforts to reduce air pollution, even
i f they cause taxes to go up, which, of course, many people
question the validity of our Survey.
I was just going to say, I hope you
SENATOR McNAMARA:
submit a copy of the Survey to the Commit tee, and the number
that responded.
It is all in here.
MS. LUSSENHOP: Sure, sure.
The Steering Committee of Project: Clean Air remained
convinced in the end that, given the severity of the problem in
New Jersey, the LEV program must be a critical part of New
Plan
Regional
the
and
solution,
quality
air
Jersey's
Association supports that conclusion.
Thank you.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Thank you very much.
Thank you, also, for all the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
time and effort you have put into this really important issue.
Next we will have the Public Service Electric and Gas
Company.
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I am Roger
Good afternoon.
On behalf of PS, let me
With me is Greg Dun 1 a p .
Schwarz.
thank you for the opportunity given us today.
I guess my first job is to figure out how many pages I
Well, I don't need
can throw away, and get this to move along.
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that one.
SENATOR McNAMARA:

It will

all

become

a

part

of

the

record.
There was a lot of talk earlier already
MR. SCHWARZ:
today about how many days in New Jersey we exceed the ozone
I think
standards versus how many days perhaps in California.
we ought to take note of the fact that, given the passage of
There is
the Clean Air Act amendments, that is really history.
nothing to be gained by arguing about the number of days of
New Jersey must come into compliance with the
exceedances.
Clean Air Act.
As a part of its plan for compliance, DEPE has
PSE&G
regulations.
vehicle
emission
low
these
proposed
The
regulations.
those
adopt
the decision to
supports
environmental benefits of a LEV program will assist the State
in finally meeting the Federal air quality standards.
New
Another point with regard to the Federal Act:
Jersey's LEV program is compatible with other mobile source
emission reductions programs that are required by the Act.
Really, to no small extent, the debate over low emission
Beginning in the fall of
vehicle standards is already over.
New Jersey and the other states
or model year 1998
that have failed to meet the ozone limits, are required to
participate in the Clean Fleet Program, which is already
Under this program, the percentage of
mandated by Federal law.
vehicles purchased by fleet operators -- and in the first year
1997

that will be 30 percent of purchases -- will have to meet the
The National Energy
LEV or the California emissions standards.
Strategy legislation, which is in both Houses of Congress -- it
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has passed the Senate; it has been released from Committee in
the House -- will advance that schedule.
So, the LEV program, as it is proposed both here -not just in New. Jersey, but here in the Northeast, and in
California -- will require manufacturers to sell vehicles that
The Clean Fleet Program,
meet the lower emission standards.
which is the other one I just mentioned, will require the fleet
I mean, that is in the law, and we
operators to purchase them.
So, given the existing
are not even debating that today.
mandate that New Jersey implement the Clean Fleet Program,
And by
adoption of the LEV program is a logical step.
implementing programs on both the demand and supply sides, New
Jersey can facilitate the acceptance of these vehicles by
ensuring a market for manufacturers and the availability of
vehicles for consumers.
Many of the vehicles that are going to be sold and
marketed and designed to meet the LEV standards will not be
They are going to run on
designed to run on traditional fuels.
At Public Service Electric
the so-called alternative fuels.
and Gas we sell two of those fuels, and I hope it doesn't come
as a surprise to anyone here that we hope to sell electricity
and compressed natural gas for use in cars and trucks. The use
of those fuels will help to clean our air, and we believe we
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can do well by doing good.
You heard from an earlier witness about the issue of
nitrogen oxide, and there has been talk today about the
and stationary
sources
mobile
of
contributions
relative
sources. Let's remember that here in New Jersey, well ahead of
For the past 20 years, New Jersey
Federal schedules-government and New Jersey businesses have been working to clean
At my company, we have converted our generating
the air.
We burn
stations from coal to oil, and then from oil to gas.
We have added pollution control
only low-sulfur-content fuels.
equipment over the years. One result is, we are proud that our
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generati ng stations in the State already meet the Clean Air
Act's Phase I and Phase II limits for sulfur dioxide.
Now, that said, we will move on to the issue of
It seems clear that both stationa ry sources and mobile
ozone.
sources will have to be -- that the emission s will have to be
and
repower
to
plans
announce d
recently
We
reduced.
rehabili tate our Bergen and Burlingt on generati ng stations .
Once that work is complete d, the result will be more efficien t,
We
more economic al power for our customer s, and cleaner air.
expect that the emission rates for nitorgen oxides -- which you
just heard about -- will be reduced by as much as 97 percent,
and CO by as much as 85 percent.
proposed
your
with
is
That
McNAMARA:
SENATOR
renovati ons?
MR. SCHWARZ: Yes.
SENATOR McNAMARA:

Because one of the proposed options
-- and I was going to say, I hope you would be as supporti ve -says that more stringen t contra 1 of utility boiler emission s
could lead to a reductio n of 63 tons a day.
We are pretty confiden t that-- We have
MR. SCHWARZ:
seen the N.E.s.c.A .U.M. NOx -- there are so many acronyms here
-- racked proposa l, and we are confiden t that with the plans we
have announce d for Bergen and Burlingt on we will be meeting, if
That work in Bergen and Burlingt on, which
not exceedin g that.
are two of our fossil stations in the State-SENATOR McNAMARA: That is meeting the proposed -- the
standard s that are coming into play, right?
MR. SCHWARZ: Right.
What I am saying, as a further
SENATOR McNAMARA:
option -- and I hope you have the same enthusia sm for the-I'm with you on this.
MR. SCHWARZ:
SENATOR McNAMARA: --furthe r reductio n of NOx-I know where we're going.
MR. SCHWARZ:
SENATOR McNAMARA: --as you have for LEV--
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I'm trying to get to my next sentence.
MR. SCHWARZ:
I don't want to hear you back here
SENATOR McNAMARA:
six months from now saying-No, I am trying to get to the next
MR. SCHWARZ:
sentence, which is-SENATOR McNAMARA: --"whoa."
--that, that work there-- They will be
MR. SCHWARZ:
the first plants where we are going to be repairing and firing
That work is part of an overall plan for all
with natural gas.
I think we will be meeting, or
of our fossil stations.
But that alone is not
exceeding, those proposed standards.
going to do the trick, and mobile sources are going to have to
be part of the solution.
You have heard all the numbers about how much motor
Unless action is taken -- you saw the
vehicles contribute .
charts with the way things are going to rise in the future -the projected increase in vehicle miles traveled will increase
emissions and make it more difficult for New Jersey to have
I said to someone earlier that if we
cleaner, healthier air.
don't take action now, only Bill Clinton will be able to walk
(laughter)
out on the streets, because he doesn't inhale.
Over the past couple of years-SENATOR RICE: Just remember, he is my candidate.
--we have been working to encourage a
MR. SCHWARZ:
collaborat ive effort between the public and private sectors to
We have several
promote the use of alternativ e fuel vehicles.
Currently, we are operating
demonstra tion projects underway.
One of
30 natural gas-powere d vans and eight electric vans.
the electric vans is being operated and tested by DEPE. We are
developing our own plans to have the most extensive fleet of
alternativ e fuel vehicles in the State.
In partnershi p with New Jersey Transit, we installed a
in Orange that supports five natural
refueling facility
And as part of our contributi on to New
gas-powere d buses.
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Jersey's Alternative Fuel Demonstration Project, later this
year we wi 11 construct a refue 1 ing f ac i 1 i ty here in Mercer
County for 200 natural gas-powered vehicles which the State
government will operate.
We are also moving to offer refueling capability for
Currently we provide New Jersey
businesses and individuals.
Bell with refueling for 25 natural gas-powered vans, and we
continue to explore various refueling options, including public
stations and home compressor equipment.
All of these efforts and more will be needed if we are
We are
going to have healthy and breathable air in New Jersey.
confident that a LEV program can be implemented in a practical
a
offers
technology
fuel
Clean
fashion.
workable
and
realistic, cost-effective approach for New Jersey to move a
We
step closer to achieving Federal air quality standards.
encourage your support of the Department's efforts.
I think, as I said-And in addition, the gas and the
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
electricity.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Absolutely.
I don't want to hide that.
MR. SCHWARZ:

We hope we

can.
That's
Well, I used to work for them.
SENATOR RICE:
But, I was reading some of the statement, and
my family there.
It says, "We
it does not say, "We support the California LEV."
I can take that to mean if we come up with
support the LEV."
They are being specific in
some type or formation of it-their implication that-SENATOR McNAMARA:

Yes,

because

there

are

only

two

(malfunction of recording equipment causes some loss of
testimony at this point in hearing)
Our next witnesses will be Jerry
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

cars.

Ferrara and Fred Sacco.
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If Jerry Ferrara can say
F E R R A R A:
M.
E R R Y
Let
anything quickly in five minutes, you really have a deal.
me congratulate you for having the patience to 1 is ten to all
the technical business that has gone on on both sides of the
fence.
I am not going to attempt to be a technician, except
they mentioned NOx at the very end, and you can't measure the
If you look at the schedule that DEPE gave you,
damned stuff.
if you took the Federal plan vis-a-vis theirs, even at the LEV
That
level there is only two-tenths of a percent difference.
How quick DEPE is in
brings me back a little bit to the past.
We went for Stage II, which
New Jersey to be the forerunner.
J

we fought for years, and it was going to clean up all the air.
They at least had sense enough to go
I testified in Maryland.
to RVP, and didn't go to Stage II. Meanwhile, we are trying to
It reminds
clear up all the air that is coming from the west.
me that when a windstorm is coming, it gets behind us, and it
We're cleaning
throws us in the ocean if we don't do anything.
reservations.
has
which
Connecticut,
for
up
air
the
Massachusetts has reservations about going with its Governor's
We have to clean it up, because that is where it is
quote.
going.
the big problem we have here is, in our State -the
damned
says,
DEPE
quote
an old
to paraphrase
Legislature; full speed ahead with their program. We were in a
I have a colleague in the
workshop last year and we were told.
He was going to jump
He says he is not coming up here.
back.
up and down when they told him they didn't care what anybody's
opinion was-- "We are going to get the California car."
We 1 isten to
We are at the bottom of that pipeline.
Whatever happens, we are going to get caught in
the consumers.
Now,

We are going to get caught in the middle of this.
the middle.
You have two different standards; two different cars. Whatever
they do, I was glad that at least Public Service admitted that
I
Propane had an ax to grind.
they had an ax to grind.
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My ax is the people who buy gas in
haven't got an ax to grind.
our stations.
Don't let DEPE continue on in this helter-ske lter rush
to clean up the whole environme nt, until the states west of us
do something about it.
I listened
I heard the Highway Trust Fund brought up.
I listened
in Pennsylvan ia when they were threatened with it.
And, it has not
in Maryland when they were threatened with it.
taken effect. You will hear more later on about this so-called
"centraliz ed inspection ," how this is going to clean the air
and how great it is going to be. All I'm saying to you is, you
If you can absorb it, all
have heard all about the technology .
well and good, but you need a lot more time before it goes into
Let's tell our DEPE-- They went from one
Slow down.
effect.
They built
floor to a seven-stor y building.
Slow down until we can find out what the real
Truly, we can clean up everything .
people.
Don't get me
out of bed in the morning-That
fight undergroun d storage tanks, no.
But I will fight anything that says
drink.

another building.
effect is on our
We shouldn't get
I didn't
wrong.
is our water ~e
we have to clean

up, when the rest of the country isn't.
I
That is going to be the end of my presentati on.
took less than five minutes, Senator.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Nice going, Jerry.
May I just try to sum up, because we
S A C C 0:
F R E D
supply 1200 of Jerry's members through our gasoline jobbers.
We don' t want you to go the LEV
We are very much concerned.
route as quickly as the Departmen t wants you to go, because we
We are concerned about their
want you to pause a little bit.
Ask your staffs to look at
estimates, and I will cite three.
them:
The
estimate--

gave an
The~
cleanup of chemical control:
I just didn't want
I will send it to you, Senator.
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to burden you with a lot of paper. Their estimates and what it
actually cost -- a phenomenal difference.
Estimates, what it
The radon in Monclair and Nutley:
really cost -- phenomenal differences.
They came to us and told us it was
Stage I I vapor:
It cost us $28,000
going to cost $1200 per service station.
per service station.
(laughter)
SENATOR McNAMARA: That's close.
So, don· t come up here and tell us that
MR. SACCO:
The gentleman from the
their numbers are the best numbers.
clean air outfit and his condemnation of the auto industry for
That kind of annoyed me, because I have lived
their facts-here for 30 years in this legislative process, and have gone
through at least 15 years with DEPE's estimates.
(laughter)
I took care of it.
SENATOR RICE:
MR. SACCO: So, we are really concerned.
I just came from two days in Washington with 1000
petroleum marketers from across the country, trying to de a:
Before this meeting, I '~<~as
with our legislators down there.
across the street trying to get someone to wake up to the fact
that someone is stealing $40 million worth of motor fuels taxes
That is coming from my members' pockets, and
in New Jersey.
now they are going to be asked to absorb this kind of stuff.
What we want you to do is kind of deal with some of the real
immediate problems.
At that meeting, we talked about the DEPE in New
Everybody across the country
It is 4000 employees.
Jersey.
I read an article in The Trenton Times that
was astounded.
Driving up the
their average salary is $35,000 per employee.
If you took 2000
Turnpike, I just put some numbers together.
those employees and said, "Hey, it is time to gore their
ox," and we fired them all-I don't want to say that you are
SENATOR McNAMARA:
drifting from the matter that we are considering today, but
of

you--
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MR. SACCO: Seventy million dollars , sir.
It must be that
--are driftin g.
SENATOR McNAMARA:
(laught er)
west wind.
You could take
Seventy million dollars .
MR. SACCO:
that $70 million and $1000 a car, and you could solve this
problem in Newark, Paterso n, souther n Bergen, Jersey c:ty,
Camden, because those people are not going to buy the LEVs when
They have a five-ye ar
I have two kids in college .
they come.
That's today's automo bile. What
mortgag e on their automo bile.
is it going to be when we have to buy the LEV automo bile?
So, to solve the problem , Senato rs and Assemb lypeopl e,
you are not going to get to the people in the urban centers .
That is the illustr ation I am trying to make here.
SENATOR RICE: They never want to get to us.
MR. SACCO: Well, sir, I am not panderi ng, sir.
They never want
No, but you're right.
SENATOR RICE:
to get to us.
MR. SACCO: And I am not trying to be a demogr apher.
SENATOR RICE: We are not a part of New Jersey.
I don't really want you to fire the 2000
MR. SACCO:
I just want them once in a while to sit and see how
people.
their side feels when they are the ones who are going to be
am going to lose 400 service station s in my
I
gored.
this kind of stuff.
to New Jersey Natura l Gas tell you it is
CNG. Please, every one of you, make sure
Abramso n Report that is being mailed to
Please read it, because methane emissio ns are
your offices .
contrib utory to at least 30 times the polluti on of what our
If you put that into the market place
produc t is -- 30 times.
and don't deal with that emissio n problem , you ain't going

member ship because of
You listene d
a great idea to go to
your staff reads the

nowher e.
Those of you who have
I 'm sorry; I 'm street peep le.
I try to
known me for the 37 years I have been down here--
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I try to bring things that are
problem.
I just don't want my guys getting killed. We're good
logical.
We just ask
That's all.
We think they're speeding.
people.
I don't think we need to go
Give us a shot.
you to slow down.
to LEV; I really don· t, ladies and gentlemen, because I think
deal

with

the

the Ohio Valley is going to meet the clean air requirements.
The Missouri Valley.
They got away with it all that time.
So now we are going to
We're getting all their emissions.
Let's kind of do it
start solving the problem a little bit.
from a rational, more economic viewpoint.
Thank
I have a lot more, Senator, but I will shut up.
you so much.
SENATOR McNAMARA:

Thank you.

Did
He got some technology in there.
MR. FERRARA:
you hear that? I did.
SENATOR McNAMARA: Senator Adler?
Fred, I don't think anyone here is
SENATOR ADLER:
trying to unduly burden any particular industry or sector of
What would be helpful, I think, for the memt-:::s
our society.
of the joint Committee, would be an alternative proposal, or a
DEPE has
series of proposals, options that we can consider.
indicated that there are other ways to solve some of the
Any solution is going to cost
They cost money.
problems.
So it would be
I think everybody here knows that.
money.
I don't want to put you on the spot and ask you to
helpful-give us that right now-MR. SACCO: Sir, all we want you to do is-Let me finish; let me finish.
SENATOR ADLER:
MR. SACCO:

Yes, sir.

In addition to the suggestion that we
SENATOR ADLER:
study it and think it through and really understand what we are
doing -- all of which I think we are going to try to do, and we
It would be
appreciate the reassurance of what our job is-I am
helpful if you could propose any sort of alternatives.
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There may be a
not saying this is the only choice we have.
myriad of opt ions, but it would be helpful to hear what our
Fuel Merchants Association's position is on each of the
specific options the DEPE has indicated are possibilities
That would be very
expensive possibilities, but possibilities.
instructive, I think, for the members of both the Senate and
the Assembly Committees.
its
Act,
We support the Clean Air
SACCO:
MR.
objectives.
I understand that, but in reaching
SENATOR ADLER:
that reassuring cone l us ion, we now have to actually implement
some plan that will comply with the mandates the Federal
As the Assemblyman indicated,
government has imposed upon us.
The question is:
we lose a lot of money if we do not comply.
I am looking
How does your Association recommend we do that?
at this in a very -- not in a hostile way.· I want your input
as to how we can meet the requirements the Federal government
imposed upon us.
Senator, what you are asking us-- They
MR. FERRARA:
They are saying we have to give
are coming down with a plan.
them an alternative, so they can't lose. What we're saying is,
the new cars coming down the road, the oxygenated gaso 1 ine-Stick with the Federal
The program is already in effect.
If we follow that technology,
plan. Why are we jumping ahead?
I can come down here and throw six things at you that I want,
~as

Don't
and I am sure I am going to come out with one of them.
put your Committee in that spot; that you have to find the
Let the Federal
alternative. The alternative is really delay.
Tha_t is
Stop trying to be the leaders.
Act take the place.
losing
is a
it
Otherwise,
the point I tried to make.
proposition.
You

can

come

in

here

every year:

We've

got

this.

RVP was five
is the alternative? Stage II did not work.
times more effective, and this State made every station put

What
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Califor nia, to this day, does not have Stage
that $25,000 in.
That is what I am trying to tell
II through the entire state.
"Hey, slow
you. You've got to stop reactin g to them, and say:
down." That is ·what I am afraid of, because if we follow your
thing, I don't know of an alterna tive, other than the one I am
telling you: Let's follow the Federa l plan.
MR. SACCO: Senator ?
taken the
DE?E has
Rememb er,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
positio n that they can do it by regulat ion without any
legisla tion.
MR. FERRARA: We have been told that.
So you have to underst and one of
SENATOR McNAMARA:
I apprec iate the
the reasons we are having the hearing s.
timely fashion in which you deliver ed your testimo ny. I really
hate to cut you off, but with about eight minutes left, and
four more people to'hear from-MR. FERRARA: We'll take the hint.
I ' 11 send each of you a letter on tl:e
MR. SACCO:
reactio n of 11 Congres smen about our losing our highway
In the last two days we talked to 11 of them, and
dollars .
every one of them said, "You won't lose it."
but they are retirin g.
Yeah,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
(laught er)
MR. SACCO: Only three so far.
The New Jersey Automo bile Dealers
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Associ ation?
Thank you, Chairma n
W A L T 0 N:
E.
C H A R L E S
I am Charlie Walton with the New
McNama ra, Chairwo man Ogden.
I.am going to try to do it in
Jersey Auto Dealers Associ ation.
two minute s.
We have some concern s, as those at the end of the
We are very
pipelin e, that we would 1 ike to share with you.
concern ed that New Jersey, if it doesn' t move in lockste p on a
regiona l basis, will place auto retaile rs and, indeed, the
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State in a number of areas, at an economic disadvan tage with
go
to
resident s
Jersey
leaving New
neighbor ing states,
That is clearly an example we
elsewher e to buy their cars.
learned not too long ago with the truck tax.
The second thing we are concerne d about is the
The manufac turers will be mandated to
inventor y problem.
We
manu£ acture LEVs, ZEVs, electric cars, on and on and on.
There is no
are going to have to put those in inventor y.
When they do not sell,
guarante e that they are going to sell.
auto dealers will go broke trying to carry them in inventor y
and financin g them in inventor y.
So, we would urge this Committe e, in whatever role it
decides to play, on a continui ng oversigh t basis or through
resoluti on, or just in casual conversa tions with DEPE -- and we
have had these discussi ons with DEPE -- to try to build some
kind of a mar'ketp lace or consumer incentiv es into the program,
Get the new LEVs and ZEVs in use, and get
to do two things:
the old junk-- Thirty percent of the fleet is over l 0 years
If you can get those off the road through economic
old.
incentiv es, you will take big giant strides in cleaning up the
air.
The third thing, and not of immediat e concern now, is
We share an
our role in the enhanced inspectio n/mainte nance.
interest with Jerry Ferrara 's group in seeing that we continue
to play a part as private inspecti on centers in doing that.
I thank you, Senators , and members of the Committe e.
is
That
Charlie.
Thank you,
SENATOR McNAMARA:
exceptio nal timing.
I just want to say one thing,
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN.
We realize that it would be the dealers who would
Mr. Walton:
be stuck with the inventor y of more expensiv e, but less
Any suggest ions you might have as to how the
pollutin g cars.
State could help move those cars along, so that you won't be
economi cally disadvan taged, we would apprecia te hearing.
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I have not spent a whole lot of-MR. WALTON:
Not right now, but if you want
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
to send us something in writing-Bounties on old cars; sales
It's simple:
MR. WALTON:
tax incentives on new ones; State income tax credits on ZEVs
There are plenty of people
and LEVs; that type of thing.
around this table who could do it better than I.
Thank you. A long day.
Herb Wortreich, New Jersey Clean
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Air Council?
It's tough coming in at the
W 0 R T R E I C H:
HERBE RT
end of the line when you have heard everybody say almost
everything there is to be said, but we'll try, and we will try
to keep it short.
I am here representi ng the New Jersey Clean Air
Council, which is a statutoril y constitute d body of 18 members,
Environme ntal
of
Commission er
the
an advisory group to
This Counc i 1 represents a broad spectrum ac ::-ass
Protect ion.
the State of business and industry, agricultur e, governmen t,
labor, the medical profession , health officers, profession al
the
and
municipal ities,
industrial hygienists ,
engineers,
Council
I, myself, am a public member.
public in general.
meetings are held every month except August -- that is for
The members are not
vacations -- and are open to the public.
All the members serve the
reimbursed except for expenses.
The Council is obligated, by statute, to conduct
State gratis.
a public hearing at least once a year and make a report to the
Commissio ner.
Primarily, I want to bring to your attention three
reports of public hearings the Council has produced in the last
few years:
A hearing in 198 7 was on the subject of ozone, New
Without going into a lot of detail,
Jersey's health dilemma.
which you can read in the written statement, this report also
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covers
a
discussion on health effects,
and effects on
vegetation, which is so critical to the economy of our State
and I didn't hear anyone mention that this morning, or this
afternoon.
The stanc:lards, as Dr. Lioy pointed out, of . 12-The Federal standard of . 12 parts per mill ion for one hour
exposure is very suspect.
He called it a bogus standard.
I
just call it an inadequate standard -- inadequate to protect
the public health.
Furthermore, EPA is supposed to review these ambient
My
air quality standards at least once every five years.
latest information tells me that EPA has not reviewed that
ozone standard for the last 13 years.
I think they are now
being forced to because of some litigation.
The 1990 public hearing was on the subject of trucks,
buses,
and cars.
This
addressed the whole spectrum of
transportation-related
issues,
including:
inspection
enforcement, mass transit,
carpooling and vanpooling,
and
alternative fuels.
From that, the Council concluded that an
emission reduction program must be multifaceted, and must
include many components.
There is no single answer to the
problem.
The State must take advantage,
as p_romptly as
possible, of technological advances.
That is what we are
low
emission
vehicles
here
in
the
talking
about
technological advances.
It further recommended that the State give particular
attention to the California standards and join other states in
the region in implementing that program.
Now, some of that,
obviously, has come to pass, to some small extent.
pollution
The
1991
hearing
dealt
with
air
emergencies.
The criteria for triggering an air pollution
emergency, especially ozone, is far from protective of the
public health.
We have not had any air pollution emergencies
declared in New Jersey for, I don't know how many years, if
ever.
Possibly this is one of the reasons why we don't always
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If we
get the support of the public that we would like to see.
Southern California declares
had some emergencies declared-them very often, and the public is very aware of the problem
and very supportive of most of the things they try to do there.
The standard for triggering an ozone alert in New
Now
Jersey is .25 parts per million for a four-hour exposure.
that . 25 is twice the Federal standard that is supposed to
protect the health, and the four hours is four times the length
Obviously,
of exposure that the Federal standard calls for.
The recommendations were that the Department
that is too high.
reconsider these; reevaluate them; and maybe come up with a
more realistic standard in terms of protecting the public
health.
am trying to make is, whether the
The point I
Department does that or not, and especially if they don't, it
behooves us to try to keep those ozone levels as low as we
You are still not going to protect the public
possibly can.
health, but at least you will protect it more than it would be
protected otherwise.
I was also going to call your attention to Project:
Clean Air, but you already. had an excellent presentation on
that, so I do not need to add to what was said.
When you get right down to it, there are only two ways
the so-called
to deal with emissions from motor vehicles:
technical fix, and a reduction in the use of vehicles by
reducing vehicle miles traveled -- or VMT. All the indications
are that the way things have been going in this State, any
significant reductions, if any, in VMT in the near future, are
However you look at it, you are
simply not going to happen.
We have here a
forced to fall back on the technical fix.
technical fix which, as far as the Council knows from all the
information it has received, is the best one available at this
time; that is, the low emission vehicle, and particularly the
California car.
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So, on behalf of the Council, we urge the State to go
I think
ahead and do something about adopting these standards.
We have regional cooperatio n, which was
the time is right now.
We have
not easy to get; it took a long time to arrive at.
this terrible air pollution problem, and the cars are available.
Ozone, of course, has been the main impetus, but there
Contrary to what one of the
are other benefits to be realized.
whatever shortfalls there are in
previous speakers said,
emissions reductions that we do not get from the motor
vehicles, there is no other place they can come from except the
That means business and industry and, who
stationary sources.
Some of the states, and even
knows, maybe even into our homes.
the Federal governmen t, have been seriously considerin g things
like putting limits on what can go into aerosols, underarm
That is where we stand, and it
sprays, and things like that.
is a very serious problem.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much.
point,
more
one
make
I
May
WORTREICH:
MR.
Assemblywo man Ogden?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Okay. Quickly.
We are disappoint ed that the mediumMR. WORTREICH:
and heavy-duty vehicles are being bypassed right now. We think
it is poor public relations, because even though the public is
willing to put up with a little more cost, a little more
inconvenie nce, whatever it is, it is very hard to ask the
public to do that and they become very resentful when they see
these more obvious trucks and buses and other heavy-duty
Those
vehicles not being asked to share the burden with them.
are the vehicles that are more responsibl e for the toxic
pollutants coming out of motor vehicles.
I understand they are being
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
dealt with separately by EPA, but when and how are good
questions.

I share your concern.
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We have heard a lot of talk today
MR. WORTREICH:
about, "Just leave it up to EPA; depend on EPA." EPA does not
This is about, I don't know,
have that great a track record.
the third or fourth amendment of the Clean Air Act, and look
what they have done and how they have delayed; what they have
I
postponed and didn't do under the previous Clean Air Act.
don't know, maybe you are more optimistic about EPA's behavior
than I, but I have been dealing with EPA for 31 years, and I am
not very optimistic about that.
I thank you for being so patient
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
in waiting until this time to testify.
MR. WORTREICH: Thank you.
Was he the last, or is there a
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HECK:
Mr. Welsh?
New Jersey SEED and the New
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Jersey State Chamber of Commerce had to leave, but they left
We have one last witness who signed
their written statements.
up, John Welsh, of Welsh Technologies.
w E L S H: Senator McNamara, Assemblywoman Ogden,
J 0 H N
Environment
Legislature
joint
the
of
members
and other
I thank you for allowing me to address this
Committee:
Committee.
Past testimony heard here reveals that the State is
Draconian measures to
engulfed in an environmental tragedy.
combat our problem were outlined by the DEPE on April 2. Tough
choices now face this Legislature that may force the people of
this State and beyond, major sacrifices that will affect their
The brief message that I would like to
lives into the future.
convey to this Committee is that the path to a cleaner
environment that is energy secure must be embraced by the
The Committee must maintain a clear
this State.
vision and be objective without dictating to the people.
pipe
tail
is
pollution
our
cause of
main
The
As per the Federal Department of Energy, motor
emissions.
people

of
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vehicle emissions account for 30 percent to 50 percent of urban
hydrocarbons, 80 percent to 90 percent of carbon monoxide, and
40 percent to 60 percent of nitrogen oxide emissions.
Mr. Welsh, since you are really,
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
you know, summarizing what others have said, could you just
deal with what you have in your testimony that is different.
I
MR. WELSH: Okay. Basically, a very brief summary.
am passing around copies of my testimony.
I would like this Committee to consider that there are
a lot of alternatives presently available, technologies such as
We are a New Jersey-based
my company's -- Welsh Technologies.
the
to
solution
possible
one
present
we
and
company,
environmental and energy needs of this State through a system
and are selling, called the
we have developed, patented,
"Multi-Fuel System." Our technology utilizes a small amount of
alternate fuels as a catalyst with gasoline, diesel, or
renewable fuel sources for complete internal combustion in the
The results of this technology are near zero emission
By
vehicles that have increased performance and fuel economy.
utilizing the existing refueling infrastructure in place today,
not only the CNG stations of the future, we are able to give
vehicle.

positive results today.
example
is an
Ours
means
a
that
is
solution
environmental problems today.

of
to
With

practical
economical,
Northeast's
the
combat
the assistance of State

an

incentives to install clean air management systems, such as now
exist in other states, and reduction of road taxes on alternate
fuel purchases, we can move forward with a solution that will
not hurt New Jersey economically nor require adjustments in our
life-styles.
For DEPE to state that natural gas is the fuel of
Natural gas is
choice shows a clear lack of understanding.
naturally one of our nonrenewable assets; it will serve its
The Federal government has not come to the
time and duty.
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conclusion that New Jersey and the DEPE have, nor, for that
The State must not continue its
matter, have other states.
closed-door policy on this issue, but realize that there exists
a host of other solutions that would better serve its goals.
We must not make rash decisions that are clearly at the expense
of ratepayers and taxpayers, and would be an unwarranted waste
of money.
I know of my own closed-door experiences with New
new
DEPE,
and question how many other
the
Jersey and
technologies and good solutions were turned away because of
some narrow reasoning.
In cone l us ion, I ask that the Committee review all
possible solutions to the bettering of our environment and that
the State foster legislation that will encourage citizens and
actively become involved in "green" solutions
that will improve the way of life for all and foster economic

businesses

to

development.
We certainly appreciate ycc~
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
As I said to the pre';::. cus
presenting this to the Commit tee.
I share
speaker, I apologize for keeping you waiting so long.
your concern that all possible technologies be explored as we
You know, it was suggested by a
are seeking to clean our air.
couple of speakers that we have something similar to what they
board
advisory
an
is
which
Massachusetts,
in
up
have
that would continue to
representing all different views,
monitor whatever the State of New Jersey -- whatever program is
adopted as we go along, and, well, probably through the whole
the
of
it would be part
think
I
decade and beyond.
the new
review all
group to
such a
responsibility of
technologies that are coming out.
As part of the legislation I think you are
MR. WELSH:
proposing now, there are companies such as myself and other
individuals who do come up with creative solutions that have a
I think, just
place in the overall resolving of the problems.
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kind of summarizing a little bit what you said, it is important
for the State to look at some of these technologies, because
they could be a means for the State to handle the problems.
I know in our own system that we manufacture and sell,
we are selling the system based on its economics, not so much
based on environmental , which was the reason we developed it.
The fleets/consum ers
But we present a solution to people.
purchase the system to save money, to increase the performance
Those are the
of their vehicles, and also to clean up the air.
kinds of technologies I am supporting; ones that the people can
They are not solutions that are going to force
embrace.
sacrifices on the people.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you.
I want to thank each and every one
SENATOR McNAMARA:
Compliments to
of you in this room who has endured this day.
I also
my colleagues and staff, and to the hearing reporter.
thank those from DEPE and all others who testified.
·I think Maureen and I have concluded that there wi 11
be,

in the

future,

a

need

sometime down the road.
I think there is enough
to, that you will submit
Thank you very,

for

having

another

public

hearing

We will not be specific at this time.
material that everybody has to answer
to the staffs in the interim.
very much.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Thank you.

(HEARING CONCLUDED)
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APPENDIX

The Low Emissions Vehicle Program
An Overview
Joint Legislative Committees
on the Environment
Hearing
April9, 1992

New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and Energy

Introduction

The Low Emissions Vehicle Program enables New Jersey to meet
federal Clean Air Act standards in:
•a cost effective way
• a way that preserves the economic health
of the state
• a way least intrusive to the lifestyles
of New Jersey's residents

Introduction
• What does New Jersey have to do under the federal Clean Air Act amendments, and
how does the Low Emission Vehicle fit in?
• New Jersey must reduce volatile organic compound (VOC) levels at least 565
·
tons/ day by 2005 to be in compliance with federal air standards.
•The choice for compliance: Federal plan or the more stringent Low Emissions
Vehicle Program.
• If New Jersey chose the federal plan and implemented all Clean Air Act mandated steps, New Jersey would still need to find ways to eliminate 183 tons a day of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
• Many of the options available to meet the Clean Air Act are very costly or
require New Jersey residents to make drastic lifestyle changes. Some examples are:
•restricted use of recreational, lawn and garden equipment
•prohibition of barbeques and student driving
•closing drive-through banks and fast food establishments
• additional controls of large stationary sources
•controls on small sources such as bakeries and dry cleaners

• Therefore...

Introduction

Governors of Ne-w Jersey and
all other Northeast States
have endorsed the
L~-w Emissions Vehicle Progralll
to tneet Clean Air Act standards.

Overview

• Wha t are mobile source emissions?
• 50 percent of all emissions are from moto r vehicles.

1990 New Jersey Emissions Inventory
(Tons Per Day)

Natura l &
Contro llable
Total VOC
Inventory

Total= 2142

D

Highway

Controllable
voc
Inventory

Total= 1563

Off-Highway

NOx
Inventory

Total= 1031

Stationary

--Preliminary . Based on projection of 1988 emission inventory--

co
Inventory

Total =4414

Naturally
Occurring

Overview
• What are mobile source emissions? (continued)
•Sources of moto r vehicle emissions include:·
•tailp ipe
•evap orati on from fueling and opera tion
•poo r maintenance
• Meth ods used to control these emissions include:
• Enhanced inspection and maintenance
• Reformulated gasoline
• Vapor recovery at gasoline stations
•Tigh ter emissions stand ards (Low Emission Vehicle Program)

Sources an d Control of Emissions
from a Mo to r Ve hi cle
Evap orativ e

Contr ols:

Emissions

Evap orativ e Canis ter, Fuel.
Inspe ction/ Main tenan ce

36%
Refue ling

Contr ols:

Emissions

Stage II Vapo r Reco very
Inspe ction /Main tenan ce

3%

Tailpi pe
Emissions
60%

Contr ols:
Emissions Stand ards, Fuel.
Inspe ction /Main tenan ce

Overview
• What is the Low Emission Vehicle Program?
• Five different grades of low emission vehicle
•SV - Standard vehicle
•TLEVS- Transitional low emission vehicles
• LEVS - Low emission vehicles
• ULEVS - Ultra low emission vehicles
• ZEVS - zero emission vehicles

...
~

• Fleet average
•Phasein
•Two year technology reviews
•Certification process
• Program implementation
• Meeting the LEV standards

Low Emission Vehicle Program
Level of Emissions From Passenger Car Categories
(50 ,CXXJ mile certification standards in grams per mile)
Non·M~

categcxy

C~OCs)

co
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0.225
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Overview

• What are the emissions benefits of LEV?
• Difference between federal Tier 1 and LEV
• Pre-sale testing
•In-use compliance/warr anty
• Defect reporting and recall
• Technological requirements - on board diagnostics

Emission Benefits from LEV
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Overview
• What are the emissions benefits of LEV? (continued)
•Calc ulatio n of benefits
• Phase d-in benefits
•Wha t is the cost of the LEV progr am?
•$17 0/ car
•$1700 /ton
• How was the prog ram devel oped ?
•CARB expertise
"
• PECH AN analysis
~
•inpu t from MVMA, API, NJPC, etc.
• NJDEPE work shop
• NJDEPE work grou p
•OTC Mobile Source Committee meet ing
•NESCAUM
•CON EG - Energy work ing grou p meet ing
•CON EG - Energy I Air Director's meet ing
• Inter nal NJDEPE analysis
•Coo rdina tion with other north east states

Overview

.·

indu stry?
• Wha t are the conc erns of moto r vehicle man ufac turer s and the petro leum
• Fuel unce rtain ty
•No need for LEV
• Limi ted bene fit from LEV
• Economic impa ct
• Technological unce rtain ties
• Impl emen tatio n
• Why shou ldn't the LEV prog ram be dela yed?
• Prog ram has built -in dela y optio n
• Emissions bene fit loss

Impact of LEV Delay
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NEWS RELEAS

NEW JERSEY PETROLEUM COUNCIL
A DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE
'50 WEST STATE STRE~T T;:lENTCJN ~JEW JERSEY 08608
7Ec~PI-10NE if309; 392 GdOO
OEXPHONE i6G9l 3:!2 0775

CONTACT:

Robert Baron
ORI/McGra w-Hill
202-663-77 41

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 14, 1992

Jim Benton
N.J. Petroleum council
609-392-08 00

ECONOMIC HARDSHIPS, LOSS OF LOCAL CONTROL
CITED IF CALIFORNIA PROGRAM ADOPTED

A proposed New Jersey plan to adopt California 's regulation s
for dealing with vehicle emissions could give New Jersey consumers
sticker shock.

Under the proposal being pushed by state officials,

New Jersey would have to agree to follow all future California based vehicle emission regulation s.
The economic impact of following Californi a's regulatory
scheme was described in a study released today by the New Jersey
Petroleum Council. The study conducted by DRI/McGra w-Hill, assessed
the impact of imposing of Californi a's vehicle emission standards
on Northeaste rn states and the District of Columbia.
"New Jersey should not blindly follow California regulation s,"
said James E. Benton, executive director of the Petroleum Council.
"Californ ia's extreme ozone probl- are many times worse than
those of our state.

We need careful study and a public debate to

determine a local solution which is appropriat e for our state.
Allowing California to dictate requiremen ts to us will result in

-2-

enormous costs which just aren't appropriate, especially in view of
our state's current air quality and economic difficulties."
"Furthermore, New Jerseyans should not be forced to forfeit
their right to decide important air quality issues to regulators in
California 3,000 miles away,"

Benton added.

The study, conducted by DRI/McGraw-Hill, analyzed what could
happen if the states that are members of the Ozone Transport
Commission

(OTC)

adopted

California'a

plan

for

low

emission

vehicles and severely reformulated gasoline.
DRI concluded that adopting the plan could cause job losses of
up to 35,400 people in New Jersey and reductions in personal income
as

high

as

$2.1

billion

for

the

residents

of

New

Jersey.

Additionally, state and local tax revenue• in Hew Jeraey could
decline as much as $250 million annually.
The study estimated that the additional cost to the consumer
to produce severely reformulated gasoline to meet the standards
could be as much as 24 cents a gallon.
Benton pointed out that congress'
Federal

Clean Air Act mandate

a

1990 amendments to the

number of

emission control

requirements that will do much to improve New Jersey's air quality.
"By following federal Clean Air Act requirements that include
cleaner fuels, improved vehicle inspection programs and related
programs,

New Jersey will

quality" Benton said.

make dr&JUtic

improvements

in air

"Before we surrender local control over our

own air quality we should give these more cost effective programs
a chance to work."
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Benton
desire

of

emphasized
New

environment.

Jersey

that

the

petroleum

citizens

for

He noted that the oil

industry

clean

air

and

shares
a

the

healthy

industry is engaged in a

comprehensive $40 million research program with

u.s.

auto makers

aimed at improving air quality by examining vehicle emissions.
Preliminary research results are already available and are being
applied in developing new fuels.

He added that the program's first

phase results will be released next month.

The program, now in its

second phase, will be completed in 1993.
While

several

Northeastern

states

are

considering

the

California low emission vehicle plan, Governor Lowell Weicker of
Connecticut

rejected

Additionally,
approved

the

program as

too

costly and unproven.

Governor William Weld of Massachusetts last week

legislation requiring that the cost effectiveness be

demonstrated by a study prior to adoption.
The DRI study was prepared for the Eastern States Petroleum
Advisory Group (ESPAG) which includes Amoco Oil Company; BP Oil
Company; Chevron

u.s.A.

Inc.; Citgo Petroleum Corporation; crown

central Petroleum; Exxon company USA; Getty Petroleum Corporation;
Mobil Oil Corporation; Shell Oil Co•pany; Star Enterprise; Sun
Refining

and

Marketing

Company

and

the

American

Petroleum

Institute.
The New Jersey Petroleum council ia a division of the American
Petroleum Institute.
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I am Dr. Brian C. Davia, Manager of Regulatory , Legislativ e, and
Technical Support, for Sun Company, a major regional marketer of motor
fuels and other petroleum products.
is marketed in the Northeast.

The greatest volume of our fuels

Sun markets under both the Sunoco and

Atlantic brands in New Jersey and has a
market in the State.

~~~~ificant

share of the

Recently, Sun was awarded the contract to supply

and operate the several New Jersey Turnpike service plazas.

I am

pleased to offer my testimony before the Senate and Assembly
Environme ntal Committees .

My comments will be on behalf of Sun

Company and the New Jersey Petroleum Council.

However, Sun will

submit more detailed comments for the record before the close of the
formal comment period.

Sun Company has concerns with New Jersey·s proposal to enact the
California Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) Regulation s and today I will
outline those concerns for your considerat ion.

We certainly support

the New Jersey DEPE·s and State•s commitmen t to clean air and we will
devote resources to help identify the best solutions to achieve the
national ambient air quality standards.

We intend to supply whatever

fuels are necessary to achieve this goal including some of the
alternativ es not directly derived from the petroleum barrel.

We believe that the best course to accomplish the Departmen t·s
clean air goals is to incorporat e some of the following guidelines :
1)

Do as much as necessary to reach the goal in each non-

attainment area, but avoid requiring more change than needed.
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Measures beyond the necessary penalize the citizens of the State, not
just in costs, but in domestica lly derived supply.
2)

Tailor any program to fit New Jersey·s specific conditions -

climate, driving cycle, fleet.
3)

Chc~qe

between available technologi es on the basis of cost

effectiven ess, and also by finding overlaps between air programs and
other societal goals, e.g., traffic congestion relief.
4)

Be sure just what is to be finally required by a program,

including credit, real atmospher ic effects, availabili ty of equipment,
and timing, taking into account other regional or national programs,
for example, furnishing fuels to neighborin g states.
5)

Study the efficacy of the California LEV as a control

strategy before adopting regulation s to require the program.

Allow

the mandated and cost effective discretion ary controls to impact air
quality before adopting the California LEV Program.

There is no

urgency, at this time, to adopt the LEVa.

Specifical ly concerning the California LEV Program, there are
many still unanswered questions about the required extent of
participat ion once an "opt-in" is officially sent to the EPA.

It is

not at all certain that a state may stop at California gasoline type
clean fuel vehicles without also requiring the same mixture of
vehicles using non-gasoli ne fuels.

California cars will almost certainly be certified with the EPA
using California Phase II gasoline, a much more stringent

4

reformulation than any Federal reformulation .

Even if the EPA were to

allow use of California vehicles on gasoline other than that on which
they certified, the question of whether warranties would be binding
remains unanswered.
have the fuels

Car manufacturers have said they will litigate to

availabl~

~or

which emissions durability was developed.

Even if unintended, legally required or warrantee dictated
California reformulated gasoline could be forced into Jew Jersey by
opting-in to the

Californ~a

Program.

While on the surface this might

not seem undesirable, even if unnecessary, the ability t) tailor this
fuel to

~egional

purposes.

needs could be important, even for environmental

For instance, lower RVPs than are prudent for good

operation of vehicles in the fleet could lead to increased cold start
emissions.

It is also not yet clear how much credit may be available

for California cars on Phase I Federal RPG in New Jersey.

We believe that other opportunities might be fruitfully explored
for improving New

Jersey~s

would be fully required.

air quality before the California Program
This is no attempt to recommend a slowing of

progress, but only to wait on a program that will not give noticeable
effects until after 2000.

More immediate and measurable reductions

from Stage II refueling vapor recovery, enhanced Inspection and
Maintenance, increased use of oxygenated gasoline, less polluting
diesel vehicles, turnover of the current fleet, some VMT reduction
requirements, and a concentration on clean fleets will result in air
quality improvements.
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Sun would particularly recommend a thorough analysis of this
In the urban East many city centers have a large

latter possibility.

number o£ fleet vehicles - o£tan not the most modern, or the best
maintained - which spend a significant amount of time idling or
quickly accelerating.

Both of these modes are not "closed loop" in

operation, i.e., controlled to minimum emissions by the vehicle
~omt~t~~

=y=t~m.

14ti~•t~•~t•dly l•zo~e

W•
option.

An

~•rly

move to clean fuel fleets might have an

posaitive e££aot on air quality.

~~- ~uzozoently en~-~ed

in saavara.l pzoojects to examine this

Reformulated diesel (low sulfur. controlled aromatics. good

additive, high cetane) has been sold in a market trial for more than a
year.

We now have three M-85 stations (M-85

gasoline).

= 85%

methanol, 15%

Two fleets, one with participation from the State of

Pennsylvania, and a portion of our Philadelphia Refinery fleet will
soon begin using LPG from Sun service stations and a central refueling
site in the refinery.

We are committed to working with three natural

gas suppliers to develop CNG dispensing service stations.

The data

from this testing will be made available to the State to help guide
decision making in this area.

At present, we are not yet committed to sites in New jersey, but
we would like to work with the DEPE to evaluate the best niches for
each of these alternatives.

We are working with the New Jersey

Propane Gas Association on a LPG test fleet in conjunction with DEPE.
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Th~

~=~

of

hi~hly

reformulat ed gasoline in car fleets could also

be evaluated.

We would also recommend the continuati on of a group like the one
that advised Project Clean Air.

Industry should be included so that

all possibilit ies for benefit, enforcemen t, and implementa tion can be
evaluated.

We would be happy to provide a representa tive to such a

group.

I appreciate this opportunit y to testify.

Respectfu lly submitted
Dr. Brian C. Davis
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NEW JERSEY AOOFT'TON OF CAUFORNIA VEHICLE EMISSION STANDARDS

JOINT LEGISLATIVE HEARING
"EW JERSEY ASSEMBLY AND SENATE ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE
APRIL 9. 1992
-'1ENTON. NEW JERSEY

PRESENTED BY:
DALE E. CHOATE
MANAGER. MOBIL PAULSBORO REFINERY

\1081L PAULSBORO REFINERY
STATEMENT REGARDING
NEW JERSEY AOOP'T10N OF CAUFORNIA VEHICLE
EMISSION STANDARDS

MY NAME !S DALE CHOATE. AND I AM THE

JERSEY.

·~A NAGER

OF THE MOBIL OIL >'AULSBCFIC qEFiNEqv •N

EMISSION VEHICLE
I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO CCMMENT ON THE CAUFCRNIA LOW

~ROPOSAL

:;~::v::E5T;:::< :C~N

pqoG~AM

AND

'·

~Ev'l

~,..E ~E?e·s

TO ADOPT' THIS PROGRAM IN NEW JERSEY.

COUNTY, WHERE IT HAS BEEN IN CONTINUOUS
PAULSBORO REFINERY IS LOCATED ON A~ ACRE SITE IN GLOUCESTER

OPERATION SINCE 1917.

THE REFINERY

•OF GASOUNES.
ABOUT 110,000 BARRELS PER CAY OF CRUCE OIL INTO CONSUMER PRODUCTS

~'>ROCESSES

HEATING OIL. JET FUEL AND LUBRICATING OILS.

WE EMPLOY MORE THAN EIGHT HUNDRED SIXTY PEOPLE AT THE PAULSBORO

3 YEARS TO 00 PRIMARILY CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION
REFINERY PLUS we'VE AII!RAGEO S00 CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES THE PAST

AND TURNAROUND WORK.

PAYROLL. MAINTENANCE
THE MOBIL PAULSBORO REFINERY ANNUALLY SPENDS $140 MILUON FOR·

MATERIAL AND CONTRACTS. LOCAL TAXES AND SUF'PUES.

50UTH JERSEY ECONOMY.

THIS $140 MILUON ANNUAL SPENDING IS A BIG INJECilON INTO TME

HUNDRED MIL~ON DOLLARS N
FURTHERMORE. IN Tlo+E PAST DECADE. MOBIL HAS INVESTED SEVERAL

OPERATION AND TO COMPLY WIT"' '"'E MANY FEDERAL AND
CAPITAL PROJECTS 1'0 TRY TO MAKE PAULSBORO A VIABLE ECONOMIC

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS.

SEVENTY·FIVE
WE ARE MOBIL'S SMALLEST DOMESTIC REFINERY, BUT WE HAVE A PROUD

TO SUPPLY THE AREA'S ENERGY AND LUBRICATING
YEAR HISTORY OF CONTRIBUTION TO NEW JERSEY'S ECONOMY AND tiELPING

OIL NEEDS.
TAL PROTECTION.
AS I JUST SAID. PAULSBORO REFINERY HAS INVESTED HEAVILY IN ENVIRONMEN

OUR !:SilMATEO

THAN $37 MILUON PER YEAR OVER TME LAST FIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENDITURES, CAPITAL AND ONGOING. AVERAGED MORE

YEARS.

S AT PAULSBORO TO COMPLY WITH NEW CLEAN
WE ARE NOW PFIEPAANG TO MAKE SUBSTANTlAL CAPITAL INveSTMENT

GASOUNES AND IN OTHER INITIATIII!S TO MEET
AIR ACT REQUIREMENTS. BOTH IN OUR PFIODUC'T10N OF CtBNoiURN ING

ADDITIONAL REFINERY EMISSION REDUCTION MANOAT!S.

FEDERAL ANO STATE

PEAMrTS

LE'<iEL

AS YOU KHaW, OUR INDUSTRY IS HEAVILY REGULATED BOTH AT THE

ENVIRONMENTAL
OUR REFINERY OPeRAT!S UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF ONE HUNDREQ FIFTY

CON'1"AAt..J!D BY THE

Nf!N

.ERSEY OEPI!.

AND WE ARE CATEOOIUED AS A "MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCE'' OF EMISSIONS.

INFORMATION REGARDING THE EMISSIONS FROM
I AECOGNI2E THAT THE PURPOSE OF THIS HEARING TODAY IS TO GAnEA
REFINERY. I WOULD ASK THAT YOU BROADEN
II!HICW, OR "MOBIL! SOURCES." Nar STATIONARY SOURCES UI<E "'ULSBOAO

THAT FOCUS FOR A FeN MINUTe WHIL! I

PROGRAM.

ADDRESS AN ISSUE SURFACED BY THE oePE WHEN DISCUSSING THE CAUFORNIA LEV

STATIONARY EMISSION SOURCES IF NEW
THERE HAS BEEN AN IMPUED THREAT OF MORE AGOAOUS CONTROL OF

·2

"ERSEY DOES NOT ..,ASTilf ADOPT CAUFORNIA'S MOBILE SOURCE :JNTC!OL cccGRAM

JE""!:RMINE F Tf-<ERE s INDEED A POTENTiAL CCNSECUE ... CE "'O S'"A"'CNARY

A :ARE"UL ANAL'S1S S '<E1:SEO -:

3C~RCES.

THE "EDERAL CL.EAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990 SET NEW AND S':''11CeR WMITS FOR 60TH S':'A TiCNARY AND M081L2

SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION.

THESE COMPREHENSIVE NEW PROGRAMS WILL. BE PUT INTO PLACE IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS '"0

IMPROVE THE NATION'S AIR QUAUTY.

ON THE MOBILE SOURCE SlOE. THERE WILL BE NEW VEHICLE EMISSION STANDARDS.

ENHANCED VEHICLE INSPECTION ANO 1.1AINTIENANCE. CLEAN FUEL FLEETS. ON-BOARD VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS. "'EF·JRMULATED AND

JXYGENAT;;:D FUELS. TRANSPORTATiON CONTROL MEASURES. AND 07HERS.

FOR S7ATIONARY SOURCES. -HERE NILe. BE A MO'lE

cESTRICTIVE PERMITTING PROGRAM, MORE STRINGENT OFFSET REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW OR MODIFIED PLANTS. AOD!nONAL

CONTROLS ON EMISSIONS OF HYDROCARBON. OXIDES OF NITROGEN ANO SULFUR. VAPOR RECOVERY SYSTIEMS AT SERVICE

STATIONS. TO NAME A FEW.

THE CLEAN AIR ACT REQUIRES THAT MORE STRINGENT CONTROL BE APPUEO TO BOTH MOBILE ANO

STATIONARY SOURCE IN PARALLEL

AND~

IN ANY TRACE OFF FASHION.

ONLY AFTER ANALYSIS OF THE IMPAC':' OF T"'E NEW

C:..EAN AIR ACT CONTROLS OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS COULD ANY AODIT'CNAL CONTROLS. WHETHER MOBILE OR

S7AT10NARY. BE IDENTIFIED.

THE DECiSION SHOULD BE MADE ONLY 1F ACTUAL MEASURED RESULTS 51-'CWEO NEW JERSE" -c

STILL BE OUT OF COMPUANCE.

THE CAUFORNIA LEV PROGRAM IS AN OPTlONAL S!EP BEYOND THE CLEAN AIR ACT REQUIREMENTS.

T IS A PROGRAM

1

DEVELOPEO SFIECIF1CALLY FOR CAUFORNIA TO ADDRESS ITS EXTREME SMOG PROBLEM. WHICH THANKFULLY. NEW JERSEY DOES

NOT COME CLOSE TO SHARING.

IT CCNCERNS ME THAT NEW

~ERSEY

:JEPE IS PC<OPOSING TO ADOPT THIS DISCRETIONARY

CAUFCRNIA PROGRAM BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE MANDATORY CLEAN AIF'I ACT F'IEOUIF'IEMENTS ANO BEFOF'IE AN ASSESSMENT

OF NEW JERSEY'S AIR OUAUTY IMPROVEMENT NEEDS IS COMPI.ETCD.
MOBIL HAS CAREFULLY EIIALUAT!D THE UEV PAOGAAM AND CONCLUOED THAT ITS AOOPTlON IN NEW JERSEY WOUlD BE

PREMATURE AND POSSIBLY UNWARRANTED.

THERE ARE MANY UNCERTAIN'T1ES W1TH RESPECT no BOTH THE BENEFITS AND THE

COSTS OF THE CAUFORNIA PROGRAM THAT MUST BE CONSIDERED.

THERE ARE MANY CRUCIAL TECHNICAL ANO LEGAL

OUES'T10NS REGARDING THE PROGRAM AND NEW JERSEY'S OPTIONS IN AOOPTlNG AND IMPLEMEN'T1NG IT.
MaeiL HAS AN INTEREST IN THIS PAOPOSAL no AtX1F'r CAUFOANIA TAII..P!Pe STANDARDS BECAUSE THE PROGRAM CREATES

UNCERTAINTY AS no FUTURE

FUEl. REQUIREMENTS. NBTHefl THE CARS NOA THE FUELS HAVE BEEN IOEN'T1FlEO. WE CAN SAY

WITH SOME CERTAINTY THAT THE CAUFOANIA VEHICLES WILL UI<EI.Y BE DESIGNED FDA METHANOl.. NATURAL GAS OR CAUFORNIA

GASOUNE, IN

AOOrTION no THE MANDATORY ELECTRIC VEHICLE. WHICH ENTERS THE PROGRAM IN ,9911. WHILE SOME SUGGEST

THAT THESE CARS CAN OPERATE ON "FEDERAL REFORMULATED GASOUNE". INFORMA'T10N ON THE PEFIFORMANCE OF ANO THE

-)-

HOWEVER. EVEN IF WE ASSUME THAT l.EV EMISSION PERFORMANCE IS EOL:IIiAl.ENT USING FEDERAL FUELS. THERE IS

CONSIDERABLE EVIDENCE THAT THE BENEFITS OF THE LEV PROGRAM WOULD BE SMALL

FOR EXAMPLE. THE METROPOUTAN AREA

SURROUNDING NEW YORK CITY 'INCLUDING PARTS OF NEW JERSEY) WOULD REAUZE AN EMISSIONS BENEFIT OF ONLY '% iO 3%

:N THE "EAR 2010 FROM A00FT10N OF "'HE CAUFORNIA F>ROGRAM. WHEN COMF>ARED WITH THE AUTOMOBilE EMISSION

REC:UCT10NS ALREADY REQUIRED BY THE FEDERAL Cl£AN AIR AC'.

SINCE ThE :AuFORNIA l.EV PROGRAM WOULD

::JNTRIBU~

SC

UTTLE TO ATTAINMENT DF NEW JERSEY'S AIR OUAUTY GOALS. STAT10NARY SOURCES SHOULD HAVE UTTLE TD FEAR REGARDING

ANY A001T10NAL CONTROLS WHICH MAY BE IMPOSED IF THE LEV F>ROGRAM IS NOT ADOPTED.

NEW JERSEY IS NOT BEING FORCED TO CHOOSE BETWEEN A OUEST10NA8LE CAUFORNIA·SPECIFIC PROGRAM AND NO

:MPROVEMENT IN AIR CUAUTY.

CFT10NAL MEASURES. SUCH AS THE CAUFORNIA l.EV PROGRAM. SHOULD BE CONSIDERED CNL'

EMISSION SOURCE AND A PRODUCER OF FUELS. F>AULSBORO REFINERY WILL BE ::::NTRIBUT1NG TO AIR CUALIT'<

MP~'<CVEME'<T

THROUGH BOTH STAT10NARY AND MOBILE SOURCE CONTROLS.

WE URGE THIS COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE POTENT1AL IMPACT OF THE CAUFORNIA LEV F>ROGRAM ON NEW JERSEY

RESIDENTS AND NEW JERSEY BUSINESSES.

THERE IS NO NEED FOR DEF>E TO ACT HAST1LY TO ADOPT CAUFORNIA'S PROGRAM.

THE DEF>E HAS YET TO CCMPlE"'E ITS AIR EMISSIONS INVENTORY. WHICH WILL ESTABUSH THE BASEUNE =ROM WHICH A,R

QUAUTY IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE MEASURED BY THE CLEAN AIR ACT.

THE AGENCY HAS YET TO ISSUE REGULAT10NS FOR

OXYGENATCD FUELS. WHICH WE MUST MAKE AVAILABLE BY NEXT NOVEMBER.

NEEDS TO EACH ATTAINMENT OF THE OZONE STANOARO.

AND. IT HAS YET TO DETERMINE THE SPECIFIC

THE REVISION TO THE STATE IMPLEMENTAT10N PLAN WHICH MUST

INCLUDE NEW JERSEY'S "ATTAINMENT OEMONSTRAT10N" FOR AIR QUAUTY STANDARDS IS NOT DUE UNT1L NOVEMBER 1994.

IT IS

PREMATURE TO FORCE THE CIT1ZENS OF NEW JERSEY TO F>AY FOR AN EXPENSIVE. OFT10NAL STEP BEFORE WFVE DONE OUR

HOMEWORK AND ANSWERED THE OUEST10NS

OF NEED ANO COST-EFFECT1VENESS.

IN CLOSING. I WISH TO EMPHASIZE THAT FeDERAL MOBILE SOURCE REQUIREMENTS WILL BRING CLEANER CARS AND CLEANER

GASOUNE TO NEW JERSEY MUCH

SOONER ANO

AT A MUCH

LOWef! CQST THAN

CAUFORNIA CARS.

WE BEUEVE THAT RUSHING

TO TRANSPlANT A CUSTOMIZED CAUFORNIA PAOGRAM IN NEW ..ERSEY BEFORE THE NECESSARY ANALYSES ARE MADE IS NOT IN

THE BEST INTEREST

OF NEW JERSEY'S CIT12ENS.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY OUEST10NS YOU MAY HAVE.

GOOD MORNING.

MY NAME IS JIM CAMPBELL AND I AM THE

PRESIDENT OF THE INDEPENDENT OIL WORKERS UNION AT PAULSBORO
REFINERY IN PAULSBORO, NEW JERSEY.

I WISH TO THANK THE

MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND ASSEMBLY ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEES
FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS THE CONCERNS OF MY
MEMBERS ABOUT THE PROPOSED CALIFORNIA lEV (LOW EMISSION
VEHICLE) .PROGRAM.

I AM AN ELECTRICIAN AND I HAVE WORKED AT THE REFINERY FOR

20 YEARS. I REPRESENT APPROXIMATELY 600 UNION WORKERS AT
THE PAULSBORO REFINERY.

fOR FIVE OUT OF THE LAST SIX

YEARS, I HAVE REPRESENTED THE UNION AS ITS PRESIDENT.

Mv MEMBERS WORK IN MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS AT THE
REFINERY.

THEY LIVE WITH THEIR FAMILIES IN SOUTH JERSEY,

SPECIFICALLY IN GLOUCESTER AND SALEM COUNTIES.

A NUMBER OF

MY MEMBERS ARE SECOND AND THIRD GENERATION WORKERS AT THE

REFINERY.

WE HAVE SEVERAL FATHER/SON, BROTHER/SISTER

PAULSBORO UNION WORKERS.

-2-

Mv

MEMBERS AND I ARE DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF

CALIFORNIA

lEV

AND OUR JOBS.

ON THE CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE REFINERY
WE BELIEVE THAT IF CALIFORNIA lEV IS

REQUIRED (AND FUELS ARE AFFECTED), THE REFINERY WILL NEED
HUGE INVESTMENTS IN EQUIPMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS WHICH COULD
BE TOO COSTLY FOR ITS CONTINUED OPERATION.

OTHER NEWER

REFINERIES MIGHT BE ASKED TO SUPPLY THE PRODUCTS THAT
PAULSBORO MAKES.

IF THE PAULSBORO REFINERY WERE TO CLOSE,

IT WOULD NOT ONLY AFFECT MY

600 UNION MEMBERS, BUT ALSO 300

OTHER EMPLOYEES, AND THE APPROXIMATELY

300 OUTSIDE CONTRAC-

TORS AND VENDORS WHO WORK ON PROJECTS AT THE REFINERY
EVERYDAY.

ON BEHALF OF MY MEMBERS, I ASK THAT WHILE YOU LOOK FOR
SOLUTIONS TO

NEW JERSEY'S AIR QUALITY PROBLEMS, PLEASE

CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE SERIOUSNESS AND COST OF THE

JJX
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CALIFORNIA

LEV

PROGRAM FOR THE REFINERY WORKERS, THE SALEM

AND GLOUCESTER COUNTY LOCAL ECONOMIES, AND THE OUTSIDE
CONTRACTORS WHO WORK THERE.

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY.

JIM CAMPBELL

t _--

I am Dr. Paul J. Lioy, Director of the Exposure Measurement and
Assessment Division of the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences
lnstitiute, a joint program of the University of Medicine and Dentisrry
of New Jersey-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School (UMDNJ-RWJMS) and
of Rutgers University. I am also the Director of the Ozone Research
Center of EOHSIINJDEPE. In addition, I am a Member of the Board of
Environmental Studies and Toxicology of the National Academy of Sciences
and was recently a member of the NRC committee on Troposphere Ozone
Formation and Transport. I also serve on the New Jersey Clean Air Council.
My testimony today is with regard to the need for the State of
New Jersey to reduce the levels of tropospheric ozone in the atmosphere.
The focus of my presentation is the health effects that we have observed
in studies conducted in New Jersey, and the needs for the control of the
major source of the precursors of ozone: Nitrogen oxides and reactive
hydrocarbons. My presentation will draw from the recently completed
NAS report "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air
Pollution", and my recent research on the effects of ozone on the
respiratory system of New Jersey residents.
Key features of my testimony are:
1. The concentrations of ozone have been above the National Health
Standard for over 20 years in most sections of the State, and currently
the entire state is in non-attainment.
2. The results from one or more of five studies conducted in New Jersey
from 1982 through 1991 have shown that: 1) the pulmonary function
of healthy children participating in summer camps activities
is affected by ozone, and that the accumulated dose in the prior day is associated
with changes in function, 2) after extended episodes the baseline pulmonary
function remains depressed for at least a week, 3) respiratory symptoms
have been observed in active children at a camp during and extended
episode, and 4) approximately 8% of the summertime visits by asthmatics
to the emergency room in nine North/Central New Jersey hospitals
were associated with photochemical smog episodes and the presence of
ozone during 1988 and 1989.
3. The NAS recommendations which I believe are pertainent to the current
issue of the Low Emitting Vehicle or "California Car" are:
A. According to model results for the Northeast combined
VOC and NO. controls would be more effective in reducing
ozone than VOC-only controls .

.].r'r

B. The extent of controls needed depends on local amounts of
VOC's and NO,
C. Atmospheric measurements of individual VOC and nitrogen
compounds are necessary to:
-verify emissions inventories
-monitor progress in reducing emissions

D. Recent studies indicate that anthropogenic VOC emissions
especially from motor vehicles, are greater than previously
believed.
E. Accurate VOC estimates will be necessary to conduct
the modeling studies needed for air quality planning
and estimation of exposure reductions.
F. Data used in models need to be upgraded coincident with
the implementation of control strategies.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

1. TEE RE:LA.XIOHSHIP BETWEEN OZONE AND ASTHMA EMERGENCY ROOM
ADMISSIO NS WAS CONSISTE NT WITH Btn STRONGER THAN OBSERVED
BY BATES AKD Sir.L'O IN SOUTHERN O~IO.

2. THERE WAS A CLEAR DUE'ERNC E BETWEEli TEE AS'I'BMA AND BRONCHI TIS
~IONSRIPS OBSERVED IN 'mE DAn SETS.
A. A.S'lSMA IBCFEA-SED WIT.E OZONE
B. BRONCHI TIS WAS ASSOC!A fiD WITH PM-10

3. THE PERCEltTAGE OF ASTBMA ADMISSIO !rS EXPLAIMED BY OZONE FOR TEE
BATES + SIZTO STUDIES AND OUR OUR STUDY SHOW IN DEcm:ASI NG ORDER
OF OZONE EXPOSUB :
NEW JERSEY
7-10 '
SOU'lSElU f ONTARIO
3 '
!fS
VAKCOUVER

CONCLUSIONS:
- DEHORSTRAXED A STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OZONE AND ASTHMA ADMISSIONS

- DEMONSTRATED THE MEED TO CONTROL FOR TEMPERATURE
VARIAXIOKS

- SHOWED VARIA!riOH I!l ADMISSIONS EPLAINED BY OZONE
DECREASED IN 'l'BE OlmER NEW JEBSEY > SOtJTBERN ONTARIO

> VABCOUVER

-

TEE MEAB AND MAXIMUM OZONE CON~ION AND FREQUENCY

OF OZOJ!E MAXIMUM ABOVE 0. 082 ppm WAS TEE HIGHEST IN
liEW JDSEY SUGGESTING TEE POSSIBILITY OF A DOSE
RESPOJISE RELATIONSHIP EXISTING BETWEEN CITIES WITH
DIFFEREKT LEVELS OF SMOG

OZONE HEALTH EFFECTS AT SUMMER CAMPS
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TABLE 8 -:-

.-

PEAK EXPIR ATORY fLOW RATES AVERA GE DIFFE RENCE OF
OBSER VED AND EXPEC TED PER DAY"

Expos ure estima tes

~

1-hr Ave

8-hr Ave

2-day Ave

]-day Ave

Group

Slope •

P value

Slope

P value

Slope

P value

Slope

P value

Rec-c amp••
Y-Wo rken
Y-Campers

3.027
O.S31
-2.96 1

(0.29)
(0.43)
(0.10)

3.029
0.344
-4.74 0

(0.34)
(0.47)
(0.05)

7.137
-1.72 9
-3.40 3

(0.08)
(0.36)
(0.16)

6.254
-5.04 5
-2.12 7

(0.24»
CO.l.St

Not~.

(0.]0)

P values are from one-tailed 1 tests.

• New Jersey Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study , Hamilton,
New Jersey ; July 1988.
• Slope in mllsec/ppb.
•• A 4-hr ozone average was used instead of the 8-hr average and a ri10dified
2- and J-day expos ure
estima te was used for the Rec-camp.

!.~~...__,

....

POSIT1VE SYMPTOMS BY GJtOUP AND OZONE LE:vEL•
Low ozone
(<80 ppb)
.iroup and symptoms

No.

Y-Camp campers (M
Scratchy throat
Cough
Hoarseness
Phlegm
Chest pains
Wheeze
Runny or stuffy nose
Eye irritation
Shortness of breath

87
12
11
9

Y-Camp workers (N)
Scratchy throat
Cough
Hoarseness
Phlegm
Chest pains
Wheeze
Runny or stuffy nose
Eye irritation
Shortness of breath
Rec~amp workers CM
Scratchy throat
Cough
Hoarseness
Phlegm
Chest pains
Wheeze
Runny or stuffy nose
Eye irritati~n
Shortness of breath
Q

25
6
2
42
II

3

%

No.

%

13.8%
12.6%
10.3%
28.7%
6.9%
2.3%
48.3%
12.6%
3.4%

76
15
18
3
18
6
1
39
14
3

19.7%
23.7%
3.9%
23.7%
7.9%
1.3%
51.3%
L'8.4%
3.9%

65

9
14
17
20
0

.,

-

21
6
6

56
5

s
6
4
0
I
12
3
0

Modcnte
ozoae
(80-120 ppb)

78
13.8%
21.5%
26.2%
30.8%
0.0'%
3.1%
32.3%.
9.2%
9.2%
·8.9%
8.9%
10.7%
7.1%
0.()%

1.8%
21.4%
5.4%

0.0%

••

11
23
25

0
4
26
9
2

17.9%
14.1%
29.5%
32.1%
0.0%
5.1%
33.3%
11 •.5%
2.6%

60
0
2
2
8
4
0
II

11.3%

5

8.3%

3

5~0%

Rich ozoae
(> 120

No .

40
6
11
6
14
4
1
23
11

3
38
6

6

to
9
0
2
12
4
1
0

0.0%
3.3%
3 ..3%
13.3%
6.7%

O.m'b

ppb)

Total

%

No.

15.0%
27.5%
15.0%
35.0%
10.0%
2.5%
51.5%
27.5%
7.5%

203
33
40
18
51
16
4
104
36
9

15.8%
•.t5.8%
. '26.3%
23.7%
0.0%
5.3%
31.6%
10.5%
-2.6%

181
29
31

so

54
0
8
59
19
9

%
16.3%
19.7%

8.9%
28.1%
7.9%
2.0%
1.1o/c
17.7%
4.4%

s

16.0%
17.1%
27.6%
29.8%
0.0%
4.4%
32.6%
10.5%
5.0%

116

5
7
8
12
4
1
23

I
3

4.3%
6.0%
6.9%
10.3%
3.4%
0.9%
19.8%
6.9%
2.6%

New Jersey Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study, .Bamiltoa. New Jersey; July 1988.

Summary of the
National Resear ch Council Study:
Rethin king the Ozone Problem
in Urban and Regional Air Pollution

Motivation 1
•

Progress towa rds meeting the NAAQS for
ozon e (0.12 ppm ) has not prog ress ed as
rapid ly as expected in spite of cons idera ble
pollu tion cont rol effor ts.

•

Ozone adve rsely impa cts health and the
envir onm ent:
• Resp irato ry and pulm onar y stres s
• 0.12 stan dard may prov ide little
"mar gin of safe ty"
• Adve rse impa cts on trees and crop s

/

,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NRC, February 12th, 1992 _

_.

Ozone Chem istry I

'

Troposp heric ozone Is formed from N02:

•

N02 + hv -> NO + 0
'
·-> 03
0 + 02
03 + NO ··> N02 + 02

Net: No net ozone formatio n
•

NO emissio ns can lead to local ozone
decreas es

•

VOCs add the energy to oxidize NO to N02, and
hence form ozone:

VOC + OH
R02 + NO
N02 + hv
0 + 02
Net:
•

03

··> R02
··> N02 + VOC'
··> NO + 0
··> 03

voc + hv + 02

-·> 03 + voc·

While not explicitl y shown, NOx is required to
form ozone:

=f (VOC, NOx, hv, t)

.._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NRC, February 12th, 1992- -

NQ con tro ls are pro bab ly nee ded in man):_ are as.
1

Air -qu alit y mo del s sho w tha t NOx con tro ls can
effectively red uce ozo ne in mo st are as.

•

ant a and
In ma ny rur al and som e urb an are as (e.g., Atl
C
Ho ust on, wh ich hav e sub sta nti al bio gen ic VO
ctive,
em iss ion s), VO C con tro ls are relatively ineffe

•

x
and gre ate r em pha sis sho uld be pla ced on NO
con tro l.

•

gel es and
In a few urb an cor es (e.g., dow nto wn Lo s An
e little
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Deve lop adeq uate estim ates of anthr opog enic and biogenic

YOC emissions.
•

Past ozon e contr ol strate gies assum ed that VOC
contr ols are more effective than NOx controls.

•

Rece nt studi es indic ate that anthr opog enic VOC
emissions, especially from moto r vehicles, are great er
than previously believ ed (e.g., super ·emit ting
autom obile s). Furth ermo re, VOC contr ol progr ams

have been less effec tive than expec ted.

•

In many areas , VOC emiss ions from trees and other
veget ation are signif icant. Thes e e1nissions canno t be
reduc ed by contr ol progr ams.

•

A VOC -only strate gy may there fore have been

inappropriate in many areas .
•

Accu rate VOC estim ates are neede d to deter mine the
best contr ol strate gy in each area.
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Mathematical descri ption of the
proces ses affecti ng polluta nt dynamics in
the atmos phere

•

Scient ifically the most sound founda tion
for assess ing the impact that future
emissi on chang es will have on air quality

•

Central for air quality planni ng process
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Determine the effects of uncertainties on model
. .
pred tctions.
•

Computer air-quality models describe atmospheric
processes affecting ozone formation. Model
predictions are central to air-quality planning.

•

The emissions data, meteorological data, and
representations of chemical processes incorporated by
models may be inaccurate or incomplete.

•

Air-quality planners need to take these uncertainties
into account when developing control strategies. The
effects of these uncertainties on model predictions are

largely unknown.
•

However, model uncertainties do not alter the
conclusion about the need for NOx control.

~···

The use of alternative fuels requires further study.
•

The widespread use of alternative fuels would change
the emissions of motor vehicles. Fuels being
considered include reformulated gasoline, methanol,
natural gas, ethanol, liquid petroleum gasoline,
electricity, and hydrogen.

•

Alternative fuels alone will not solve ozone problems
nationwide. However, the use of these fuels can
become part of an effective ozone control strategy.

•

The effects of these fuels on air quality vary from
place to place. Their use should be considered for

each region separately.
•

Mandating the widespread use of particular fuels at
this time would be premature. An exception may be
electric vehicles, which emit almost no VOCs or NOx
and could lead to ozone reductions almost anywhere.
More measurement and modeling studies are needed.
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}'lA S Recommendations

I

•

Impr oved amb ient monitoring ofVO Cs and NOx
is necessary to:
• verify emission inventories
• mon itor prog ress in redu cing emissions

•

Adeq uate estimates of biogenic and
anth ropo geni c VOC emissions must be developed

•

Effects of unce rtain ties on model predictions
must be elucidated as completely as possible

•

Because of uncertainties, man date d use of specific
alter nativ e fuels would be prem ature ;
•
coor dina ted studies are needed to deter mine
which fuels are best suited to a specific region

•

A cohe rent and focussed national prog ram should
be established to study ozone in Nort h America

•

Cont rol or NOx emissions will prob ably be
necessary in addi tion to, or instead of, the control
ofVO Cs.

•

App roac hes shou ld be able to accommodate ne\\·
infor mati on after they are i-mplemented

~
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Testimony provided to the: Joint Public Hearing of the
New Jersey Senate and General Assembly Environment Committees Concerning
The Proposed Adoption of the California Car
April 9. 1992, Trenton. N.J.
I am Dr. Paul J. Lioy. Director of the Exposure Measurement and
Assessment Division of the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences
Institiute, a joint program of the University of Medicine and Dentistry
of New Jersey-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School (UMDNJ-RWJMS) and
of Rutgers University. I am also the Director of the Ozone Research
Center of EOHSIINJDEPE. In addition, I am a Member of the Board of
Environmental Studies and Toxicology of the National Academy of Sciences
and was recently a member of the NRC committee on Troposphere Ozone
Formation and Transport. I also serve on the New Jersey Clean Air Council.
My testimony today is with regard to the need for the State of
New Jersey to reduce the levels of tropospheric ozone in the atmosphere.
The focus of my presentation is the health effects that we have observed
in studies conducted in New Jersey, and the needs for the control of the
major source of the precursors of ozone: Nitrogen oxides and reactive
hydrocarbons. My presentation will draw from the recently completed
NAS report "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air
Pollution", and my recent research on the effects of ozone on the
respiratory system of New Jersey residents.
Key features of my testimony are:
1. The concentrations of ozone have been above the National Health
Standard for over 20 years in most sections of the State, and currently
the entire state is in non-attainment.
2. The results from one or more of five studies conducted in New Jersey
from 1982 through 1991 have shown that: I) the pulmonary function
of healthy children participating in summer camps activities
is affected by ozone, and that the accumulated dose in the prior day is associated
with changes in function, 2) after extended episodes the baseline pulmonary
function remains depressed for at least a week, 3) respiratory symptoms
have been observed in active children at a camp during and extended
episode, and 4) approximately 8% of the summertime visits by asthmatics
to the emergency room in nine North/Central New Jersey hospitals
were associated with photochemical smog episodes and the presence of
ozone during 1988 and 1989.

.n-r

3. The NAS recommendations which I believe are penainent to the current
issue of the Low Emitting Vehicle or "California Car" in New Jersey are:
A. According to model results for the Northeast combined
VOC and NO. controls would he more effective in reducing
ozone than VOC-only controls.
B. The extent of controls needed depends on local amounts of
VOC's and NO.
C. Atmospheric measurements of individual VOC and nitrogen
compounds are necessary to:
-verify emissions inventories
-monitor progress in reducing emissions
D. Recent studies indicate that anthropogenic VOC emissions
especially from motor vehicles, are greater than previously
believed (e.g., super emitting automobiles) Furthermore VOC
control programs have been less effective than expected.
E. Accurate VOC estimates will be necessary to conduct
the modeling studies needed for air quality planning
and estimation of exposure reductions.
F. Data used in models need to be upgraded coincident with
the implementation of control strategies.
The other recommendations that are associated with these specific
items are found in my handouts and the full NAS report.

Accumulated Exposure to Ozone and Measurement of Health
Effects in Children and Counselors at Two Summer Camps
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In the summer of 19118 a muluorgamzauonal field health study was conducted at t~A<o
'ummer dav camps rn ~uburban-central New Jersey. Thiny.four campers and counselors
had da1ly pulmonary funcuon tests performed each afternoon wh1le attend1n1 camp dunng
the month of July. The subJeCts ran1ed from 9 to 3S years of ase. A mobile medical sc:reemng
van was used to house the sp1rometnc: equipment and travel to each camp. Conunuous
ozone measurements were collected over the 19-test day study petiod. An mtense ozone
ep~e was recorded JUSt pnor to and dunn1 the first 2 weeks of the study. The campers had
an mcrease in resptratory symptoms with increases in ozone concentrations above 120 ppb.
Ellposures below 120 p~ ozone were not sipific:andy associated wtth symptoms. Peak
nptratory now rate in children was the only lung function measure associated with inc:reas·
ing ozone concentrations. wnh an averase loss of 4. 74 mllseCippb «P·value • O.OSl for the
8-hr ozone uposure measure. Funhermore. 11 appears that the early intense ellposure to
ozone produced a persistent decrease in lun1 function and baseline shift for three days after
the eptsode that obscured the daily dose-response relationship. e 1991 1\cadcm•c Pnoss. Inc

INTRODUCTION

Ozone is a persistent summertime air pollutant in New Jersey (USEPA. 1990:
Berry and Klotz. 1987). Frequent violations of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standard occur each year with numerous multiple day episodes and multiple hour
daily elevations. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the respiratory
health effects of outdoor occupational and community exposures to ambient
ozone. This was accomplished by assessing the daily pulmonary function. as
measured by spirometry. of a group of outdoor employees at two day camps
during the summer. For comparison. a subset of children (day campers) partici·
pating in one of the day camps was included in the overall study design. The study
was a joint cooperative effon between the New Jersey Department of Health
(NJDOH). the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey <UMDNJ}Roben Wood Johnson Medical School, and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection <NJDEP).
A number of controlled human exposure chamber studies have reponed significant decrements in pulmonary function. and the presence of respiratory symptoms. associated with ozone exposure. The majority of the controlled chamber
studies have focused on the effects of ozone alone among exercising adults. As the
ozone health effects literature grows. there is strong evidence that lung function
13!1
0013·93SII91 $3.00
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decrements can occur at relattvelv \o'.l. ozone concentratiOns. Laboratory and
tield studies of adults who e.\erc1se heavily for short penods ofttme have prov1ded
e\ 1dence for the existence of short-term reversible decrements m pulmonary function to ozone concentrations at or near the ~ational Amb1ent A1r Quality Standard
of 0 \2 parts per mdlion 1ppm1 !McDonnell era/ .. 1983: Adams and Schelegle.
I 983: Kulle t:r ul .. 19!.15: Spektor l!t ul .. 19!.18b: :hoi t:t a/ .. 1984. 1985 1. A controlled chamber study of children exposed to low levels of ozone while vigorously
exerc1sing also demonstrated significant decreases in pulmonary functton ( McDonnell er I.Ji .. 19851.
The duration of ozone exposure in many chamber studies has been I to 1 hr. As
noted. lung function decrements have been reported following short-term exposures to relatively low concentrations of ozone. Lung function decrements are
also a function of exposure duration. Since elevated amb1ent ozone ep1sodes
frequently last many hours. prolonged exposure to ozone levels above the national health standard are of sigmficant public health concern. One chamber study
1Folmsbee era/ .. 19881 recently reported on adults who were exercising moderately while being exposed to 0.12 ppm ozone for 6.6 hr. The authors concluded
that prolonged exposure resulted in progressive and significant changes in respiratory function and symptoms.
Epidemiological evaluation of children playing outdoors has offered a unique
opportunity to explore the human responses to ambient levels of ozone in a
natural setting. During the summer. children typically spend much of their time
outdoors engaged in supervised or unsupervised recreational activities. which are
frequently very active. The long hours children spend outdoors generally occur at
a time of day when ambient ozone concentrations are typically at their highest.
Furthermore. children have a higher resp1ratory rate than adults. All of these
factors would increase children· s effective ozone dose to the lungs.
Field health studies of children attending summer camps in California. Pennsylvania. and New Jersey have detected inverse associations between lung function and maximum hourly ozone concentrations measured outdoors (Higgins et
al .. 1990: Lippmann er al.. 1983: Bock eta/ .. 1985: Lioy eta/ .. 1985: Spektor et
a/ .. 1988al. In two of these studies. all maximum hourly ozone concentrations
were below the current National Ambient Air Quality Standard <NAAQSl. Another study of children in Tennessee <Kinney et al .. 1989) detected decreases m
pulmonary function with a maximum hourly ozone concentration of O.Oi8 ppm.
well below the NAAQS.
A study of adults engaged in a regular daily program of outdoor exercise in New
York State found significant decrements in pulmonary function (Spektor er al ..
1988b l. The decrements were similar in magnitude to those seen in children in
summer camp and about twice as large as those reported for chamber studies. The
authors concluded that ambient cofactors can increase ozone responsiveness and
that the results from chamber studies may substantially underestimate the ozone
associated effects that can occur among populations engaged in normal outdoor
recreational activity.
Of further concern is the fact that two studies (Lioy eta/ .. 1985: Raizenne et
a/ .. 1989) have shown that baseline shifts in pulmonary function parameters can
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occur after pollut1on ep1sodes. This produces complications in interpreting ozone
exposure-pulmonary response data from day to day. and indicates additional
biological responses can oc~ur in the lung due to ozone exposure.
Pulmonary responses resulting from exposure to levels of ozone below the
~tandard have been documented in healthy acuve children and adults. The ozone
levels at ""hich these effects have occurred are commonly found in ~ew Jersey
during the summer months. The objectives of this study were to: til evaluate
community exposures to ozone in an outdoor suburban setting and 1~1 attempt to
document pulmonary responses and symptom expr~ssion in outdoor workers and
children.
METHODS

C v/lection of Exposure Monitoring Data

Two ambient air pollution monitoring sites were used for the study. One was an
e:o:.isung regional monitoring station operated by ~JOEP and located at Rider
College in Lawrence Township. Mercer County. within 8 miles of the panicipating camps. The other monitoring site was a mobile trailer located on site at the
Hamilton YMCA. one of the two day camps in the study. The mobile trailer
monito~ was installed and operated specifically for this study by NJDEP. Ozone
was continuously monitored using a chemiluminescent analyzer and hourly ozone
concentrations were entered into an exposure data base by UMDNJ. Quality
assurance for the ozone data was performed by the NJDEP.
An exposure data base was developed from the data collected at each monitoring location. Ozone measures of interest included the 1-hr average ozone value
just pnor to the daily s'pirometric test and the 8-hr average ozone level for the day
of the test. 9 AM to 4 PM. In order to take into account cumulative ozone exposures over multiple days. two additional ozone metrics were calculated. These
include ~- and 3-day running averages using the daytime 8-hr average ozone level
(9 AM to 4 PM) for the test day, the day prior to the test. and 2 days prior to the
spirometry test.
Ambient temperature. relative humidity. wind rose. precipitation. and UV radiation were provided by Princeton University Center for Energy and Environmental Studies. Acid aerosol monitoring was conducted by UMDNJ.
Study Period and Population

In New Jersey. the month of July consistently has the highest magnitude and
frequency of ozone episodes (Berry and Klotz. 1987). For this reason. the month
of July was selected as the study period. Data were collected Monday through
Sunday for the month of July 1988, beginning on Tuesday, July S. Since the
panicipants only attended day camps. each subject could have up to 19 test days.
Two central suburban New Jersey summer day camps were chosen for study.
Both camps were loc:ated in Mercer County. They were approximately 2 miles
apan. The day camps included a private camp. the Hamilton YMCA (Y -camp),
and a camp run by a municipal recreation depanment. the Hamilton Recreation
Day Camp (Rec-c:amp). A total of 34 subjects were enrolled in the study: ~0
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.;ounselors and 1~ campers. The camps were v1sited at the same time of da\
throughout the study p~nod by a SJDOH mobile medical van.
·
.~ prequestionna1re was admmistered to all subjects in May or June to ascenam
the1r basehne health status ;1nd to prov1de a bas1s for evaluation for elig1bll1ty mto
the •;tudy. The questionnair e was adapted from the Harvard health quest1onna1re
for th~ pre-health statu~ ~valuation 1Spe1zer. 19881. Individuals with preex1stmg
resp1ratory disease I e.g .. asthmal were excluded from the study.
CtJI/t'ction of Health Data
Daif.v svmptom questionnair e and acti\·it~· /o.fl. A daily symptom questionnaire
and a brief daily activity log were developed for use during the testing program.
Th~ daily questionnair e was administered by a trained nursing staff and was based
on self-reponin g of symptoms and activity for the previous ~~-hr penod. Symptoms surveyed include scratchy throat. cough. hoarseness. phlegm. wheezmg.
runny or stuffy nose. eye irritation. shonness of breath. and headache. Symptom
seventy was specified to be absent. mild. moderate. or severe. Subjects were also
asked about bronchodila tor or inhalant use. daily smoking history. and exposure
to secondary smoke.
In order to consider the effect of physical exertion on the effects of ozone upon
the respiratory tract. a daily activity time log was developed to ascertain activity.
location of activity. and the level of exertion of the activity for each subject. Level
of exertion was self-reported as mild. moderate. strenuous. or maximal.
Preliminary information collected on each subject during the first day of testing
included age. race. sex. weight. height. residential address. and camp attended.
Standing height was measured without shoes.
Pulmonary function resting. The pulmonary function tests were administered at
the Y-camp on 19 days and. due to scheduling differences. only on 12 days at the
Rec-camp. None of the participants were available for testing on the weekend.
The testing was done by trained technicians using a calibrated Collins water seal
spirometer equipped with an Eagle I microproces sor which provided an immediate printout of preselected spirometric indices. The spirometer volume was calibrated daily using a standard 3-Iiter syringe to insure that an accuracy of :::3'/C of
the reading was maintained. The spirometer was transported between the camps
in an air conditioned. mobile medical van. Ambient temperature was measured at
each test site.
Three measures of lung function were used: forced vital capacity I FVCL forced
expiratory volume in the first second (FEY 1). and peak expiratory flow rate
tPEFR). The FVC is defined as the largest volume of air that can be forcefully
exhaled after a maximal inspiration. The FEY 1 is the largest volume of air that can
be forcefully exhaled during the first second of the FVC. The highest flow rate of
air that can be exhaled during a forced expiration starting from full inflation of the
lungs (i.e .. total lung capacity) is called the PEFR.
Each subject performed spirometric maneuvers in a standing position. Subjects
wore noseclips. For the days available at both camps. each subject was tested and
three acceptable forced maximal expiratory curves were obtained by time-volume
tracings. Tracings were considered acceptable if: ( 1) the rise time of the curve was
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~mooth and free from evidence of variable effort or coughs. dtsplavtng no bumps
or deflecttons tn the tractngs: 121 no early termtnatlons occurred tfatlure to reach
a plateau l: and 13 l the difference between the two best curves was less than 5% or
100 mi. 1.1.h1chever rs greater ..~random ~ample of ill'!- of ..til ~ptrometnc curve
tracrngs 1.1.as evaluated b\ a cendied resptratorv technrctan to determrne the presence of quaht~ assurance cntena a3 defined bv the .~men..:.:~n Thoractc Soctety
qandards 1A TS. I 9871.
The :-.I'JDOH medical van visited each camp between the hours of noon and 5
P"i. The Rec-camp was vtsited first each day and respiratory testing occurred
between noon and 1:30 P"i. The Y-camp lung function testtng occurred between
3:30PM and ~:30 P"i on each day of the study.

Anal_nis of Lun.~ Function Data

From the three best tracings made by each subject each day. lung function
FEY I. and PEFRl values were calculated using cntena established by the
A TS Snowbird Workshop !Gardner et a/ .. 19791. Two different sets of analyses
were performed on the data: tndividuallinear regresston for each subject and daily
average measures for all subjects and particular subgroups.
The first set of analyses included all subjects who underwent spirometric testing
during "Che 4-week study. Individual linear regression slopes were computed for
each subject"s lung function versus ozone exposure in the 1-hr and 4- or 8-hr
period preceding the lung function measurement. A 4-hr average ozone exposure
metric was used for the Rec-camp and an 8-hr average for the Y-camp since
testing was completed earlier in the day for the Rec-camp and later for the Ycamp. Linear regression slopes for the lung function values versus ambient temperature were also computed.
The individual regression slopes were averaged together and tested for statistical significance using T tests. The average regression slopes were then expressed
in terms of ml/ppb ozone for FVC and FEV I and mVsecippb ozone for PEFR. The
data set was examined for statistical outliers. defined as individual data points
lying at least three standard deviations from the ozone versus function regression
lines for each subject.
The data were analyzed further by comparing the observed peak expiratory
flow rates for each subject with the expected peak flow rates based on each
subject"s age. sex. and height. Expected peak flows were calculated from Knudson's predicted equations !Knudson et al .. 1976). Two daily summary measures
were caculated for peak flows. The first measure was the average daily difference
between the individual's observed minus expected peak flow. The average difference regression line slopes were determined and expressed in terms of mVsecippb.
The second measure was the average daily ratio of each subject's observed to the
expected function level. The average ratio regression line slopes were expressed
in terms of percentage change per ppb. Linear regression slopes were calculated
for each daily summary measure and the ozone exposure in the 1- and 8-hr period
preceding the spirometric test. Additionally. 2- and 3-day running ozone averages
using the daily 8-hr average from the day of the lung function exam and up to two
days prior to the examination were used as exposure metrics in an effort to take
1 FVC.
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mro account any carrvover effect from prior days of exposure. A modified ~- and
3-dav runntng ozone average was developed for the Rec-camp due to the shorter
exposure penod on the day of the exam.
RESULTS

E.roosure .\fonirorinl! Data

The summer of 1988 experienced some of the worst episodes of ozone pollution
1n recent history ( Lioy era/ .. 1989). and :'~lew Jersey recorded high ozone levels
dunng most of the summer. The camp locations experienced two distinct ozone
ep1sodes during the study. The first episode began two days prior to the start of
the study and was marked by a persistent elevated peak ozone level near or above
the :-.rAAQS for approximately ~ weeks. High ozone levels persisted until the
beginnmg of the third week of the study. Ozone levels were relatively low to
moderate for the third week due to rainy andior cloudy weather. The second
ozone ep1sode occurred during the last week of the study. These sharp differences
tn ozone levels provided an opportunity to examine the effects of persistent versus
dally ozone exposure on lung function: however. it precluded obtaming baseline
lung function data on each participant. which was obtained in the previous studies
by Lippmann eta/. 0983) and Spektor eta/. (1988al. Further. since the testing
ended on July :!9. there was an inadequate number of days available after the
episode periods to establish the baseline as reported by Lioy eta/. (1985).
The Rider College monitoring site recorded 8 days in July (:!5.8%) with at least
one daily 1-hr peak ozone concentration above the ambient air quality standard of
0.1:2 ppm. The Rider College maximum 1-hr peak ozone level reached 0.204 ppm
during one of the days of the study period.
Due to electncai problems during the installation and early operation of the
Hamilton ozone monitoring equipment at the Y-camp. ozone data were not available from that location until the last week of the study. TheY-camp ozone monitor was left in operation for l month after the completion of the pulmonary
testing. Correlation of ambient ozone measurement was made between the two
monitoring sites to ensure that ozone exposures were accurately reflected in the
Rider collection site data. Measurements from the two sites were correlated with
a regression coefficient of 0.90 (Lioy eta/., 1989). Based on the high degree of
correlation and closeness of the monitoring site to the camps. the Rider College
data were used for analysis.
Figure I presents a graph of the early and late afternoon 1-hr average ozone
levels used as a general exposure metric for the camps in the study (Lioy et al ..
1989>. The measurements used for a participant were associated with the period
just prior to his/her lung function test.
Acid aerosols were significantly correlated with ozone levels (P value = 0.009).
Twelve-hour [H ·) ion concentrations ranged between 14 and 360 neq/m3.

Study Demographics
A combined total of 34 subjects from both camps participated in the summer
study. Table 1 presents the age-sex characteristics of the study population. Of the
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total. there were ~0 persons aged 14 and over. and 14 persons under the age of 14.
All of the children under age 14 were day campers and attended theY-camp. Of
the counselors. all aged 14 and over. 10 were from the Rec-Camp and 10 from the
Y -camp. Seventeen of the subjects were male and 17 were female. Two counselors from the Y-camp were Afro-American and the remainder of the subjects
were Caucasian. The age of the study population ranged from 9 to 35. The mean
age of the Rec-camp panicipants was 17.7 years with a standard deviation of 2.6
TABLE I
AGE "ND SEX OF SUBJECTS 4ND !'ERSON·DAYS TESTS IY SUMMER CAMP ATTENDED
:\ge
group
I~

and over

All ages

Rec-Camp

Y-Camp

Sex

Rec-Camp

Y-Camp

!\.tale
Female

4

4

~s

·o

6

6

71

Ill

10

10

116

181

Male
Female

0
0

9

s

0
0

130
73

Tow

0

14

0

203

Male
Female

4

13
II

45
71

100

6
10

24

116

384

Total
Linder 14

No. person-days

No. subjects

Tow

184

• New Jersey Depanment of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamilton. New Jersey: July 1988.
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~ears The mean age of theY-camp partiCipants was 1~.8 years w1th a standard
deVIation of 5. 9 years. T~o~.entv-three of the subjects lived tn the To~o~. nsh1p of
Hamilton. \-tercer County. The remamder res1ded wtthm 15 miles of the .:amp
locauons Th1s made the Rider College data representative of the poss1ble outdoor
c:\posures that occurred dunng times awav from camp.

Dud\ S\ mprom Quesrwnnwre und Ac11nrv Lo!.!

The two camps differed markedly m the1r da1ly operations. The Rec-camp·s
hours of operation were 9 .-.M until ~:30 PM. whereas theY-camp operated from 8
. . ~ until ~:30 P~. Observation of the two camps· daily acuvities revealed that
counselors and campers at the Y-camp were much more active than the other
group. Y-camp subjects reported physical activity more often and for longer penods of ume. The measure of physical acuvity developed for this study 1s the
action level and is based on a person"s degree of physical etTort and the durat1on
of act1v1t1es for a given day. The higher actton levels of the Y-camp partictpants
are described in Tables ~ and 3.
The pulmonary funct1on tests were adm1n1stered m the late afternoon at the
Y-camp. when ozone levels were generally high. Testing was done at the Reccamp m the early afternoon. Because of this and the longer duration of exposure
and mcreased activity of the Y -camp. the Y-camp subjects received a larger dose
of ozone than those at the Rec-camp I Lioy er a/ .. 1989). Because of this apparent
exposure difference between counselors at the two camps, subsequent analyses
stratified the counselors by camp attended.
A wide range of responses were evident among the symptom questions. The
most commonly reported symptoms for all subjects by person-day were phlegm
production 12~.69C) and runny or stuffy nose 137.~%). The least reported symptoms mcluded wheezing C2.6%l. shortness of breath 14.4%). and chest pams
13. ~%). Most positive responses categorized the symptom severity as mild. Few
severe responses were reported.
Table 4 presents the proportion of positive responses by symptom. subject
group. and ozone concentration. The prevalence of total reported symptoms was
greater for every symptom category among the two Y-camp groups. counselors
TABLE~

:\CTION LEVEL ON

DAY

OF TEST

BY

GROUPJ

Acuon level
Group
Rec·camp workers:
<"'(

Y-Camp workers:
%
Y-Camp campers:
%

Mimmal

,.,

Mild
83

19.09C

71.6~

:!.S

94
51.9%

13.8~

16
7.9%

133
6.5 ..5%

Modera1e

ACU\IC

7
6.0'/C
38
:1.0'/C
47
:3.:%

4
3.4%
Z4
13.3%
7
3.4%

Total
person-da vs
116
181

:o3

Nou. Action level. Self-reponed acuvity levelumes number of hours.
• Sew Jersey Depanment of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamalton. New Jersey: July 1988.
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TABLE 3
... '-ERAGE ACTION LEVEl ON D.~~ OF TEST B~ GROLl'"

Group

"'ean

Rec--;amp ~~oorker~
Y-C.1mp "-Or~er'
Y -C .. mp -;am per'

0.94
1}3

I Ill
I~ I

!.'"'~

203

.\oft'

•

Standard de' 1a11on

\11n1mal = 0 ..\llld = I. Moderate = 2. .... CliVe = 3
Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Ham11ton.

"ie~~o Jer~e'

"ie~~o

Jersey: Jul\· 1988.

and .;ampers. than for the Rec-camp group. Runny or stuffy nose occurred in over
509£- of the person-days for campers at the Y-camp. 57'7c higher than the Y-camp
counselors. and over 21/: times more prevalent than the Rec-camp group. The
positive response to cough and phlegm was about the same for both Y-camp
groups and was approximately 3 times more frequent than the Rec-camp group.
Counselors at the Y-camp reported a substanttally h1gher proportion of hoarseness than either of the other groups.
The proportion of positive responses by symptom and group for three exposure
categories of ozone are also presented in Table 4. Categorization of the exposure
variable was done using the hourly ozone concentration just prior to lung function
testing. The exposure categories are low lless than 80 ppbl. moderate t80 to 110
ppbl. and high (over 120 ppb) ozone. No difference could be detected between the
rate of positive symptoms and the ozone level for the Y-camp counselors. For the
Y-camp campers. cough and runny or stuffy nose symptoms were related to ozone
level. In addition. all camper symptom rates were higher for the highest ozone
category than for the lowest category. The Rec-camp had no ozone concentration
over 120 ppb as measured just prior to lung testing. Therefore. it was dtfficult to
evaluate the Rec-camp group for symptoms versus to ozone level.
Pulmonar~:

Function Testing

Individual linear regression. For FEVI. FVC. and PEFR. linear regressions
using temperature. the 1- or 8-hr ambient ozone concentrations at time of test
were calculated for each subject. Negative regression slopes indicate an inverse
relationship between lung function and ozone concentration ti.e .. decreased pulmonary function wtth increasing ozone level). The proportion of individuals with
negative slopes was greatest among the Y-camp campers for each lung function
test <Table 5). This relationship was most pronounced for PEFR. with 64% of
Y-camp campers demonstrating an inverse relationship between ozone level and
peak flow.
The average regression slopes for the three groups and the ambient temperature
are presented in Table 6. Three of these regression slopes are negative with only
minor decrements. Table 7 shows the average regression slopes for the three
groups and the two ozone averages. Four of the regression slopes were negative.
The only negative average stope for the 1-hr ozone measure was for theY-camp
children: PEFR had an average decrement of 1.01 mVsec/ppb of ozone. The PEFR
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TABLE~

POSIT!\ E

S~

\iPT0'4S 8' GROL"P

~!'00 Ozo~E

lEVEL'

~1oder:ue

L0"' ,,zone
I<_

:-((1

PC'Ot

uL0ne
ppt>t

>XI)...IcO

------

Group

~nd

'' mptoms

-;

'-o

'

I~

13.8<:'C

II
9

I~ I!'"(

-6
15
I!!

19. :<:c
:3.""l(-

3

3. IF,::!3.7~

:. JC?C

18
6
I

~'

~lU'C

39

II
3

1: 6'"(
34"<

14

51.3'C
184"<

'-o

I 'r -Camp ~ampers t.\"1
S.:ratchy throat
Cough
Ho •..r,c:ne"'
Phlegm
Chest pams
Wheeze
Runn~· or ~tuff\ nose
E'e tmtatton
Shonness of breath

x-

Y-Camp "'orl<er~ >.\1
Scratchy throat
Cough
Hoarseness
Phlegm
Chest pams
Wheeze
Runny or stuffy nose
Eye tmtauon
Shortness of breath

65

Rec -camp workers 1Nl
Scratchv throat
Cough
Hoarseness
Phlegm
Chest pams
Wheeze
Runny or stuffy nose
Eye imtauon
Shortness of breath

56

'

:~

10 JC"(~8. 7"<

6

6.~

'I

14
17

1.~

U"<

14
II

1:.9'114. I'7c

~3

~9.5'7c

~5

0
2

30.8%
0.0%
3.1%

32.1%
0.0%

~~

3:~.3%

6
6

92%
9.2%
8.~

0
4
26
9

33.3%
11.5%

~

~.6%

60
0

8.~

6
4
0

12
3
0

10.7"<:
"! l "C
0.0%
1.8%
21.4%
5.4%
0.0%

n
II
6
14
4
I
:3
II

}.'A-

::!6.:!%

~0

---·--

'-o

8
4
0
II

5
3

5.1%

38
6
6
10
9
0
2
12
4
I
0

0.0"0
3. 3"13.3%
l3.3'i'C
6.7'i'C
0.0%
18.3%
8.3%
5.0%

Tvtal
-------

'-o

-'0

'8
13 .8'C
:1.5"'<

Htgh 0wne
'>I :o >'PI:' I

203

15 I)'(
:"" 5r;.
15.0'<35 .0'1IO.tA: .5C:C

))

ltd'(

~I)

19

-~

IM

~-9'(

5;

:8.I'C

16

- 9'(

~

:.ocr
:r-;.

~7.5rr

104

:"' ~C(

11)

I"-~

... 5t(

9

.J. J<-,_

15.8<';15 .8"<
~6.3"'<
~3.7%

0.0%
5.3%
31.6'i'C
10.5%
~.6%

181
:9
31
50
54
0

8
59
19
9

51

16 or;.
I".I"l:'7.6"'<
:9.8%
0.0%
4.4'i'C
32.6"'<
10.5"15.0%

116
J

3CC

6. 0'1-

6.9"<-

1:
4
:3
~

3

l0.3'C
3.4r;.
0. 9<7i:
t9.Mw
6. 9<7i:
::!.6'iC
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decrements in Y-camp children for the 8-hr ozone average concentration displayed an average loss of peak flow per child of 2.35 mUsec/ppb of ozone.
Daily average summary ratio and difference analysis. The regression slopes are
presented in Table 8 by study group for the daily average difference of the observed and expected PEFR and four ozone exposure measures: 1-hr average. test
day 8-hr average. 2-day 8-hr average. and the 3-day 8-hr average. Very little
pattern can be observed in either worker group. A slight decrease in peak flow
rates was noticeable for the Y-camp counselors for the 2- and 3-day ozone averages. However. the peak flow slopes were negative for all ozone exposure measures for the Y-camp children. The largest decrement for the average difference of
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T:\BLE 5
SL"!BER OF I~OIVIOL4.L REGR£5510"' SLOPES SEGATIVE FOR RESPIR.4.TOR' FL"'CTIO"'
hDICES vs
I·HR :\."!BIE"'T OZONE LEVEL "T TI"'E OF TESTI"'G"
Sumtlcr
ut

Group

'UC'I~CtS

n~gatl'e

""·orker~

10
10

J 1)~1
J 130o/c)

~:am~r~

I~

5 136o/t-)

Re~: -.;amp

Y-C .1mp
Y-Camp
• Se""

FEY!
Sumber ''"' 1

""orkers

Jerse~

FVC
-;umber ,c;.,
negauve
: l

:()£;( l

PEFR
1c;. J
nega1" e

S umber

3 IJOCCi

I I I \)q I

~

J

9 iboi'Ci

I~ J<:"c)

I.WCCi

Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamtlton. Se"" Jersey: July 1988.

the observed and expected PEFR in children was ~-7~ milsec1ppb of ozone !P
value = 0.051 for the 8-hr ozone average on the day of the lung test.
Similar results were found for the regressio n slopes by study group for the daily
average ratio of the observed to the expected peak flow. Table 9. The Y-camp
children· s slopes again were all negative with the largest decremen t !0.084% per
ppb. P value = 0.06J found for the 8-hr test day ozone average. This represent s
an average decrease in children' s peak flow rates of 8.4% for each 100 ppb ozone
concenu: ation increase.
No significant relationsh ip was detected for acid aerosol levels and pulmonar y
function for either the counselo rs or the campers.
DISCUSSION
The effects of ozone on lung volumes and flow rates are influenced by the
effective dose of ozone to the lungs. Ozone exposure is determin ed by ambient
ozone levels. the duration of exposure . and the level of the subject"s phys1cal
activity. The latter influences the minute ventilatio n (i.e .. the amount of air
brought into the lungs in I min). These variables determin e the effective dose that
reaches the exposed individua l's lungs. However . a wide range of respirato ry
responsiv eness to ozone has been found in healthy subjects (McDonnell er a/ ..
1985).
The month of July 1988 had multiple days with elevated ozone levels. High
TABLE 6
AVER.4.GE REGRESSION SLOPES FOR RESPIIlA TORY FUNCTION INDICES VS AMBIE"'T TEMPER.4.
Tt:RE
AT TIME OF TESTING"

Group

Number
of
subjects

FEY!
Mean !SEl
(mlrFl

FVC
Mean ISEl
tmlrFl

PEFR
Mean ISEl
lml/sec,..Fl

Rec-camp workers
Y-Camp workers
Y-Camp campers

10
10
14

0.001 10.001)
0.002 10.003)
0.004 10.0061

-0.0001 10.002)
0.004 f0.002l
0.006 10.002)

0.010 10.0101
-0.008 (0.007)
-0.006 10.006)

Sut~. SE. Standard error. a measure of the prectsion of the mean.
" New Jersey Dcpanmen t of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamilton. New Jersey:
July 1988.
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T-\BLE.
-\\ER.~GE REGRESSIO~ SLOPES FOil RESPIRATOR~ FL''<CTIO'< !'<DICES \S .-\)o.!BlE"T ()zo-..E

lEVELS ~ T Tt.'IE OF TESTI'<G"
~umber

FEVI
\'lean <SEI
I mL ppbi

uf
'UbjCCtS

Group

FVC
\iean<SEI
rml.ppbi

PEFR
\'lean rSEr
r ml ":c ppP 1
···--~--~

I

1-nr -\verage
Rec-~amp "'orkers
Y-Camp "-Orkers
Y-C .>mp camper\

10
10
14

.-\ verage
Rec-camp "'·orkers
Y-Camp workers
Y -Camp campers

10
10
14

0.5~ <0.~61

o no~ <O 681

0~1110~91

I)~~

10.3 II
0.83 10.381

08:10331

I IJ3 (: .:J l
10 981
-101 <I I" I
II 91!

~-hr

0.5~

10.701
1031
0.89 10.421

-0.~1 I

-0.19 10."81
0.~7 10.991
1~9 10.491

0.83

1-1

101

000

f

1

:J I

-:.35"<1~1

\'ore. ~-hr ozone average used for Rec-camp mstead of 8-hr average. SE. Standard error. a measure
uf the preciSion of the mean.
" ~ew Jersey Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Ham11ton. Sew 'lersev. Julv 1988
• P value between 0 10 and 0.05. one-ta~led 1 test.

.·

ozone levels frequently extended through much of the day camps operating
hours. Ozone levels during the study period displayed a wide range of daily
maximum 1-hr averages. 56 to 204 ppb. The 1-hr average ozone concentrations
used as indices in the study also showed a broad range from high to low: 124 ppb
difference for the Y-camp and 94 ppb difference for the Rec-camp. Furthermore.
6 days during the study period had 8-hr average ozone concentrations over 100
ppb. The maximum 8-hr average was 131 ppb. The documented exposure values
were used to evaluate the relationship between respiratory function and ambient
ozone in a group of moderately active outdoor employees and day campers wnh
two stmultaneously distinct exposure values.
The present study. unlike other similar studies (Lippmann era/ .. 1983; Bock er
al .. 1985; Lioy et a/., 1985; Spektor er a/ .. 1988a. 1988b; Kinney er al .. 1989;
Higgins et al .. 1990), did not detect a statistically significant relationship between
TABLE 8
PE.AK EXPIRATORY FLOW RATES AVERAGE DIFFERENCE OF OBSERVED AND EXPECTED PER D~Y"

E.,posure esumates
1-hr Ave

8-hr Ave

:-day Ave

3-da\ .-\ve

Group

Slope•

P value

Slope

P value

Slope

P value

Slope

Rec-camp••
Y-Workers
Y-Campers

3.027
0.531
-:!.961

10.291
10.431
(0.10)

3.029
0.344
-4.740

10.341
(().471

7.137
-1.729
-3.403

10.081
10.361
10.161

-5.045

10.3~)

-~.1:7

(0.301

IO.OSI

6.~54

P value
10.:41

Not~. P values are from one-tailed t tests.
• New Jeney Department of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamilton. New Jersey: July 1988.
• Slope in ml/seelppb.
•• A 4-hr ozone averaae was used mstead of the 8-hr average and a modified 2- and 3-day exposure
estimate was used for the Rec-camp.
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PE ... K

EXPIR.ATOin FLO\Ao RATES .~\ERAGE RATIO OF ()BSERVED TO EXPECTED PER
E.,po~ure

-------l·hr .-\ve
Group

Slope•

·---Rec-camp••

I)

Y-Worker~

I)

Y-Camper~

041'1007'1-

-o '""~'

P value
10.:81
10 -l)l
10.1)1

~-hr

-\ve

o.. ~-·

esttmates
:-Ja\ -\ve

--------

Slope

P value

0.044'10.005"'<
-0.084'/C-

10.331
10.-'61

- 0 010'1-

IO.Obl

-O.lJI,4t;;-

Siope
0.\.N~"i-

p

'"IUC

10 11'11
11)3':'1
10.161

)-Ja~

Slope
o.o~~'<-

-0.0611<":(
-0.03!!'1-

.... ve

P value
10.191
10)51
10.301

.\'ou. P values are from one·taaled t tests.
'' :-.ie~ Jersey Depanment of Health Ozone Health Effects Study. Hamilton. New Jersey: July 1988.
• Slope m percentqe chan1e per ppb.
•• .-\ -l-hr ozone avera@:e was used tnstead of the 8-hr average and a modified ~- and 3-day exposure
esumate ~as used for the Rec-camp.

the average regresston slopes for FVC or FEV I and the ambient ozone concen·
tration 1Table il. However. consistent with earlier studies I Bock et al .. 1985; Lioy
et al .. 19851. peak flow rates for theY-camp children had a significant relationship
with ozone levels. Children demonstrated an average loss of 2.35 ml/seCJppb (P <
0.10). Cfhe degree of loss in peak flow for children is consistent with other studies
of summer camp children with low to moderate physical activity levels.
The analysis of the summary daily average difference of the observed and
expected peak flow rates provided funher evidence that decrements in childhood
peak flows occurred. These were close to 4.74 ml/seclppb per child <P value =
0.05) for an 8-hr ozone exposure. The ratio of the observed to the expected PEFR
indicated an average peak flow loss in children of 8.4% for each 100 ppb change
in ozone concentration.
A plausible explanation for the lack of statistically significant slopes in the
current study is the impact of cumulative daily exposures to ambient ozone on the
participants. As noted earlier. the study area experienced an intense ozone epi·
sode prior to the beginning of the study that extended through most of the first 2
weeks of the study period. Additionally. ambient levels of ozone remained high
over numerous hours on each day when ozone was above the NAAQS. Ozone
levels did not decrease significantly for any length of time until the third week of
the study.
From other camp studies CLioy et al .. 1985; Raizenne et al .. 19891 there is
evidence that a persistent shift in baseline respiratory function can occur following an ozone episode. In this study the first episode was larger and much more
severe than those observed in the previous studies. The baseline shift was ob·
served as a persistent decrease in function that could last up to a week after the
end of a period of elevated ozone. The lowest and second lowest PEFR recorded
for the Y-camp children and counselors for the entire study is presented in Fig. 2
(i.e .. two values per subject). Approximately 43% of the lowest and second lowest
observed peak flow rates for all Y-camp subjects occurred during the third week
of the study. suaesting that a baseline shift in pulmonary function occurred in the
population. In addition. since there were no preepisode test days and not enough
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FIG. :. Y-Camp subjects' lowest and second lowest PEFR (New Jersey Depanment of Health
Ozone Health Effects Study. Hanulton. New Jersey; July 1988).

postepisode test days available to establish a baseline function for an individual.
the linear relationship of ozone with pulmonary function that has been seen in
other studies was obscured by the persistent decrease in lung function for low
ozone days that occurred after the intense ozone episode.
Even with the episode, childhood peak flow rates appeared to provide a sensitive indicator of ozone response. The average PEFR loss of 4. 74 m1'sec/ppb for
children in this study is consistent with earlier observations of children attending
summer camps with peak flow decrements between 3.0 and 6.7 mVsec:ppb tBock
et al .. 1985; Lioy et al .. 1985; Spektor et al., 1988al.
Interestingly. the campers also exhibited increased respiratory morbidity associated with increasing ozone levels, particularly cough and runny or stuffy nose.
Furthermore. the highest ozone category (above 120 ppb) consistently had the
highest prevalence of respiratory symptoms in campers. This was not evident for
either of the worker groups. The association of ozone and respiratory symptoms
has not been reported in previous camp investigations. In chamber studies. Avo!
er al. (1985) and McDonnell et a/. (1985) have reported functional responses
associated with ozone in children without the presence of respiratory symptoms.
However. the campers in this study exhibited symptomatic responses stmilar to
those found in adults investigated in controlled environmental settings (Folinsbee
eta/., 1988; Avo! et al., 1984; McDonnell eta/., 1983).
CONCLUSIONS

Consistent with previous observations. the current study did demonstrate a
community impact of ozone exposure on the pulmonary function variable. peak
expiratory flow rate, in the children (campers). No statistical relationship was
observed for FVC or FEV 1. There was no detectable ozone-pulmonary function
response relationship for the counselors that participated at either camp. The
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temperature d1d not have any assoc1at1on wuh function parameters measured m
both populations. It appears that the presence of an e.\tended ozone eptsode
dunng the first two weeks of study produced a baseline sh1ft tn the lung function
L)f the ~tud\ populatlon. and affected the Jatly dose-response relationshtp for the
parameters.
The re~ult ior the -:htldren d1d 1ndtcate that the PEFR was affected by the
potential ;;ccumulated dose
ozone ior at least 8 hr pnor to a lung functton
mea~uremt!nt. Furtht!r. the largest lung function decrement for a number of the
partiCipants occurred on the days just after the eptsode which ~uggests a transient
baseline shtft m the lung function of members withm the population. and is a
plaus1ble reason why the daily exposure-response relationship was not as strong
as that obtained in other investigations.
Increases tn spec1fic respiratory symptoms were reported with mcreasing ozone
-:oncentratlons tn chtldren. This was espec1ally apparent for campers on the days
\I, tth ozone abo\ e 120 ppb. whtch occurred pnmanly dunng the major eptsode.
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Abstr act
A retros pecti ve

study

using

ambient

ozone,

tempe rature

and

other

hospi tal visits for
environmental varia bles and their effec t on the frequency of
ds the allow able
asthma was condu ct:J in New Jerse y, an area that often excee
Data on emergency department visit s for asthma,
.
r wounds (a nonre spirat ory contr ol) were analyzed for the
finge
and
hitis,
bronc
were corre lated with
period May through August for 1988 and 1989. Asthma visits
ozone concentrat~on
tempe rature while the corre lation between asthma visits and

nation al stand ard for ozone.

However, when tempe rature was contr olled for in a multi ple
en asthma visits and
regre ssion analy sis, a highl y signi fican t relati onshi p betwe
the varia bility of
ozone conce ntrati on was ident ified . Between 13% and 15% of
by tempe rature and
the asthma visits was expla ined in the regre ssion model
simil ar studie s in
a:cbient ozone level s. This assoc iation , when compared to

was nonsi gnific ant.

to be stron ger ~n
Canada, shows the contr ibutio n of ozone to asthma admissions
Thus, among regio ns with perio dic
areas with highe r ozone conce ntrati ons.
accum ulatio ns

of

ozone

in

the

relati onshi p may be disce rnibl e.

ambient

atmosphere,

an

expos ure-re spons e

This suppo rts the need to attain air quali ty

popul ation from the
stand ards for ozone to prote ct indiv idual s in the gener al
adver se health effec ts caused by ambient ozone expos ure.
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Introduc tion:
Over 150,000, 000 Americans live in commun1ties where levels of :he air
Air Quality
~ollu:ant ozone exceeds the allowabl e health based National Ambient
Ozone is an intense irritant which has

Stanaard (NAAQS) of 0.12 ppm (EPA 1986).

been shown to produce broncho constric tion in controll ed human exposure s (Bates
et al. 1972; Koenig· et al. 1987), apparen tly through a process involvin g
inflammation (Koren et al. 1989; Seltzer et al. 1986; Whittemore and Korn 1980).
It has been suggeste d that asthmat ics are an at risk group to ozone expos~re at
levels currentl y present in the ambient atmosphere (EPA 1988).

Controll ed

exposure studies of asthmat ics and healthy individu als while exercisi ng failed
to show statisti cally signific ant differen ces in pulmonary function between the
two groups, when ozone was the only broncho active agent (Koenig et

~1.

1987).

However, when asthmat ics and healthy individu als undergo broncho provoca tion with
-:1ethacholine followed by exposure to 0.40 ppm ozone while exercisi ng,

sign;:~::ar,:

differen ces were found (Kreit et al. 1989).
Results of epidemi ological studies conducted in three North American cHies
to cetermin e whether ozone affects asthmat ics at ambient levels have ::een
1nconsi stent. An initial study in Los Angeles in 1961, identifi ed a pos1t1Ye
correlat ion between the frequency of attacks reported by asthmat ics and ambient
oxidant concent rations. A more comprehensive study done 20 years later in Los
Angeles, evaluate d more than 2,000 asthma hospital admissions and found a
negative correlat ion between asthmat ic morbidi ty in children and ambient ozone
levels (Richard s et al. 1981).

In an eight year study conducted in Southern

Ontario that encompassed 79 hospita ls, positive associat ion between hospital
admissions for asthma, and ambient ozone concent rations was found (Bates and
4

A sim ilar study examining emer9ency
Sizt o 1986; Bates and Sizt o 2987).
e leve ls are sign ific antl y lower.
department visi ts in Vancouver, where the ozon
l990).
fail ed to find any asso ciat ion (Bates et al.
ent data base rela ting asth~a
Considering the tenuous natu re of the curr
y was conducted in the Central and
morbidity and ambient ozone leve ls, a stud
sibl e rela tion ship s between ambient
Northern region of New Jers ey to eval uate pos
ns to emergency departments of ~ine
ozone leve ls and repo rted asthma admissio
ific antl y high er than eith er Southern
hos pita ls. New Jers ey has ozone leve ls sign
photochemical smog, with the dail y
Ontario or Vancouver, on days asso ciat ed with
g the NAAQS of 0.12 ppm.
maximum ozone con cen trati on ofte n exceedin

Methods
Emergency Department Data
nine hos pita ls in cen tral a~c
Data on visi ts to emergency departments for
by Emergency Medical Assoc1ates
nort hern New Jers ey (Fig ure 1) were provided
included approximately 1100 sc'-a.,.e
(EMA). The hos pita ls were with in an area that
1988 and 1989. However. ~~,. :~e
kilo met ers. Data were provided for all of
the ozone season, defined as "1ay
purposes of this ana 1ys is on 1y data during
e EMA data con tain ed up to thre e
through August of each yea r were used. Thes
cy department diagnoses for each
IC0-9 codes which were assi gne d as emergen
ent was admitted to the hosp1tal or
pati ent. Information on whether the pati
. The date , time, sex, age and sc~e
rele ased was not ava ilab le in the data base
pati ent. Res pira tory adm15510ns
procedural codes were also provided for each
were clas sifi ed as asthma cases and
with IC0-9 codes of 493.9, 493.90, 493.91
491.2 and 496 were iden t1f; eu as
those with IC0-9 codes of 466 .0, 466.1, 490,
5
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bronchiti s cases.

Other respirato ry symptoms,

infection s, were not included.

such as upper respirato ry

Finger wounds, with an ICD-9 code of 883.0, were

:.Jsed as a non-respi ratory control.

During the ozone season of 1988 and 1989 the

total number of emergency visits at the nine hospitals was approximately 147.000
with 814 classifie d as asthma, 912 classifie d as bronchiti s, and 4066 classified
as finger wounds. The mean age of our asthma patients was 28.7 (sd=19.8) for
1988 and 29.9 (sd=19.9) for 1989.

Air Pollution Data
Criteria air pollutant data

collected by the New Jersey Department of

Environmental Protectio n and compiled by the National Air Data Branch of the U.S.
Environmental Protectio n Agency, within their AIRS data base were used. The data
for the period May through August for 1988 and 1989 were obtained for the five
monitoring sites in central and northern New Jersey closest to the area servicea
by the hospitals (Figure 1).
hourly.

The ozone and sulfur dioxide data were measured

Thoracic particula te matter, PM-10, was measured every 6th day.

Hourly

temperature and visibilit y measurements collected at the Airways Surface
Measurement Station in Newark, New Jersey were obtai ned from the Nat i ana 1
Climatic Data Center of NOAA, in North Carolina.

Visibilit y data were used as

surrogate s for the amount of sulfate aerosol present in the region. The mean and
frequency distribut ion of all of the environmental data were examined as a
quality assurance check.
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Statisti cal Methods
SAS software (version 6.03) was used to assemble and merge database s, and
c:;nduct statisti cal analyses (Cody and Smith :991). The analyses were res:r,c: ec
to the period when the maximum amount of photochemical smog producti on occurs in
This time frame minimizes the
New Jersey, defined as May 1 to August 31.
influenc e of seasona ,.variati ons in asthma and bronchi tis, and the major allergic
reaction s of individu als to pollen and mold that occur in the region dur~ng
September and October . Tests were conducted to examine the uniform ity of the
pollutan t concent rations over the geograp hic area containi ng the hospital s.
Pearson correlat ion coeffici ents were calculat ed across the sampling sites for
the average ozone concent ration measured each day from 10:00 to 15:00 hours and
for the daily maxima. The time period from 10:00 to 15:00 was chosen because it
recresen ts the time when peak producti on of ozone occurs. Our assumption is that
this represen ts the time of the greates t change in ozone which could

inf~uence

a pulmonary response , and result in a visit to an Emergency Department. ihe
values of the correlat ion coeffici ents among the sites for the 10:00 to 15:00
average ozone concent ration ranged from 0.58 to 0.88.

For the daily maxima the
these

inter-s~:e

::or,...e1ation coeffici ents ranged from 0.73 to 0.88.

All

correlat ions were statisti cally signific ant at p<0.0001.

Pair wise analyses of

the 10:00 to 15:00 average ozone value and maximum ozone value each day had a
correlat ion at 0.97.

Therefo re, it was decided to use the average ozone value.

between the h.ours of 10:00 and 15:00, as our primary exposure variable for
A mean ozone va 1ue was
comparisons with the respirat ory admission codes.
calculat ed across all sites as a represen tative concent ration for the region.
The visibili ty measured at noon was examined in two ways: 1) the visibili ty for
all days during the study period and 2) the daily visibili ty excludin g days which
7
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g smog episodes
probably due to the covar iance between tempe rature and ozone du~in
did not address
and tempe rature and asthma attac ks that they repor ted but
We observed nonsi gnific ant corre lation s between emergency
statis tical ly.
covar1ance ·.o~i:'1
cepartment visits for asthma and ozone LO and L24 when the
between ozone aTld
temperature was not taken into accou nt. The relati onshi p
and ozone was
asthma was only ident ified after the covar iance between tempe rature
Decreases in tempe rature have been relate d to marked
taken into accou nt.
a (Greenburg et
increa ses in the number of emergency department visits for asthm
nt for temperature
al. 1964). It would there fore appear to be essen tial to accou
A second facto r that diffe renti ates Los Angeles and New Jersey
atics, to contin ual
is the adapt ation by respo nsive indiv idual s, includ ing asthm
Angeles but not New
exposure to the high ambient ozone level s, that occur s in Los
in any analy sis.

Indiv idual s who showed changes in their pulmonary
diately prior to the
functi on when exposed to ozone in a contr olled settin g, imme
react ivity by the
photochemical smog season in Los Angeles, lost much of their
Angeles for 2 to
fall after being exposed to the ambient level s of ozone in Los

Jersey (Linn et al. 1988).
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3 months. Richards et al. (1981) evaluated cnildren starting in August, wnen
adaptation mechanism would have reduced :heir response to ozone.
com par ~ son s of our r e. s ul t s

w 1t

:~e

Thus,

n a s t hma ac::1 i s s i on an a 1ys e s conducted

1

n _os

Angeles is not possible.

A clear

demarcation

between

respiratory

two

broncnitis. was observed in the New Jersey Data set.

asthma

ailments:

and

Asthma visits were found

to increase with ambient ozone levels, while bronchitis did not.

This

d~ffers

from the results reported by Bates and Sizto (Bates and Sizto 1987), who found
similar association s of ozone with total respiratory admission and asthma alone.
When our bronchitis and asthma data were combined the total amount of variance
explained by ambient ozone level and temperature declined.
~~asnoses

are used in an epidemiolog ical analysis, bias due to

of a diagnosis is possible.

Whenever admission
misclassif~ca:~J~

Differences in the accuracy of the diagnos1s of

asthma and bronchitis exist.

The asthmatic patient presents with typic"al

symptoms of wheezing, cough and dyspnea.

These symptoms are acute and recurrent

in nature with interspersed asymptomatic periods (McFadden 1991).
diagnostic criteria for asthma have been produced (ATS 1987).

Soec if~ c
Due :o :::e

recurrent nature of the disease and fairly classic symptomatology, the diagnosis
of asthma in the emergency department is often straightforw ard.

For asthma,

bronchospasm has been demonstrate d acute 1y after exposure to e 1eva ted ozone
concentratio ns (Kreit et al. 1989); however, other mechanisms involving airway
inflammation must be considered.

Bronchitis is an ambiguous diagnosis and is frequently used by clinicians
to describe several different disorders.
13

trx

The diagnosis of bronchitis may be

applied in situations ranging from upper respiratory infection with cough to
severe ch_ronic obstructive pulmonary disease with cough.

Although ozone is

Jelievec :o be related to the resistance to infection (Ryer-Powder et al. 1988),
we did not expect to see the respiratory infection contributio n to bronchitis to
show up because of the longer exposure to admission times involved and the
general "catch-all" n~ture of a bronchitis diagnosis in an emergency department
setting.
~ossible

We limited our analysis to lags of 24 and 48 hours.

However, it is

that due to the mechanisms involved with the development of

broncni:~s

(i.e. bu i 1dup of mucus in the airways, infection) symptoms waul d take 1anger than
48 hours to become manifest.

Finally, since bronchitis is a chronic rather than

an intermitten t disorder, patients may have experienced greater symptoms on high
ozone days but not presented to an emergency department for treatment.

They

coulc wait for symptoms to resolve at home or consult their personal physician
if

symptoms persisted.

The association between ambient ozone levels and asthma visits in different
regions can further be examined by considering the ambient ozone levels and the
nu~~er

of days that the values exceed health standards for New Jersey, Ontar1o

and Vancouver.

The highest ambient ozone levels are in New Jersey, intermediat e

values are present in Southern Ontario and lowest values in Vancouver.

The

variance in Emergency Department visits explained by ozone decreased in the same
order.

The number of days that the ozone 1eve 1s exceeded the Canadian

permissible limit of 0.082 ppm occurred about twice as often in New Jersey as in
Southern Ontario.

In Vancouver, this value was only exceeded once in 1984, twice

in 1985 and was not exceeded in 1986.

The amount of the variance in the asthma

data that could be explained by the ozone concentrati ons in New Jersey (7-9%) was
14

~c:

more than twice the amount accounted for in Southern Ontario (3%) anc
significant in Vancouver.
relationship

is

Thus, it appears :hat an ozone exposure-'"es:::orse

discernable

among

cities wi':h

different

of ozcne

levels

accumulated in the ambient atmosphere and had periodic accumulations of ozone
during smog events rather than the continuous exposures seen in Los Angeles.
Since we prepared th"'is manuscript, recent results presented at a meeting

in

Atlanta, Georgia showed a highly significant association between ozone levels anc
hospital visits for asthmatic children (White et al. 1991).

Numerous reports have shown increases in asthma morbidity and mortality in
the past ten to twenty years (Evans III et al. 1987).

Future studies should be

designed to determine if the relationship between ambient ozone levels anc
occurrence of asthma at:acks

~s

one of the causes of this increase.

Conclusion
The results obtained in this study demonstrate a statisticall y
association between ozone exposure and asthma visits.

sign1f1:a~:

It also supocr::; ·.-e

plausibility of hospital emergency department data becoming a useful

~easw~e

-·

the adverse health effect from ambient ozone exposure and other smog produc:s :o
the general population.

The current results showed the need to control for :,e

variations in temperature .

A comparison of our results with Bates and

(1987) and Bates et al. (1990) show a consistent trend.

Of the 3 locations.

average ambient ozone levels are the highest in New Jersey, followed by
Ontario and Vancouver,

s:~~J

utilized hospital admissions as the dependent variable and our study ar.d
Vancouver study used visits to an emergency department, the relationship s
15

:~e

Sou:~e~n

Although the Southern Ontar1o

respectivel y.

s~~:J

:~e

be:~een

asthma and ozone should be comparable.

In addition, the number of days that :ne

ozone levels exceeded the Canadian permissible limit of 0.082 ppm or the U.S.
NAAQS is more frequent in New Jersey than in Southern Ontario and aimos:
non-existent in Vancouver . .The amount of the variance in the asthma data that
could be explained by the ozone concentrations followed the same order, being
highest in New Jersey (7-9%), intermediate in Southern Ontario (3%) and not
significant

in Vancouver.

Thus,

the beginning of an exposure response

relationship was discernable.
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Tables
Table 1

Mean Values of the Air Pollutants and Meteorological
Parameters

Table 2

Me~n

Table 3

Pearson Correlation Coefficients Pollutant and Meteorological

Daily Emergency Department Visits

Measurements

Tab 1e 4

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Mean Daily Ozone, Mean
Ozone Lagged 24 Hours and Mean Ozone Lagged 48 Hours

-.ao;e;,
,
'

~

Pearson Correlations Between Visits to Emergency

Oepar:~ents

in Central and Northern NJ for Asthma and Bronchitis Versus
Pollution and Weather Variables

Table 6

Multiple Regression Coefficients Predicting Asthma Visits
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iable 1
Mean Values of the Air Pollutants
and Meteorolog1cal ~arameters
Cor1bined
Ozone (ppm)

0.055
( .034, .074)

0.043
( .026, .053)

0.048
(. 031,. 063)

Sulfur Dioxide (ppm)

0.009
( .005, .012)

0.008
( .005, .011)

0.009
( .006.01:)

101. 5
(101.1,102.6 )

101 . 6
(101.2,102.0 )

101. 5
(101.1,101.9 )

Pressure (mb)
iemperature ( oc)

23
(19,28)

22
(20,25)

22
(20,27)

Relative Humidity

62
(49,72)

69
(57,80)

65
(54,76)

Vis~bility

10.2
(5.8,14.6)

0

9.

(Miles)

~

- .0

(6.0,11.6)

Numbers in parentheses represent the 25th and 75th percentiles

19
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Table 2
Mean Daily Emergency Department Visits
1988

1989

Combined

Asthma

3.3
( 2' 4)

3.8
( 2' 5)

3.6
(2,5)

Bronchitis

3.7
( 3' 5)

4.3
( 3' 6)

( 3'

18
(15,21)

18
(15,20)

18
(15,21)

593
(562,616)

605
(577 ,627)

599
(571,623)

Finger Wounds

Total Admissions

~u~:er

4.0
5)

in parenthesis represents the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 3
Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Pollutant and Meteorolog1cal Measurements
Mean
Ozone

Sulf.
Oiox.

Atmos.
Press.

Temp.

Relative
Humidity

Mean Ozone
(n=226)
Sulfur Dioxide
.n=226)

.429
(.0001)

Temperature
(n=226)

.641
( . 0001 )

.219
(.0004)

Atmospheric
~res sure
(n=226)

.082
(.2199)

Relative
Humidity
(n=226)

-.455
(. 001)

. 110
(.0098)

-. 282
(.0001)

-. 053
(.4291)

Visibility
ln=226)

-. 091
(.1739)

-.481
(.0001)

-.155
(.0200)

-. 091
(.4479)

•Jisibility

-. 212
( . 002)

- . 519
( . 0001)

-.257
( . 002)

- . 041
( . 562)

~xcluding

. 189
(.0042)

-.006
( . 920)

Rain Days
(n=206)

'lumber in parenthesis represents significance.
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-.736
(.0001)
-. 720
(.0001)

vj s
Y.iL

:. .; '0

Table 4
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for
Mean Daily Ozone. Mean Ozone Lagged 24 Hours
and Mean Ozone Lagged 48 Hours

O~one

LO

Ozone L24

Ozone LO

Ozone L24

.563
( . 0001 )

Ozone L48

.324

.562

( . 001)

(.0001)

Number in parenthesis represents significance.
n=226

22

Ozone L48

Table 5
Pearson Correlations Between Visits to Emergency
Departments 1n Central and Nor:hern NJ for Asth-ma and
Bronchitis Versus Poll~tion ana Weather Variables

Variable
Word

Bronchitis

Asthma

Finger

.

----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------Ozone LO

-.024 ( .72)

.009 ( -90)

.043 ( - 52)

Ozone L24

.079 (.24)

.030 (.66)

.090 ( - l8)

Ozone L48

- . 117 (. 08)

.028 ( . 68)

.024 ( . 72)
.051 ( . 45)

.003 ( . 96)

.043 (.52)

-.227 (.0006)

' .... ( . 73)
- ......"'"'1

.044 ( . 51)

.097 ( . 15)

.019 (.li)'

Da i 1y Temp Change

-.093 ( . 16)

-. 035 ( . 60)

.012 ( . 86)

Pressure

-.007 ( . 92)

- . 00 7 (- 92)

.033

Sulphur Dioxide
-:-e:coerature
Humidity

.043 ( . 52)

Asthma

Number in parenthesis represents significance.
n=226

23

""'- ...~ ..,..
......

'.. =J /
"'"''

~-; \

(
'

•

¥

.....

/

.034 ( . 61 )

Table 6
Multiple Regression Coefficients Predicting Asthma Visits

Variable

Partial r 2

Coefficient

Standard
Error

p-value

Combined 1988, 1989
Intercept

9.88

1. 35

.0001

Temperature

0.0493

-0.107

0.022

.0001

Ozone L24

0.0499

20.3

7. 17

.005

9.49

1. 62

.0001

Total

0.0992
1988

Intercept
7emperature

0.0630

-0.102

0.025

.0001

Ozone L24

0.0690

24.6

8.38

.0041

10.4

2.07

.0001

0.033

.0002

Total

0. 132

1989

Intercept
Temperature

0.0639

-0.129

Ozone L24

0.0322

27.7

11.8

.0206

Ozone LO

0.0576

37.2

13.5

.0067

Total

0.1537
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New Jersey Propane Gas Association
Re:
Statement Before The New Jersey
Environmental Committee April 9, 1992

Senate/Assembly

I appreciate the opportunity
Environmental Committee.

today before the Joint

to

appear

Joint

Over the past year, the public has been hearing and seeing a
plethora of environmental stories concerning the improvement of
our air quality. Federally mandated standards have been debated
over what type of alternative motor fuels will replace gasoline
and curtail ozone pollution.
On behalf of the 150 member New Jersey Propane Gas Association, I
would like to communicate some background information about an
exciting - - but certainly not new
alternative fuel for
virtually all types of fleet vehicles. The word "exciting" is
used advisedly. Propane does offer some excellent private-sector
answers to what is justifiably perceived as a public problem:
vehicular pollution.
Propane is the most widely used alternative fuel and is a vital
part of the pace-setting California Clean Air program.
It has
been in commercial motor fuel use for over 60 years, and ranks as
the leading alternative fuel in the u.s. and world wide.
Currently,
approximately
4,000,000
propane fueled highway
vehicles are in use worldwide. Of which 370,000 are operating in
the u.s., 90% of this use is in commercial fleets of light and
medium duty trucks, school special purpose buses, taxicabs, and
automobiles used by police departments and various carrier
services.
With an octane rating of 104-110 (vs. 87-92 for most unleaded
gasolines) and low carbon and oil contamination characteristics,
propane-fueled vehicles are routinely documented as providing
engine life two to three times that of gasoline engines.
It is
this very practical operating consideration, perhaps more than
any other, that makes propane the fuel of choice for so many
fleet vehicles.
The technology of propane has resulted in its acceptance as both
a clean-burning and economically viable motor vehicle fuel.
EPA
motor vehicle lab tests comparing various motor fuels to the
Federal clean air standards showed the following results: 93%
lower carbon monoxide, 73% fewer hydrocarbons, and 57% lower
nitrogen oxides, resulting in a cleaner environment when propane
is used in motor vehicles.
Markedly superior to other ATF's , a like sized container of
propane will take a vehicle almost twice as far as methanol and
four times as far as compressed natural gas.
And in the
all-important miles-per-gallon consideration, propane delivers up
to 80% of gasoline's MPG, 54% for methanol and 70% for ethanol.

ffx

Addressing environmental issues, the use of propane in motor
vehicles essentially eliminates particulate emissions, thereby
making significant contribution to improving air quality. Unlike
gasoline and methanol, propane is not toxic and poses no
groundwater contamination threat in the event of a storage tank
leak or spill.
At present, the infra-structure for immediate propane utilization
There are more than 25,000 propane retail outlets
is in place.
in the u.s., 10,000 of which operate motor fuel refueling
fleet user operates its own
Practically every
stations.
refueling operation, enjoying the additional advantage of bulk
purchase savings.
Vehicle safety records show that propane vehicle are at least as
safe as gasoline vehicles. With American Society of Mechanical
Engineers fuel tanks rated 20 times as puncture-resistant as
gasoline, methanol or ethanol tanks, propane tanks are especially
effective in reducing collision-induced fire risk.
All of us in the propane gas industry, producers and marketers
alike, are actively cooperating with the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy for the positive contribution
of propane to provide both our energy needs and a safe, clean
environment for New Jersey.
Thank you for your kind attention to our presentation.
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TYPICAL VAN CONVERSION
I

Fleet of 20 Vans

CNG

Propane
Conversion Kit,
Fuel Container2
Gallons Stored
Labor to Install

$ 716.10
285.05 3
18.56
375.00

Conversion Cost per Van

$ 1,394.71

$ 2,221.50

$27,894.20

$44,430.00

Conversion Cost, 20 Vans

Fuel Consumption Cost
(1 00,000 miles)
Cost of Fill System
TOTAL COSTS

Driving Range
on Full Cylinder

$

988.20
628.00 3
5.30
600.00

$ 5,173.61 4
10.000.006

$ 4,583.34 5
50.000.00 7

$43,067.81

$99,013.34

267.26 miles

95.4 miles

/Ill)(

FOOTNOTES
TYPICAL VAN CONVERSION

1

Fleet quantity price includes carburetor dosed loop technology.

2

Mounts on frame rail -driver's side

3

Includes bracket

4

100,000 miles based on 14.4 mpg propane,
11 cents per gallon Federal Tax
4 cents per gallon NJ State Tax
60 cents per gallon propane

5

100,000 miles based on 18 mpg gasoline,
1.1 therms per 18 miles on CNG,
based on 60 cents therm, includes:

10 cents per gallon equivalent compression costs, and
5 cents compressor maintenance costs

6

1000 gallon propane tank, pump, and meter-skid mounted

7

Time fill - overnight

NOTE:

The propane vehical can be dedicated.
The CNG vehicle will probably be dual fuel.

PROPANE vs. OTHER ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR PAYLOAD
Propane saves fuel, space' and weight while delivering the same miles on the smallest fuel load
15 gallons
2.1 cu. ft.
161.5 lbs.

PROPANE

18. 14 gallons

2.4 cu. ft.
145 lbs.

ETHANOL

24.25 pllons
l.l cu. ft.
185.6 lbs.

METHANOL
CNG

Source: Western liquid Gas Association

PROPANE vs. OTHER ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR RANGE
Comparison based on the energy content of each fuel in equal size tanks
Baseline is a propane-fueled vehicle with enough fuel to travel 100 miles

PROPANE

h.,, a:t

I

rrrtt•,

't

r st tn"M& ott

I

rtr mtrrr:trt n 2 , 7 , t dd
100 Miles

ETHANOL
METHANOL Lu r

rtcr

·•otie

t'

w:r"'ttHttW'rt

htt'rS'd~
61.7 Miles

CNG
25 Miles

82.7 Miles

PROPANE EMISSION TEST RESULTS
(Grams per mile)

II

Carbon Monoxide

Propane

3.40g

Emissions
in EPA

Nitrogen Oxide
l.OOg

Test

0

Allowable
Emissions
in EPA
Test

27% Net
7% Net
Tl,~, \lie: EPA

Emi!>~IOO!>

l4b. Ann Arbor, M1chagdn

Te<>t Vehicle: full·!>lle ford V-3 Crown V1CIOfloii

Propane: Cleaner Air
In brief, propane was almost 4 times cleaner in hydrocarbons, 14 times cleaner in carbon monoxide and 2.3 times cleaner in nitrogen oxides than EPA's emission standards at test time.
Source:

We~tern

liquid Gas

As~ociation

Testimony of A. Blakeman Early
Washingto n Director, Pollution and
Toxics Program of Sierra Club
before the

joi~t

hearing

Senate Environme nt Committee and
Assembly Environme nt Committee

April 9, 1992

~s

_

loi~e

~~e

Comm1ttee considers the need

~t~0cards,

~ave

ne~r~

that

th~

1t is imcortant

reoresenta cives from tne

~o

~or

Cal1forn1a

cGnsider, also. the

au~o

1ndustry tell ycu

California Taipipe standards are not needed to

comply with the Clean Air Act Amendment s.

I

ac not agree.

to review with you some of the key changes

m~de

-llow

m~

STATE

PLANS ML3T ATTAIN AND MAINTAIN HEALTH STANDARDS

~Y

The Amendments clearly require the State Implementa tion
;::·1 ans to attain rtec<.l th stan•jc<_rds on a date "by which

::<.ttainment ca.n be achieved as

171

(a.J

(2))

e:-~pediticK\sly

as pra_cticab la",

In addition, each state seeking recognitio n of

attainment for its cleaned up non-attain ment areas must
submit a plan for the maintenanc e of attainment over the next
(Sec 175A(a) and

(b))

STATE FLANS MUST ASSURE ANNUAL PROGRESS TOWARD ATTAINMENT
The Amendments require that annual progress in the
reduction of pollutants that cause a violation of the health
standards be made.

In serious, severe, and extreme

non-attain ment areas for ozone, a 3 percent annual or a 15
percent over six year reduction in pollutants must be
:jernon str .?. i:ed.

A fa1lure to show such progress will

~esult

10

2

reduce pollutants that contribute to ozone transport.
Implementa~.ti.on

State

Plans must '·prohibit anv source or other t.vpe

of em1ssions activity from emittinq anv air pollutant
~mounts

1

wh1ch w1ll contribute

Slqn1~1cantlv

to non-atta:Gmen:

n or- i nter·-tere Wl th mai nter·ance by, any other State

:tn\· primary air qLta.lltY

st~ndard.

1n

<Sec:101 (b) (2))

th "

w1

The

Amendments also create an Ozone Traonsport Region to control
interstate air pollution whlch imposes additional pollut:on
=cntrol reau1rements over croader areas of each member
~nv

s~~te.

state can ask EFA to declare any other statE s State

Implementaiton Plan as invalid because of 1ts failure to
,~edu.c'?

pollution tr21.nsport.

SANCTIONS PENALIZE STATES

<Sec 176A(b))

T~AT

As vou may already knew,

FAIL TO ADEQUATELY PLAN,

<:<.n··y sta.te \A!hlch fc:u l s

develop an adequate State Implementation Plan is sucject to
loss of federal

highway funding,

a requirement that new

sources locating in a sanct1oned non-attainment areas

o~f-set

its pollution additions from extsting sources on a 2 far 1
b2.Sl S:.

CSec 179) Failure

~a

make progre5s toward or attain

:c.andards v-!ill result in tt-,e imposition of
measures to rectify the fallure.

"all neces·:;21.r-·/"

In addition, areas in

severe and extreme non-attalnment for ozone wich fail
~~t~in

by the deadline

ris~

~

to

the impos1tion of a federai

fee
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1n the Amendments I find the auto industry's cla1m

con~a1ned

that

l\ie•·~

Jer·:=ev does n•:Jt "ne•?d" [alifor·nia.

t~.ilp1pe

sta.nda.rds

to be a gross understatement. But th1s 1s not surpr1sing to
me.

As a lobbylst +or the Sierra Club before Congress,

the subject of air pollution to be credible.

Indeed.

a.sk:

WHY SHOULD WE BELIEVE THE AUTO COMPANIES?

The history

o~

the Clean Air Act debate has shown that the

auto comcan1es nave routinelv exagerated the cost

o~

comcliance and always understated the sever1ty of

che a1r

pollution problem.
In September,

Here are some illustrations.
1970, Lee Iacocca, then Executive Vice

President of Ford Motor Company stated during consideration

b1ll could prevent continued production of automobiles ....
Even if they do not stop production. thev could lead to huge
1ncreases in the price of cars.

Thev could have a tremendous

impact on all of American industry and could do irreparable
damage to the American economy.
o~

And yet.

in return for all

this.m they would lead to only small improvements in the

quality

o~

the a1r •...

CT>his bill is a threat to the int1re

American economy and to every person in America."

In November,

1973,

John Riccardo, President of Crysler
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wnollv

unre2lis~ic

timetable for the introductlon of the

nc·ne>: i stent new technology·. "
As we now
bu~

~now,

the auto 1nds0trv has not onlv surv1ved,

surv1vec well enough

~a

m?Le

Mr.

Iacocc~

on2 o+ the

developed by the auto 1ndustrv, to Its credit, is h1qhlv
e~fective

and being required by many countries around the

TMe auto industry
He~e

LS

~hat

1S

engaged in the same deception

thev do not tell you about some

c~

t~e:r

arguments aga1nst the adoption of California tailpipe
standards.

The auto companies argue California standards

have been developed to deal with a1r pollution problems

t~ev

do

~ct

tell

vou

1s

that

~ne

1noustrv 1s challenging the

use of Cal1fornia standards 1n Cal1fornia.
challenging to so-called waiver EPA must grant under the
Clean A1r Act to enable California to require more stringent
standards.

This effort could, at a minimum,

application until the 1998 model vear.

del a.v their

Detroit doesn't want

to produce cleaner cars even where they acknowledge there is
a genuine need for them.

How, then, can we believe these

standards are not needed in New Jersey?
The MVMA asserts that emissions from California cars,
w1thout

Cali~onia

gas, are

no~

much lower than the

5

recu1rements for cert1f1cat1on test1ng and tne
tailpipe standards.

Tf1is would re:;u.lt in a "feder-al" car-

with emissions almost as low as
tell

vou 1s that tney

adaman~lv

tr·~e

Suprerne Cou.rt..

1

-r

Who;..t they do not

Cali~ornia.

oppose these new requ1rements
1 fl'/Oke

tD

reir I I

net:=es·:.ar-'/.

L..)e

t.hetT!

belll?VE•

SLI.Cc-1

opasition could easily delay the requirements far a car
meeting the "almost as ·=lean as Ca.l1fornia" sta.ndards
described by MVMA well
delav well

into the next century.

bevand what w1ll

atta1n1ng ana

ma1nta1~inq

rh is

be needed to ass1st New

the health

I c<.sk the s1mple questic•n,

s~andards

1

s

:.<.

Je~sev

for o=one.

"Given the historv of

misrepresentation, exageration, and omission engaged in by
the auto industry. why should members of th1s Committee
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Good afternoon. My name is Janet Lussenhop and I am Director of
Regional Plan Association's New Jersey office.

I am here today to testify in

support of the adoption of the low emission vehicle program in the state of New
Jersey.
Regional Plan Association bases its support of this program on the
work of Project: CLEAN AIR, which we staffed over the last three years. Project:
CLEAN AIR was established several years ago to build consensus on
transportation strategies to meet federal clean air mandates, on the assumption
that transportation sources would be a significant target for emissions reductions
in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Project: CLEAN AIR was initiated by
Christopher Daggett when he was EPA Region II Administrator, and he reached
out to RPA to staff the project.
Project: CLEAN AIR published its recommendations last fall and
presented them to Commissioner Weiner and Commissioner Downs. I have here
several copies of our final report and supporting documents. Before I describe
our work and how it supports the adoption of an LEV program, I would like to
provide you with a list of the members of Project: CLEAN AIR's Steering
Committee. The Steering Committee was chaired by Leonard Ueberman and its
members were:
Allied Signal
League of Women Voters
New Jersey Petroleum Council
Casino Association of New Jersey
New Jersey Business and Industry Association
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
New Jersey Automobile Club

II
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New Jersey Department of Transportation
New Jersey Association of Railroad Passengers
Natural Resources Defense Council
New Jersey Clean Air Council
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
AFL-CIO of New Jersey
New Jersey Office of State Planning
South Jersey Center for Public Affairs/Stockton State College
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
Woodrow Wilson Schooi/Pnnceton University
Public Service Electric & Gas
American Lung Association
New Jersey Motor Truck Association
Chemical BankjN J
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection & Energy
The members of the Steering Committee worked together for two
and a half years, studying a range of transportation control strategies that would
improve air quality including emissions and fuel changes, land use planning
changes, pricing strategies and a variety of other travel demand measures such
as employer-based ridesharing, improvements in public transit, and HOV lanes.
Our research included a consultant study of the emissions reduction potential of
the measures and an economic impact analysis of each measure. The Steering
Committee was advised by a Technical Subcommittee consisting of experts in the
fields of transportation planning, automotive fuels, and air quality, among others.
The Steering Committee also heard presentations from the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association and the New Jersey Petroleum Council.
Based on the technical emissions and econom ic impact analyses,
the Steering Committee concluded that the LEV program should be one of New
Jersey's top five priorities in air quality planning. In reaching their conclusions,
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of the strategies with
they weighed the tradeoffs involved in implementing some
's serious a1r quality
the need for a variety of strong measures to meet the State
ed a consensus on
problem. I should mention that while the Committee reach
program. Although a
these priorities, it was not a unanimous vote for the LEV
dissenting opinion from
majority supported it as a top priority, there was a strong
the MVMA, which is published in our final report.
usions :t
I would like to explain why the Committee reached the concl
on emissions reductions
did. Our technical study showed that the biggest impact
r emissions standards,
would come from technological solutions, such as tighte
enance programs. The
alternative fuels, and more stringent inspection and maint
have a significant impact
study also showed that travel-related measures would
top priority strategy was
on emissions in the long run, and in fact, the Committees
ons provided emissicns
improved land use planning. But the technological soluti
ive travel measures, and
improvements several times as large as the most effect
planning.
they do not require changes in travel behavior or land use
AIR by the
The public opinion survey conducted for Project: CLEAN
of support for the low
Eagleton Institute at Rutgers also provided a basis
New Jerseyans said that
emissions vehicle program. First, almost three in four
of a member of their
the quality of air poses a threat to their health or to the health
cleaner burning fuels
household. The survey found that making alternative,
e for the New Jersey
widely available for cars and trucks was the solution of choic
was also considered
public. Establisning tougher vehicle emissions standards
yans think that cleaner
very acceptable. The survey also showed that New Jerse
quality in the state. For
cars would do more than any other strategy to improve air
rtive of technological
obvious reasons, the public seems to be very suppo
solutions that require
solutions to air pollution and less supportive of those
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changes in lifestyle. The survey found a surprisingly high level of support for
funding air quality improvements - more than half those surveyed said that
cleaning the a1r is so important that continuing improvements must be made
regardless of cost. A majority also said they favor efforts to reduce air pollution
even if they caused taxes to go up.
Project: CLEAN AIR's Steering Committee remained convinced in
the end that, given the severity of the problem in New Jersey, the low emissions
vehicle program must be a critical part of New Jersey's air quality solution.
Based on the work of Project: CLEAN AIR, Regional Plan
Association supports the adoption of an LEV program in New Jersey. We also
believe that other, travel-related measures will be necessary to improve our air
quality and other quality of life measures in the state.

Adoption of the LEV

program is also an important regional issue. New Jersey is part of two Statistical
Metropolitan Areas -- in Philadelphia and New York. That means that the air
quality in these other states affects our planning requirements in New Jersey, so
that regional cooperation becomes truly critical. Should New York or Philadelphia
not meet the federal requirements, there is potential for an impact on New Jersey
as well. Cooperation is particularly critical for those measures, such as the LEV
program, which become more successful if they are adopted on a regional basis.
Because air pollution is a regional problem, the solutions must also be regional.
We have a serious health problem in this region and we need to start off on the
right foot by working together in the region to adopt the LEV program. Thank you
very much.
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Comments of Public Service Electric and Gas Company
·
before the
Joint Legislative Committees on the Environment
regarding
Low-Emission Vehicle Regulations
April 9, 1992
Good afternoon, I am Roger Schwarz, General
Manager of Corporate Issues for Public Service Electric
and Gas. With me is Gregory Dunlap of our Gas Business
Unit. On behalf of PSE&G, we'd like to thank you for
this opportunity to talk about New Jersey's future.
Heightened concern for the environment, as well as
the reality of health risks, require all of us to come
together to find solutions to New Jersey's
environmental problems. Beyond the rhetoric, we must
all realize that the value in cleaning up the
environment is not measured in dollars, but in quality
of life for all New Jerseyans. Likewise, we must all
recognize our obligation to our children, and make the
investment to provide them with a healthier
environment.
First the good news: New Jersey's air is cleaner
than it's been in years. But as is all too obvious on
hot summer afternoons when a brown haze hangs in the
sky, still not clean enough. Certain air pollutants
stubbornly remain at unhealthful levels, and as a
result, New Jersey fails to meet federal air quality
standards, particularly those for ground-level ozone.
There is nothing to be gained at this point from
arguing about the number of days these standards are
exceeded. That's history. New Jersey must come into
compliance with the Clean Air Act.
As an integral part of its compliance plan, the
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy has
proposed new low-emission vehicle (LEV) regulations,
more commonly known as the California car standards.
PSE&G supports the decision to adopt the
low-emission vehicle regulations. The environmental
benefits of an LEV program will assist the State in
finally meeting federal air quality standards.
Moreover, New Jersey's LEV program is compatible with
other mobile source emissions reductions programs
already requir~d by the Clean Air Act. And, we believe
that an improved environment will pay off in economic
benefits by helping to continue New Jersey's reputation
as a desirable place to live and to do business.
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To no small extent, the debate over low-emis sion
vehicle standard s is already over. Beginnin g in the
fall of 1997, New Jersey and other states that have
failed to meet ozone limits are required to particip ate
in the Clean Fleet Program mandated by the Clean Air
Act Amendme nts. Under this program, a percenta ge of
vehicles purchase d by fleet operator s (30% of purchase s
in the first year} will have to meet Californ ia's
emission standard s. The National Energy Strategy
legislat ion now pending in both houses of Congress will
advance that schedule .
The LEV program, as proposed both here in the
Northeas t and in Californ ia, will require manufac turers
to sell vehicles that meet Californ ia's lower emission
standard s, and the Clean Fleet Program will require
fleet operator s to purchase them. Given the existing
federal mandate to implemen t the Clean Fleet Program,
adoption of the LEV program is thus a logical next
step. By impleme nting programs on both the demand side
and the supply side, New Jersey can facilita te
acceptan ce of clean-fu el vehicles by ensuring a market
for manufac turers and the availab ility of vehicles for
consume rs.
Many of the cars and trucks that will be puilt to
meet the LEV standard s will not be designed to run on
traditio nal fuels. They will run on the so-calle d
alternat ive fuels. At Public Service Electric & Gas,
we sell two of those fuels, and it should come as a
surprise to no one that we hope to sell electric ity and
compress ed natural gas for use in cars and trucks. The
use of those fuels will help to clean our air, and we
believe that we can do well by doing good.
As I noted at the outset, we all know that, the
seemingl y intracta ble problem of ground-l evel ozone
aside, New Jersey and New Jersey business es have for
more than twenty years -- often ahead of federal
schedule s -- been working to clean up the air we
breathe. At PSE&G we converte d generati ng stations
from coal to oil and then from oil to gas. We burn
only low sulfu=-c ontent fuels, and we have spent
millions of dollars on pollutio n control equipmen t to
improve New Jersey's air quality. We're proud that, as
a result, all of our generati ng stations in the State
already meet the Clean Air Act's Phase I and Phase II
limits for sulfur dioxide.
If New Jersey is going to meet the standard s for
ground-l evel ozone, however, both stationa ry and mobile
sources will have to reduce emission s that contribu te
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to the problem. At PSE&G we recently announced plans
to repower and rehabilitate our Bergen and Burlington
generating stations. Once the work is completed, the
result will be more efficient, more economical power
for our customers gng cleaner air. We expect emission
rates for nitrogen oxides to be reduced by as much as
97 percent and carbon monoxide by as much as 85
percent. This investment in our Bergen and Burlington
stations is part of an overall environmental plan to
reduce emissions from our fossil-fuel plants.
Merely improving stationary source emissions won't
do the trick. Mobile sources have to be part of the
solution. Even though cars have become cleaner over
the years, the greater number of cars on the road has
prevented New Jersey from meeting federal air quality
standards. Motor vehicles contribute approximately 50
percent of emissions of volatile organic compounds and
nitrogen oxides during the summer months and are
responsible for 75 percent of carbon monoxide emissions
on a typical winter day. Unless action is taken now,
growth in economic activity and a projected increase in
vehicle miles traveled will increase emissions making
it more difficult for New Jersey to have cleaner,
healthier air.
Over the past few years, PSE&G has worked hard to
encourage a collaborative effort between the public and
private sectors to promote the use of clean-fuel
vehicles. While we have our own in-house projects, we
believe that the introduction of clean-fuel vehicles
will be most successful by demonstrating their value to
government officials, transit agencies and private
industry.
PSE&G currently operates 30 natural gas powered
service vans and eight electric vans, one of which is
driven and tested daily by DEPE. We are also
developing our own plans to have the most extensive
fleet of alternative-fuel vehicles in the State.
In partnership with New Jersey Transit, we
installed a refueling facility in orange to support
NJT's five natural gas-powered buses. And as part of
our contribution to New Jersey's Alternative Fuel
Demonstration Project, later this year PSE&G will
construct a refueling facility for 200 natural gaspowered cars, trucks and vans that will be converted or
purchased by the State.
We are also moving to offer refueling capability
for businesses and individuals. CUrrently we provide
New Jersey Bell with refueling for 25 natural gaspowered vans, and we continue to explore various
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refueling options, including public stations and home
compressor equipment.
All of these efforts and more will be needed if we
are going to have healthy, breathable air in New
Jersey. PSE&G is confident that an LEV program can be
implemented in a practical and workable fashion.
Clean-fuel technology offers a realistic, costeffective approach for New Jersey to move a step
closer to achieving federal air quality standards. We
encourage the Legislature to support the Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy's program for
low-emission vehicles.

new Jersey Automobile CJ)ealers Association
Headquarter s • 856 River Road • P.O. Box 7510 • Trenton, New Jersey 08628
• (609) 883-5056

JOHN ZANGER. JR.
Cha1rman

CHARLES E. WALTON
Presi(Jent

STATEM ENT OF CHARLE S E. WALTO N, PRESIDENT
NEW JERSEY AUTOM OBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION
TO JOINT COMMI TIEF.S ON TilE ENVIRO NMENT
APRIL 9, 1992

The New Jersey Automobile Dealers Associat ion-whic h represents 7fJJ
franchised new car and truck dealers-d oes not envy the task confronting the Committee as
you study this important environmental issue which may dramatically change our lives.

As auto retailers, we're concerned with some narrower issues that might be of
less importance to other people from whom you are hearing. Our concern is that New Jersey
not become an island of competitive disadvantage with neighboring states with respect to the
cost of motor vehicles sold here. If New Jersey is out front in mandating the California car
it would be devastating to our auto retailers. Thus, we can support the proposed changes
only if they are implemented on a regional basis. We know that consumers will travel a
good distance to save a relatively small amount of money. Certainly if the California car is
more expensive than the standard vehicle-w hether it is DEPE' s estimate of $170 or the
industry's ballpark figure of $1,000+ -busines s will flee to other states.

lt/.11

-2It is not enough to say that New Jersey will register only "California" cars.

As we learned all too well with the heavy truck fiasco in 1990, purchasers of vehicles will
find ways to register them in less costly jurisdictions. Of course, autos are not heavy trucks.
But what if we lose 10% to 15% of our nonnal sales to a non-participating New York,
Pennsylvania or Delaware? It could destroy scores of dealers.

Also of serious concern to us is the inventory of vehicles with which dealers
could be "stuck." DEPE would require a certain percentage of the fleet to be low emission
vehicles, ultra low emission vehicles, and zero emission vehicles. The marketplace will
detennine whether these vehicles will sell or not. Dealers, however, are going to be forced
to buy all varieties from car makers. They will have little or no choice. Therefore, they run
the risk of being stuck with inventory that may never sell, which we must purchase in order
to satisfy the New Jersey regulations. We think DEPE should carefully consider some
marketplace and consumer incentives to ensure dealers that this new type of product will sell.
Getting them on the road-no t merely onto the dealer's lot-is the real key to improvement
in air quality.

Our third concern deals with the Enhanced Inspection/Maintenance program.
We think New Jersey DEPE should continue to work with New Jersey DMV and EPA to
develop the required vehicle inspection program that will keep the private inspection center
licensees involved if they choose to make the hefty capital expenditures for the required new
equipment.
#

STATEMENT OF THE NEW JERSEY CLEAN AIR COUNCIL ON LOW
EMISSION VEHICLES
PRESENTED TO THE LEGISLATURE ON APRIL 9, 1992 AT TRENTON
BY HERBERT WORTREICH, PUBLIC MEMBER

The New Jersey Clean Air Counc il was create d by the New
Jersey Air Pollut ion Contro l Act to be an adviso ry body to
the Comm issione r of Enviro nment al Protec tion. The Counc il
consis ts of 18 person s repres enting a broad spectru m of the
state' s popula tion such as busine ss and indust ry, govern ment,
labor, physic ians, health office rs, agricu lture, profes sional
engine ers, indus trial hygie nists, munic ipaliti es, and the
public in genera l. Counc il meetin gs are held every month
except Augus t and are open to the public . The membe rs are
reimbu rsed for expens es bu~ otherw ise receiv e no compe nsation
for their servic es.
By statut e, the Counc il is obliga ted to conduc t at least
one public hearin g annua lly and submit a report to the
Comm issione r. During the past few years, some of these
hearin gs have dealt either direct ly or indire ctly with air
pollut ion from mobile source s, a subjec t which has been high
on the Clean Air Counc il's list of concer ns for over two
I call to your attent ion and wish to introd uce into
decade s.
the record three of the report s of hearin gs, namely those of
1987, 1990, and 1991.
The 1987 hearin g was entitl ed "Ozone : New Jersey ·s
Health Dilemm a". One of the Counc il's conclu sions was that
'Even with region al contro ls, New Jersey will not be able to
meet the ambien t air qualit y standa rd and protec t public
health withou t furthe r reduct ion of in-sta te hydroc arbon
emissi ons." Among the recomm endatio ns to the Comm issione r
were a caveat about the ambien t standa rd's being suffic ient
to protec t human health , and that "The choice of contro l
strate gy should be driven by the need to protec t the public
health , rather than by politi cal or econom ic consid eratio ns."
The then Comm issione r, Richa rdT. Dewlin g, stated in his
Althou gh
"Ozone contro l can be accom plishe d.
testim ony,
neithe r
will
it
cost,
ntial
contro l will not be withou t substa
tough
the
than
ult
diffic
be more expen sive nor more
All
1970s.
the
during
ed
achiev
regula tion of fuel and sulfur
out
point
also
would
I
will."
cal
that is needed is the politi
e
advers
the
about
ation
inform
that this report includ es
effect s of ozone on human health and on vegeta tion includ ing
many of the food crops and ornam ental plants so vital to the
state" s econom y. Despi te the subseq uent adopti on of Stage 2
and
the . conclu sions
regula tions,
other
some
and
today.
for
ent
pertin
recomm endatio ns in this report remain
In 1990, the subjec t of the Counc il's public hearin g was
"Truck s, Buses and Cars: Emiss ions and Inspec tions" . From
that hearin g, the Counc il came to two genera l conclu sions,
namely that to derive full benef it for its citize ns from
techno logy for measu ring and contro lling vehicu lar emissi ons,
New Jersey must take advant age of advanc ements promp tly, and
that any progra m for reduci ng vehicl e emissi ons must be
multi- facete d. The Counc il then recomm ended that the

department pursue advances in emission control technology
with particular attention to those in California and, if the
1990 Clean Air Act does not adequately address New Jersey·s
needs, the state should join with other states in the region
to implement the California program. This 1990 report also
deals with a variety of vehicle and transportatio n-related
issues including inspection and enforcement, mass transit,
car and van pooling, and alternative fuels.
The 1991 public hearing was devoted to the subject of
air pollution emergencies. A major concern here was that
the criteria for triggering such emergencies, particularly
for ozone, are far from being protective of the public
health. There is no criterion for a first stage or alert and
for the second stage the concentration is more than twice
that of the federal ambient air quality standard and the
exposure four times as long. Consequently, there have been no
ozone emergencies declared in New Jersey even though large
segments of the population have on numerous occasions been
subjected to dosages higher than the federal health standard
of 0.12 parts per million for one hour. Incidentally, this
federal standard which we are mandated to attain is itself
questionable as adequate health protection. Whether the
emergency criteria are revised or not, it seems prudent for
the state to do everything feasible to keep the
From all of the
concentration s within safe limits.
information available to the Clean Air Council, adoption of
low emission vehicle standards appears to be one of the best
and least disruptive strategies available at this time.
In addition to the reports of the Clean Air Council, I
call to your attention the October, 1991 report of Project:
CLEAN AIR, a public/privat e partnership seeking to improve
New Jersey·s air quality through consensus building and
public participation . As a result of its studies on
transportatio n and economics and a survey of public opinion,
an initial list of 125 strategies was reduced to the 21
expected to yield the most benefits. These were then put into
first, second, and third priority groups. Significantly , the
California motor vehicle emissions program appeared in the
first group.
There are only two ways to reduce pollution from mobile
sources; technology - the "technical fix" - and reduced
vehicle use. On the whole, the public has shown little
The
appetite for curbing its use of automobiles.
deterioration and inconvenience of public transportatio n and
the trend toward urban and suburban sprawl have, in fact,
fostered ever-increasi ng dependence on the motor vehicle.
Without the imposition of mandatory restrictions on vehicle
use and the allocation of considerable funding for expanding
and improving public transportatio n facilities and services,
we cannot expect much contribution to improving air quality
in the near future through reductions in vehicle miles
2
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traveled . This leaves the technica l fix as the first line of
From this view, the Californ ia standard s represen t
defense.
the most preferab le strategy at hand. Given New Jersey's
environm ental and geograph ical situatio n, the cooperat ion of
its neighbor s in proceedi ng with regional strategi es, and the
list of options availabl e, we should move with no further
delay toward adopting advanced low emission vehicle
strategi es.
Although the main impetus for vehicle control is ozone
and, to a lesser degree but not of lesser importan ce, carbon
monoxide , there are some other compelli ng reasons. Shortfal ls
in required pollutio n reductio n not realized from mobile
sources must inevitab ly be obtained from stationa ry,
particul arly industri al and commerc ial, sources moat of which
are already subject to acme of the most stringen t
requirem ents in the nation. Reducing emission s of nitrogen
oxides, one of the most importan t elements of the Californ ia
atandard a, contribu tes to acid rain control as well aa ozone
reductio n. Vehicle exhauata are dependen t on vehicle
Rapid
operatio n along with vehicle design and maintena nce.
speeds,
e
excessiv
accelera tion, especial ly from a standst ill,
ts.
pollutan
exhaust
d
and rapid decelera tion produce increase
operate
who
drivers
of
ahare
fair
Since New Jersey has a
their vehicles in this fashion, improved emission control
will compens ate in part for their superflu ous damage to air
quality. Finally, we are disappoi nted that medium and heavy
duty vehicles which contribu te a whole host of pollutan ts,
It
includin g taxies, to the atmosphe re, are being bypassed .
accept
to
public
motoring
the
ia poor public relation s to ask
restrict ions and some added coats on their personal cars when
they know that the larger and more visibly pollutin g vehicles
are not required to share the burden.
On behalf of the Clean Air Council, I thank you for this
opportun ity to present the Council 's views.
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WELSH TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 4214, River Edge, NJ 07661

201-489-3465

WELSH TECHN OLOGI ES
Senator McNamara, Assemblywoman Ogden, and other members of the Joint
Legislature Environment Committee,
I
thank you for the privilege of
allowing me to address this committee.
?ast testimony heard here reveals
that the state is engulfed in an
envi=onmental tragedy. Draconian measures to combat our problem were
outlined by the
DEPE on April
2nd.
Tough choices now face this
legislature that may force the people of this state and beyond major
sacrifices, that will effect their lives into the future.
The brief
message that I
would like to convey to this committee is that the
path to a cleaner environment that
is energy secure must be embraced
by the people of this state. The committee must maintain a clear
vision and be objective without dictating to the people.
The main cause of
our
pollution
is tailpipe emissions. As per the
?ederal Department of Energy, motor
vehicle emissions account for 30
to 50 percent of
urban hydrocarbons,
80 to 90 percent of carbon
monoxide, and 40 to 60 percent of nitrogen oxide emissions. It is for
this reason that you must review all the technology available with
respect to alternate
fueled vehicles.
Whether
it be LPG,
CNG,
renewable fuels, or new technology so as to reduce low level ozone.
We must weigh the experience of other states and countries and not
prohibit new technology, but encourage it.
Welsh Technologies, Inc.
of River
Edge New Jersey represent one
possible solution to solve the environmental and energy needs of this
state through the use of Multi-Fuel Systems on motor
vehicles.
This
technology utilizes alternate fuels as a
catalyst with gasoline,
diesel, or renewable
fuels
for complete
internal combustion.
The
results of this technology are near zero emission vehicles that have
increased performance and
fuel economy.
By utilizing the existing
refueling infrastructure in place today, not only the CNG stations of
the future, we are able to give positive results today.
Ours is an example of an economical,
practical solution that is a
means to combat the northeast's environmental problems
today.
With
the assistance of state
incentives
to install clean air management
systems, such as now exist in other states,
and reduction of road
taxes on alternate fuel purchases we can move forward with a solution
that will not hurt New Jersey economically nor require adjustments in
our lifestyles.

April 9, 199 2
!3.1'C
Page 2
Welsh Technologies
( 201 ) 489-3465

For the DEPE to state that natural gas is the fuel o~ choice shows a
clear lack of understanding . Natural gas is naturally one of our nonrenewable assets, it will serve
its duty and time.
The federal
government has not come to the conclusion that New Jersey and the
DEPE have, nor
for that matter have other states. The state must not
continue its closed door policy on this issue but realize that there
exists a host of other solutions that would better serve
its goals.
We must not make
rash decisions that are clearly at the expense of
ratepayers and taxpayers and be an unwarranted waste of money.
I know of my own closed door experiences with New Jersey and question
how many other new technologies and good solutions were turned away
because of some narrow reasoning.

In conclusion, I ask that the committee review all possible solutions
to the bettering of our environment and the state foster
legislation
that will encourage citizens and business to actively become involved
in "green" solutions
that will
improve the way of life for all and
foster economic development.

April 9, 19 9 2
Welsh Technologies
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WELSH TECHNOLOGIES
Solution

Environmental

The Welsh Technologies Multi-Fuel System development began over a decade
ago to find a practical economic solution to reduce the emissions of
smog-producing hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides of
existing vehicles. The
inherent drawbacks of dedicated alternative fuel
use lead to the development of improving the combustion process of
gasoline. The Multi-Fuel System utilizes clean burning alternative fuels,
Propane or Natural Gas, to complete the combustion process and literally
"burn-up" all of the harmful pollutants.
The Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990, President Bush's National Energy
Strategy, and state legislative acts, such as California's have sought to
set tougher emission standards for vehicles to improve the quality of the
nation's environment. Currently, motor vehicle emissions account for 30%
to 50% of urban hydrocarbons, 80% to 90' of carbon monoxide, and 40\ to
60% of nitrogen
oxide emissions. The Welsh Technologies Multi-Fuel
Systems offer the potential to reduce these motor vehicle emissions by
70\ or more.
The harmful effects by motor vehicles to the environment are increasingly
becoming aware to each american. Welsh Technologies through the use of
its Multi-Fuel Systems offers the first real solution to reduce these
emissions and allow our environment to recover.
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WELSH TECHNOLOG IES
National -Energy

Security

The major concerns that face our nation today directly involve the
importation of oil. The nations growing reliance on foreign sources of
oil has forced all of us to become dependant on foreign nations and
sacrifices the very security of our nation.
Currently, transportation accounts for over 63\ of the total petroleum
use of the Welsh
the
Through
consumption in the United States.
Technologies Multi-Fuel System the transportation petroleum consumption
could be reduced by 50\. This reduction in petroleum consumption has the
potential to eliminate any need for the nation to import oil and would
insure the maximum potential for national security.
The National Energy Strategy seeks to decrease u.s. oil consumption by
whereas the Multi-Fuel System projects a
1.3 million barrels per day,
decrease in U.S. oil consumption by 19.8 million barrels per day.
Natural Gas is in abundant supply within the nation and does not require
any importation to meet the potential needs of the country. Propane fuel
is produced in the processing of natural gas and the refining of crude
oil and also does not require any importation to meet the nations
potential requirements.

WELSH TECHNOLOGIES
Economies
The Welsh Technologies Multi-Fuel System is the first practical solution
to address the nation's concerns of destruction to the environment and
the increasing dependancy on the importation of oil, that does not place
an increasing economic burden on every american.
The cost of the Welsh Technologies Propane Multi-Fuel System for a
typical six cylinder vehicle is $ 850.00 exclusive of installation. This
includes the Multi-Fuel System's Controller and Fuel Reservoir. System
cost for other applications, including light-duty trucks, is comparable.
Installation is simple and quick, taking only a few hours to perform and
does not involve any modifications or adjustments to the vehicle. Since
there are no adjustments to the vehicle's engine there is no concern with
the tampering provision of the Clean Air Act or the possible $ 10,000.00
possible fine. For Recreational Vehicles that already contain a propane
tank, a specially designed Multi-Fuel Controller Unit is available for
$ 645.00. The Welsh Technologies Multi-Fuel System is currently available
for the majority of existing gasoline powered internal combustion engine
vehicles with fuel
injection or carburetion. Diesel engine applications
are currently under development and will be introduced shortly.
Purchase and installation of the Multi-Fuel System by a local certified
installer can be arranged by calling Welsh Technologies at ( 201 ) 4893465 or ( 203 ) 656-3620. For fleet users, Welsh Technologies will train
and certify their own maintenance personnel at no additional cost so the
fleets can install the system themselves for additional savings.
The Multi-Fuel System's cost is shortly paid back in the reduced fuel
expenses alone. At consumer retail prices the operation of the Propane
Multi-Fuel System saves the consumer 30\ or more in fuel costs. For fleet
users with bulk purchase of propane the fuel savings can exceed 40\.
Welsh Technologies can
assist fleet users in obtaining
the
most
competitive fuel prices available. Savings of the Multi-Fuel System
extend beyond just the fuel savings. Due to the complete combustion that
the system achieves, high octane gasoline is no longer required for
smooth engine performance.
The reduced engine maintenance, prolonged
engine life, and reduced downtime for refueling vehicles can save fleets
and consumers another 40\ in vehicle operation expenses.
Propane refueling can be achieved thru-out the 25,000 plus retail propane
locations through-out the country. In the event that alternate fuel ls
not available the
Multi-Fuel
System automatically switches vehicle
operation back to gasoline with out interruption.
The Multi-Fuel System also allows automobiles that can not pass the
increasingly stringent state emission inspections to be clean burning and
pass. Thereby not forcing consumers to take on the increased burden of
debt to purchase a new automobile.
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NEW JERSEY VEHICLE EMISSION INSPECTION

The following vehicles equiped with the Welsh Technologies, rnc. Propane
( LPG ) Multi-Fuel System registered the the following emissions results
at a State of New Jersey rnspection.

CARBON MONOXtDE

( co )

New Jersey Maximum Allowable
Standard.

1.20

\

HYDROCARBONS
( HC )

220

PPM

1988 Oldsombile Cutlass Cierra
3.8 L Fuel tnjected V-6 Engine
:nspection Date 05/01/91
Gasoline Fuel Only

1.18

\

200

PPM

Propane Multi-Fuel System

o.oo \

3

PPM
\

100.00

\

98.50

Gasoline Fuel Only

1.34

\

240

PPM

Propane Multi-Fuel System

0.34

\

61

PPM

\ of Emission Reduction

74.63

\ of Emission Reduction

1989 Oldsombile Delta 88
3.8 L Fuel Injected V-6 Engine
Inspection Date 04/30/91

W~LSH

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

\

74.58

\

Ritter Edge, NJ

OXY-FU EL NEWS
A Weekly Update on Reformulated Gasoline. Oxy-Fuels. and Alternative Fuels Worldwide

MA.aor 9, 1992
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LPG, CNG System May Help Gasoline Vehicles Meet LEV Standards

A device that uses liquiiied petroleum gas (LPG) or ·compressed natural gas (CNG) may
help gasoline-fueled vehicles meet new low emission vehicle standards, according to its
manufacturer.
The device, manufactured by Welsh Technologies of River Edge, NJ, uses a serpentineshaped reservoir for storage of t.PC or CNC placed underneath the vehicle. The LPC or CNG
is then injected to mix with gasoline and vaporizes the gasoline. Combustion is said to be
"complete" with no engine knocldng or pinging.
One LPG industry association executive questioned the emissions data. He said it Wa!
"diffic:"..tlt to believe the emissions data induded in the [Welsh'~] literature ~ bu~ on an idle
.static test."
John Welsh, president of the company, says that the LPC or C."l'G i.s combined with the
gasoline in ratios of one-fourth to one-third. The multi-fuel system provides an 80-100%
increase in range, a 30% reduction in fuel cost and 7SOJO less emissions, according to Walsh.
The unburned hydrocarbons are completely consumed in the engine, he. said.
Wwh says his technology i.s being used on S,Cl00-10,000 vehicles nationwide, and that
many high-performance law enforcement vehides are using his invention, but that he could
not idmtify the fleets for confidentiality reasons. He said is "talking to one major European
company" about u.sing his technology.
While in use for a decade, Welsh has been promoting his product more because of recent
clean air considerations, and recently let alternative· fuel advocate and White House Counsel
to the President C. Boyden Cray drive a vehicle equipped with his systen'L Gray mentioned
the device at an American Gu Association (AGA) roundtable last week in Washington, O.C.
The technology is being studied in combination with ethanol and methanol fuels, and so
far results show that formaldehyde emissions from the tailpipe can be virtually eliminated, said
Welsh.
Cost o£ the equipment is $8.50~ and installers are certified by Welsh Technologies. A .fleet
vehicle driven 30.,(()() miles per year c:an recoup the cost of the retrofit in just one year's time,
according to Welsh.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and.the California Air Resources Board
have exempted Welah's system from certification since it is <:onsidered an "after-market" system
and simply bolts onto the vehicle with no modiftcationa.
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Senator McNamara, Assemblywoman Ogden and members of the Senate and
Assembly Environment Committees, I am James C. Morford, Vice President
for Governmental Relations New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce.

The

State Chamber, along with its affiliated local and regional chambers
of commerce, represents over 4S,OOO businesses in our state.

'J6X

Serving New Jersey smce 1911

(609) 989·7888 FAX (609) 989·9696

Th~

business community of New Jersey is very deeply concerned with our

State's environment -both its physical environment AND its economic
environment.

We are pleased today to share our views with you on the subject of the
proposed implementatio n of low emission vehicle standards in New
Jersey - the so called California Car Standard.

Just this past Tuesday evening I attended the NJ SEED dinner in
Washington, DC and heard an address by Mr. Robert Grady.

Some of you

may remember that Bob Grady served as Director of Communication s in
the Kean Administratio n.

Presently he serves as Deputy Director-

designate of the Office of Management and Budget in the
of President Bush.

Administratio~

Bob Grady was one of the significant contributors

to what became the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.

Mr. Grady told the group that when discussions were underway over
issues to be contained in the Clean Air Act Amendments,
representativ es from New Jersey were among the few states pleading for
the most draconian measures to be mandated .

Fortunately that

philosophy was rejected to be employed only in the most extreme
circumstances .

The Clean Air Act Amendments as adopted will cause

major reductions in air pollution on top of the considerable
achievements already realized under Clean Air Law.
will be very expensive.

These measures

It is estimated they will cost some S30

billion a year in addition to th• mor• than $30 billion industry now
spends each year to meet Clean Air obligations.

-2-

Governor Florio recently

~emarked,

MGiven the current fragile economic

state of the Northeaste rn economy, we should make doubly certain that

in these difficult economic times we are sensitive to adding to the
economic burdens imposed on the citizens of our State."

We would hope that all in his administra tion and in the

Legislat~~e

would embrace that philosophy .

State Chamber Board Chairman, Clyde H. Folley recently stated, "As New
Jerseyans, we must make progress in the improvemen t of our air
qualitY.

So far, we have done more than any other state, with the

possible exception of California , to achieve the previous Clean Air
Act mandates.

Our concern should be that we achieve progress at costs

that are not prohibitiv e; but, more important, that such costs do
indeed accomplish a cleaner environme nt.

Therefore, we must move

carefully through 55 or more specific regulatory programs required for
considerat ion under the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment s.
will need to make decisions that make sense for

~

It means we

future well-

being."

The New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce is concerned that precipitou s
adoption of an as-yet-to- be determined California low-emissi on vehicle
standard will result in dramatica lly delaying progress in reducing
tailpipe emission in New Jersey.

-3-
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If 30~ of our vehicles generate 90% of the tailpipe pollutio n. should
that 30% not be the target?

Adoption of a Californ ia Car Standard

will result in higher priced automob iles.
people who must make and market them.

On this point believe the

A low-emis sion vehicle will

cost more to purchase , more to maintain and more to fuel.
Instead of adopting the Californ ia low-emis sion vehicle extreme at
this point would tt not be more effectiv e public policy to seek ways
of retiring that 30% of older vehicles that are causing 90% of the
problem?

Another concern we have about New Jersey's apparent rush to commit to
the Californ ia Car Standard is that New Jersey does not stand alone.
We are a downwind state and no matter how many extreme measures we
take we are still subject to the quality of the air that crosses our
borders from upwind states.

Indeed former DEP Commiss ioner Richard Dewling stated that we could
close down every industri al facility in our state - and that may be
the goal of some- we would still, however, be out of complian ce even
with the old Clean Air Act.

We believe it would be in the best interest of New Jersey not to move
to adopt a Californ ia Car Standard until upwind states such as
Pennsylv ania, Virginia , West Virginia and Ohio have demonstr ated a
similar commitm ent to clean air and taken measures to reduce the
airborne pollutan ts they send our way.

-4-
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We should place priority in strategies that make sense for New Jersey.
Those of us in industry should work with our friends and neighbors in
the labor and environmental community.

We can reach a consensus on

implementation based on scientific facts and on firm programs with
demonstrable benefits.

Theory and assumptions should not dictate

policy and bind us to programs that, as all too often in the past,
have given us only negligible improvements to the environment but have
added high costs to the residents of our State.

These proposals need not mean civil war between environmentalists and
industry, among states, between the State and Federal government, or
between stationary sources and mobile sources as to who should bear
the burden of initiating or implementing control strategies.

We need

to make informed judgments by consensus.

As Chamber Board Chairman, Clyde H. Folley, stated ,"We believe that
untested, unproven programs adopted prematurely and in haste simply do
not make sense.

We must be satisfied that environmental and economic

tests are considered as we review all strategies.

We are calling for

a new sense of pragmatism in considering steps which can be taken by
New Jersey and others that make sense in a timely fashion."

Let us move forward basing our determinations on the sound principles
of science - rather than the emotional responses generated through
political science or even worse politically correct science.

Thank you for considering the views of the New Jersey State Chamber of
Commerce.

JCM/lvw

RESOLUTION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOCIETY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
NJ SEED
WHEREAS, the vital interest of the motoring public in New Jersey is
served by maintenance of a viable and affordable transportation
system; and
WHEREAS, New Jersey should continue efforts to improve the environment
air quality by includinq provisions and strategies mandated under
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990; and
WHEREAS, Governor James J. Florio and the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy (DEPE) have announced the
adoption of the california Emission Proqram in 1992 which is an
optional requirement; and
WHEREAS, New Jersey state gubernatorial-appoi nted delegates, have
without benefit of public debate, voted in the ozone Transport
commission to propose requlations on California's Emission Program
effective as soon as possible; and
WHEREAS, as the California Emission Proqram has not yet been
implemented by the California Act Resources Board in California or
not yet EPA approved and the vehicle technologies necessary to
achieve the emission levels not been demonstrated in commercially
viable systems; and

WHEREAS, the costs to New Jersey, as well as any potential benefits
have been examined by recognized experts, including the United
States Environmental Protection Agency and independent analysis
by technical authorities.

The conclusions differ and dramatically

serious differences have not been subject to the public scrutiny by
such a costly program; and
WHEREAS, the cost of implementing the California Emission Program has
estimated to be as much as $1,000 per vehicle and as much as 17-24
cents per gallon of fuel; and
WHEREAS, the total cost to the state of New Jersey for implementatio n
of this program will result in job loss, personal income reduction,
and economic repercussions to New Jersey commerce and employment
levels at a time when the economy is experiencing recessionary
difficulty, and
WHEREAS, vehicles with federal emission standards are essentially
identical to the proposed California vehicle through the 1997
Model year ana differ by less than 2% in hydrocarbon emissions
by 2010; and
WHEREAS, continued implementatio n and adherence to the required
Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 mandated for adoption in
New Jersey, will continue to result in significant benefits to the
quality of air in Hew Jersey, and
WHEREAS, such adoption of these Federally mandated technologies
including enhanced inspection and maintenance programs; alternate
fuel programs; and programs designed to remove

11

hiqh emitter

vehicles" from the highways will continue to improve New Jersey's
leadership position in clean air control technology, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED that the Society for Environme ntal, Economic
Developme nt (NJ SEED):
Requests the New Jersey Legislatur e to carefully review all options
regarding the adoption of the California Emission Program to permit
considerat ion of economic details and environmen t benefits of this
program; and
urges that until the cost of implementi ng this California Emissions
Program in New Jersey, in addition to adopting federal Clean Air
Act requiremen ts plan, is determined that all regulatory actions
regarding the adoption of the California Motor Vehicle Emissions
Program be suspended; and
Further urges that the Legislatur e require the submission of a
comprehen sive report analyzing the difference s between the
California Emissions Standards and Compliance Program and the
Federal Clean Air Act be undertaken by a broadly representa tive
panel for a limited term evaluation of specific are quality
improveme nt needs and cost effective strategies .
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that NJ SEED urges the Legislatur e to not
permit the state of Hew Jersey to put itself at an economic
disadvanta ge by adoptinq eztrame measures without commensur ate
actions bainq taken by upwind states who contribute significan tly
to our air pollution problems.
JAMES C. MORFORD 1 SECRETARY
NJ SEED
KAllCB 11, 1992
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!-!arch 27, 1992
The Honorable Maureen Ogden, Chairwoman
Assembly Enviror~ent Committee
266 Essex St.
07041
Xillbur~, NJ
Dear Chairwoman Ogden:
We wish to submit the following comments for your committee meeting
of April 9, 1992, concerning the California Low Emission Vehicle
program.
We can't recall an environmental initiative that has such a high
risk/low return aspect to it as some parts of the California LEV
program. :'he high risk resul t.s from the uncertainties in t::e
economic i~pac~,
:"::ese i~volve technical, costs,
program.
regulatory and legal, emission benefit and gasoline uncertainties.
Enclosure one gives more detail regarding these uncertainties.
The low return comes from the low reduction in emissions by the
year 2000 (around one ton of VOC) . The California LEV program is
not the "silver bullet" needed for solving the problem and too much
is being promised.
We would like to address the need for a comprehensive Air Q~ality
?lan done by a Clean Air Task Force for the State of New Jersey.
This comprehensive plan would have the following basic elements:

USA
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1.

It would maximize the use of all the control strategies
in the 1990 Clean Air Act, new regulatory initiatives,
and other creative programs.

2.

The implementation strategy would be based on the cost
cost
lowest
the
strategy,
each
of
effectiveness
strategies being developed before moving on to higher
cost strategies.

3.

The plan would utilize the most realistic assumptions
that project the future air emissions for New Jersey.

4.

Where major uncertainty exists in any area, a check and
review mech~nism would be incorporated before moving on.

The Ho~. Xauree~ Ogden, Chai=woman
March 27, 1992
Page Two

The Clean Air Act contains a host of Clean Air st=ategies fo=
mobile sources such as 1995 Federal reformulated gasolines,
enhanced inspection and maintenance programs, tightened exhaust
standards for vehicles, commonly called Tier I standards, Stage II
nozzles at the gasoline pumps, and traffic: control measures. The
Clean Air Act also mandates a reduction in NOx from power plants
and since NOx is part of the ozone problem, should be included i~
It is our understanding that the c. s. EPA
any ozone st::ategy.
On voc equivale!"'.'t.
·w-ould give SI? ==edits for this inc:l'..lsion.
basis, this might reduce emissions 10-15 percent, a significant
The Clean Air Act also has a gasoline reformulation
reduction.
scheduled for the year 2000. The gasoline may give a 5-10 percent
benefit over 1995 Federal gasoline.
In addition, there are other initiatives not spelled out in the
Congress has asked
1990 CAA that could be included in the plan.
exhaust standards,
future
tighter
for
need
the
address
the EPA to
commonly called Tier II, which are very close to the California LEV
These wculd be implemented after the tu=n of <:.he
standards.
c:entu::::-y if nec:essa::::-y. The repor't. is due to Congress by 1997.
Secondly, Congress has asked for a report on emissions not
currently regulated because they recognized that the cost of
The
fu~her control on automobiles was becoming very expensive.
EPA has reported that approximately 20 percent of the voc emissions
Those emissions are from lawn
come from uncontrolled sources.
mowers, recreational vehicles, construction equipment, boats, etc.
If not regulated, these emissions will surpass other mobile
Therefore, these emission sou=ces will
emissions in the future.
could start giving major benefits for
and
most likely be regulated
EPA
frame as the LEV program.
time
same
the
in
New Jersey
estimates t.."'lat for Hartford there are 51 tons of voc in this
Most of this could be captured at low cost and much
category.
earlier than the LEV program.
Adding to these initiatives is an old car scrappage program. Old
cars contribute disproportion ately to emissions and significant
near-term benefits can be claimed if these cars could be removed
from the road. There are four studies that show the efficacy for
an old car scrappage program.
No one is more aware that money is a finite resource and in tight
supply during today's economic times and that everyone must get the
biggest bang for their buck. Calculating the cost effectiveness of
each control strategy is the methodology by which one can assess
the value of each strategy. It is usually expressed by the dollars

1ti-SX

Hon. Maureen Ogden,
March 27, 1992
Page Three

C~ai~Joman

needed to prevent a ton of emissions from entering the atmosphere.
Enclosure Two chart compares the dollars per ton for various mobile
source controls.
In addition, we estimate that mandated NOx
reduction would be a low cost control under $1,000 per ton, old car
scrappage at $3500/ton and first level controls on lawnmowers,
boats, recreational vehicles, etc. probably around $1,000-2,000 per
ton.
The plan would be implemented with low-cost control strategi.es
op~i.mized before moving to higher cost.
The two key pieces of information that go into air models are (1)
the amount of emissions that are currently in the air, and (2) what
the projected emissions will be in the next 20-30 years. A recent
National Academy of Science Report states that the current emission
levels are significantly understated and may have led to the wrong
control strategy over the last twenty years.
Work to update
inventories should be part of New Jersey's plan and should reflect
the concerns shown in the NAS study. This is the appropriate time
:or New Jersey to assess thei.r s~rategy i.n the light of the NAS
:indings.
Projected emissions depend upon the anticipated increase in travel.
Projections are usually done using historic data. We believe that
Vehicle Mile Travel projections will not accelerate at their
historic rates because:
1.

the number of people of driving age is leveling off and
most of these have driving licenses;

2.

part of the growth in the 1980's was due to the growth of
the two-income family, where a second commuter car was
necessary, and this has leveled off;

3.

the 1990 CAA has elements aimed at reducing VMT.

Small changes in yearly VMT projections significantly impacts
emission inventories in later years.
Too optimistic projections
lead to over control, at great expense, and too pessimistic, under
control.
As the comprehensive plan is developed, because of the nature of
the data bases, there will be areas of high uncertainty.
There
should be checkpoints to resolve the uncertainty before moving on.
Of all the programs we have discussed, the Low Emission Vehicle
program has the most uncertainty. These include technology, cost,

The Hon. ~au::-een Ogden,
Xarch 27, :992
?age Fou::-

C~ai~ornan

bene:.::.t.s, ::-eg'..llato:::y, legal, emissions, and f'J.el uncertainties.
Vehicle miles traveled projections also have large uncertainties.
In summary, New Jers~y should write a plan with input from many
parties which includ:s all the provisions, both in place and
anticipated, of the Clean Air Act, and implement the control with
the least uncertainties and the most cost effectiveness.
Since::-ely,

HGI:ek
Enclosures
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UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH LEV PROGRAM
Technical Uncertainties
o

No in-use experience with future (0.075 gjm and 0.04
gjm) low NOx cars

o

long-term reliability questions

Economic Uncertainties
For 0.075 gjm car, hardware cost estimates vary:
0
0
0

$170
$500

CARB

VA, CT
Auto

$1,000

For Zero Emission Vehicle ( ZEV) ; electric car
0

Battery costs are important, range from
$7,000
$1,250

0

Low cost makes EV viable even when
replacing battery every four years

0

High cost will inhibit acceptance

-

Regulatory and Legal Uncertainty
o
o

States may get less credit for LEV program
contingent upon EPA ruling favorably
can states cherrypick the California Program

Emission Uncertainty
o

For ZEV, electricity from coal fired plants
increases solid waste because more S? 2 has to
be scrubbed out; and NOx will ~ncrease.
Impact not yet determined.

Vehicle Miles Traveled
o

Growth rates are uncertain; seem high; large
impact

Fuels Uncertainty
-

5-7 cents more than

o

1995 Federal Phase I
current

o

1996 California Phase II - 20 cents more than
F-'1deral Phase I

HYDROCARBON EMISSION REDUCTION - $/TON
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Hello.

I'm Erica Schiffman, Assistant Vice President

of the New Jersey Alliance for Action.

Thank you for the opportunit y

to appear today on this issue of such critical importance to New
Jersey's future.
The Alliance for Action is a statewide coalition of
approxima tely 500 business, industry. labor, profession al, academic
and governmen tal organizati ons.

our commitmen t is to improve the

quality of life in New Jersey through economic progress and the
creation of jobs, balanced by responsib le protection of our
environme nt.
The Alliance recognizes the value to everyone that
clean air gives.

At the same time, however, the Alliance believes the

economic impact of how the State implements the Federal regulation s
must be evaluated prior to implement ation.

The challenge is how do we

implement the Federal Clean Air Act in New Jersey without damaging our
state's economy and weakening our economic competitiv eness.

We

believe clean air and a healthy economy can be achieved at the same
time.
The Alliance has asked me to present today some
general proposals for your considera tion.
We believe it is imperative that plans be devised to
pay bounties or provide tax credits --- or any other system that is
feasible --- to get old, air-pollut ing clunker cars off the roads.
Tons of pollution emissions could be prevented by encouragin g drivers
and companies to switch to newer, cleaner motor vehicles.

That effort

could be complemen ted by developing even tougher emission testing
standards as part of New Jersey's motor vehicle inspection program.
IS"&Jt

The Alliance also urges that strong consideration be
given to greater movement of goods through water and rail
transportatio n.

New Jersey is blessed with excellent port facilities,

both in the north in Port Newark and Port Elizabeth and in the south
in Camden and along the Delaware.
We also believe that a strong campaign of public
The people must be made more aware of how the

education is essential.

quality of air affects their quality of life.

They must be made more

aware of how the actions of each and everyone of use contribute to air
pollution and of the key roles we can play in reducing the problem by
changes in our life styles.
And, finally, the Alliance suggests that the State of
New Jersey has a responsibilit y

~o

set an example at its governmental

facilities throughout the state --- particularly in Trenton.

Car

pooling, for example, among the thousands of state employees who drive
to work alone every day is one approach that could be expanded.
We all want cleaner air in New Jersey and we all want
better economic times.

The challenge is how do we achieve both.

It

won't be easy ... but we firmly believe that where there is unity of
purpose and recognition that everyone will have to make sacrifices,
the challenge can be met.

Thank you.
#

#

#
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Mr. Cha1rman, members of the Comm1ttee,
Pokorney, M.D., Pres1dent of the med1cal
Amer1can Lung Assoc1at1on of New ~ersey
of the ALANJ Board of D1rectors, and 1n
of pulmonary med1c1ne.

I am Evan s.
sect1on of tne
lALANJ: and memce~
the act1ve pract1ce

Today I am present1ng comments on behalf of the Amer1can
Lung Associat1on of New Jersey. Based on our knowledge of
the adverse health effects of a1r pollution, the American
Lung Association places a very high priority on
strengthen1ng air pollution control programs. The adopt1on
of the Cal1forn1a Vehicle Emission Program 1s a step the
Amer1can Lung Assoc1at1on supports to strengthen efforts t=
control the a1r pollut1on problem 1n New Jersey.
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Ann Roboson

The cont1nued degradation of our air resources 1s of
considerable concern, especially for those populat1on
sub-groups that are potentially at hlgher health r1sk from
exposure to air pollution. In general, persons with
pre-existing respiratory disease including asthma and
Chron1c Obstructive Lung Disease or those with heart
d1sease, the very young and the very old are cons1dered most
at r1sk to the adverse health effect of a1r pollut1on.
Fer
ozone--smog--ln New Jersey the populat1ons at r1sk 1nc-~ae
1,394,387 children, 990,548 elderly; 293,189 1nd1v1duals
w1th asthma and 368,498 with COPO. The American Lung
Association quantified these sub-groups in its report,
entitled Breath in Danger.
I have appended the relevant
section for New Jersey to my comments.
There are two major types of ambient air pollution--both
largely (but not exclusively) attributable to the combustion
of fuels:
•

'"Stationary source'" pollution is generally
associated with electric power generation.

•

'"Mobile source'" pollution is associated w1th
automotive engine exhaust and refueling
procedures.

IJ'¥ ~
MORE THAN 80 YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE
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The Low Em1SS'On Veh1cle program would streng~hen control o~
moo1le source pollut1on--the lead1ng cause of smog 1n New Jersey.
transportat1on sources are respons1ole for 67% of the
Na~1onw1de,
carbon monox1de, 41% of the n1trogen ox1des, 33% of hydrocarbons
and 20% of the part1culate matter.
Health effects of air pollution are currently evaluated on the
bas1s of three types of ev1dence:
•

real-life exposures ~o
Epidemiological field studies:
naturally occurr1ng ambient air pollut1on. Ind1v1dual
exposures are usually estimate from data prov1ded form
a1r mon1tor1ng stat1on. Ent1re populat1ons 1n a reg1on
can be stud1ed over years, for example, by correlat1ng
a1r qual1ty measurements w1th hosp1tals visits for
respiratory complaints--morbidi ty, and with deaths-mortality.

•

Controlled exposures: A specifically polluted
atmosphere is created and controlled in an
environmental chamber, such as the one at the
Univers1ty of New Jersey in Baltimore. Carefully
selected volunteers are exposed in a precisely
quantif1able manner and the effects are assessee.
Chron1c irrevers1ble effects, such as cancer,
or chronic obstructive lung disease, cannot be
investigated in this manner.

•

Animal toxicology: this form of study is particularly
useful for the investigation of irreversible changes
and for studies of toxicologic mechanisms. Animal
studies are used when work1ng with human subjects 1s
not appropriate.

While stationary source pollution is responsible for the more
notorious air pollution disasters such as the Meuse Valley,
Belgium (1930), London (1952), and Donora, Pennsylvania (1948),
mobile source pollution was first recognized as a phenomenon of
the Los Angeles basin and called photochemical smog. Smog, a
layer of "haze", is irritating to the eyes, nose and respiratory
system. The respiratory irritant is ozone and is often called an
"oxidant".
The ozone in smog is generated photochemically from hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides present in automotive gasoline engine
emissions and refueling procedures. It is now clear that long
distance transport to this type of pollution occurs, and that
large downwind, semi-rural or rural areas can be covered by
ozone-containing air originally generated from urban pollutant
emissions. It is also clear that prolonged elevations of many
hours of ambient air ozone levels occur frequently throughout the
northeast region of country in addition to the short-term morning
and evening peaks associated with rush-hour traffic.

-3-

F1eld stud1es of the health effects of exposure to naturally
occurr1ng 'oxldant'' pollut1on clearly 1nd1cate 1ts resp1ratory
tract 1rr1tant propertles--co ugh, chest pa1n, its ab1l1ty to
decrease 1nsp1ratory capac1ty and even 1ts abil1ty to reduce
max1mum exerc1se tolerance.
Four stud1es of children attending summer camp were performed 1n
Ind1ana and Pennsylvania 1n 1980, in Mendham, New Jersey 1n 1982,
In all four stud1es
and in at Fairv1ew Lake, New Jersey in 1984.
an assoc1ation was seen between decl1nes in lung funct1on and
In the study conducted at Mendham.
1ncreas1ng levels of ozone.
occurred that 1nvolved four
ep1sode
pollut1on
a1r
an
New Jersey,
days of hazy weather and a peak one hour ozone level of 0.:86
ppm. Decrements 1n lung funct1on observed 1n th1s populat1on
pers1sted for one week following the air pollution ep1sode.
Longitud1nal studies of respiratory health in Los Angeles suggest
that res1dence 1n highly polluted areas 1s associated with
increased rates of lung function deterioration . Recent autopsy
studies of the lungs of victims of trauma in Southern California
have suggested the possibility that residence in polluted areas
may be associated with small airways disease. This 1s of great
concern because 1t is generally accepted that small airways
a1sease 1s a precursor of Chronic Obstructive Lung 01sease.
Controlled human exposure to ozone have yielded a great deal of
information about the acute and subacute responses to this
pollutant. Current research is exploring the effects of
prolonged exposures-6-8 hours-to ozone at concentration s that are
lower than the current 1 hour health standard of 0.12 parts per
In addition to the cough and chest pa1n upon deep
million ozone.
1nsp1ration, such exposures also cause marked acute inflammatory
react1on 1n the a1rways and lungs. Th1s response can pers1st for
at least 18 hours. The presence of inflammat1on 1s of concern
because such processes cause bronchial hyperreactiv1 ty, can lead
to scarring (fibrosis) or to emphysema, facilitate development of
allergies, can even contribute to the development of malignant
cellular transformatio n.
What does this mean in the real world? The most striking of the
findings about long term exposure to ozone levels at or below the
current health standard is that otherwise healthy exercising
individuals-c hildren and adults-show significant health effects
after 6 to 8 hours at levels of pollution common in most of our
major metropol1tan areas in the summer. Consider your mailman
walking 3.5 miles pre hour delivering mail. By the end of the
day he may have a sizable decline in this ability to breath
normally--as much as 40~ decline in lung function--in the short
term, affecting his job performance. The effects of repeated,
long-term exposures require further study.
The citizens of New Jersey deserve clean and healthful air
quality--prog ress toward this goal can be achieved with adoption
of the 1nnovative and proven technology utilized in the
California Vehicle Emission Program. While the federal Clean Air
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4ct Amendments of 1990 represent a step forward for many areas of
a1r pollut1on control, they represent less than the status quo
for the control of mob1le sources.
The Off1ce of Technology
Assessment of the Un1ted States Congress est1mated that on
average, 1f a nonatta1nment area adopted and fully 1mplemented
the clean-up strateg1es for 1ts designation, it would st1ll fall
short of the necessary emiss1ons reduct1ons for atta1nment status
by 45 percent.
The LEY program allows New Jersey to secure
add1tional em1ssion reduct1ons that it will need by the late
1990's if 1t is to achieve the health-based air qual1ty
standards.
The Amer1can Lung Assoc1ation of New Jersey urges the adoot1an -the LEV program and the 1mplementat1ons of an aggress1ve a1r
pollut1on clean-up program necessary to protect the health of the
people of New Jersey.

~--M---~
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Evan 8": Pokorney, M.D.
American Lung Assoc1ation of NJ
enclosure
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"BREA TH IN DANGER"

HEALTH CONSEQUENCES IN
ESTIM ATION OF POPU LATIO NS-AT -RISK OF ADVERSE
AIR QUAL ITY STANDARDS
AREAS NOT IN ATrAINMENT WITH NATIONAL AMBIENT
ACT
AIR
{NAAQS) OF THE CLEAN

AMERICAN LUNG ASSO CIATI ON

1740 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019 -4374
JANUARY 1989

!ntrodu ction
The Clean 1dr Act of 1970, the nation 's legisla tive corners tone for
the contro l of air polluti on, require d the u.s. Environ mental Protecds
tion Agency (EPA) to set Nation al Ambien t Air Quality Standar
in
nts
polluta
air
(NAAQS) for six of the most widesp read and dangero us
quality
air
set
EPA
years,
In subsequ ent
the outdoo r environ ment.
pollustandar ds to protec t human health and welfare for the followi ng to
parchanged
which
(TSP),
matter
late
tants: total suspend ed particu
eters
microm
10
to
equal
or
than
less
er
diamet
a
ticula te matter with
(PMlO) in 1987; sulfur dioxide (S02); nitroge n dioxide (N02); carbon
monoxi de (co) ; ozone ( 03 ) , which was changed from photoch emical ozidants in 1979; and lead (Pb).
congre ss directe d EPA to set these nation al air quality standar ds with
"an adequa te margin of safety" to accoun t for gaps in scient ific
lar
inform ation on the health effects of these polluta nts, with particu
higher
at
ially
potent
concern for those popula tion sub-gro ups that are
risk from exposu re to these polluta nts (popul ations- at-risk ).
five
commu nities which fail to meet the NAAOS for one or more of these
by
ied
identif
been
have
areas-inment
nonatta
lled
polluta nts --so-ca
two
from
Estima tes of the popula tions-a t-risk are derived
the EPA.
eated data bases. Data on areas propose d for designa EPA-cr
ct
distin
tion as nonatta inment for carbon monoxi de and ozone (as per June 5,
ry
1988 Federa l Registe r notice) were assemb led by EPA as a necessa
the
in
ed
contain
ent
Amendm
e
ll-Cont
Mitche
step in comply ing with the
to
Budget Reconc iliation Act of 1987. This amendment require d EPA
monocarbon
for
ds
standar
the
attain
to
failed
which
list those areas
Act)
xide and ozone by Decemb er 31, 1987 (as require d by the Clean Airns
on
sanctio
g
imposin
and, additio nally, prohib ited the Agency from
in
not
areas
on
Data
these commu nities before August 31, 1988.
sulfur
lates,
particu
ed
suspend
total
attainm ent with the standar ds for
from a
dioxide and nitroge n dioxide (as of July 1988) were derived made
as
were
tions
designa
These
base.
data
duced
separa te EPA-pro
establi shed by Section 107 of the Clean Air Act.
The purpose of this report is to provide the public with inform ation
regardi ng the estima ted number of at-risk people potent ially exposed
izes the
to unheal thy levels of air polluti on. This inform ation emphas
to
action
ory
regulat
and
tion
legisla
ve
effecti
need for timely and
.
problem
on
polluti
air
t
curren
the
of
nature
read
widesp
deal with the
and
health
the
Such action is particu larly import ant in protect ing
larly
well-b eing of the signifi cant number of people who are particuexpoafford
least
can
and
on
at-risk of being affecte d by air polluti
sure to airborn e polluta nts.
in
ALA has derived estima tes of the popula tions-a t-risk (as identif iednonin
g
relevan t EPA criteri a docume nts and other sources ) residin particu attainm ent areas for ozone, carbon monoxi de, total suspend ed
lates, sulfur dioxide , and nitroge n dioxide . A listing of lead and
PMlO non-att ainmen t areas was not availab le from BPA, and is therefo re
not include d in this report.

( 1)

ted or
Based on the data provide d by EPA, 487 countie s were designa
146
ed
estimat
An
propose d as non-att ainmen t for one or more NAAQS.
in
reside
tion)
popula
million America ns (60.5\ of the residen t u.s.
these commu nities.
Estima tes of the popula tions-a t-risk exposed to air quality not meetiing the public health standar d were derived for each of these conm•n
Table
in
ted
ties. The totals of each at-risk popula tion are delinea
The number in parenth eses indicat es the propor tional contrib ution
1.
of each popula tion-at -risk estima te to the total popula tion in that
categor y. For exampl e, 58\ of pre-ado lescent (S,13) childre n reaide in
countie s nonatta inment for one or more HAAQS.
TABLB 1

ESTIMATED POPULA TIONS-A T-RISX RESIDIN G D1 COMMUNITIES
NONA'l'TAINMBN'r FOR ONB OR IIOllB MAAQS

*

NUMBBR RESIDIN G Ill

Haf-A'l'TAINMDIT

POPULA'l'ION-AT-RISlt
Pre-Ad olescen t Childre n

POLLUTANTC S)

AREAS

(PERCENT)

TSP,S0 2,03,N0 2

28,145, 521

(58)

Elderly (65+)

TSP,S0 2,03

17,200, 368

(59)

Pediat ric Asthma (<15)

TSP ,S02 ,03 ,N02

1,495,2 32

(57)

Adult Asthma (15+)

TSP I S02 I 03 I N02

4,122,7 29

(58)

COPD

TSP I S02, 03 ,N02

6,778,4 39

(57)

Corona ry Heart Disease

co

1,844,9 14

(38)

Pregna nt Women

co

1,443,9 35

(38)

(~13)

Popula tions-a t-risk estima tes should be quoted iDdivid ua1ly and not
These catego ries are not mutual ly
added togethe r to for. totals.
exclusi ve.

'*

of
The data include d in Table 1 emphas ize the massive potent ial impact of
members
ble
vulnera
most
the
curren t air polluti on problem a on
society . Approx imately 60 percen t of the nation 's pre-ado lescent
childre n, the elderly , pediat ric and adult as~tics, and people with
chronic bronch i tis and emphysema ( COPD l live in nonatta inment areas
levels
and therefo re have the potent ial of being affecte d by unhealt hy
women,
t
pregnan
's
of air polluti on. More than one-th ird of the nation
and people with a history of corona ry heart-d isease are similar ly at
risk of exposu re to these potent ial threats to human health.
( 2)

Table 2 summarizes the number of nonattainment areas and populationsat-risk exposed to unhealthy levels of each of the five poll9tants.
These data demonstrate the widespread nature of the nation's .current
ozone, carbon monoxide and particulate matter air pollution problem.
For example, over 28 million pre-adolescen t children are exposed to
levels of ozone which exceed the public health standard.
The data that follow (Tables 3-5) estimate the populations-a t-risk by
Information on proposed nonattainment
county for each pollutant.
and ozone standards are presented in
monoxide
counties for the carbon
for total suspended particucounties
t
nonattainmen
on
Table 3. Data
lates, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide, are presented in Table 4.
Additionally, data on the at-risk populations exposed to ozone and
carbon monoxide by metropolitan area are provided in Table 5.

( 3)
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POPULATIONS-AT-RISK
Air pollution does not affect the health of exposed persons with equal
severity. Certain sub-groups of people potentially exposed to air
pollution can be identified as particularly "at-risk" from the adverse
health effects of airborne pollutants.
For the purpose of this
report, ALA has used the following definition of populations-at-risk,
as described by the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency in the 1977
Air ouality Criteria Document for Lead: "···Populations-at-risk is a
segment of a defined population exhibiting characteristics associated
with significantly higher probability of developing a condition, illness, or other abnormal status. This high risk may result from either
greater inherent susceptibility or from exposure to situations peculiar to that group. What is meant by inherent susceptibility is a
host characteristic or status that ~redisposes the host to a greater
risk of heightened response to an external stimulus or agent."
The specific at-risk sub-groups described below for each pollutant are
based on information contained in the most recent EPA "criteria documents" used to set the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and on
other sources.
These sub-groups have been identified through clinical, field and epidemiological studies of the health effects of the
five pollutants covered in this report.
It is important to note that the certainty of the scientific documentation supporting the identification of the
populations-at-risk
included in this report is highly variable. For example, there may be
significant variation in the health effects associated with exposure
to air pollution in the age ranges included in this study for pre~
adolescent children and the elderly.
Also, there is very strong
scientific evidence that asthmatics are much more sensitive (i.e.
respond with symptoms at relatively very low concentrations) to the
effects of sulfur dioxide than the general healthy population. Conversely, there is little scientific evidence that elderly persons (>65
years old) are particularly sensitive to the effects of sulfur dioxide
pollution. However, because elderly people already experience lower
respiratory function than younger people and may not be able to tolerate the additional reduction in respiratory function caused by the
sulfur dioxide exposure, they are identified by EPA as a populationat-risk from the impact of sulfur dioxide pollution.
The difference
between "sensitive populations" and "populations-at-risk" is important
to understand when reviewing the statistics included in this report. A
"sensitive" group is by definition, always at-risk from the effects of
a given pollutant. However,. a group may be "at-risk" to the adverse
health effects of a pollutant without necessarily being more sensitive
than the general population to a given pollution level.
Despite the variation in the level of scientific certainty regarding
the risk to a given population of adverse effects from exposure to the
air pollutants discussed in this report, ALA believes that prudent
health protection policy dictates the groups listed below be included
as at-risk for these pollutants. Rather than develop new criteria
this document relies on those populations-at-risk identified by EPA in
the relevant criteria document.
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Partic ulate Matter
Pre-ad olesce nt childr en (<13 years old)
Elderl y (>65 years old) person s
Person s with pre-ex isting respir atory (COPD* and asthma )
Sulfur Dioxid e
Pre-ad olesce nt childr en
Person s with pre-ex isting respir atory diseas e
Elderl y person s
Carbon Monoxide
Pregna nt women
Person with pre-ex isting corona ry heart diseas e
Ozone
Person s with pre-ex isting respir atory diseas e
Elderl y person s
Pre-ad olesce nt childr en
Nitrog en Dioxid e
Pre-ad olesce nt childr en
Person s with pre-ex isting respir atory diseas e

*

Chron ic Obstru ctive Pulmo nary Diseas e

ST~TISTICAL

METHODOLOGY

projection of the prevalence of populatio ns-at-risk was derived for
each community not in attainmen t with one or more primary National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS} by the synthetic estimation
technique originally developed by the Bureau of the Census.
~

National prevalence rates for the medical conditions under study as
measured by the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) are applied to
the population s enumerated for each community on an age-specif ic
basis. Estimates of chronic bronchitis and emphysema (collectiv ely,
chronic obstructiv e pulmonary disease) prevalence are calculated for
the following age groups: <18, 18-44, 45-64 and 65+. ~11 age-specif ic
estimates are summed to estimate the total population with this disease in each county. Estimates of pediatric asthma prevalence are
calculated for those <5 and 5-14 and added together to estimate total
Adult asthma is estimated for those
pediatric asthma prevalence .
15-17, 18-44, 45-64 and 65+. Similarly, these estimates are added to
The
calculate the total population with adult asthma in each county.
as
designated
county
each
within
prevalence of coronary heart disease
prevathe
of
total
the
is
monoxide
carbon
a nonattainm ent area for
lence for age groups <18, 18-44, 45-64, 65+.
A responden t to the National Health Interview Survey may indicate the
presence of more than one chronic lung disease (i.e. bronchitis and
As a result, overlap can exist between condition categoemphysema ).
ries, leading to an overestim ate of their prevalence . For example, a
responden t who reports having both bronchitis and emphysema is represented in the prevalence estimate for both these conditions . We have
derived these estimates using rates based on an unduplicat ed count of
persons with bronchitis , emphysema and asthma. An individual with any
one of these conditions is counted only once in the prevalence estimate. ~ge-specific prevalence rates for COPD (chronic bronchitis and
emphysema) are based on the combined prevalence of respondent s who
reported the following condition categories : bronchitis only; bronchitis and emphysema; bronchitis , emphysema and asthma; emphysema only;
and emphysema and asthma. Asthma prevalence estimates include those
responden ts who reported the following: asthma only, or asthma and
bronchitis .
Expected estimates of the local prevalence of these chronic diseases
are scaled in direct proportion to the base population of the area and
its age distributi on. No adjustmen ts are made for other factors which
may affect local prevalence (e.g. local distributi on of cigarette
smokers) since the health surveys which obtain such data are rarely
conducted on the level of the county or county sub-divisi on. Because
the estimates do not account for geographic difference s in the prevalence of these chronic diseases, the sum of the estimates for each of
the counties in the United States may not reflect the national estimate derived by the National Health Interview Survey.
The Bureau of the Census has estimated the population of each of
counties and county equivalen ts in the United States as of July 1,
Estimates of the age-speci fic breakdown of the population
1986.
residing within each state are also provided by the Census Bureau. The
percentage of the population within each age-speci fic group delineated

earlier in this section of the report (as estimat ed on the state
level) is applied to the total county popula tion in order to estimat e
nonthe age-sp ecific breakdo wn of the popula tion within each
preval
nationa
ecific
age-sp
of
tion
The applica
attainm ent county.
lence rates for chronic lung disease s and corona ry heart disease to
the age-specifi~ popula tion of each nonatta inment county provide s an
estimat e of local prevale nce.
The estima te of the pre-ado lescent popula tion (~13) is based upon the
applica tion of the pediat ric age distrib ution within each state to the
total popula tion of each county . Simila rly, the elderly popula tionat-risk estima tes were derived by applyin g the propor tion of each
state's popula tion over age 65 to the total popula tion enumer ated by
the Bureau of the Census for each county designa ted as a nonattainm ent area.
The popula tion of pregna nt women living in each nonatta inment county
is derived from the live birth rate reporte d in 1986 within states
which contain areas not in attainm ent with the NAAQS for carbon monoAlthoug h the number of newborn s in each county will approx ixide.
mate the popula tion of pregna nt women, the affects of multip le births
and fetal losses may impact on the accurac y of these estima tes.
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LIMITATIONS OF THB DATA
Estima tes· of the popula tions-a t-risk have been derived from two distinct EPA-cr eated data bases.
Countie s propose d as nonatta inment for ozone and carbon monoxid e weree
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implem entation of EPA's final Post-87 ozone/c arbon Monoxid e Policy"
N02
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and so2 as of July 1988, are designa ted as such pursuan
107 of the 1977 Clean Air Act.
e and
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England
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popula tions-a t-risk have been derived to reflect these differe
Popula tion-at -risk estima tes should be quoted individ ually and should
not be added togethe r to form totals since the popula tions-a t-risk
will overlap (indivi duals can be over 65 and have COPD, for example ),
and are not mutual ly exclus ive.
The popula tions-a t-risk represe nt station ary popula tions project ed as
residin g in each commun ity at the time when the EPA designa ted those
The attainm ent status of the county
commu nities as nonatta inment .
the disease status of its populafor
does not imply respon sibility
tion.
The projec tion techniq ues used to estima te the popula tions-a t-risk for
each commun ity produce data that are subjec t to error when scaling
nation al age-sp ecific prevale nce rates of medica l conditi ons to local
As
popula tions whose exposu re to related risk factors in unknown. supntation
docume
ific
scient
the
of
ty
certain
previou sly noted, the
porting the identif ication of the popula tions-a t-risk include d in this
report is highly variab le.
The interpr etation of these data must take into accoun t limitat ions of
the method ology and the origina l source of the data base. The source
of the data used in this report, the Nation al Health Intervie w·surve y,
ons
provide s the best availab le estima tes for the medica l conditi
a
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more than 3 months .
chronic regard less of their time of onset are diabete s, heart conditions, emphyse ma and arthri tis. Limita tions of the methodo logy used
in derivin g these estima tes are describ ed in the Statist ical Method ology section of this report.
1 EPA News Release - EPA Lists Areas Failing to Meet Ozone or Carbon
Monoxid e Standa rds. May 3, 1988
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INTERPRETATION OP DATA MATRIX

In the data tables that follow, estimate s of the populat ions-at- risk
are listed by EPA designat ed nonattain ment counties . The estimate s
indicate the number of persons within each county who are consider ed
"at-risk " to the effects of increase d levels of ambient air pollutio n
by virtue of a medical conditio n or their age.
Data are presente d for ozone (03) and carbon monoxide (CO) in Table 3.
Table 4 presents data for total suspende d particul ates (TSP) sulfur
dioxide (S02) and Nitrogen Dioxide (N02). Where applicab le, overall
state estimate s of the populat ions-at- risk are delineat ed.
Each county designat ed or proposed as nonattain ment for one or more
National Ambient Air Quality Standard s appears as a row in the data
matrix. The populat ions-at- risk appear as column headings . A (---)
indicate s that the county is in attainme nt for the air quality standard for the applicab le at-risk group. Because the data on nonattai nment communi ties has been derived from two sources and contains somewhat varying informat ion, populat ions-at- risk by virtue of their exposure to co and 03 are presente d separate ly from that for TSP, 502 and
Counties in nonattai nment for pollutan ts with overlapp ing at
N02.
risk qroups (e.g. ozone and total suspende d particul ates) will have
the same at risk estimate appear in Tables 3 and 4. For example,
DuPaqe county, Illinois is in nonattain ment for TSP and 03. The following estimate s for populat ions-at- risk appear in both tables:

STATE

PREADOLESCENT
CHILDREN ELDERLY
65+
~13
COUNTY

Illinois OUPage

150634

87324

PEDIATRIC
AS'IHMA

ADULT
ASTHMA

COPD

9235

20484

35174

POLLUTANT
03 TSl?
X

X

Although the exact estimate s appear in each Tables 3 and 4 only 35,174
COPD sufferer s are at risk by virtue of their exposure to levels of 03
and TSP, not twice that number.
Addition ally, Table 5 lists the populati ons exposed to levels of ozone
and carbon monoxide not meeting the standard s within Metropo litan
Areas, as designat ed by CMSA, MSA or county code. These codes are not
availabl e for the counties in nonattain ment for TSP, S02 and N02.
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To:

Mr.

A.rt..~ur

Mann

Don Ci:ane ~

From:

~={ECEt\tED
N. E.S.C.A.U J¥1.

~

Subject Meetin.; Califom!a's Emission Standards ·An Update
In follcHir.(jj up on your Interest tn reducing emissions from at.Jto.'TiobTies end other lr.:e!':'lal co:n~~s~io:;
DOWered vehicles. the ar..ached recent lmoi'T:"l2.tion on the e!ec:ricany hea:ed conver:er (EriC) s.'>ould ~ of
inte~

A$ a re-eap. Oean /IJr Act automoone emission s:andarcs and the Ca!l!omia a~omobUe emission
s:andards are:

~
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Fede.GI Std., 1995"
Caiifomta Standards-

• A'.a.:l<:attd 1n California In 1993.
- I'Tl.-~ TrL'\SI~allOW Emls.slon Vehide: (l.EV) 1.0w Emission V•l'll:ies; (Ul-CV) Ull::l·Low Emlc~~n Vthlclu.

pa\

on rep!ica:ed test results of combining en EHC with stock
The Ca!lfomla standards were based in
on vehicles using regular ,a.so;~"'e. The EHC used In the Califomla tes:s

~ina! equipment {Oe) eonverters
Y.'a.S a CA.'v~ET conve1ter, produced

by a unlt of Grace.

Anaehed Is e new product brochure for t.'le Camet EHC. v;hich Includes durabi!cy end emission tes~

resUts.
The emission reductions achieved on a 2.0 liter Toyota Camry engine shows compliance with the

Ca!l!omia LEY standard. The 600 hour .aging test Is a prO).'Y for 100.000 miles ot certlncatlon procedures.

Sims1ariy the tmlsslon reduetlons for the 1990 Olc:lsmobUe 2.3 Uter Ouad-4 engine (produced in the
U.S.) shows CQmr{&anee with the UI..EV standard at the outset.
Over the las: 18 months, significant advances have been made In this technology Including: extending
converter and component durabulty and reduction In power requirements for pre-Ignition heating.
Please let me know If you would like additional lnrormatlon.
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CAMET• EHC
CATALYTIC CONVERTER

rne Ur.IC! EHC catat,1i: CDII'>'e.1er amis1s of a metal a:sin; and a
ft:al cat.
T11 ~.ZS steel casing, or mntainac, has posirive and negmiw
ek<1r'.-ol Cllllllcdions, and 0 !h!rrn«ouple fu lii!GSIIing ll.~iOI\Ilt.
(The ~pie is b ~~ purposas, and wm p:obob~ not
he ~tized in I'.CSS producfiOft.)

lnslde lhe ccsi.'IQ, atoft cl metal foil is co.'111Qilled into o ho:i~·comb
shape, wiJh appropriate elearicol amedicm. The metal foil suppons
tbe r.aralyli: materiok, and also fulldions as !be htoting element.
Metal substrate CDtGiylic CDfl'4l18rS haw bien com.-nercially maaolc
far M o dt<ade. Thfy lm'.t been used ill avarie!y d ir.dustrial envi·
ranmerr.s. ond II some outcmoti\oe emissioll control applications.
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con p:osrc:n the EHC SY$:em 1o:
• Urii:ze pre.a011k 0! pcSi·cron~ he~~ng strate~ies. ·\
• ~ ei:t-.er ltmperc:ure contto! or time co.1:ro1 he:ting strefe~ie-..
• C:Jnrrol ele;.'tri~ air pur.1p s~d d time.
• R£r:ie-,-e ~'Stem rlctc i:om or, c:-:bocrd EEP~Y., lndudin;: number
C: h~ on: c~cl stc:i'S, n:.;mt.er ri long hects {told start's), averc~-e
~ery ""lie~;. 0:1: c;~::~e n~",O tirr..e.
• 1,.1';:~;-c ux.:::-. co-:lS:::.~ cd rang~
• U;.;:ocie ~h-l.·::e wi:h::rt replacing :he EEPRO.Y..
Tn9 l.o9k Mod;.:le cc~ b! pr~ra.-nmad while in the vehi~e, or it
cor. be rem=ved frorr. its quick·disconnect bcse and programmed
cr.~ desk.
An:.'har fuildion ct the microcontroller in tbt Logic A'.odule Is ro
mo.'lito: ba~e.'Y condir.O~I. If the '&'!hide's battery is Vtt!lk. pcwar now
is redmd ~ terminatec 1o avoid d:~mage ro rile vehicle's alectronit
circL'ltry. This circuft lcgic assures thcrt a d~ive: wttl not be stranded
bec:~usc 'JO EHC hcs tcl:.e~ too mud! pooh'!! ho.11 f.la bGttery.
1.r. cdollij::, rtle mi:i:-..~ntro!lti ~so moncQes in:eriace logk, such
c~ ignitior. on. stcrtar mte:l:ck, d engine runnin;. The ir.terfoce
l!J91t con dept 10 lhefm~! sNitches 0:1 the engine b!o:k to ~:1 he~
c;~ ~llotegit$, end wn also v.·c:k wi:h on onlicip~rcry d!vi:e. svch C$
a Coo; switch CY. re:note r:ansmin!!, to irjtia:r me hecti.'lg cyde.
Tht solid-srore progrcmmcble l~i' A'od:;li ~ mounr!d or. c qed·
dis.."'ntl~ best en the c=shboard in the possenge~ cemportment fo:
~~(HS.
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<OST & AVAILABILITY
Stondo:d Come! EHC converters ore ovciloble frc::: s:oc~ fer
qualified application$. Coma! EHC's con be OJSiom tcbrr.c:ed with
alternate catalyst loaamgs or pockoge designs.
Ple:se consult Cama! Cc. for detuils.

LJMITATIONS
Came! EHC conwrters and systt:ns c:a v--nrranted for workmanship
and mate.1ab on~. Operating results cannot be ouoronte~ b L"loi·
vidual vehicles, because results depend upon angine ond cir
mana~erntllf groregy, !he location of the Camet EHC corr.tlier, o:'l:
lnteroaion Vti!h other converters rhct may be In the systsm.

CmnsJ products CTI covered hy manr li.S. and foteign pateMs and
pattn/S pend~~. Com8t fH( Br.trically HEW~ Comt~tet"S ore mod5
in tht U.Sj.
Comet Co
12000 W.n:ocl load • P0 loa • • Hwr.• ~ Hil'·0006

rn 216/s.t.m, • J.u llll~u.m~
Q 1;92 tly Cl."nel Co. a Utu1 Ol W A Grace t. Co ·Conn.
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The American Society of
ffi
~ Mechanical Engineers
Please Reply To

David Aron~on, P.~.
9 Riverview Drive \·:est
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043-2608
Legi~lative ;,gent '·a. 560
April 7, 1992
TO:

Hembers of the Senate Environment Canmittee
and the Assembly Environment Co~ttee

SUBJECT:

Meeting ClP.an Air Act .!.mendment Standards

I represent the American Society of Mechanical Enginers
(ASME). Our members include many who work in areas related to
means of improving air quality. The March, 1992 issue of our
society's monthly publication, MECHA~UCAL ~GINEERING contains
an article on automotive transportation written by Robert Harmon.
~~r. Harmon, an independent consultant in the .f'ield, prepared an
extensive report for the U.S. Department of Bhergy. In the article
he presents the views of the many people whom he interviewed in
connection with fUture developments and critical analysis of what
The views ~ressed are not necessarily the author's
e~sts today.
what those i.'1 the industry think.
O!' of :'-.s:s, but show
Along these lines I would like to co'illllend the ~ .J. Department
of Environmental Protection and Energy for its exhaustive stu~ of
this subject and !or its workshops and presentations at lP.gislative
hearings. I have a limited number of coranents to offer in this
connection. These, again. are not official views of the AS..l.!E but
are op~~ons expressed by members of divisions in ASM3 concerned
~~th aspects of this broad subject, and by engineering educators.
The Low :!!'mission Automobile. Many new automobiles coming to the
market now or which have been designed and manufactured recently
qualify for the term "Low Emission". Unfortunately, older automobiles, for a number of reasons, have unduly high emissions. One
approach to reducing these emissions is to remove such vehicles
from theroa.d. The other is to require extensive overhauls. The
decision is to SO!Ile extent outside of engineering. In this
connection, there are proposals for extending the present
emissions testing to include tests with the engine loaded. This
will help to reveal the serious polluters. These comments are
offered to l~ssen the emphasis on the contribution of low
emission automobilP.s to the amelioration of the problem. Such
cars are b"!coming more and more of the standard. Hopefully, in
the near term, the gas turbine will be commercially available.
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The gas turbine has the character istic of being able to burn a wide
range o~ fuels. It would be designed for extremely low emissions .
Fuel Modificat ion. One of the proposals which would rP.duce carbon
monoxide emission in some spark-ign ition engines is to add compounds
which would introduce oxy-gen into the gasoline. This is a fix which
would not be required L~ mar~ of the newer design of engines, but
which would raise the cost of fuel. ~any new engines will operate
~~th a lean mixture, that is one hav~ng an excess of air and therefor~
would not require oxygen in the fuel to complete co:nbustio n.
Zero Er.ission Vehicles. This term refers to storage battery powered
electrica lly driven cars. The extremely low energy storage capability
of batteries whether present or future design, limits the performanc e
of such cars. This is partially overcome by making the cars smaller
and lighter. I would point out that if such vehicles were to be powered
with gasoline engines, the amount of fuel required would be so low as to
provide a very low emission automobil e. It is one thing to mandate the
productio n of zero emission automobil" 's, bu':. anot.her thir.g to ':-zve t!:e
public buy the!:l.
Storage battery powered vehicles may be suitable for delivery
vehicles making frequent stops of short range. Such vehicles
were common in ':the past. and my have a role in the future.
In view o! the emphasis on mass transit, mention should be made
of the light rail trolley and the trackless trolley, both highly
efficient compared with storage battery operation .
Alternate Fuels. Methane is about the only alternate fuel that is
practical 'iii""'terms of cost and availabil ity. Recognitio n should be
given to the fact that methane (natural gas) is ideally suited !or
space heating and co-genera tion gas turbine systems. Its use !or
autanobil es diminishe s the long range availabil ity o! this highly
desirable fuel for stationa~· applicatio ns.
Hydrogen is not truly a fuel. It is essential ly a component of a
storage battery system in which electrici ty disassoci ates water into
oxygen and hydrogen.
Other alternate fuels may have a role when the supply of oil runs low.
Right now they are all much more expensive than gasoline.
Overall. Solutions involve an interplay o! technolog y and social
issues. It is therefore most appropria te that the legislativ e
conmittee s and the administr ative departmen ts are working together.

IIIJC

Alternative
Vehitle·Propulsion
Systems
industry to develop and adop t new
Tigh ter emissions stand ards are forcing the autom otive promising alternative propulsion
technologies for engine design and opera tion. Thre e gas turbines, and fuel cells.
systems are electric or electric-hybrid systerr: ·

Robe rt Harm on
Latham, N.Y.

R

ecent and projec:~d emissions standards are forcing
the automotive industrv to
develo p and adopt new
technologies for piston engine design and operation. Development costs, the first cost of the vehicle, the cost of operating the vehicle
due to expensive new technologies,
and the cost of alternative clean fuels
are all rising.
Of the alternative propulsion systems that have been explored. three
promising ones are electric or electric-hybrid systems, gas turbines. and
fuel cells. In general, low-polluting
altern ative fuels presen t less of a
proble m to altern ative propu lsion
systems than to the currently used
piston engine system.

Background
Passag e of the Clean Air Act
Amendment of 1990 and the outlook
for even more-stringent standards in
California are driving development
effons toward low emissions in all
segments of the engine-vehicle in-

dustrv. Manv different svstems and
components ·have been i'nvestigated
and tested, including steam engines,
organ ic Ranki ne system s, variou s
bottom ing systems, combi ned pistoo/turbine compound engines. Stirling engines, piston engine accessories. and gas turbines.
Lieht- dutv vehicl es are usuall v
tested and certiiied on chassis dv·oamometers, which are run over the
specified Federal Driving Schedule.
Tail-p ipe emissions (HC. CO. and
N0 1 ) are measured and presented in
grams/mile and compared to established standa rds. Emiss ions from
heavy-duty vehicle engines are measured over the U.S. Federal Transient Test Procedure on an en2ine
dynam omete r. Emiss ions of N0 1 ,
HC. CO. and paniculates are measured continuously; results are provided in grams per horsepower-hour
for comparison against established
standards.
Curre nt Requ ireme nts and
Syste ms
Light-duty vehicles. Legal requir ements and standards adopted by the
EPA and regulatory agencies in California drive the development of conventional spark-ignition engines to
achieve lower emissions and hi2her
fuel economy. Emission limits- are
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now specif ied for up to 100.000
miles.
So far. the industry has been able
to devise the technology needed to
achieve the manda ted goals -at a
price. The marginal cost to the cuztomer for every increm ent of improvement is increasing. Eventually.
performance may be compromised.
The challenges presented by the
Caiifo rma requir ement s for lowemission and ultralow-emission vehicles will not be satisfied easilv -or
cheaply. Some of the emission· control appro aches being explor ed or
develo ped are improved cold-start ,
control; improved air-fuel ratio control: low crevice volumes in piston
and gasket areas: fast bum combustion: variable valve timing; low thermal inertia exhau st manifold: exhaust port liners: detail ed design ,
changes in piston, piston ring. and
liner to minimize oil consumption:
catalyst improvements such as metallic substrates or electricallv heated
lower light-off temperature "catalysts:
exhaust treatm ent improvements including an electric air pump. portmoun ted catalv sts, a hvdro carbon
absorb er. and ·hydro carbo n traps:
and fuel system impro vemen ts including proportional air-fuel balancing. improved fuel preparation (air·
assisted injection and heated spray

Fut><ristic: and efficient. GM's Chevro<et Exoress conceot ven1c1e s ceram<c turt>me comoonents prov10e 10w em15510ns ano comoetmve tue1 economv

targetsl. dual feedback loop control. to reconsider the use of two-stroke
reduced deterioration of isznition en2:ines. Inherent advantaszes of such
_components, catalysts, and oxygen engines include light weight. compactness (a power stroke every revosensors.
If required emission levels are lution). good fuel economy with inachieved with new cars. it ·must be jection. simplicity. and potentially
lower cost. The challenszes include
i proven that they will remain within
the limit for the life of the vehicle. achievement of the lo\\~-emissions
Since emission levels must be standards. demonstration of accept·
maintamed for 100.000 miles with able durabilitv. and combustion staminimal maintenance. emission svs- bilitv at idle and li!!ht loads.
tem deteriorauon is an important Alternative fuels. Because piston enszines are sensitive to variations in
consideration.
Ultimate solutions and final de- fuel properties. mere substitution of
siszns are far from fixed. U.S. a potentially clean-burning alternaautomakers have estimated that tive fuel does not ensure low emisemission controls could add $500 to sions from an engine. Proper integra$700 to the price of 1994 cars (first- tion of the combustion svstem.
tier emission-control requirements l. controls. and catalvst svstem are imThe same companies say the technol- perative. A poor!~· adapted engine
will negate the clean-burning potenOI!V does not vet exist to meet the
second-tier standards (model vear tial of anv fuel.
Various alternative fuels under
2003 ). On the other hand. EPA ·offi' cials estimate the first- and second- consideration include M100 (pure
tier standards can be met for SlOO methanol). M85 (85 percent
and $500 per car. respectively. More- methanol. 15 percent gasoline). natuexpensive alternative fuels would ral gas. ethanol. liquefied petroleum
also add to the consumer"s costs to gas (LPG). reformulated gasoline.
own and operate the vehicle.
and hvdroszen.
Methanol's proponents claim it 1s
Recent advances in the use of fuelinjection systems. electronic control the best alternative fuel because it
systems for ignition and injection appears to produce lower emissions.
timinsz. and fuel-air ratio controls except aldehydes. from a modified
have stimulated automakers in the . enszine and has a hieher octane numunited States. Japan. and Australia ber. permitting higher engine com1

1

I

pression ratios. wh1ch 1mpiles ht~p1e::
efficiencv. Methanol can be manufactured· from natural gas. wh1ch is
available from abundant foreiszn
sources or. at more expense, from
domestic coal or wood sources.
However. concerns and problems
associated with methanol include
flame invisibilitv. tank flammabilit\'.
poor low-temperature stanmg characteristics. and toxicitv. Aldehvde
em1ssion will come und-er reeulaiiOn
in California bv 1994 with a standard
of 15 mg/mile. Vehicle range tor
storage space) will be reduced due to
the lower volumetric energy content
of methanol.
The small amount of 2asoline in
M85 circumvents the flame invisibility problem of pure methanol and virtuallv eliminates the cold-starting
pr>Jbiem in vehicles built specificall)·
for methanol. Althoueh still hichl\'
toxic and corrosive. M85 appears to
be a reasonable transition fuel for
market introduction. Indeed. most
major autlJmobile companies are
building limited numbers of flex-fuel
vehicles. which can operate on any
combination of methanol and gasoline. Although the price of these
fuels will be sliszhtlv hieher than that
of pure gasoline. such- fuels may be
integrated into current supply and
handling systems. However. since
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alternative, some development
1994. other factors. such as lubricatis being done.
the ptstoniring belt area
Heavy :duty trucks and buses. This ing oil from
and from turbocharger seals. are becoming more impon ant. These factors can add to the paniculate emissions problem.
Other unknowns include the effect
of exhaust gas recirculation on durabilitv due to a faster wear rate. Recvcling of soot particles increases the
wear rate by degrading the lubricant.
Hi2her soot concentration in the lubricant aggravates wear by reducing
the effectiveness of antiwear addi~
tives. which leads to de2radation of
the oil surface film. Valve train componen ts and the top ring are also
susceptible to increased wear.
The experts seem to agree that in
! addition to further refinement of fuel
specifications (such as no sulfur and
use of oxyge nation ) and extensive '
e:othaust 2as after-treatment. the 1998
1 standa rds will requir e additi onal
breakt hroug hs or new technology.
Industrv has been resistin~ the use of
prototype Datmler·Benz acn-ed emts· : partic uhte traps becau se of the1r
a
110.
PWT
turtl!ne
gas
W1tll
d
EQUtppe
.
Cleene r -hlne
run-tna r: those of comparaDie diesel eng•ne vehigh cost. complexity. and unproven
s•ons that were 20 percent lower-o n a 390·mtle test

1
methanol is not pennit ted in existing
for
affinity
its
of
e
pipelines becaus
water, it must be trucked. L;ltimate
consumer acceptance is uncenain.
:So infrastructure chan~e would be
requir ed for reform ulated gasoline
(clean fuel), except in the refinenes.
There is proba bly some small to
moderate reduction in emissions to
be expected without engine modifications. A key advantage is that refonnulated gasoline, unlike other alternate fuels, may be usable by the
entire vehicle popula tion, not just
new cars.
Emission benefits and cost of refonnu lated gasoline are still highly
uncert ain. Ford Motor Co. (Dear born, Mich.\. General Motors Corp.
(Detroit). and Chrysler Corp. (Highland Park. Mich.) are working jointly
with 14 oil companies to study the
potent ial of refonn ulated gasoline
relativ e to other altern ative fuels.
They are looking at the effect on
emissions of aromatics, olefins, sulfur, volatility (90 percent point), and
oxygenates. Atmos pheric model ing
and cost-benefit assessment are also
being investigated.
Ethan ol. manuf acture d from domestic sources (corn). is a familiar
liquid fuel with benefits similar to
metha nol. Organ ic emiss ions are
lower than gasoline but higher than
methanol. Lower toxic emissions result, and engine efficiency should be
higher. than for gasoline.
Unfortunately, ethanol costs much
more than gasoline; vehicle .range
may be one-third less unless larger
fuel tanks are used (low energy density). Cold starting is a problem below 50°F for pure ethanol. At high

htcles.
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1

durability. It is expected that catalyt1:: after-treatment will he requtred to
treat the aldehvde elements m the
exhaust gas. Clean fuels will be a key
1SSUe.

stons and achieving htl!her fuel econ- bncation problem stnce no liqutd
omy na the lo"' _-heai-reJeCtion ap- lubricants can survive such temperaproach are bem!! te$ted and devel- tures. This appears to be the pacing
oped in the heav~-duty-engine arena. problem m low-heat-rejectton engme
\1any of these techmques may also de'"elooment. ~o manufacturer has
be applied to ltght-duty diesel defined or openly discussed a definne development path or schedule to
emnnes.
The present thrust of ad\"anced the LHR:5. Man\" sav that wtth tlme
hea\"y-duty engine development. and moneY it is ach{evable. Howe\"aside from emissions reduction. is to- er. when "and whether it will be a
ward low-fuel-consumption low-heat- practical cost-effective system that
rejection engines. The DOE has set can meet NO, emission standards
targets at 0.25 pounds per BHP-hour , are unknown.
The low-heat-rejectio n engine is
(about 53 percent thermal efficiency)
in their LHR25 advanced heavv- considered an extension of current
duty-engine program. Caterpillar In- engine development rather than an
dustrial Inc. (Peoria. Ill.). Cummins, alternative svstem. Admittedlv this is
and Detroit Diesel are workin2 to- a borderline case; without itovernward this goal. The intent is energy ment support and continuity, -achievconservation without exceeding ' ing LHR15 objectives would be even
emission standards. Current truck longer-range.
engines have brake-specific fuel consumptions in the 0.30-to-0.35 pound- i Gas Turbines
The potential advantages of gas
per-BHP-hour range.
The general approach for high- turbines in vehicle applications capefficiency low-heat-rejectio n engine tured the fancy of the technical comdevelopment is to reduce the ther- munity from the mid 1950s until the
mal losses from the engine by elimi- early 1970s. Enthusiasm waned when
nating or reducing the cooling sys- it became apparent that automotive
tem and recovering more of the turbine development was not keepresulting increased energy from the ing up with piston engine improvecombustion 2ases in the exhaust svs- ments. especially in the area of fuel
tem. This is- generally accomplished economv and manufacturing cost.
ustng advanced high-temperatu re However. the basic long-term -advanmaterials such as monolithic ceram- tages predicted for the turbine-very
ics or by insulating pistons, liners. low emissions, light weight (high i
fire deck (cylinder head), valves, and power density), multifuel capability, i
ports with thermal barrier coatings and customer appeal (smooth vibraor air-gap insulation systems. This, of tion-free power delivery )-provided \
course, results in much higher oper- sufficiept incentive for further develating temperatures in the engine. opment to overcome the perceived j
I
Top-ring reversal temperatures in deficiencies.
In the late 1970s. it was apparent
the 1000° to 1200°F range can be expected. This constitutes a major lu- that much higher fuel economy had

One ne\1 chemtcal approach to
SO, reduction ts the Raprenox system. Invented b'" Robert Perrv while
at Sandia :\atiOI1al Laborator(es ( Albuquerque. :\.:vi.), this process is beinl! developed and commercialized
under a license to Cummins En2ine
Co. (Columbus. Ind.) and has been
demonstrated on 50-kilowatt natural- ;
ly aspirated. 150-watt turbocharged. '
and 1000-kilowatt turbochareediafter-cooled diesel engines~ All
achieved greater than a- 95 percent
reduction in :--.:0, emissions wtth no
loss of performance. The process is
based on the use of cvanuric acid (a
low-cost solid compound made from
urea). With beat, the solid sublimes
into a gas and then dissociates. producing isocyanate, which reacts with
NOx in the exhaust stream to give
; H~O. N2, and C0 2• Present operating
l temperatures are 900° to 950°F. The
· first commercial prototype application of the process is in a stationary
6-megawatt power system comprised
of four 1500-horseoowe r Cummins
!(TA5D engines in Hawaii. Tnev are
expe:ted to produce no more ·than '
0.5 grams of NO, per horsepowerhour. These engines have been delivered. Installation was originally
planne(:i for the first quarter of 1991.
The system is not yet practical for
vehicle (or mobile source) applications. It is too large. heavy. and complex. However. a program aimed at
the evolutionary development of a
practical system for such applications
is in progress.
Other types of advanced aftertreatment systems are also expected
to emerge; the major truck engine
companies continue their efforts to
meet anticipated standards. Details
of technical approach. cost, and
schedules are proprietary.
Alternative fuels are expected to
be an integral pan of the attack on
emissions.
heavv-dutv-en~tine
Methimol appears to be the leading
contender due to cost and availability. Detroit Diesel Corp. (Detroit)
has some 75 MIOO-fueled eneines in
the field in trucks and buses. The 1
general implementation strategy of 1
the industry is to introduce the fuels 1
through private and government !
fleet operations in many of the
nonattainment areas around the
country (10 or more vehicles capable
of central fuelin2 seems to be the criterion for a fleet).
Low-heat-reject ion diesel engines. 1
The techniques for reducing emis-

i
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Hybrid vehicle. Thos prototype gas-turtlone hyl:lrod-eleelnc eng'"e was Ouih and tested by Toyota on
1979.
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-.1. The Toyota GT41 metall1c eng1ne "'~- :estea 1n tne Toyota GTV passenger car.

to ~ .t\:hieved if gas turbine engines contract: ..... over 3340 rotating test Federal Composite Driving Cycle
were ~) become serious contenders rig and engine test-hours have -been than the 1988 Pontiac Grand Am
for n.~ vehicle propulsion. The tar- accumulated on over 2170 ceramic reference vehicle. (This is just over
get ~('( by the DOE was that fuel components. Ceramic rotor designs 35 percent on a Btu basis when correcting for the difference in heating
econ,-.r:t~Y should be 30 percent better . have shown survivabilitY in cases of
than rt.at of a comparable spark-igni- i extreme foreign object ingestion. values- between diesel fuel and gaso:
tion r:-ton eog;ne. It was further ap- high-speed rubs. severe start-up tran- line.; Such improvement in -fue!
oan:nl that the most likely avenue to sients. and cvclic durabilitv tesum:. economy has Important impitcations
One loader h·as successful!\: accumu- for automobile manufacturers should
thiS !":~h fuel economy was markedly
lated more than 1000 test~hours. m- htgher corporate average fuei economcr.::~d turbine inlet temperatures.
Pren.-us work showed that tempera- cluding 507 cvclic durabilitv hours mv standards be enacted. Accelerature:; :o the 2300° to 2500°F range and si 70 starts.'' The AGT -5 hot tion of the turbine vehicle (0-60
were ~cessary to achieve the fuel gasifier rig with a ceramic rotor has mph) was 13.1 seconds versus 13.5
econ<'I!IY goals. Because of the small operated successfully at 1395"C , seconds for the baseline car.
size ~1\i cost constraints on the en- (2543"F) rotor inlet temperature and
Assuming the high rotor inlet temgine:. ~e use of high-temperature al- 100 percent speed.
perature can now -be achieved. the
lov"5' .A:Jd complex cooling schemes
So it appears that the original following technical problems remain
did n.'< appear practical. Thus. the DOE/ AGT objectives will be before commercialization can be
achieved: at least 30 percent im- implemented.
aprl~o.·Jlion of new high-temperature
cer.~m'-· materials to critical turbine
provement in fuel economy over ve1. Low-emission burners: To meet
comr'-"tc:nts appeared to be the most hicles powered by conventional the low emission requirements manpromNng approach. Primary efforts spark-ignition piston engines of the dated bv the 1990 Clean Air Act
wer;.• .,.directed toward the solution same weight and performance based amendments and the state of Califorof tho< materials problem through on equal energy content of the fuel nia. the combustion svstem must be
the I ''E/?\ASA. The Advanced Tur- used: gaseous emissions and particu- operauonal in the vehicle and operatbtn.:: :·echnology Application Pro- late levels less than existing and ing under the conditions set forth in
gram .-\ IT.-\P) is being pursued in planned federal and state standards: the Federal Driving Cvcle. Since the
tw0 :"\U3llel contracts. one with the abilitv to use alternative fuels: and capability of operating. an engine uncompetitive initial and life-cycle cooled 10 the 2500°F range has onlv
AlliS.:~' Gas Turbine division of GM
(ln,j;;,lapolis l and one with the Gar- costs.
recentlv been demonstrated. there Is
The powertrain design for the verv little documented or detailed 10rett .:..J.·diarv Power division of Allied-5:::nal ..\erospace Co. (Phoenix. A TT -'t.P turbine (based on ceramic formation available. Howe,er:
component performance and known • united Turbine AB (:VIal mo. SweAriz..
.-\o :t October 1991. Allison re- vehicle performance l had 57.3 per- den) reported the first road tests of a
cent better fuel economv over the ceramtc turbine engtne in \larch
r\1r.t~ :he toiiO\\ mg on ItS ATI AP
62 Mt.:;CH
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19S::. Emtssions and fuel econom\ possible foreign object damage to of thennal losses from the cYcle. In·
data were not reponed.
· downstream ceramic components. sulauon of the en~:me houst.ng IS 10
• Daimler-Benz 1Stutt£art. Ger- The necessny to adopt some form of be accomplished. on the ..\!ltson
mam·) demonstrated a c"eramtc eas vanable-eeometrY burner desien is AGT-:' engme by a propnetarY mate·
turb~ne car at the ASME lnternauon- . still uncertain because the burner nal ( Cerachrome-Al-0,-SiO--Cr-0, 1
al Gas Turbme Conference tn Brus- and ns control S\'Stem must be mte· of the Y1anville Corp. !Denv.en ·De·
sels. BeletUm. m June !990. Tne car ~:rated wnh the · en~:me and vehtcl: velopment IS dtrected roward tnrec·
"as dn\ en ociO ktlometers 1390 for demonstratiOn o"n the chassts 01 • tJon-moidtnl! and hardenm!:! m oiace
mties 1 from Stuttgart to Brussels. namometer and on the road.
·
The marenal process must demon·
Emtsswns were reponed to be ··be· • The Japanese Ceramtc Gas Tur- strare adhesiOn. thennal cvcltc dura1011 1995 Caiifornia requtrements. ··
bine Proeram ts still in the desten bilitY. and erosion reststance.
Maximum turbine inlet temperature and component-development phases.
Aerod~·namic components:
dunne acceleration can reach 1.350°C :\"issan has published some of its Downsizing the power for smaller
(2462-:F). These emissions were high-temperature burner work. more-fuel-efficient vehtcles ro
achieved even though the fuel econo- which was initiated in the mid-1970s. around 100 horsepower and signifi·
my was about 20 percent lower than It appears that they have adopted a cantly increasing operating temperafor a comparable diesel engine. (This premixed prevaporized approach to tures and pressures greatly reduce
impiies lower emission leveis when their ceramic burner.
the physical size of the aerodynamtc
fuel consumption ts reduced. Thts en2. Regenerator core and seals: components. It is difficult to mamg:me has not yet been fully developed Other components impacted by the tain high component effictenc1es and
or opttmized for fuel economY. :\ote: higher cycle temperatures are the re- seal losses at acceptable levels for
m a subsequent corporate reorgani- generator core and its seal svstem. It such small stzes. Based on the meazatiOn of Datmler-Bc:nz. funher de- has been found that the materials sured component performance from
\·e!opment of the automotive gas tur- and desien for both the core and the the AGT and AIT AP programs. the
bine was dropped from the research seals must be upgraded to withstand projected fuel economy of the referdivision aeenda and referred to an- the 2000° to 2100°F regenerator inlet ence powertrain design turbine-powother division for possible further temperatures that accompany the ered vehicle should be as mentioned
product development.)
2500°F turbine inlet temperatures. earlier. Of course. achievement of
• Work on AITAP has focused on Both performance and durability this performance must be demonthe development of practical ceramic need to be demonstrated under long- strated bv the eneine in the vehicle
components that can operate at de- tenn cyclic temperature conditions.
on the road. Careful tuning and judisign speeds and temperatures with
Equally important is the need to cious optimization of the aerodyacceptable durability. Some parallel reduce the cost of the reeenerator namic elements and Integration of
iow-emission burner work has been system. Conversion from a· wrapped the engme. controls. ar:d -dr;ve S\'S·
done at Allison 1..0 Indianaooiis and to an extruded manufacturing pro- terns rn-ro the vehtcie wtll be a st£n:i·
bv the GM advanced engineerine cess for the core is being explored. icant part of such a demonstration.
staff in Warren. Mich. In- essence~ Althoueh the aluminum silicate
6. Conclusions and timing: It ap·
steady-state combustor rig tests have material is suitable for the higher op- pears that there are no technological
been run with ceramic (silicon car- erating temperatures. it appears to barriers to preclude possible producbide) burners over the operating be difficult to process. and hence tion of automotive turbines. but
range of the engine with elevated expensive.
there is much en2ineerin2 and devel1 burner inlet air temperatures (on the
3. Remaining ceramic materials opment work still ahead.-The configorder of 1800°F) corresponding to questions: Short-tenn capabilities of uration of a potentially competitive
the higher operating temperatures of the critical ceramic components turbine-powered automobile can be
the ceramic engme. Temperatures of (nozzles. wheels. and burner) have defined. The technology is essentially
the incoming premi..xed prevaporized been successfullv demonstrated. m piace. but the economic and busifuel-air mixture are typically above However. A TT AP requires 3500 ness strategies are open questions
the auto-ignition temperature of the hours of durability testing. The data that can onlv be answered bv the
mixture. This typically inhibits "lean base on ceramic materials and com- manufacturers involved. With · deci! blow-out" (fuel-air ratio below which ponents under long-tenn cyclic loads sions to proceed and adequate fund' the flame goes out). Thus, the high and temperatures is not yet estab- ing. production could begin in five to
burner inlet temperatures really help lished. The time-dependent proper- eight years.
in the design of low-emission pre- ties are not really well known yet.
mixed prevaporized burners. Local
Evolutionary development ques- Electric and Hybrid Systems
hot spots due to stoichiometric tions seem to center on low-cost proCalifornia law mandates that 2 per- '
droplet burning of the fuel are avoid- cessing of components in quantities cent of the cars sold in that state in
ed: uniform temperatures are suitable for automotive production. 1998 must be zero-emission vehicles
achieved with maximum local High yield of quality pans is impor- (ZEV). By 2003. this rate will rise to
temperatures only up to about tant. The larger scroll-type compo- 10 percent of the cars sold. Only elec2800°F. Linder these steady-state nents have been difficult. Current tric vehicles qualify as ZEYs. Other
conditions. emissions. including NO,. slip-casting and plaster molds do not states. includine Massachusetts. New
well below EPA standards have been seem to be the answer. Further pro- York. New Jer-Sev. and Pennsvlvania.
demonstrated.
cess development is needed. Howev- : are following California's lead. A
Areas that require further devel- er. the apparent success of Japanese : number of European cities are also
opment and demonstration include manufacturers with ceramic turbo- ' considering requirements for electric
reducing emissions during cold-stan charger rotors (in production since r vehicles. Consequently, manufacturand transient operating conditions 1985) is encouraging.
' ers in the United States. Europe. and
(acceleration and deceleration). It is
4. Heat management: Another ele- Japan are developing electric and
also imperative to minimize carbon ment necessarv for the achievement electric-hybrid vehicles. Initial penefonnation in the burner to alleviate of maximum fuel economy is control ' tration of these vehicles is expected
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in fleet operations and commuter seg-

nent types under Jt:velopment m- vehicle-propulsion svstems. Long
ments oi the market.
clude sodium-sulfur. mckel-cadmtum. term. it could solve the dilemma of
Eiectnc vehicles have no tailpipe lithium alummum-m.>n sulfide. sodi- polluting emtss1ons generated by the
emissions. Further. these vehicles um-metal chloride. Zinc-bromine. heat engines powenng light· and
significantlv reduce the overall de- iron-air. and ztnc·Jtr. .-\11 are trymg ht:avv-dutv vehicles. Since fuel cells
pendence on foream 01!. And if the to J!levtate thes.: pw~iems. but usu- are riot heat engmes. effic:enc:es arc
oower station gent:ratmg the t:lectnc- allv mcorporate dt~;tdvantages such not constratned ~by Carnot pnnc:pies.
;tv to re:::har!Ze- battenes-uses nuclear. as high cost. htgh upc:r:mng tempera- Fuel cells otfer the potential for extures (safety problems 1. availability tremelv low em1sstons and relativelv
h~·dro. natural gas. or solar t:nenrv.
air pollutiOn is ~also reduced. If aie of strategic matenals. recvclabilitv. high thermal effictency (more than
power station burns coal. however. and waste disposal problems. In vie~ twice that of typical spark-ignition
emissions may increase depending of the need for greatlv improved bat- piston engines).
on the power station ·s emissions- terv svstems. the C.S.· Advanced BatBasicallv. a fuel cell uses hvdrocontrol equipment. Regardless. the . ter\. Consortium has h<!en formed bv gen and oxygen to generate de. elecenergy can be supplied from domes- i Ford. GM. and Chrvskr to share haif tricity and water plus waste heat.
tic sources and the power stations the cost of the progrJm (5100 million Various types of fuel cells are
can be distributed outside urban ar- annual budget) wnh the government named for their electroivtes. such as
eas. Vehicle batterv rechan!e could to develop longer-lasnng higher-per- phosphoric acid. molten carbonate.
be accomplished overmght in off- forming electnc car batteries. For solid oxide. or solid polymer. Hydropeak-demand periods. Tius eases the now. sodium-sulfur !xltteries appear gen generated from methanol. natusupply:demand problems for the in- likelv to be the b~t alternative be- ral gas. or coal-denved fuel in a recreased electrical capacay. at least in cause thev have four times htgher forrner (pan of the system) is
energy density than lc:ad-acid batter- supplied to the anode: air ( 0-) is
the early transitional phases.
On the other hand, when com- ies: tests indicate thev would last supplied to the cathode; and- the
pared to conventional gasoline- about 100.000 miles. However. these electrolvte is sandwiched in befueled vehicles. electric vehicles have batteries use liquid sodium and sul- tween. ions migrate through the
fur electrodes and ~rate at elevat- electrolyte from the cathode to the
some drawbacks.
For example, energy density in ed temperatures (aNut 300°C), so anode: electrons flow from the anode back to the cathode in the ·exgasoline is about 12.000 watt-hours safety is a concern.
To alleviate the short range of ternal electric circuit. A voltae:e is ,
per kilogram compared to current
lead-acid batteries, which provide electric vehicles. va"'-'US types Of hy- generated across the catalvst-treated
about 40 watt-hours per kilogram. brid sYstems have t>c.~n demonstrat- electrodes. CurrentlY. an operational
Tnis translates into a relativelv short ed or are being deveJ..>ped. An auxil- fuel cell is rather ·comoiex. unlike
operating range for electric vehi- iary power unit I APL'). such as a the simple lead-ac:d batten orte::1
·
cles-some 50 to 120 miles per small spark-ignition c:ngme or diesel used for comparison.
Phosphoric acid and molten carcharge if no battery-charging system engine-generator. is incorporated into the sYstem. This ~enerator set. bonate fuel cells are relativelv adis used during operation.
Another drawback is that battery fueled by gasoline. propane. com- vanced in their development. A
packs are heavy: even with a fiber- pressed natural gas. d.i~sel fuel. or number of serious commercial efglass body over a space-frame chas- methanol. runs at T'C'iaU\·elv steadv- forts are ongoing with support of
sis. gross vehicle weight can easily state optimum condioons (very low ! the utilities. the chemical and proexceed 3000 pounds. Even the GM emissions and high dficiencv) and cessing industry. the Electric Power
two-passenger Impact electric vehicle recharges the batten..~ Some destgns Research Institute !Palo Alto.
allow the dnver to ;dect either the Calif.). the Gas Research Instltute
weighs about 2200 pounds.
Moreover. battery packs are ex- APt: or the batter" ;\-stem (this IS (Chicae:o). and the DOE involvm2
pensive. Present lead-acid packs can ' sometimes called a· J\i;ll-power sys- L'.S .. Japanese. and European com'::
cost from about $1500 to $8000 de- tem). The stratel!,. i:-: to use low- panies. Commercialization in elecpending on the system design. They emission APUs bumlth! :lltemative or tric utility applications is expected
need to be replaced every 20.000 to clean fuels and oper2nng under opti· to be well along by the mid-1990s.
30,000 miles. Operating cost esti· mum conditions. S..' :missions are with power ratings ranging from 200
mates also seem to vary widely, re- minimized. In urban or hi2h-smosz kilowatts to 11 megawatts. In a DOE
flecting not only the differing de- areas. the APU woul.! be turned off demonstration program. a phosphosigns. status of the technology. and to achieve zero em1~'11S. Prototype ric acid cell was incorporated into a
the assumptions. but also the attitude gas-turbine hybrid ....~tric systems bus: that type of cell was selected
were built and teste.::-,· Tovota Mo- because of its availability and expe' of the analvst.
rience base at the time rather than
These b-atteries can take six to tor Corp. in the late :~. ·
The problem ass..'\.-:.lted with hy- its compatibility with vehicle
eight hours to recharge. depending
on the battery-and they lose capac- ! brid svstems is the .-.~t of the two requirements.
For various reasons. including
ity at low ambient temperatures- ene:ines. In additi,':l. the cost of
but an emenencv char2e can be added controls and :<'~tern inte~~:ra large size. weight. lack of opera:
completed in two hours. Here auin. tion cannot be ie:n,':-N. Of course. tiona! flexibilitv. and transient rethe · technolo2v is in a state of when the APU ope:-.!::s. the car is sponse. such systems are not appro' change. Recent- estimates for a spe- not a zero-emission '-:iic!e. Hence. priate for transportation systems:
cial Japanese battery/charge system early attempts at ::'t-rid systems however. recent advances in fuel cell
technoloszv have demonstrated charwere dropped.
eo down to 15 minutes.
acteristics that do appear suitable
- In response to these recognized
for vehicle applications. These are
shortcomings. different types of bat- Fuel Cells
Electrochemical "~:1eration of proton exchange membrane (PE~O
teries are under development by various U.S .. European. and Japanese electrical power m.l~ :-e the most fuel cells (onginally called solid
companies. Some of the most promi- radical departure IT.~ .:onventtonal polymer electrolytic cells) and solid
1
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::. 'lonolithic solid oxide fuel cells:
Th:: monoi1th1~ soilc :mde iue! c::!:
I ~:SOFC · :s 1n an e'en earltt:~ st::£::
of de,·elonment. but 1t oft.:rs potential ad\'anta~::s 0' er the proton ::xchang::: memt-rane '''Stem. The: ar:::
h1;:!": ;:'C'" ~: dens1:' 'ord:::r oi : .:,
k \\. k; ;: icm em1s5wr.s: h1g!-: efficle:-:=: t0~de~ o: t"'.-l ;:'e:-~:;!nt L the !ue1 re·
former IS mternai due to a h1gh operating temperature (lSOO"FJ: a
seoarate reiormer reactor is not necessary: the system is smaller. simpler
(and costs less 1. and more responsi'e
than the PE~I fuel cell: and carbon
monox1de p01sonmg of platmum cataivsts is a"oided.
·Te::hnoiog~· de\'elopment and prv·
!Ot\'C'~ demonstration efforts are s~1il
stages. These effo:-:s :n::iude:
10
• A: K..esear::h Los ..l...n~reies c1v:sivr:
of .--\liied S1gnal Cor-p .. wh1ch :s
working on ~SOFCs. So far. the
company has been testing single
cells and small stacks. Manifoldine
has not been tested vet: howevef.
proof of the concept has been
demonstrated on a small laboratorv
·
' scale.
• Monolithic solid oxide fuel cells
are primarily compact corrugated ce' ramic structures. The kevs to success
for the de\'elopment o( this system
lie in the matenals and fat-n::ation
methodoio~nes. mater.al and ::rocess
quality assurance. and ceil performance tests under specified conditions. stack performance modeling.
j and stress analvsis.
. At current spending levels of S2
r million to $3 million per year. the
first prototype power system is expected for demonstration and test by
the year 2000. Initial applications will
probably be in the h1gh-dollar segments of the aerospace and military
markets: from there. application
woulc! be in civil aircraft auxiliarv
power units. industrial power. and
cogeneration. The last implementation would be for mass-produced automobiles. perhaps by the year 2010
or 2020.

eari\'

·--····:..·....

SuccHIIful tMt. Alhson Gas Turtl.ne s AGT-5 ho: gasrfier rrg with a ceramrc rotor ooeratec su:·
cessturry a: 1395'C (2S43"'"i rotor rnre: remoerature and 100 oercent speed. Tne engrne rs shown rn a
Z28 Camaro gas turtlrne res: tree venrcte on an emrssrons test stanc.

oxide fuel cells: development of
both is being pursued by General
\1otors and Allied-SignaL It is of interest that proton exchange mem":-rane fuel cells provided electric
::-owe~ for the G.emrni spacecraft
~circa 1964).
1. Proton exchange membrane fuel
cell: Principal incentives for development of such fuel cells are enremelv
low emissions and excellent pan load
fuel economy, exceeding projected
capabilities of the traditional piston
engine. Proponents claim the power
densitv will be similar to that of
spark-Ignition engines. A 6~:-year
::ost-shared government/ind ustrv
program is in- progress to demon-strate an ~kilowatt prototype system in a vehicle bv 1997. Allison Gas
Turbine is the lead company coordinatine the effons of the General Motors technical staff. Los Alamos National Laboratorv (Los Alamos,
!".M.). Dow Chemical Co. (Midland.
!vlich. ). and Ballard Power Systems
Co. (!"ortb Vancouver. Canada). It is
expected that the 80-kilowatt system
could be scaled up for heavy-duty
bus and truck requirements in the
250- to 300-kilowatt ranee.
Numerous technical problems and
engineering developments need to
be resoh·ed. however. including:
• The PE~t svstem includes a reformer that receives methanol fuel
and prO\ides hydrogen to the anode.
The fuel reforming or processing is
not instantaneous: development is
necessary to reduce the response
time and cost of the system. Of particular interest are cold start-up.

transient operation. and low-temperature survivabilitv. The svstem must
be small and Jighi enough. for vehicle
application. System integration is an
important part of the prototype
development.
• Both electrodes use platinum catalysts. which are expensive and readily poisoned by small concentrations
of carbon monoxide (a typical byproduct of the reforming process). A
preoxidizer or equivalent is necessarv to reduce the small amount of
cd coming from the reformer to
only a few parts per million to avoid
catalyst poisonmg.
• Other by-products of the reforming process are water and CO~- It is
imponant for the electricity generation to keep the two electrodes and
membrane saturated with water vapor. Otherwise. internal electrical resistance will increase. Water is injected to keep the fuel cell gases
saturated and to provide cooling.
•
This all adds complexity to the
In consideration of the technical
svstem.
.- Mass flow instrumentation is need- status. required economic commitments. and risk involved. it appears
ed to control ratios of fuel and air.
• The PEM system operates at mod- that the most likelv alternative S\'S·
est temperatures (about 200"F) and tems to be introduced will be (in depressures (about 2.5 atmospheres): scending order of probability): electric and electric-hvbrids . eas
thus an air pump is required.
• Continual effort toward reducine turbines. and fuel cells. However. the
the cost of the materials. svstem conventional piston engine will not
components. and drivetrain compo· be replaced easily or quickly. This
nents will be a necessary part of a · points up the need for continued
government participation in the
successful development program.
Availability of a prototype prepro- bieber-risk and lone-ranee technoloduction PEM svstem is at least 10 to sties in which financiaC limitations
15 vears awav ·based on current le\'- and risks may preclude full develop•
ment by industry alone.
effort ..
els
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MVMA POSITION ON CAUFORN IA EMISSIONS
STANDARDS f·N· NEW JERSEY

The nature and magnitude of the ozone problems in New
Jersey do not compare to Los Angeles.
Major uncertainties about the benefits (.emission
reductions) of the program make adoption at this time
premature.
Examples: technologic ai feasibility, in-use emissio~
factors, state fueJs policy, air ~afity modeling,
potentia1 for changes in CP<RB;'s ndes
Despite the uncertainties, it is apparent that benefits over
the federal program are extrefnely small and generally
wouJd be expected to occut well after the ozone
attainment deadlines set forth in the CAAAs of 1990.
The program would be very costly to consumers .
New Jersey will forego no significant benefit by delaying
considerati on of the 5.177 option for a few years so that
the major unce·rtainties about the program can be
resolved.

FREQUENCY OF OZONE EXCEEDANCES
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA and NEW JERSEY LOCATIONS
MAY-OCTOBER 1988
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A Ca.parison o~Design Va~ues Used to Designate Nonattainment Areas
in the Horthaast Corridor with Design Va~ues Based on Recent Data
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COSTS AND BENEFITS

caiHo mia Mobile Source Program
Fiscal Year 199-1-1992

Regulatory Deve lopm ent
Enfor ceme nt
(Including Certification)
Total

$16,500,000
$23,300,000

'\

I

Cost Estimate •
Electricaflv Heated Catalyst System

Comoonen t

Cost Estimate

Catalyst

224

Air Pump

98
176

Engine Controls
Battery

75

Wiring/Cables

79

Alternator

90
152

Remote Starter
Other

19

Assembly

98

$1,011

Total Estimate

• Automotiv e Consulting Group (September 10, 1991 ).
Weighted Average for 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. Four-cylinder
cost estimate: $1045.00 .

lf1X

AddHional Malntenaoce Costs - What the Experts Say
"The average life of today's lead-acid automotive battery Is about four (4)
years. The deep and rapid power drain required by the [electrically heated
catalyat) will ahorten baHery life by an eatlmated one-half (1/2) Ita normal life.
If thla Is the case, the vehicle owner would need to replace the battery at least

. three (3) times after warranty coverage expires. Thla additional coat would
total $225.u
-

Automotive Consulting Group
(Sept. 10, 1991)

Fuel Economy Penalty- What the Experts Say
"While (Electrically Heated Catalysts or 'EHC'] technology has been
demonstrated to red~ce cold-start emissions, It has also proven that It will
result In

redut~d

fuel economy. A 40 pound maas lnoreaae will reault In an.

average fuel pfit1aHy ot .3

mpca whll& tht hlgh_.r tlsottloalload over tht thirty

second heat oyolt will reeult In 1 .1 mpg dtcteaae. U•lng fuel coata of •1.25
per gallo"• ACQ ooneervatlvtl y eatlmatee tht additional fuel coat over the
useful life of the vehicle at $178. JL.Qne were to conelder the EHC end
California Phase II reformulated gasoline, the added fuel cost would total

S1 .463.''
-

Automotive Consulting Group
(Sept. 10, 1991)

lmp~ct

of

Callforn~a. Standa rds

"One could easily project a 10·15 percent decline In new vehicle sales
as a direct result of the (electrically-heated catalyst'e) added cost and
consumer reJection of the delayed engine start."
--

Automotive Consulting Group
(Sept. 1o, 1991)
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VOC INVENTORY IN URBAN NEW JERSEY
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EMISSIONS FROM OLDER CARS
NEW JERSeY"

IN 1990, THE OLDE ST 30°/o OF THE CARS WERE DRIVEN 21% OF THE
MILES , BUT CONTR18UTED:

61,.. OF THE HC,
61% OF THE CO, AND

45o/o OF THE NOx EMISSIONS

•

R.L Polk C. Registration Data as of July 1, 1990.

~IIY

Quote In The Was hing ton Post, November 15, 1991 :

In an interview, the EPA's assistant administrator for
air issues, William Rosenberg, said "it's so much
cheaper· to tighten inspections for the 20 percent to
30 percent of cars now on the road that cause most
pollution than to •go to the next generation of exotic

cars.·
·The less-polk.rtiog California cars, which would not go
on safe until at least the 1994 model year, would not
have an impact on reducing air pollution for several
years beyond that,· he said. ·rhat would be after the
1999 deadline for the Washington area, deemed
seriously polluted, to reduce smog levels so they no
longer violate federal health standards,· he said.
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Lobby
Testimony before Joint
Environmen t Committees

Public

Hearing of

Senate and Assembly
April 9, 1992

Re: California Car Standards (LEV)
The New Jersey Environme ntal Lobby represents some 1100 state and
local organizati ons and individual s dedicated to the protection and
preservati on of New Jersey's natural resources. Nothing is of more
basic concern than the air we breathe each and every day. To
improve that basic element and ensure the health of the citizens
of this state is the reason we come before you today in support of
the adoption of the California car standards.
This single step is the cheapest, quickest and most effective move
we can make toward attainment of the clean air standards as
delineated under the federal Clean Air Act. New Jersey, as we all
know, is second only to southern California in the severity of its
ozone problems. It would certainly seem, therefore, that of all
states in the union, New Jersey is the one that has the strongest
incentive to adopt the California standards immediate ly.
Auto manufactu rers will have to retool to new design standards
eventually under the act. Providing ONLY the California standards
or industry's own as the two alternativ es lifts a burden from auto
makers who feared a multiplic ity of standards in the beginninng .
Whether they retool now to meet safer, cleaner standards, or retool
later to meet the federal law requireme nts, the need for change is
imminent - only the timetable varies. The u.s. auto industry could
well recover a large share of the market if they were to go to more
stringent controls now. If they do not take advantage of this
marketting opportuni ty, we fear that they will once again see Japan
and the European manufactu rers corning forward with their version
of the "Californi a car.• American industry will lose market share
again.
New Jersey has placed controls on stable sources of air emissions,
but this is not enough. Since 1970 the frequency of those
discharged from a hospital with a diagnosis of asthma has nearly
tripled in the United States. For children under 15, the rate rose
from 1979 to 1987. Scientists have been unable to
43 percent
increase.
the
account for
However, studies have shown that asthma admissions are more
prevalent in the summer months when ozone levels are highest. A
study at the University of Toronto found that when patients inhaled
air with 0.12 ppm of ozone, the health standard set by EPA, they
became twice as sensitive to ragweed or grass allergies. Dr.
William W. Busse of the University of Wisconsin Medical School

stated that the studies confirmed that ozone pollution enhances the
intensity of asthmatic reactions. The medical community had long
susprecterd that this was the case.
The increased medical costs to society for the asthmatics and
others with allergies and sensitivities thus intensified is very
high indeed. And all of this can be lessened if we control ozone,
the result of tailpipe emissions. The low emission vehicle is the
first step in controlling these health problems.
New studies have shown that levels of ozone as low as 0.08 ppm can
cause health problems. According to the American Lung Association,
smog concentrations in 182 metropolitan areas in this country
exceed that level in the summer months. We are literally poisonning
our populace with our proclivity for single occupancy vehicles.
Unless we are willing to make major changes in our lifestyles NOW,
we will have to turn to low emission vehicles and ever more
stringent standards just to maintain current levels of pollution.
We cannot afford "business as usual."
The low emission vehicle is not a complete answer to New Jersey's
air pollution problems, but it is a major first step. We cannot
delay any longer.
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New Jersey Amusement Association
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Shotme yer Bros. Petroleu m Corp.
10 WAGA"AW ROAD
..,AWTHQRN E, NEW JERSEY 07506
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The Honora ble Maureen Ogden
Chairpe rson
Assemb ly Enviro~~ent Commit tee
266 Essex Street
07041
~~::bu=n, New Je=sey
Dear Assembl ywoman Ogden:
It has come to my attenti on that the New Jersey Departm ent of
Environ mental Protect ion and Energy (DEPE) will be holding hearing s,
dealing with Low Emissio n Vehicle standar ds called for by the 1990
Clean Air Act.
We strongl y believe in improvi ng air quality in our state as
well as the nation. When it comes to choosin g the ways to do i~, we
get the g=ea~es~
suppo~~ t~e mos~ cost e::ec~ive solutio ns ~hat
::-esul.-t s.

Faced with the nation 's most severe smog problem , Califo rnia has
chosen to adopt this high - cost , low benefi t program . The program
was develop ed to address conditi ons specifi c to Califo rnia includi ng its unique climate , geograp hy, large popula tion growth and
vehicle concen tration .
Adverse Econom ic Imcac t- Data Resour ces, Inc., a leading econom ic
consul ting firm, found that average gasolin e costs would =ise as much
as 24C/ga llon for severel y reform ulated (Califo rnia) gasolin e that
may be needed for these Califo rnia cars. In additio n, auto
manufa cturers projec t that these new require ments would increas e the
manufa cturing cost of a new car by $500-60 0. These addi-ti onal cost
for automo biles and fuels would effecti vely reduce person al income
signifi cantly resulti ng in a substa ntial loss of jobs and major state
tax revenue decreas es. These costs and the Califo rnia program 's
extrao rdinari ly high cost for removin g smog-fo rming chemic als from
the air ($84,00 0 per ton), make the program one of the least
cost-ef fective measure s for emissio ns reducti ons.
I know that Govern or Florio and Commis sioner Scott A. Weiner are
sold on the Califor nia legisla tion. This type of legisla tion is
wrong and will only hurt the citizen s of our fine State.

Henry Shotme yer Jr.

Mobil

Arthur Vet~e=, J=.
12 Winterbe==Y c:.
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054
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April 7, 1992
Maureen Ogden
266 Essex St.
Millburn, NJ 0704:

Assa~lywoman

RE: Bill A.644
California Emission Bill

Dear Assenblywoman Ogden:
Please register my opposition to the passage a: 'I'he New C"ersey
adoption of the California Emission Standards.
We all want clean air, but it's how to achieve it economically.
Quite frankly we have witnessed attempts to do something about
clean air but most fail. California has a unique environmental
problem where emissions are caught in the confines of their
mountain ranges. New Jersey does not have this problem. Also, even
though California has their emission bill in place for 15 years it
has not improved air quality.
We have also witnessed New Jersey putting in vapor recove=Y a: gas
stations. ':'his is another flop as there is no impr::::ve.r:1en:: :.::: .::.:.:quality because of it. In addition the cost :o employ the sys::s.7.
drove up the price of gas.
The cost factor to meet the standards would add substantial cost to
automobiles and the cost of a gallon of fuel. In fact, according to
industry spokesman the cost could go up 20 cents a gallon more.
Also, the cost to upgrade vehicles for people moving into New
Jersey would be prohibitive thus deterring migration and hurting
our economy.
If the State is interested in clean air lets work together to
achieve it. For every 1 cent increase in the cost of gasoline, as
a result of the new standards, cut the State tax on gas by an equal
amount.
Work together with Oil Companies and Automotive Manufactures in
order to produce clean fuel and vehicles Nationally not just State
·
by State.
Thank you for your time and hopeful OPPOSITION vote to this bill.

~E\V JERSEY STA.TE GR.\.:\"GE,
JOH~

%785 \iaon Street. L••reao:eville.

lJ. \IArLE •.\Iauer

-.
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(609)8911-0935
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The Honorable Maureen Ogden
256 ::ssex St
~i::=u=~.~.J. Oi04l
Dear Assemblywoman Ogden:
The New Jersey State Grange is composed of active farmers,
decendents of farmers and others deeply interested in rural
affairs.
Highway Transport ation is essential to our daily livelihood s.
We are particular ly concerned abo~t its cost.
proposals as imposing Cali!ornia car standards o~ ~ew
Jersey gives us great concern. O~r informatio n tells ~s that
these regulation s may add another $1,000 to the cost of a vehicle
and a possible 24 cents per gallon increase for the necessary
California fuel.
Sue~

We are also unsure about the scientific basis for all of
this. We ~nderstand that even California has not really
determined what ~he "Californi a Standard" will be.
It seems literally foolish for New Jersey to adept something
developed i~ California which has not even been defined.
Given the enormous cost, we believe that caution should
prevail, and urge you to thoroughly study the matter before you
allow these laws to be imposed on the citizens of our state.

266 Essex
Millbur~,

S~ree~

~ew

Jersey,

C70~:
. • I

I 4 .._.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ .--'

, __
~ear

Assemblywoma~,

Ogden,

.!-.?ri.l 2,

1992

The ~ew Jersey Rural Letter Carriers Association is an
association who's members drive to make a living by 9er:orming an
essential service in delivering the U.S. Mail to rural ~ew Jersey
citizens.
We know first hand the road and safety conditions that face
rural New Jersey motorists. We also know the ever-increasin g
costs associated wit~ day to day driving (on our State's roads a~d
bridges). Keeping vehicle costs under control and affordable, ~s
vital to how we do our joe.

We are deeply concerned about the impact the proposed
California low vehicle emission standards will have on our members
ability to purchase and operate motor vehicles in the coming
years.
We respectfully ask the Legislature to go slow and to use
cautior. in studying t~e California LEV proposal before endorsing
any program whic~ will add cost to our business operatior.s.
We thank you for your cancer~
and consideration in this matter!

:nM~<e}~

~'w.

Perrine,

New Jersey Rural Letter Carriers' Assn.
Repres. N.;. Highway Safety Cour.cil
1 Merritt Drive--Lawre nceville, ~.;.
08648
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April 3, 1992

'Ihe Honora ble Maureen o:Jden
C'lairpe rson

Assemb ly Enviror unent Comm.i ~...ee
266 Esse..':: St::-eet
Millbur n, New Jersey 07041
Dear Asse.mblywana.n o:Jden:
On behalf of Mobil, I am Ytriti.r'¥;1
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Mobil
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. crs, is conce..."":ie:l about: ~ew
Mobi l, along with many of oor deala.""'S an::::l. d.ist:= i. b.rt
be requi red rernai...'i uncer""~i.'""l.
Ja.""Sey adopt in:; LEV s-....arxla...'""tis W'hen the fuels t:.o
s cos-...s. Autam akers have test:.. i!ied
We are also conce..."'Tled abou t calif ornia I...t:..v'
to $1, ooo to the price of a new car. If
t.~t the LEV s+-....arx:iard.s will add $500
red to meet LEV s+-....an:ard.s,
IIX:lre sever ely refor mula ted gaso line is in:iee::i requi entio nal gasol ine.
conv
than
e
refin
it: would cost 24C per gallo n Irore to
our deale......-s' an::::l.
Highe r fuel price s could hit consu mers hard an::::l. hurt:
fuels are requi red, au=
dist.::-:i..l:::u'"...ors ' b...Lsinesses. FL.u:--...her, if alter nativ e
)...!:!!:2~-od o:ign i'"ica r:tlv as t...'le'.' i.'iC"...:=
~'s:.........~tcrs, i."'l par'"-ic-~:!1:', '.-!ill be
t:::"'u~ an::i s-...aticn
cos-...s t:.o corrv~ t."leir s""_crage :faciliti~, ~a~::-; meet emiss ions cc::Tt::'cl
to
~ on top of the cost..s
dispens~ equ..i prent.
spell
by' the Clean Air Act., I...t:..v requi reme nts could
ted..
rnarrla
dy
alrea
ams
progr
.
the en:i of sane small l:l.lsin esses

air" that New Jerse y
Are the c:x:ls+"...s of califo..""l"'.ia I.E..J the "pric e of clean
contr a.ty, third -part y
b...Lsinesses an::l consume..'"'S simpl y Im.lS"t pay? On the
than calif ornia LEV t.'lat
studi es i.rrlic ate that there are less expen sive means
econo mic st:udy was done
suc!.."l
one
ac.ue ve great er impro veren ts in air quali ty.
that calif ornia
uded
concl
study
'!he
last year by' the state of conn ectic ut.
an::i, as a resul t,
air
er
clean
of
te..~
in
::::.~• s cos-...s :ar excee d its be!1e fits
re::i ccnside..."""a't:i..on cf cali.f cr:-...:i..a :.::::
~!":..e.::::ic..rt:' s Gove-rnor Weick er defer
a."""ation of calif ornia r..zv, Vi.....--gi:......:..a,
consid
s---an:ia..rd.s i.'1 his s""~'t:e. After
lbia have all decid ed nc't: -:o go
Mary lard, Delaw are an::l t."le DisW. ict of COll.m
forwa rd with I.E/ this year.
comes to c.'"loosing the ways
Mobi l belie ves in impro vin; air quali ty. When it
that achie ve t."le
ions
solut
tive
to do it, we suppo rt the rcost cost- effec
DEPE' s actio n on
the
d~
sl~
t:.o
you
urge
grea test resu.l t:s • 'Ihat ' s W'hy we
mean that the test air quali ty
:Zv" s-.....ard.ar"'-..s. ~ decis ion-m aki.ng could
work. caref ul study is
solut ions are overl caked or not given a chanc e to
for New Je-rse y tc :r.ake ':::"';Je
neede d to dete....""!!l.ine wtl.at measu res are appro pria't :e
prcgr ess t.cward. clean er air.
Since rely,

n~

y._j/~
v·
J. T. Mann
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Schaefer Rebttffed
On Guns~ Emissions
2 Bills Rejected b~v Jifd. Senate Committee
3v Dan Bevers

1.'

~1tun1tton tlosr ':)[~ Wmer

•..-....~APOLIS. \larcn 12-.-\ Sen'Jmmtttee :eait ~·.vc ~::cr
·, ,.,v '.Villiam Donald
· -~:Jerer" .eiZISiative aqenaa toaav.
~!eaCim! proposais to oan rne sa1e
' -:ertam assault weapons ana to
·eoUire rnat new cars meet Califor:la s touqn em1ss1on standards.
3oth b1ils were defeated on 6 to 5
·res ,n :::e :::er.ate Judicial Pro~eam~Zs \..<)mmittee. wmch klilea
:nuar measures 1ast vear.
_-.~mmmee Cna1rmim Walter M.
:ai<er 1 D-Cec!l) led the iight agamst
~<.:haerer s proposed ban on the sale
: more than three dozen types of
..,Ilitary-stvle assawt weapons. Af·
~r ~:ompia1mng that Maryland has
.ot executed anvone an decades.
:1aker saiCi: ·•ff we are not goinlf to
· umsn cnmmais. I wdl never vote
·; take awav a person's right to
car arms.
~is committee s vote a~ratnst the
:•Jn 0111 w<~s expected. But Schaeier
1aes exoressed surprise at the deolt •ll the auto emtsston bdl.
·:":1s ·.v<ts not a ~ood day." :;atd
:e

;·,...~

Davui ~- Iannucct. the
~ htei ie~ZISiattve iiatson.

governor s

-:"he Senate ..:ommtttee·s acuon
·allows the aeteat tast montn or .1
;:H :n ~ne ~/ir:nn:a 1e~nstature ~hat
·.vou1d have JOPiled the (ahforma
-miSSion sranaaras to new cars sota
n .'iortnern \'trg1ma 1ate m :n1s
iecade. .-\!so. Distnct oificials reenuy announcea that they are hav:lfl second thoughts about movmg
:award the tou~h standards.
')oponents •>f :he em1sston btl!.
..:ar manuracturers. . . u
.:11:1uam~
Jmpames and ..:ar dealers. 'Jre
;Jli:Kmg us oif state by ~cate. · ~om
plamed Sen. Howard A. Derus (R\1ontgomery), a member oi the )u·
Proceedings Corruruttee.
riicial
'Eventually. someone·s gomg to
nave to take the buU by the horns.··
:\drrurustration oificials satd they
·.vdl now ~:oncentrate on getting a
somewhat weaker em1ss1on btU
-hroul(h the House or Delegates m
~opes or getttnll Judictal Proceed.,IZS to appro\-e the House measure.
'There s still a little ray or hope. '
;atd Robert Perctasepe. the state's
oOVlrOnment :.euetarv.
See ~IARYUND. 83. CoL 3

. ::omas
:~nate ?~es1aent
i1i.:e .vl!:it:r . ~ >?~~nee Ge1Jr2e 51
110 :~at ~: -:-.e i-:-:'.lse 1oproves tne
~21stauon. ·: .,.,uta ~ooe tne ccm"1lttee muznt Keeo an open rrund. ·
1ut ne s<ttd manv c1mm1ttee mem·
~ers have ex~ressed reservations
.oout aaopun11 ;canaards at a ttme
vnen ;urrounamg states were
~ aciwlg oii.
Perhaos thev mdn't see a sense
.i urgency, ' ~tiller sa1d .
..=or manuiacturers ilad argued
:nat the proposea stanaards. wruch
.voutd appty to new car! begmrung
.mh the 1996 mo<tel year, are too
:ostly !or tne 1mpact they would
::ave on \1arytana's atr poilutJOn
;>roblem. They contend that the
;tnct stanaards coWd drive up new
:Jr pnces oy :S 1.000.
\1eanwnile. car aea!ers, partlc·
Jlarly those m the Washintton area,
~xpress worrv that they wouki not
~e able to set! to residents of netgh:orm~ states :i \1arytanc1 had
:ouqher ana more expenstve emts·
.;1ons standaras.
\1arytana must :eil the !e<lera1
$Overnment how 1t plans to clean tts

Jir by 1994. "If It's not goang to be
deaner cars. tt's gomg to have to be
a cleaner something else." Percta-;epe sa1d.
Other oot1ons mclude restrictions
m car travel or 1ew hmtts on mdus·nai pollution. he satd.
In addition to reg~onal concerns.
)pponents of the em1ss1on bdl. led
:,y Baker. said thev were uncom:onable with provisions that would
:orce Maryland to follow Califor:tia's lead 1f it runner ttghtens the
;tandards. "I reiuse to be tied into
·.vhat California does.~ BaJcer Satd.
That Baker prevailed on the as;awt weapons ban came as no sur;rise to commutee member Dems.
But Dents satd he did not expect
:hat opponents of that bill wouid
.!len proceea to vote down several
1ther unreiatea gun 01lls. They apJarentiy rearea :nat Jn attempt
.vowd be maae •o aad the assawt
·.veapons ban to anv gun bill that
:naltes tt to the Senate tloor.
·r thlnk the bdls :>nowd be de)ated on their mertts.'" Derus SatdThe comrruttee nas not yet voted
in a requirement rhat loaded firethe reach oi
Jrrns be kept out
..:.hildren.
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Cleaner-cars measure
called 'dead for today'
TOdayln~la
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Union Lobbies Against
Md. Car Enrission Bill
'lactic Using G1l1 Jobs Irks Some Lawmakers
By Charles BabingtOn
If...... I'-. SIMI w.,..

ANNAPOLIS. Feb. 26-Union
lobbylata are using General Motors'
<1AIIOUDCed intention to close nme
more U.S. plants as a weapon
apinst Maryland legtslation that
would strengthen car-emission
s&andards, lawmakers said today.
United Auto Workers officials are
telling state legisiators that if they
pua tbe bill, GM llli&ilt close 1ts assembly piaot in Baltimore, which
employs

3,500 people.

The message is being delivered by
Henry Bert. the UAW's chief lobby:st ill Maryland. Bert said GM man·
agement has not spedfically threat·
ened to close the Balt1more plant 1f
the Calaornia-car bill passes.
However. he said he inferred the
possibility from GM Chairman Robert C. Stempel's announcement this
week about closing 12 plants and
saying nine others will close but
have not yet been selected.
Nl just relayed to [state legislators!
what Chainnan Stempel saui,• Bert
said today. The local regulatory climate is one of several factors that
will •govern what plants stay in ex·
1stence . . . . Naturally, state laws
such as California emissions would
put us at a disadvantage."
The uAw· s tactic is infuriating
some legislators. "We caD it envi·
ronmental blackmail." said Del.
Leon Billings (0-Montgomery), a
supporter of the bill to require new
cars sold in Maryland to meet Cal·
ifomia ·s emission standards.
GM officials are fighting the CalIfornia-car legislation in many state
legislatures. Even though Maryland
lawmakers tend to doubt GM would
close the Baltimore plant, the na·
tion's only facility making the Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari mini·
vans. they say the threat is hurting
the emission bill's prospects in this
state.
"It's really difficult for me to vote
for a .bill when there's a pollibility
, that 3,000 workers couid lole cbeir
i jobs," said Del. Brian K. McHale

(0-Baltimore), who voted for the
California-car bill last year. He
called the message from the Baltimore plant's uruon ~a lightly veiled
threat:
The emission legislation passed
the House of Delegates but died in
the Senate dunng the 1991 sesston.
William H. Noack. a GM spokesman, said he knew of no threat to
close the Baltimore pjant. Asked
whether Bert's concerns were off..
target, Noack reptied, "I can only
say I know of no such pending ac·
tion." He said GM officials o.,..e
the California-car legislation because they believe it is not a cost·
effective way to curb m poUution.
In light of GM's dramatic job C!Jt~
nauonwuie. even the slightest
threat of retnbut10n is bemg taken
seriously in the Maryland General
Assembly, said some supporters of
the emisaion bill.
"It's the worst kind of corporase
terrorism," Billings said. "Every·
body's scared." he said, referring
both to legislators and workers at
the Baltimore plant.
David Iannucci, who is lobbying
for the bill in behaJf ot Goor. William
Donald Schaefer, said the effect cC
the UAW' s lobbying effort is not yet
clear. "It's not GM talking; it's the
union,. he said.
But DeJ. Brian E. Frolh <DMonti(OmerY), a major backer of
the bill, said, "1 know a bunch of
people in the Baltimore deleptioo
who are worried."
Federal law requires the District
and Maryland, Virginia and other
states to submit poUution·fighting
plans by 1994. Most East Coast
states have said they will adopt the
California emiaaion standards as
part of their efforts.
The Virginia General Aslembly,
however. recently rejected such leg·
islation. And Maryimd car dealers
say they wiU be at a diadvaotage if
they have to seJl can tbat meet a
tougher and costlier standard than
tDc.e ia neictllJorial states.
Neither the Marytaad Ho.e nor'
the Senate baa voted OD tbe eaDsion bill this year.
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Oean-.lli
Agreement
Hits Snag
D. C. Questions Cost
Of California Cars
By D'Vera Cohn
. . . . . . . . Sill . . . .

The plan to clean up the regiOn's
air by requiring that new can sold
here meet tough C.llifomia emissions standards suffered another
<~!;,.¥!! as Districr o~ said yesterday they are havmg second
thoughts about the idea.
The District pined states from Vir·
gmia to Maine last £all in sipiq an
igreemeDC that promiled they woWd
aJiow onJJ the Jow.poButiq cars to be
scHd. begmning aa soon aa poeaible, to
combat tbe smoky hue blanketing
the East Coast. But now District officials say that they fear tbe new can
could cost consumers too mudt and
that the citY may not be abie to afford
tbe expeDie ot regulation.
"'t's kind ot a bombsbell: said
W"dliam Becker. executive director
of a natiaaal auoc:iatioa ol state air
poButioD officials "It's not aoinl to
heJp tbe caae. Others may questioo wily they should 10 ahead if the
District is DOt aoinl to do it..
It waa the secand disappointment
fOI' tbe clem-car campaip in recent
weeD. A V"l!'pua Senate committee
re,ected Gov. L. Dou(liu Wilder's
bill last mouth to require sa6e of C.Uifomia cars in Northern Virpnia by
the late 1990s; the pane! sent the is-

sue ott for a year's study instead. A
simiJar biD was debated in the Maryland IePsiature yesterday, and ~
ponen said its cbances of puaa,e
haft beeD hurt by deftjopments in
the District and Virpnia.

"What we mereiy want to do is
take a paUie at this time and take a
look at what the Jow..emiaaion ve!Ucle procnm meaD& to tbe city and
ita c::itiRu.• Feria.l Bisbop, head of
the District's enviroamenw recuJatioa adminiatratioa, said in an interview yesterday.
She said city officials are concerned about whether the cars' enviroomenta! benefits are worth the
expense to conswnen ($200 to
$1,000 a car) and the cost to the
city for administering the program.
If Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly later
apees to 10 ahead with the plan,
the D.C. CouDcil probably would
consider a California ·car requirement after public hearings, she said.
As debate continued over cleaner
an. the Metropolitan Washington
Counal of Governments released a
See CABS, 83, C4l. 1

District Rethinking Pact to Require California Cars
POLLunON PRODUCERS
the aoorox•mately 2.8 million registered ven1cles 1n
Inthe1989.
Wasnmgton area
the followmg pollutants:
produced

YuaJ ...........
• 1.663 tons at cartlon 11101. . . .
• 900 tons of Frean, the~ used in ~ir
canditloMrl
./'"")
• 369 tons of hydracartMins
~
•161tonsGinttrapncmdes
YUIIIl' WAS'I! FIIIMIUifiDIANCE
• 8.9 million .....,... of cranKcase oil
• 1. 7 million pllons Gl • • 1u lndudlnc leaUct ftuHI

.5.,
......... ....
.u ..... ....

., ...................................

•114,000 ............. fluid
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en route to omer aiiOI'Wiall.
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CARS, FroiD Bl

study yesterday that 1s the first attempt to acid up how much waste
and poiluboll IS produced ·by veiucles m the area each year.
The poi.lutiao mventory 1nciudes
1.663 tons ot carbon monoXIde: 900
tons of chlorofluorocarbons. the
coolant m car m condiuoners that
destroys the earth's ozone laver:
3.3 million used tires: and 205.000
tons 01 scnp metal.
George L. Nichols. the seruor enVll'onmenta! planner who wrote the
study, saxi officiaJs were surprised
by the large quanuty of potentw
poBuboll and hope to find ways to
pnm!nt much of it.
The study IS the first st!l) m a
camp;ugn to encourage auto mamtenance shops and government vehicie fleets to reduce pollution
through such steps as usmg less
toXIC cleanaers or recycling auto a1r
conditioner gases, he saKi.
Althoug.b otfiCWs of Maryland.
Virginia and other states say the Cal·
ifomia can are needed to meet new
fedeni cJeaa.air requirements, the
auto aad oil indultnes have mounted
a SU'Oilf lobbpinc effort to arpe that
the can are too espenave for too lit·
tJe environment&! gam.
Neigilborinc states learned of the
District's second thoughts at a
meeung of East Coast arr poiluuon
officials in Annapotis on Tuesday
when Bishop, represenung the c1ty,

:iecilnea to s1gn a iollow-up al§ree
ment on the car program.
Last month. Distnct represenra·
t1ves abstamed from a Councri •ll
Governments vote endorsmg Cair·
forma cars after questions aoout
thell' cost
raised by aloes to tne
new CitY admirustntor. Robert L.
\1ailett. who took office two mont:1s
aiter the car pact was s1gned .
Bishop saKi she hopes the D;s:nct Wlil suck by the agreemer:t.
·~ut rt ·Nould be presumptuous ::
say that when there are so mar.·;
·Jther people mvoived."
The president ot the assoc1at10n
represenun1 the 200 auto dealers
1n the District and its suburbs. Gerard Murphy, sa1d because there
are only e1ght dealers rn the crtv. ·~
-:an't 1magme the Distnct wourdn t
come to the part'(' if surrounarn11
states manaate Caliiorma cars.
·r don't tlunk thev're gornq : J
~uil out oi it." .;.ud Maryrana s sev
~etarv of the envtronment. Rober:
Perc1asepe. ·•tt's a matter oi us get·
ttng With them and bneiing them.
The Maryland House or Dele11ates
turned back three attempts yester·
day to water down or loll the Cabfor·
ma car bill. which passed the House
last year onty to die in the Senate . .-:..
final vote could come today on me
measure that would requ1re sate cr
tlte cars begmrung m 1995.

were

Staff wnttr Dan &,Irs contnbutea :a
!Jus rtpOrt.

\a. Senate Panel
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w-ilder Bill
On Car Emissions

_..............

3v -iunn F. Hams
Naro Ande!'!On

t110 ... ,nn

..

~ICHMOND. reb. lQ-(;ov. L.
1oug1as Wilder s plan to retluce a1r
:olluuon 1n ~orthern Virg~ma oy
~eaumng that. begmnmg m 1997.
:1 new cars sold meet Calitorn11's
:u~n em1ss1on standards was k1ilecl
c:av m a ::ienate comnuttee .
. n tne 01~gest setbacK to Wilder
") rar thts te~tslauve sessaon, the
~enate fransportat1on Commtttee
..nea 8 to ti to Kill the clean-car bdl.
:·:-te aum~nist:raLiOn s.aJd the meas.re was neeaea ~o meet federal en·
.ronmental requirements. but loi>')Vtsts tor ou ..:ompa.rues and car
1ealershtps complained 1t would be
·0o expensave.
~everal lawmakers sa1d they
v;tnt to see the results ot a planned
clllsiauve studv and constder the
osue JIZam next vear. But Elizabeth
-1. :-lasKeJJ. Wilder's set:retary ot
.rural ~esources. said the new
<ntssJon ~tanaaras oiferetl the best
:~ance •)i 1mprovtng atr quality
.vttnout :mposmg broad new reg·
JiatJons on all busmesaes.
Vir~m1a 1s now m danger of missn~ retlerai deadlines for curbing
··o1lut1an. ~he sa1d. "It isn't a proDem that 1s gomg to go away: Ha·
·r\ell sa1d.
\leanwn!le m Annapolis. support·
-~s or the tou~ner emiSSion stan·
:aras urgea '.tarytand lawmakers
Jaav to aaopt their own version oi
~e ~e~tslat1on. desp1te the vote in
:~1chmond. The Virguua vote "is all
-:e more reason ior Maryland to
nove ahead." 'a1d Robert Perc11·
eoe. state secretary ot the envt··mment.
Perctasepe .1nd others heJd a
:t>ws ..:onrerence to underscore
;ov. William Donald Schaefer's
,upport tor [he emiSSions legisla·
·:on. the subJeCt ot a House coaumt·
ee heann~ Tuesday. DeL 8rila E.
.- rosn ( 0-Montgomer y), a c:o-tplll,or or the Marvland bdl. saJd he be:eves the 1eg1slation wUI be ap-

proved by the House. but prospects
are uncertam 1n the Senate.
The iederal Clean Air Act reqwres Virguua aad Maryland to
submit piana by 1994 showing how
pollutants can be reduced. The Vir·
ginia rules applied oaty to Northern
Virpnia. which has the state's most
polluted air.
A powerfW array of interests
luted up agamst the bill. sponsored
by Sen. Edward M. Hoiland (!)..
Arlington). Perhaps the most im·
portant wu Fairfax·bued Mobil
Corp.. which fears that mandating
Califom~~-style cars would lead to a
mandate for Calitom~~-style fuel.
wluch is specially formulated to
bum more cleanly.
Susan Sonnenberg, an environmental affairs otfic:ial for Mobil. saJd
producing the special fuel in Cali·
forrua reqwred oil companies there
to invest more than $6 billion and
resuJted in an avenge inc:raae in
gaaoline pnces ot 11 cents a pJJon.
"Qbviousjy, we're pleaaed; Sonnen-

bert said.

Ru.eJJ Him. director of the
Northern Virginia chapter of the "'~
S.. CAl& 8'7, Col. 1

fX

s('llale llattds Wit.ler Defeat ())} ErltissiollS
Amc·t it;m l.unR Ass•H:ialion, wbic:h
lolthit•cl •·xlensively fur the bill.
• umt•l;tinecl thai lhf' rununillf'e ch-t i·.it•n was ";t dassi• t~xample of bill
lm,;itll'ss sn•t in~ a ,.;,.. .. , y aJ(ainsl
ho ;til h atultlt·an air ."
1\llo•r lhf' vult•, Wiltlt·r Chit•( nf
~~all J I Slu• t•shiu· anRr ily CCIIII• "nlt·•l a llt•ttttlltalit ddertor , Sf·n.
J;to kson E. l~t'i'ISIII Jr. (Uiuf'fit•ltU, lu
olnu:~n•l :til , •• ,,Janaliun.
··1 h;t\'f' tll'Vt'r IN·•·n runvinn•d
Ihal il ahsulult•ly must he amsst•d" lu
1111'1'1 ll'lh't altlt•adlim·s. Rf':~'iur said.
In a
alt· atliun late tuniKhl.
;t Itill 111 ohihilinr. anliahmlimt tk•muu,;tralots hum hlm·kintr ao:es!l tu
lu·;tllh 'linio:s was narrowly apt" mt•tl "" a 111 t'liminary vole in lhf'
lluust·. lht· hill. hv Ut!l. Leslie 1..
lh tne Ill l'airlax). woultl pruvidt· a
ma'limmn JH'ttally ul 12 IIIHnlbs in
jail fur a fir sl uffi'IISt' and fi\·f' year!!
ill Jll j•.nll fot SllfiSI'Ifl ll'lll t'IIIIVif ·
linus.
1111':1<;1111' IS IIC'fie\'t'd '" ht·
""'' o•l tlw lit··• nl ih kintl in lht•

'''I'"'

I'"'

......... ,..

II•· · llnu·-• · '' ill l.olw ;t lin;tl

lht• hill lm·sday. If approved it
wuultl JCU lu the St>nale.
In olhn al'liun, thf' House a11
11rovrd a111l ·•t•nl lu the> Sf-nate bills
that wcmltl:
• Allow I'' iv;tlt• rump.1nies to build
and "llt' rat t' 111 isuns in Vi• Rini;t.
Stalf' ll•·ttllt~ralk Chairman Paul
C;ultlruan is ;ttttOIIR the klbbyist s fm
the C:llllltlauio·s.
• l'etmil su • ailed stmt dt illing drillinR that bt·Rins un land and
slants uul llf'lll'alh w;elt•r ·in the
Tidewalt·r ;u ca uf II If• stale. Dul
llf't auo;e uf 'out'l'fll about l)f1llutiuu
uf the Clu"-;allt'akt• llay, lht' bill St'lS
titchler H'RIIIaliuus f111 Tidt•watl'r
th;m fm l'l·;t'wh•·rc· in the slalt•.
• Rectuir I' peopl«• I !i and ultll'r to
buy au mutual $7.!iU lirenst• for u·c·u·ational salt walt·r fishinJI. Anl(lt•r s
lishiiiR h ""' lllt'ir own laud or uff a
lifeiiSI'et I ('I II' at ional huat o\lllllltl IIIII
ttt•f'd llw hn·nse
With lm";clay's dt•adlittc• fur fmal
adiun 1111 h1lls l11ominR. tht· lloust•
also l(:tVt' t•tt•limimu v attpruval to
tiiiZt'IIS uf IJII';I'iJirt ''>. itll ftttlill~ lo·~
isttl iutt that ,,·.,ultl:
• Erul 1111' 11111111'1 lotkt• .til J.llll'i<;tnll'
ooJ fill' l·lo·o Ioot ol l'oollo·j•t· \',I , .., 1\ ooulol
1111

('ARR, from 01

1 ""'

be distributt'cl pmportionally, with

the winner of lhe popular vote Rt>l- ·
linR I wo votes plus one for l'ach mn·
Rrt>ssional distric-t carried. Others
candidates would lf'l one F.lectoral
ColleR!' vole for each district rarrif'd.
• StH'ttKihen a dying pali«"nl's ability to direct the pruvidin11. withholding or withdrawal of medical treatment. llowev~r, the measure stops
short of allowinR physiriau-assislt>tl
suicide.
• Makc• it a crime to "!!talk" ;moth·
er pt•t son, causin1 the vid im emotional distress tluouRh fear of olt·alh
or serious injm y.
Al'>o lOOa)', Wilder deso 1 ilu·ol a
bill passed unanimously hy the
llousl' Saturday, tougheniu~ llt'llalties fur firin1 or possessinR " gun
on or nt•ar school l(routuls, as a
l•lact'ho. Thea bill was tll'illt'd
thruu~h after thea fatal shnolinR uf
two leena11er!l in a Nut folk
st·hoolyard lasl week. At the same
lime, the.· llouse ckfeatead prupnsals
In impose• a three-day wailiuJ!! pe·
1ind on JCUII pun bases and to limit
l!tlll pmrhas es to cmt• a mnttlh.
I ht> f(nvc·rnnr s.,id he wtll sitcn
llu• "' hunl J:llll hill. hut Ill' ;11lokol·

Del W. Tayloe llurpllty Jr.
(0-Norllten Neckt eltecb Illite vole oa
lltll hill oa 18llwater fi•ltlallietnlfl.
"l'unishmt•ut is nn cleterrt·ul
What kind "' IIII'SSalw olnc"; '""'
st·ml. thai you tan buy as many
J(IIIIS as you waul, ynu ju!!l rau't use
lhem? I really believe we'te not going to stoa• what's takin11 pla1·e until
wf' allark lht• wot rausl's."
Sltl{/ wrilt•n IJfmald I' Raker and
('had's Halortll(lon ,.o,tlllor tlnlto
ti11I

rt'('ml

\
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Pen1zsylvania doesn't need Califor1zia's air-emission sta1zdards
B.! JC!_NA THAN H. ADl~---

M

eor trends have their start lo Calllornla Frum hemline• to music
Sl) les, the West Cuast bas lona beea
lnOucnllal Ill determinlna Northeastern
lauu Tbb Is true in polili< s. no Jess lbao ID
lasblon. The laK re•oltt aad the Reaaao
revululluo bad their nrifltnS in Califnrola.
and lor a•>Od ur Ill tbo·y uan\lnr'lled the

n1Hon

CaiUornla's latest exp•''' to the F.ast Coasl
I> a new seric• of reaul•two" alm•d ·'' IID-

poo•Jna urban air •tuahty Not content wllb
the llandards o11thned In lbe 19911 ledtral
l'h••n Air Act om~n·Jmen.,, C~ltlorn1a 'truck
oul oa Ill own Itt .J,-si&o ev~n ••ore su in1ent
re~tnlellons at .. ed -lt cleonln& the air •bove
lAos Ancetes. tbe dlrllest in tbe natloo No•
...... t wlera sllltl, lncllldln& Pennsylvania, are conteiDplatin& •dct•lln& lh~se
~mluloo •eblcle II.EVI rc&lllaliuns u tht•lr
own r..ov C&My ennOUIIlCd b•• intt>nhun to
lllopllbese recutallun1•s pull,,, tus dlnrl to
• lean Pennsyhanla·s air
fba assu•r.lloa behind Ibis O<tlon Is tbal
the fallforft 1 Jtandards rPprnenl ao elli' t~n• and coJt eUetthe mt·ftn'i uf ellllntn&

h••·

federal air ••alliJ llandardl. Glwrn thai federal Jaw lobllllls tba allliiiiJ or lodlvldual
stales to Kl eatoao•oullr Ia deslcnloc air
•uallly re1ulatlons, ••nr Slates see I he Call
forola slandudl utile ootr conceivable oplloa. and Cuer lean that ledeul 'ilnc lions
will be enacted ualtss ll&alllcant aclloo Is
taken However, tilt California I t:V staod·
lids are ,.. • c..l-eUectlve air pollution
control slralep Wbal Is raore, tnactla&
tbese 51aodarcls Is hardly l'enns)h onla •
only opllon
Consldtr 1 (tw sali~nl (Jets abuul the
source of tubao air pollullon A• tnuch as SO
percent of aollomoblle pnllullon It cau'ed by
onlr 10 percent of lhe vehicles on the road
This 111eana tballlUI of everr 10 auooawbole•.
ooe eiDill as IIIIKh air pnllulion u the other
olne. The• vebldes ere predomloantlr old
er vehlclet, vebldttlbal are oul<>flune. or
can thai bare been dellbeulely lampered
wnb so as 10 l111prove perlortnance Tu mall·
mire air •uaiiiJ beoelhs. eavlroomo:nlal In I·
llathes sbould seek to lara•• the><> ,,·hldu
lor emlssloo reductions
Unlortuoately, lhe Cahlorola low eml~>loo
vehicles Slaodards promoled by Casey do no
such tblnl lnsleadlhese r•aullloons propo•e

-----------

The com for new stmrddrds
could be enormom, and
they ::vou/J Jv liult! to
impwve air quality.
a broad "drill Del'' approa, h 1hat lor."' out<>maken hi pro4uce vctud·"i wnh drarnallc•l·
IJ redut-N tnliMinn"i Ye1 loth)·s new cars
are already n1ore th.1n 9~ J~r~ cut dt:ant-r
lhln those of ll yeus .tl(u Whal l'l m'lre. the
benefits of maadatin& •·hllllon•l oeJucuons
ID I be emlssiont nl new can on I) accrue In
I be lana lerm as nt.ltr cars .,. cr aduaiiJ
replaced wilb newu coounttrpaols In short.
lbe clean air bene Ill~ lr••m rc.tudn& emissions of new can are n•·&llt~oble. 11 bt,st
Whole lbe C•lllnrn•• SIJndiHh will d•o Ittlie lo Improve Ptnn~ylwaull Itt 'iuiiUy, tbc
costJ uf these stan~t.•rd'i fould he enormnus.
These rtlulaolnns could ooiJ •• much as
SI.OOO 10 lbe procc ol new auoumuboles If
•nrlhlng. the~ s11111l.ulh l l I tully dl~:nur

..e lbe replacement of older. bta•lly pollut·
Ina •thlcles wtlb cleaner, nc"' can II IDUSI
alsu be retatmbercd Ihal tht costooflbe LEV
reaulatlons are lo aJollllun to the lrtRitn·
dous ecoouoalc b~rJcn beln& ;mposed by tbc
19110 Cleaa Air Act re•O>uuos II os csllmated
tb•laoouat US. expenditures wllluceed US
billion evea ,.llhunt these r.qulrtmenll.
Cao Peon sylvania truly allor.t SU< h aD U·
peoshe and lnellcctnc pr•ogram'
Of nJurw, IR.JO)' 11111 msht 1bat lhe 5e\er
lly of l'enn•yhanoa·s. and partie ularly Phola·
delphia's. air pollution pooblem Ju<lllitS the
IBOJI severe me>5uro•s i\foer all. ecc.ordln&lo
lbe 19911 data. .lJ ol l'ennsylvania·s 67 couo
Illes were classllled •• wnt hra••lll non·
•llalnmeol arras, and Phola•lelphlas ozune
aon llfllnna~nt SI41U! ...,., clas.:'iilkJ as se-

vere.
Yet wbar was 11 u• th•n Is no long or the
cua. A.s noted in a just rtleased rep•rl by the
Calo lnstttule. prehm1nary 1991 d1ta !rum
lbe £nw1Nnmcnlll l'ruoe<tloo Agency lndl·
carea tbet ontr tht l'holodelphia anol l'lotsburala aroas are still In uon analomeol Pblladelpbla has ampro-.ol tts <taraslo "raodtrate" eod Pmsbur&h " only cluallled as •
"mariiDII" nun attalnrn•n• area This Is be-

CIUSe mo'\t nglOOill( PenOSi'h.tula

ha\~

not

t~ceeded lht
lhr~ ytan -

ledtral srandards in the lasl
the time period u ·•·d lur dct<r
mloln& non euawnh!'fll stilus.
In >hort. R<>l only tsthe re&ulat·•ry appr•~~~:b
pteferrtd by Cuer not LIJSI<!IIl!<·otve. but abo
tbe steps oecessal'}' lor Peonsyh 1naa to anal a
lbe federal staodanb are Ins severe lhlll
manJ belteve. Gov
bas cl.oimed I bot In
lhe lit~hl for elton aJr. "Whars ot stah Is •l•e

c...,.,,

wery et.:onomlc btellh of our commnnwt'.JIIh -·

Ghtn the co<t oltbo:or r•cutali·•ns that h•. •
~n enll ted or propose."tt. (a.scy IS more .ltl•l
rate than be reallzts
Ear her tbls rnonth.the \'llglnool<~oslatuoe
averted economtc lataslroph•· by ••IIana
Gov 1.. Jlon111., Wolder·s clt~n-cer ltoll thai
would have lmpo~ lhe Califur ni3 sl.ln•I.Jrdl
on Vlralnl• raolor1sts. Instead. \ 11glnla loins
Connecllcut In JovuUaatloa mure co< I eflec·
the mearu ollmpro•ln& re&tom.•J air 'l••llty
lbat are sp~drtcally targeted at the sourct5
of polluuon Peons)lvanla would be hr bet
ler off learn In& from I his nampl" 1h•n lol
lo..,tna tht lead of falolurola
Jonollten H Adler b a11 environm~11lal policy
Qlft41JII at lhe Compdalavr fnlurrhe frutJ

lure '"

w.. "!.."~---
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NEW JERSEY

HIGHWAY USERS CONFERENCE
150 Wes: State St.. Trenton. N.J. 08608

April 10, 1992

The Honorable Maureen Ogden
~66 Essex Street
07041
M~llburn, NJ
Dear Assemblywoman Ogden:
The enclosed New Jersey Highway Users Conference policy
statement outlines our deep concern with regard to several
regulatory proposals ·..rhich could result in the adoption of the
proposed California LEV standards.
The carte blanche acceptance of the proposed Califorr.ia
unaccour.table to
allows a California agency,
and citizens of New Jersev, to establish a.:~d
:::..egisla~'J.re
standards for the Garden State, "thereby placing the people of
state at an extreme disadvantage.
s~andards

LEV

the
se-:
our

For these reasons and reasons contained in our policy
statement, we would ask for your continuing review of the
Departments actions, as they relate to adoption of emissions
standards.
Sincerely,

x-~ ~~~J~

~~~~e

Hagemeiste r,
Chairman
N.J Highway Users Conference

GH/qmd

George Hagemeister
Cha•rman
Gannett Ouldoor

Walter Ellis. Jr.

James F. Hughes

James E. Benton

Anhur D. McTighe. Esq.

V•ce·Cila•rman
N.J. Farm Bureau

V•ce·Cila•rman
N J S1a1e Safely Counc•l

Secre1ary1Treasurer
N.J. Petroleum Council

Conference Counsel

NEW JERSEY

HIGHWAY USERS CONFERENCE
150 West State St.. Trenton. N.J. 08608

TESTIMONY BY
NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY USERS CONFERENCE
,
CHAIRMAN
TER,
HAGEMEIS
GEORGE
April 9, 1992
Environment Committee
Assembly
&
Before the Joint Senate

The New Jersey Highway Users Conference is composed of organiza tions in the
private sector intereste d in highway transpor tation matters. We are esoecially
concerned about the continued afforda bility of highway transpor tation to
consumers and the increasin g cost to businesses which use motor vehicles .
The average price for an automobile is now around $16,000.00. Motor fuel taxes
are eouivale nt to a sales tax of 26%. The information we have indicate s
could add ancther
:~at the proposed Californ ia standard s for automobiles alone
could
required
fuel
$472 - $1,000 to this price. In addition , the special
more.
gallon
per
cost as much as 20 cents to 24 cents
These are extremely high costs to impose on New Jersey taxpayers without
extremely solid evidence that the benefits would justify this sacrific e.
At the present time, our information shows this not to be the case. We
believe this huge expenditure of funds would result in a reductio n of ozone
in the region of less than 2% above the emission reduction brought by the
federal standards contained in 1990 Clean Air Act over the next few years.
The execvtive officer of the Californ ia Air Resources Board, in a 1991
statemen t, said that Californ ia standards had been developed specific ally
to address the problems in his state. He cautioned other states not to
blindly adopt them without making sure they would wor.k in their state.
Moreover, with the projecte d reductio ns so limited, we question whether
or not it could even be measured by current technological methods.
With such large economic factors at stake, we believe caution is the prudent
course. The average automobile is approximately 8 years old. The added costs
of the proposed Californ ia Program will stifle sales of new energy- efficien t
and pollutio n-effici ent motor vehicles . This would be tragic because, over
57% of vehicle emissions reductio ns can be achieved by fleet turnover alone.
The NJ Highway Users Conference strongly endorses the objectiv es of providing
a healty environment. The schedules for achieving these objectiv es should
be well within the financia l and technolo gical capaciti es of NJ and the nation
to attain. They should not cause severe impacts in any major segment of
economic activity .
We urge the NJ Legislat ure to provide for a fixed-term study by a broad-based
group to more accurate ly assess the cost/ben efits of the Californ ia program
along with other alternat ives.

George Hagemeis ter

Walter Ellis. Jr.

James F. Hughes

James E. Benton

Arthur D. McTighe. Esq.

Chaorman
G;~nn,.tt Oult1•""''

Voce·Chaorman
~l J F~rm Aure;~u

Voce·Chaorm an
N .J S1~1e SAIPiy Coune•l

Secretary/Tre asurer
N J. Petrolflum Councol

Conference Counsel

tlew Jersey .Automobile 1Jealers .Association
H. .dquartera • 856 River Road • P.O. Box 7510 • Trenton, New Jertey 01121 • (109) 113-5051

JOHN ZANGER. JR.
Cha1rman

.:::::-~=-' ,.~

CHARLES E. WAL 'ON
PreSident

.~

.'

,\.
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Hen. Henry P. McNamara
801 Franklin Avenue
P.O. Box 663
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

Hen. Maureen B. Ogden
266 Essex Street
Millburn, NJ 07041

Dear Chairman McNamara and Chairwoman Ogden:
At the conclusion of my testimony before your Committee yesterday, you
asked me to supply you with the Association 's ideas on marketplace and consumer
incentives. In our view, economic incentives will be necessary to sell ULEVs
and ZEVs.
Consumer incentives can be handled in a variety of ways:

*

Elimination (or reduction) of sales tax for the purchase of LEVs,
ULEVs, and ZEVs. DEPE could decide to incentivize by different levels
of sales tax reductions depending on whether the vehicle was electric,
CNG, propane, or gasoline.

of partial sales tax reductions and/or State
* A combination approach
income tax credits for purchases of ULEVs and ZEVs.

*

Pay bounties for older cars that are scrapped, enhancing the Bush
Administrat ion's proposal. With over 30% of the fleet ten model years
or older, tons of pollution can quickly be eliminated using this
economic incentive.

NJADA has made DEPE aware of our concerns on the inventory risks we face
if customers balk at purchasing ULEVs and ZEVs. To eliminate that risk, we
must see some long-term marketplace incentives put in place. These programs
should remain stable and not change each time there is a new Commissioner or
other new manager brought in to the process.
While the public is becoming more and more environment ally concerned, we
believe that this awareness is secondary to the very real pocketbook issues
confronting consumers. In today's world, it will be difficult for us to sell
one electric car for every ten conventiona l ones sold.
Once again, I want to reiterate our belief that New Jersey must also move
in lockstep with all the other states that border us. Otherwise a lot of

J

Hen. Henry P. McNamara/Hon. Maureen B. Ogden
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April 10, 1992

business will flee to those jurisdictions and many ~ew Jersey auto dealers will
fail. We shouldn't be the ones left holding the bag!
Thanks for your interest.

sry;;

Kind personal regards.

E. Walton
c~!jles
President

cc:

Hon. Scott Weiner

MEMBERS OF THE
NORTHEAST OZONE TRANSPORT COMMISSION
STATE

MEMBERS

CONNECTICUT

Timothy R.E. Keeney, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection
carl s. Pavetto, Chief
Bureau of Air Management

DELAWARE

Edwin (Toby) H. Clark, Secretary
Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Control
Phillip G. Retallick, Director
Air and Waste Management Division

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Lacy Streeter, Acting Director
Dept. of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs
Joseph K. Nwude, Chief
Air Quality Control & Monitoring Branch

MA!NE

Dean c. Marriott, Commissioner
Department of Environmental P=otecticn
Dennis L. Keschl, Director
Bureau of Air Quality Control

MARYLAND

Robert Perciasepe, Secretary
Department of the Environment
George P. Ferreri, Director
Air Management Administration

MASSACHUSETTS

Susan F. Tierney, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Barbara A. Kwetz, Director
Division of Air Quality control

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Robert w. Varney, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Services
Dennis R. Lunderville, Director
Air Resources Division

NEW JERSEY

Scott Weiner, Commissioner
New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection
Nancy Wittenberg, Director
Division of Environmental Quality

NEW YORK

Thomas c. Jorling, Commissioner
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
Thomas M. Allen, Director
Division of Air Resources

PENNSYLVANIA

Arthur A. Davis, Secretary
Department of Environmental Resources
James K. Hambright, Director
Bureau of Air Quality Control

RHODE ISLAND

*gov's rep not named*
Thomas D. Getz, Chief*
Division of Air and Hazardous Materials

VERMONT

Jan s. Eastman, Secretary
Agency of Natural Resources
Richard A. Valentinetti, Director
Air Pollution Control Division

VIRGINIA

Elizabeth H. Haskell
Secretary of Natural Resources
Wallace N. Davis, Executive Director
Department of Air Pollution Control

EPA-HQ
-EPA REG. I

William G. Rosenberg, Asst. Adm.
for Air and Radiation
Julie D. Belaga, RA

EPA REG. II

Constantine Sidamon-Eris toff, RA

EPA REG. III·.

Edwin B. Erickson, RA

*Membership Not Confirmed
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